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1.1 Setting the Stage for this Dissertation

1 Introduction
1.1 Setting the Stage for this Dissertation
Innovative businesses face a large, diverse range of – often conflicting –
interests from actors in society. Societal debates are increasingly
influenced by vocal groups, which question companies’ approaches to a
variety of issues, such as global warming or privacy, and demand them to
take action. Although there have been movements to create free markets
where a minimum of such external influences restrict companies
(Friedman, 1962, 1970; also see Krugman, 2007), entirely free markets are
illusive because they are part of society with its interests, norms, and rules
(Fligstein & McAdam, 2012; Polanyi, 2001; Stiglitz, 2001). Consequently,
companies must handle demands from a wide range of societal
stakeholders. For instance, growing societal consciousness and
governmental regulations aiming for sustainability have forced firms to
take their environmental impacts more seriously. Simultaneously, firms’
activities often have far-reaching consequences for society. Facebook’s,
Google’s and Twitter’s alleged roles in spreading ‘fake news’ and these
companies’ impact on privacy are examples of these consequences, which
have been featuring prominently in recent public debates. All of this results
in a dynamic interaction between businesses, government and societal
stakeholders where each party’s activities and interests may provoke new
reactions that need to be dealt with.
As the examples in the opening show, many of these dynamics go handin-hand with innovation. Large technological trends like smart industries
and autonomous driving both respond to the public’s demands and
simultaneously shape important aspects of social life. Such innovations are
developed by businesses whose design decisions may have ramifications
for the entire society (Kenney & Zysman, 2016), culminating in the
catchphrase that ‘code is law’ (Lessig, 1999, 2000). Yet, these
developments do not only offer an array of opportunities to businesses, but
1
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can also pose substantial challenges (Porter & Heppelmann, 2014). Not
only do firms need to respond to a vast array of interests from affected
stakeholders. They also face a host of managerial difficulties, such as the
need for combining technological knowledge from a range of previously
separate industries. This means that firms which are involved in shaping
these trends must venture into uncharted technological territory and at the
same time fend off new competitors from other industries. For instance,
traditional car manufacturers are developing autonomous driving
technologies while facing the threat of Google’s and Uber’s entry into their
market of providing mobility (The Economist, 2017).
Several scholars (e.g. Geels, 2004; Geels & Schot, 2007; Smith & Raven,
2012; Smith, Voß, & Grin, 2010; Teece, 1986, 2006; Van de Ven, 2005)
have developed theories on how innovations can develop and prosper in
these contexts. According to these theories, major innovations initially
develop in small niches. In order to move out of these niches into the
mainstream, they need to become aligned with the societal context.
Innovations which do not achieve this alignment are likely to fail. In
addition to developing new technologies, innovators therefore need to
ensure that appropriate ecosystems are in place around them (e.g. Teece,
1986, 2006). Sociotechnical systems theory (e.g. Geels, 2002, 2004; Geels
& Schot, 2007; Smith & Raven, 2012; Smith et al., 2010) broadens this
even further. It argues that elements including for instance supporting
infrastructures, culture and user perceptions, and government policy must
support innovations before they can move out of their niches. The
autonomous-driving example illustrates this: In addition to technology
development, major challenges for the innovation arise from issues like
developing legislation to support the technology, adapting infrastructure,
and changing consumers’ usage patterns (Greenblatt, 2016; The
Economist, 2017). Given these complex dynamics, innovative companies
need to work jointly to establish conditions where innovations can thrive
(Van de Ven, 2005).
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Standards, which de Vries (1999, p. 15) defines as “solutions (...) intended
and expected to be used repeatedly”, are an important element of these
sociotechnical systems (e.g. Geels, 2004; Geels & Schot, 2007). At first
sight, this may seem paradox: Innovation is about creating something new
whereas standards aim to fix solutions in place. However, closer inspection
reveals that standards often support innovation and may even make it
possible in the first place. One such example is Apple board member Eddy
Cue’s answer to the question why Apple has not developed a product that
revolutionises the TV market in the same manner as the iPhone did for
mobile phones: Cue responded that the iPhone was only possible because
of an array of globally established standards, which does not exist in the
TV market. These globally available standards provided a solid foundation
for Apple to build on, which is lacking in the TV sector (Duke University,
2017).
This anecdotal evidence of the importance of standards for innovation is
echoed in the academic literature. While there are some negative effects,
such as causing lock-in (e.g. David, 1985; Tassey, 2000), the positive
effects of standards appear to outweigh their potential negative impact on
innovations. This is reflected in literature reviews (e.g. Dahl Andersen,
2013; Manders, de Vries, & Blind, 2016; Swann & Lambert, 2017), which
find that many studies report a positive link between innovation and
standards. In general, standards contribute to innovations’ institutional
foundations and help the involved actors to get a common understanding
of a technology (e.g. Blind & Gauch, 2009; Foray, 1998; Van de Ven,
1993). More concretely, their positive effects touch on issues like enabling
market access and legitimising innovations (e.g. Botzem & Dobusch,
2012; Tamm Hallström & Boström, 2010; Tassey, 2000), defining
interfaces to support complex systems (e.g. Allen & Sriram, 2000; Ho &
O’Sullivan, 2017), and providing information (e.g. Blind & Gauch, 2009;
Lorenz, Raven, & Blind, 2017).

3
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1.2 Outline and Contribution of the Dissertation
Despite the strong evidence of standards’ importance for innovation, many
aspects of this relationship remain poorly understood. With this
dissertation, I aim to improve this understanding. The dissertation does so
through three stand-alone papers and a qualitative empirical pre-study,
which partly have already been published (see Section 1.3). These studies
shed light on specific aspects of innovation and standards, for which the
previous academic literature does not offer satisfactory insights:

Multi-mode standardisation: A critical review and a
research agenda (Chapter 2)
Chapter 2 investigates how standardisation creates a balance between
stakeholders’ interests, and sets rules which coordinate innovation
trajectories. The chapter integrates three distinct streams of literature and
generates new theoretical insights from this combination. It crystallises
three ideal-typical modes of standardisation from these literature streams:
(1) committee-based standardisation, (2) market-based standardisation,
and (3) government-based standardisation. Although literature often
portrays them as independent from each other, evidence points towards
many standardisation processes making use of more than one of these
modes simultaneously. As Chapter 2 shows, such multi-mode
standardisation processes can be extremely dynamic because they offer a
large range of strategic options for influencing innovation trajectories. The
chapter makes theoretical contributions on these dynamics and outlines a
research agenda for generating a better understanding. It also formulates
recommendations for companies and other actors who are involved in
shaping technological and societal change.
Writing this chapter was initially triggered by observations from an indepth case study of standardising plugs and sockets for European emobility. The case study was eventually removed from the chapter when
revising it for publication, but provides an excellent illustration of the
dynamics identified in Chapter 2 and is included for readers’ reference in
Appendix A.
4
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Managing Innovation and Standards: A Case in the
European Heating Industry (Chapter 3)
Chapter 3 addresses the question how innovators can incorporate the
complex dynamics of standardisation identified in Chapter 2 into new
product development processes. Even though the academic literature
clearly shows that standards are key to innovations’ success, there is
surprisingly little research on how innovative companies can deal with
them. This chapter addresses this issue through an in-depth grounded
theory study in the European heating industry. It studies the development
of the micro Combined Heat and Power (mCHP) technology, which is a
radical innovation for which standards and regulation were essential topics
before the technology could enter the market. The grounded theory
developed in the chapter shows that managing standards and regulation1
for an innovation requires close collaboration among actors in an industry.
It gives a clear account of the activities that are needed on the firm- and
industry levels to align innovations, regulation, and standards.
Furthermore, the chapter highlights the need for innovators to engage with
the wider societal context in this process and shows how this can be
achieved.

Forum Choice in Standardisation: A Choice Experiment
in the IoT Context (Chapter 4)
Both previous chapters show that standardisation is often needed for
innovation, yet the associated processes can be extremely dynamic and
complex. Companies engaging in these processes face many strategic
decisions, which influence their ability to shape standards in line with their
preferences. Chapter 4 addresses one of businesses’ fundamental choices
in this context. In many cases the standard setting organisations (SSOs),
which provide forums for standardisation work, compete with each other.
Actors who wish to engage in standard development therefore must

1

Standards often go hand in hand with regulation (see e.g. Blind et al., 2017).
Consequently, Chapter 3 also shows that the two concepts often need to managed
together.
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identify the SSO which offers the most suitable institutional setting.
Existing approaches in the literature (based on multi-sided markets, social
networks, and forum shopping) point towards aspects of SSOs, which may
determine companies’ choice of forum. However, this literature does not
integrate these aspects into a complete analysis of forum choice. Chapter
4 addresses this shortcoming through a conjoint-based choice experiment
with standardisation experts from the Internet of Things (IoT) field. This
choice experiment’s comprehensive findings advance theory on
companies’ standardisation strategies. It identifies which elements of
SSOs’ institutional settings are of primary and secondary importance for
companies’ joining decisions. It also has direct practical relevance for
policy makers at SSOs.

Summary and Conclusions (Chapter 5)
Following the studies presented in Chapters 2 to 4, Chapter 5 offers a brief
summary of each study’s main findings, scientific relevance, managerial
implications, and avenues for future research. It also highlights additional
conclusions that can be drawn by looking at all chapters together. By doing
so, Chapter 5 explains how standardisation balances diverse interests and
helps set the stage for innovation.

Overall Contribution of the Dissertation
Overall, this dissertation adds to the literature on innovation and standards
by highlighting the complex and dynamic nature of the associated
processes. All three studies in this thesis show a large variety of decisions
and activities that innovators face when dealing with standards. Yet, the
dissertation also reveals how standards and standardisation can be used to
support innovation if these decisions and activities are handled well. The
thesis clearly shows that standards serve to align innovations with the
varied interests of stakeholders around them, which can in many cases be
vaguely defined. Standardisation defines a balance between these interests
in clear terms, thus providing certainty for innovation. The dissertation
also shows more clearly than the existing literature how innovators can
6
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engage with other actors in standardisation. By doing so, innovators can
reduce uncertainty for their work on questions where this uncertainty is
still high.

1.3 Contributions to the Dissertation
This section provides an overview over the organisations and individuals
who have been involved in the research that makes up this thesis.

Data Collection
All data used in this dissertation were gathered by the author.
•

Chapter 2 was initially based on an in-depth case study of the
standardisation process of charging plugs of electric vehicles in
the European Union. This case was dropped from the chapter
during the review process for publication and is included in
Appendix A of this dissertation for readers’ reference.

•

Chapter 3 is based on an in-depth case study of the development
of micro Combined Heat and Power (mCHP) technology in the
European heating industry.

•

Chapter 4 is based on a choice experiment among standardisation
experts. DIN, DKE, ETSI, Oasis, and the Zigbee Alliance kindly
provided access to members of their IoT-related standardisation
committees for this purpose.

Research
I performed most of the research presented in this dissertation
independently. I developed the research questions, studied the relevant
literature, collected the data, conducted the data analysis, and wrote the
chapters presented in this dissertation. In addition, I am grateful to the
following people for their kind contributions, which helped improve the
quality of my work:
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•

Chapter 2 was co-authored by Henk de Vries and Knut Blind,2
who helped develop the research question, provided continuous
feedback, and contributed to refining the arguments in the chapter.
Furthermore, the chapter benefitted from useful insights by Martin
Kenney (editor Research Policy), four anonymous reviewers, and
Ursula Lohr-Wiegmann.

•

Chapter 3 is single authored, but has benefitted from helpful
feedback by Henk de Vries, two anonymous reviewers, and Ursula
Lohr-Wiegmann. Dennis Möller and Nina Laenen provided
support in coding the data underlying this chapter.

•

Henk de Vries and Knut Blind provided helpful support in refining
the research question, identifying literature, developing the choice
experiment, and refining the argumentation in Chapter 4. Felix
Eggers provided methodological advice related to choice
experiments and conjoint analysis. Robert Suurmond and Henk
van Rhee acted as a sounding board on questions related to the
statistical analysis. Ursula Lohr-Wiegmann also provided useful
feedback on this chapter.

Despite this helpful input, any remaining errors and omissions remain the
responsibility of the author of this dissertation.

Publishing Status
Chapter 2 has been published:
P.M. Wiegmann, H.J. de Vries & K. Blind (2017). Multi-mode
standardisation: A critical review and a research agenda. Research
Policy, 46(9), 1370-1386. doi:
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2017.06.002

2
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Chapter 3 has been published as a book:
P.M. Wiegmann (2019). Managing Innovation and Standards: A
Case in the European Heating Industry. Cham: Palgrave MacMillan.
doi: http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-01532-9
Chapter 4 is currently being prepared for submission to an academic
journal.
Conference papers based on in-between stages of these projects have been
presented and published in the proceedings of various conferences.
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2 Multi-Mode Standardisation: A Critical
Review and a Research Agenda
This chapter consists of a paper, which was published in Research Policy:
P.M. Wiegmann, H.J. de Vries & K. Blind (2017). Multi-mode
standardisation: A critical review and a research agenda. Research
Policy, 46(9), 1370-1386. doi:
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2017.06.002
The chapter was initially based on an in-depth case study of the
standardisation process of charging plugs for electric vehicles in the
European Union. This case was removed from the chapter during the
review process at Research Policy but is included for readers’ reference in
Appendix A of this dissertation. It provides an excellent illustration of the
dynamics discussed in this chapter.

Abstract
Standardisation is key to shaping new technologies and supporting major
ongoing trends, such as the increased importance of platforms, developing
‘smart’ technologies and innovating large-scale complex systems.
Standardisation plays a key role in shaping the rules that govern these
developments and their effects on society. Due to the large variety of actors
involved in these trends, the associated standardisation processes are likely
to involve all three modes of standardisation identified in the literature:
committee-based, market-based and government-based. This multi-mode
standardisation challenges the theoretical views on standardisation which
predominantly focus on one of the modes. In this paper, we review the
existing literatures on individual modes and on multi-mode
standardisation. By recombining existing evidence, we generate new
insights into multi-mode standardisation processes. These first insights
relate to the contributions that each mode can make to such processes’
outcomes and suggest that their impact depends on factors, such as their
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initiation’s timing and the institutional context in which the standardisation
process occurs. Moreover, we consider the conditions under which actors
can launch each mode. Based on our observations, we formulate an agenda
for future research to obtain a better understanding of multi-mode
standardisation. We offer recommendations for industry actors, NGOs,
researchers and policy makers involved in shaping technological and
societal change.

Keywords
Standardization; Committee-based Standardization; Standard Battles;
Regulation; Government-based Standardization; Multi-mode
Standardization

2.1 Introduction
Standardisation can be critical in determining a technology’s success and
often plays a vital role in supporting major technological and societal
trends. Many important ongoing developments, such as the transformation
towards a platform economy, making things ‘smart’ and innovating large,
complex systems rely on standardisation (e.g. Featherston, Ho, BrévignonDodin, & O’Sullivan, 2016; Geels, 2004; Ho & O’Sullivan, 2017).
Standardisation’s key aim is limiting the number of solutions when using
many different options simultaneously is ineffective and inefficient. One
would expect the standardisation world to adopt this approach to its own
processes and ensure that standardisation itself is ‘standard’. However,
closer inspection reveals that this is not the case.
Current literature is organised around three modes of standardisation:
committee-based standardisation, sometimes referred to as de-jure
standardisation (e.g. Jain, 2012; Narayanan & Chen, 2012); market-based
standardisation, sometimes referred to as de-facto standardisation (e.g.
Schilling, 2002; Suarez, 2004); and government-based standardisation
(e.g. Büthe & Mattli, 2010). Extant literature describes cases where these
modes jointly contributed to the final outcome (e.g. X. Gao, 2014; Garud,
Jain, & Kumaraswamy, 2002; von Burg, 2001), and shows that many
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impactful standards (such as the ISO shipping container, GSM or Ethernet)
emerged in multi-mode standardisation processes, but provides limited
theoretical insights into these processes. As we argue in Section 2.2, multimode standardisation is likely to become increasingly important in the
future. Most (if not all) major ongoing trends, which shape technology and
society, bring together previously unrelated stakeholders from different
backgrounds (e.g. in terms of industry sector and geography) (e.g. Kenney
& Zysman, 2016; Porter & Heppelmann, 2014). As they use
standardisation to facilitate and coordinate these developments, they are
likely to bring different standardisation ‘cultures’ and strategies to the table
and employ the modes of standardisation that they are familiar with,
resulting in a large number of multi-mode processes.
Despite this increasing importance of multi-mode standardisation, it has
received surprisingly little attention in research. The predominant view in
the literature (e.g. Leiponen, 2008; Schilling, 2002) assumes that every
standardisation process relies on only one of these three modes. Although
many historical cases (e.g. the market battle between VHS and Betamax
or ISO 9001’s committee-based development) are in line with this view, it
leaves an increasing share of cases unexplained (Section 2.2). In this
review paper, we make four contributions towards generating a better
understanding of these trends and the associated standardisation processes.
First, we review existing literature and derive the three ideal-typical modes
of standardisation that drive the emergence of standards (Section 2.3).
Second, we summarise available theory on multi-mode standardisation and
identify its gaps (also Section 2.3). Third, we recombine evidence from
existing literature to make some first steps in formulating additional theory
on multi-mode standardisation (Section 2.4). Fourth, we propose an
agenda for research which can add to a more complete understanding of
the phenomenon (Section 2.5.1). Based on these findings, we also offer
recommendations, based on the currently available evidence, for industry
actors, NGOs, researchers and policymakers in standard developing
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organisations (SDOs), industry associations and communities of practice
involved in shaping major technological trends (Section 2.5.2).

2.2 Trends in Standardisation
Standardisation aims to resolve situations where involved actors prefer a
common solution to a problem, but have not yet agreed which option to
choose. For example, this can often be observed during the development
of technical specifications for new technologies with network effects. Such
network effects mean that the technology’s benefits for an individual actor
increase along with the number of others using the same technology. The
conflicts arising between actors supporting different solutions have been
modelled game-theoretically as ‘battle-of-the sexes’ games (see e.g.
Belleflamme, 2002; Besen & Farrell, 1994; Farrell & Saloner, 1988; Mattli
& Büthe, 2003). These battles can result in wars of attrition where actors
block agreements in the hope that the other side concedes (Farrell &
Saloner, 1988; Farrell & Simcoe, 2012; Simcoe, 2012). To establish a
common solution, standardisation pursues coordination between actors by
developing solutions which are then implemented by all of them (ibid.).
We group the literature on processes for establishing common solutions
around three modes of standardisation in which such coordination occurs:
(1) committee-based, (2) market-based and (3) government-based (see
Section 2.3 for a detailed discussion).
Table 2.1: Overview of cases involving more than one mode of
standardisation
Combination of
Modes

Example Cases

Markets and
Committees

•
•
•
•
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Ethernet vs. other LAN technologies (von
Burg, 2001)
Office document formats (Blind, 2011;
Egyedi & Koppenhol, 2010)
Web-browsers (H. de Vries, de Vries, &
Oshri, 2008)
DVD (Vercoulen & van Wegberg, 1998)
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•
Governments and
Committees

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Governments and
Markets

•
•

Competition between internet telephony
technologies (Vercoulen & van Wegberg,
1998)
Competition between 2G mobile
telecommunications technologies in the USA
(Funk & Methe, 2001; Gandal, Salant, &
Waverman, 2003; Pelkmans, 2001)
USB vs. FireWire (van den Ende, van de Kaa,
den Uijl, & de Vries, 2012)
Wi-Fi vs. HomeRF (van den Ende et al.,
2012)
Blu-Ray vs. HD-DVD (den Uijl & de Vries,
2013)
Competition between different standards for
Unix operating systems (Axelrod, Mitchell,
Thomas, Bennett, & Bruderer, 1995)
Standardisation of LED-lighting technology
(LED Inside, 2010)
GSM (Bekkers, 2001; Pelkmans, 2001)
TD-SCDMA in China (P. Gao, Yu, &
Lyytinen, 2014; X. Gao, 2014)
TCP/IP (Townes, 2012)
ISO Shipping Container (Egyedi, 2000;
Egyedi & Spirco, 2011)
European container sizes for intermodal
transport (Meyer, 2012)
Standards for digital and high-definition
television (Meyer, 2012)
Requirements for medical devices in the EU
(Frank, 2001)
Energy performance requirements for
buildings in the Netherlands (H. J. de Vries &
Verhagen, 2016)
European “New Approach” (Borraz, 2007)
Competition between railway track gauges
(Puffert, 2000, 2002)
Global market battle between 2G mobile
telecommunications technologies (Funk &
Methe, 2001)
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Markets,
Committees and
Governments

•

ADA programming language vs. alternatives
(Rosen, Schnaars, & Shani, 1988)

•

Competition between international
accounting standards (Büthe & Mattli, 2011;
Hail, Leuz, & Wysocki, 2010; Tamm
Hallström, 2004)3
Internet protocols (Abbate, 2001)
CSR and environmental management systems
(Delmas & Montiel, 2008; Moratis & Tatang
Widjaja, 2014; Wätzold, Bültmann, Eames,
Lulofs, & Schucht, 2001)4
Standards for Internet of Things and smart
manufacturing (Lu, Morris, & Frechette,
2016)
Plugs for charging electric vehicles in Europe
(Bakker, Leguijt, & van Lente, 2015)
Food quality and safety standards (Trienekens
& Zuurbier, 2008)
Antifouling paint for ships (Thompson Clarke
Shipping Pty. Ltd., CTI Consultants Pty. Ltd.,
& Lewis, n.d.)
Competition between units of measurement –
SI and Imperial Measurement systems
(Glazebrook, 1931; National Industry
Conference Board, 1921)

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

2.2.1 Complexity in Standardisation
We observe several empirical cases of widely used and impactful standards
emerging from complex processes, where actors use diverse strategies to
influence the outcomes, involving multiple modes of standardisation (see
Table 2.1). Moreover, we expect the role of multi-mode standardisation to
increase in the future in line with several major trends which underlie the

3

Büthe and Mattli (2011) and Tamm Hallström (2004) ignore the role of markets
in this case. Hail et al.’s (2010) case description focuses on the influence of
governments and markets while neglecting committees.
4
Although these papers do not explicitly discuss committee-based
standardisation, the presence of an ISO standard (ISO 26000) implies that
committees played a role in this case.
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increasing digitalisation of society: large scale innovation of complex
systems, the development of smart technologies, the increasing importance
of platforms, growing demands for sustainability and responsibility in
global supply chains, and globalisation in general. All of these
developments bring together a large variety of previously unrelated actors,
and rely on coordination between these actors to be able to function.
Pursuing these changes is beyond the capabilities of individual firms and
even industries, requiring actors to interact and/or cooperate across sectors,
and exposing them to new sets of stakeholders (Porter & Heppelmann,
2014). Kenney and Zysman (2016) argue that these trends can even affect
actors from all parts of society and require them to find common solutions,
not only to technical questions, but also to non-technical issues.
Standardisation can be important in establishing these solutions and
getting them accepted (e.g. Featherston et al., 2016; Geels, 2004; Ho &
O’Sullivan, 2017; S. K. Schmidt & Werle, 1998). This implies that
standardisation is not only relevant to industry, but also to many other
stakeholders. For example, NGOs play an increasingly important role in
standardisation (Boström & Tamm Hallström, 2010). The EU’s Horizon
2020 programme for funding research projects specifically considers
participation in standardisation as a research output (European
Commission, 2011a, 2011b; European Parliament & Council of the
European Union, 2013). Germany’s government also operates a funding
programme for scientists who work on incorporating their research
findings into standards (BMWi, 2016).
As the involved actors develop standards to support these trends or cope
with them, they are likely to base their approaches on standardisation
‘cultures’ that they are familiar with. These differ greatly. For example,
the ICT sector has a standardisation ‘culture’ where consortia and markets
play a big role, whereas other sectors rely to a larger degree on committeebased standardisation (e.g. Blind & Gauch, 2008). The degree to which
actors in standardisation rely on collaboration or competition also varies
widely across countries (Büthe & Mattli, 2011; Tate, 2001). The role of
17
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government in standardisation differs as well. The government plays a
defining role in Chinese standardisation (e.g. Chuang, 2016; P. Gao et al.,
2014; X. Gao, 2014), whereas the “New Approach” in Europe aims to limit
the influence of government on technical details and depends on private
stakeholders contributing their expertise to standardisation (Borraz, 2007).
This implies that standardisation processes, which bring together the
diverse actors who are involved in shaping these trends, will rely on
multiple modes. Standardisation of the Internet of Things and smart
manufacturing is an example of an area driven jointly by players from the
ICT field and traditional manufacturing industries and involves elements
of all three standardisation modes (see Ho & O’Sullivan, 2017; Lu et al.,
2016). Also, national standardisation strategies outline the relationship
between government and the other modes of standardisation, for example
in China (CNIS, 2016), the Republic of Korea (Choi, 2016), the USA
(United States Standards Strategy Committee, 2015), the UK (CBI, DTI,
& BSI, n.d.), Germany (Deutsche Bundesregierung, 2009); France
(Evrard, 2014), Austria (Österreichische Bundesregierung, 2016), and
Russia (RF Ministry of Industry Energy, 2008).
Given the increasing complexity in standardisation and the importance of
multi-mode standardisation for ongoing technical and societal
developments, it is a phenomenon that warrants further investigation.

2.2.2 The Predominant View on Standardisation
Much of the existing literature assumes that standards are developed and
diffused strictly within the boundaries of one mode (e.g. Belleflamme,
2002; Blind, Petersen, & Riillo, 2017; Chiao, Lerner, & Tirole, 2007;
Farrell & Simcoe, 2012; Greenstein, 1992; Leiponen, 2008; Rosen et al.,
1988; Schilling, 2002; Timmermans & Epstein, 2010), and thus treats the
modes of standardisation as mutually exclusive. Typologies of
standardisation are built on this premise and classify cases into the
different modes without considering the possibility that some
standardisation processes may involve elements of several modes (e.g.
Botzem & Dobusch, 2012; Büthe & Mattli, 2010, 2011, p. 19; David &
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Greenstein, 1990). Following from this, the literature on success factors in
standardisation is divided into different streams of research. The first
stream identifies ways to influence processes within standard developing
organisations (SDOs) (e.g. Jain, 2012; Leiponen, 2008; Mattli & Büthe,
2003). Another stream focuses on success factors for winning market
battles (e.g. den Uijl, 2015; Schilling, 2002; Suarez, 2004; van de Kaa, van
den Ende, de Vries, & van Heck, 2011; van den Ende et al., 2012). Work
on how actors can successfully influence government-based
standardisation is scarcer, although cases have been described (Gilmore,
Collin, & McKee, 2006) and success factors for lobbying in general (e.g.
Bouwen, 2002; Klüver, 2011; Mahoney, 2007) are likely to apply.
This theoretical assumption of standardisation processes taking place
within one mode’s boundaries is supported by many empirical cases. For
example, ISO 9001 originated in the committee-based mode (Tamm
Hallström, 2004). Examples of the market-based mode include the battle
between AC and DC electricity in the 19th century (David, 1992; David &
Bunn, 1988) and VHS vs. Betamax (Cusumano, Mylonadis, &
Rosenbloom, 1992; Rosenbloom & Cusumano, 1987). Examples of purely
government-based standardisation can be found in Latin American milk
safety standards (Farina, Gutman, Lavarello, Nunes, & Reardon, 2005) and
the French government’s definition of standard measurements in the 18th
century (Rosen et al., 1988). In addition, the standardisation systems of the
former Soviet Union (USSR State Standards, 1976) and China before the
mid-1980s (Chuang, 2016) were built entirely on government-based
standardisation.
Although there are thus cases supporting the focus on single modes,
relying on this view when analysing multi-mode standardisation cases,
such as the ones presented in Table 2.1, means treating elements of
additional modes as external influences. For example, Tamm Hallström
(2004) and Büthe and Mattli (2011) view government activities in
accounting standards as external to the standardisation process taking
place in committees. This approach may constrain a full understanding of
19
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such cases, because multi-mode standardisation is characterised by
dynamic interactions between modes. In the remainder of this paper, we
review the available literature that can help us understand these dynamics
and recombine it to generate new insights. We also identify the limitations
of existing evidence, and outline an agenda for research to obtain a more
complete understanding of multi-mode standardisation processes.

2.3 Modes of Standardisation
We now take a closer look at the three modes of standardisation which
represent ideal-typical models of standardisation processes. In Section
2.3.1, we briefly review the literature on these ideal-typical modes to
highlight their defining features and provide the conceptual background
for the rest of the paper. In Section 2.3.2, we review extant research on the
interactions between these modes, and deviations from these ideal-types.
As indicated in Figure 2.1, this body of work focuses on specific pairs of
modes. Because standardisation processes are heterogeneous, we also
discuss the extent to which the modes of standardisation are likely to form
the basis for standardisation processes across this diverse domain (Section
2.3.3).
Figure 2.1: Literature on standardisation
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2.3.1 Setting the Background of Ideal-Typical Modes of
Standardisation
Based on literature, we identify three ideal-typical modes of
standardisation: committee-based, market-based and government-based.
These modes have three defining characteristics: (1) the mechanisms
which result in the coordination that standardisation aims for and describe
the fundamental relationships between actors in the process (cooperation,
competition, hierarchy); (2) the main actors involved (private or public);
and (3) the timing in the process (development or diffusion – see below)
when actors intervene and coordination occurs. These three defining
characteristics lead to two additional distinguishing features of the idealtypical modes: (1) individual actors’ avenues of influence on the process’s
results and (2) the degree to which standard development is inclusive or
exclusive (see Botzem & Dobusch, 2012). We summarise these features in
Table 2.2 and explain them in more detail in Sections 2.3.1.1 to 2.3.1.3.
Timing refers to the clearly discernible phases of standardisation processes
(e.g. H. J. de Vries, 2010; Lyytinen & King, 2006; Suarez, 2004). We
classify these phases in two overarching categories (in line with Botzem &
Dobusch, 2012; Weitzel, Beimborn, & König, 2006). (1) standard
development when solutions that are intended as a standard are created,
and (2) standard diffusion which includes spreading information about a
new standard, encouraging its application in use, and its actual acceptance
and implementation (see Rogers, 2003, pp. 11, 21). Depending on the
mode of standardisation, coordination can occur in either of these phases
(see Table 2.2).

2.3.1.1 Characteristics of Committee-Based
Standardisation
Standardisation through cooperation usually takes place in committees of
SDOs (e.g. the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) or
ASTM International), consortia (e.g. the Blu-Ray Disc Association),
professional associations (e.g. IEEE), trade associations (e.g. IATA), or
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Table 2.2: Ideal-typical modes of standardisation – characteristics5

5

Source: authors’ own summary of literature
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open source initiatives.6 There, stakeholders collaborate to define
standards which propose one solution in the form of an approved document
(Blind, 2002, 2006; Büthe & Mattli, 2010; Gallagher, 2007; Hanseth &
Monteiro, 1997; Narayanan & Chen, 2012; Rosen et al., 1988; S. K.
Schmidt & Werle, 1998; Timmermans & Epstein, 2010) – although the
exact process varies among standardisation organisations (e.g. Tate, 2001).
Actors belonging to the private sphere dominate committees (Büthe &
Mattli, 2010, 2011) and any interested stakeholder can join these
committees in their ideal-typical form, making the process ‘inclusive’
(Botzem & Dobusch, 2012).
In terms of timing, coordination in the committee-based mode takes place
during standard development. If different options are proposed, they are
evaluated before a standard is approved and diffused (Jain, 2012). SDOs
aim to define only one solution for each problem – a goal they reach often
but not always (Blind, 2011; Egyedi & Koppenhol, 2010). Using standards
that were developed in committees is voluntary (e.g. H. J. de Vries, 1999;
Mattli & Büthe, 2003). Economic benefits, such as reduced transaction
costs (e.g. Blind, 2002, 2004; Swann, 2010), and various market demands
(Brunsson, Rasche, & Seidl, 2012) are important reasons for their
implementation. Other reasons for their implementation lie in the path
taken in standard development (Botzem & Dobusch, 2012; Markus,
Steinfield, Wigand, & Minton, 2006; Tamm Hallström, 2004) – e.g. the
cooperative, inclusive development process can give standards legitimacy
which supports their implementation (Botzem & Dobusch, 2012; Tamm
6

Characterisations of open source communities in the literature (e.g. H. de Vries
et al., 2008; West, 2007a; West & O’Mahony, 2008) suggest that they exhibit all
defining features of venues for committee-based standardisation (see Table 2.2
and this section), even though they may not describe their work as ‘standardisation
activities’ (see e.g. Open Source Initiative, 2007). In addition, they also have some
characteristics which set them apart from more ‘traditional’ SDOs, e.g. in terms
of intellectual property rules which often allow actors to ‘fork’ code to create new
open source initiatives, or in terms of the length of development cycles. These
differences mean that standards, which emerge from open source initiatives, are
often more ‘fluid’ than those that are developed in traditional SDOs.
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Hallström & Boström, 2010). However, implementation of standards is not
self-evident and may be hindered by several barriers (H. J. de Vries, Blind,
Mangelsdorf, Verheul, & van der Zwan, 2009b).
Despite this, studies that investigate committee-based standards’ diffusion
are scarce compared to research on their development. Since coordination
takes place before a standard enters the market in committee-based
standardisation, literature focuses on standard development in these
organisations (see e.g. Belleflamme, 2002; Goluchowicz & Blind, 2011;
Mattli & Büthe, 2003) and often sees a standard’s release as the end-point
of the process.

2.3.1.2 Characteristics of Market-Based Standardisation

Literature on market-based standardisation describes how battles between
different technologies result in de-facto standards.7 These technologies and
their proponents compete in the market until an equilibrium is reached
(Gallagher, 2007; Narayanan & Chen, 2012; Rosen et al., 1988; Schilling,
2002; S. K. Schmidt & Werle, 1998; Shapiro & Varian, 1999; Suarez,
2004; Tassey, 2000; Timmermans & Epstein, 2010; van de Kaa et al.,
2011). Such battles usually result in one solution emerging as de-facto
standard (Cusumano et al., 1992; H. J. de Vries, 2006; H. J. de Vries &
Hendrikse, 2001; Schilling, 2002) due to a bandwagon effect
(Belleflamme, 2002; Delcamp & Leiponen, 2014; Farrell & Simcoe, 2012;
Geroski, 2000). However, there are also cases where several standards
continue existing in parallel and where no coordination is reached (H. J.
de Vries, de Ruijter, & Argam, 2011; Techatassanasoontorn & Suo, 2011).
Competition during the diffusion phase, i.e. after several solutions
intended as a standard have been developed, is thus the driving force for

Market mechanisms also drive the emergence of dominant designs and
platforms. Many authors see these and de-facto standards as different concepts
(den Uijl, 2015; Gallagher, 2007) although, according to den Uijl (2015), the
processes in which they emerge are similar.
7
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coordination between actors in market-based standardisation.8 This
competition is predominantly driven by actors from the private sphere
(Büthe & Mattli, 2010, 2011, pp. 25–29). Because standards can be
developed by anyone and are often proprietary, inclusiveness in standard
development is generally regarded as low in market-based standardisation
(Botzem & Dobusch, 2012; Egyedi, 2003).

2.3.1.3 Characteristics of Government-Based
Standardisation
Governments can use their hierarchical position to intervene in
standardisation, and regulation is an important way of developing and
diffusing standards (Khemani & Shapiro, 1993). 9 Governments can
impose mandatory use of standards that were developed elsewhere (Rosen
et al., 1988), or can also develop standards themselves and make their use
mandatory (Blind et al., 2017; Büthe & Mattli, 2010, 2011, pp. 20–23;
Farina et al., 2005; Narayanan & Chen, 2012; S. K. Schmidt & Werle,
1998; Timmermans & Epstein, 2010). Coordination in government-based
standardisation can thus occur in either of the phases, i.e. standard
development or standard diffusion. Contrary to committee- and marketbased standardisation, government-based standardisation is dominated by
public actors who have the authority to impose a standard’s use (Büthe &
Mattli, 2010, 2011, pp. 20–23). Private actors can therefore not influence
coordination directly but only through lobbying10 which may require high

8

Where literature discusses standard development for the market-based mode, it
usually refers to processes in consortia, indicating some degree of overlap with
the committee-based mode – see Section 2.3.2.1.
9
According to Lessig’s (1999, 2000) idea that ‘code is law’, private actors who
define architectures for software and the internet may occupy similar hierarchical
positions as governments. This is because the architectures that they develop can
restrict or encourage certain behaviour in similar ways to rules imposed by
governments. Much of what we write in this paper about government-based
standardisation might therefore also apply to these actors. However, exploring this
is beyond the scope of our paper.
10
Lobbying has been investigated in depth from a political science perspective
(e.g. Bouwen, 2002; Klüver, 2011; Mahoney, 2007), and from the economic
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effort and may be ineffective. We therefore classify government-based
standardisation’s inclusiveness (see Botzem & Dobusch, 2012) as medium
compared to the other two modes.
Whether governments should play such a role at all in standardisation is a
controversial question. Blind et al. (2017) find that such an intervention’s
effects on innovation depends on the degree of technological uncertainty
in the market. In general, some researchers justify governmentintervention because of the benefits of compatibility compared to an
alternative situation where there is no common standard (e.g. Bekkers,
2001; Funk & Methe, 2001; Pelkmans, 2001). Others argue that avoiding
competition between solutions removes the incentive for innovation that
would otherwise be needed to ensure a solution’s competitive edge and
that governments should therefore carefully weigh the benefits and costs
of intervening on a case-by-case basis (e.g. Cabral & Kretschmer, 2007;
Cabral & Salant, 2014; Gandal et al., 2003). It has therefore been proposed
that some of the ways in which government can intervene in
standardisation that are described in Section 2.3.2 are preferable to the
ideal-typical government-based standardisation through hierarchical
means. This debate mainly focuses on compatibility standardisation, but
de Vries and Verhagen (2016) show that government-based
standardisation for energy efficiency can also simultaneously stimulate
innovation and address societal issues. In other areas (e.g. safety or
consumer information standards), government intervention may also be
justified in cases of market failure when private actors would settle on
solutions which carry negative externalities.

2.3.2 Existing Literature on Multi-Mode Standardisation
The modes of standardisation presented in Section 2.3.1 present idealtypes of standardisation processes. However, as we argued in Section 2.2,
there are an increasing number of standardisation cases which are not

regulatory capture (e.g. Dal Bó, 2006; Laffont & Tirole, 1991) and regulatory
relief (e.g. P. Schmidt, 2002; Wätzold et al., 2001) perspectives.
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covered by these ideal-types. Despite this, few sources provide detailed
case descriptions which clearly show the dynamics in such cases and an
even smaller number offers theory that integrates the different modes.
Where there is theory on multi-mode standardisation, this combines
elements of pairs of modes but we are not aware of theory that integrates
all three modes. We provide an overview of the literature with detailed
case descriptions and/or theoretical contributions about multi-mode
standardisation processes in Table 2.3, Table 2.4, and Table 2.5 and
summarise these theoretical contributions in Sections 2.3.2.1 to 2.3.2.3.

2.3.2.1 Combinations of Market-Based and CommitteeBased Standardisation
When market-based and committee-based standardisation jointly drive
standardisation, elements of cooperation and competition as well as the
other characteristics of these modes (see Table 2.2) are combined. Work
that considers these combinations theoretically is either based on (1) the
assumption that elements of committee- and market-based standardisation
occur sequentially or (2) a dynamic interaction between elements of these
modes.
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Table 2.3: Literature on the interaction between markets and
committees
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Table 2.4: Literature on the interaction between governments and
committees
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Table 2.5: Literature on the interaction between governments and
markets
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The first type is considered by Axelrod et al. (1995), Markus et al. (2006)
and van den Ende et al. (2012). Axelrod et al. (1995) observe that solutions
which compete against each other in market battles are often developed in
cooperation between actors in different consortia.11 In such standardisation
processes, the number of potential solutions is therefore first reduced
through cooperation in different consortia before a market-battle leads to
the emergence of a commonly accepted standard. In these cases, Axelrod
et al. (1995) expect actors to join consortia which are large but where only
few competitors are present in order to maximise the chances of the
consortium’s solution becoming the standard while enabling actors to reap
the benefits of that solution. Furthermore, events in a consortium’s
cooperative coordination process also affect the chances of the resulting
solution being selected in the market (Markus et al., 2006; van den Ende
et al., 2012).
Other work questions this sequential occurrence of both modes, and
considers a more dynamic interaction. Farrell and Saloner (1988) develop
a game-theoretic model to investigate the interplay between markets and
committees. In this model, actors decide whether to adopt a solution in the
market or negotiate in a committee in each round, and, if they negotiate,
whether to insist on their preferred solution or accept the proposed
alternative. When comparing this combined model to models of pure
market- or committee-based standardisation, Farrell and Saloner (1988)
find that its payoffs for participants outperform those that can be achieved
in either alternative. Van Wegberg (2004) finds this only to be true when
switching costs are relatively low. High switching costs are likely to lead
to purely market- or committee-based standardisation (ibid.). In addition,
standardisation is more likely to include both market- and committeebased elements in industries that are both complex and dynamic
(Vercoulen & van Wegberg, 1998). In these cases, the process can either

11

Following our definition of the committee-based mode, consortia can be seen
as a form of committee because they also develop standards in cooperation.
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start in the market and involve committees in later stages or vice versa
(ibid.).

2.3.2.2 Combinations of Government-Based and
Committee-Based Standardisation
Cases involving elements of government-based and committee-based
standardisation combine elements of cooperation and hierarchy as well as
other characteristics of these modes (see Table 2.2). Literature shows very
diverse examples of cases where governments intervened in committeebased standardisation (see Tables 1 and 3b). Such interventions deviate
from what would be expected under the ideal-types of committee-based
and government-based standardisation presented in Section 2.3.1 and take
two basic forms. (1) Government can use hierarchical means to shape the
outcome of committee-based standardisation (referred to as a ‘hard-law
approach’ by Meyer (2012)) and (2) government can employ nonhierarchical means to intervene in committees (referred to as an
‘entrepreneurial approach’ by Meyer (2012)), introducing a powerful actor
into the committee-based mode. Such a powerful actor does not exist in
the ideal-typical form of committee-based standardisation and violates the
expectation that governments rely on hierarchy in standardisation.
Governments in Europe, the USA and China have all been shown to
intervene in committee-based standardisation through hierarchical means
(Bekkers, 2001; Borraz, 2007; P. Gao et al., 2014; Meyer, 2012; Pelkmans,
2001). When doing so, governments may support a favoured solution (e.g.
in the Chinese TD-SCDMA case (P. Gao et al., 2014; X. Gao, 2014)). Such
support may even go as far as denying visas to ISO-committee delegates
(Kennedy, 2006). Governments see such interventions in standardisation
as a means to promote national industries (P. Gao et al., 2014; X. Gao,
2014). Alternatively, governments can set broad aims and objectives
where they lack the means (e.g. expertise) to reach their goals and leave
the technical details to experts in committees. An example of this type of
intervention is the European “New Approach” where European SDOs
develop standards on request of the European Commission (Borraz, 2007).
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Meeting these standards gives actors a presumption of conforming to the
legislation (ibid.). Blind and Mangelsdorf (2016) identify this type of
labour division as a strong incentive for industry actors to participate in
SDOs, because it allows them to influence the implementation of the
regulation that they need to adhere to. Meyer (2012) found such ‘hard-law’
interventions with more or less prominent hierarchical elements to have
severe drawbacks. In the cases that he studied, the prospect of a committeebased standard being enforced as a mandatory solution mobilised actors
who would otherwise not have participated in standard development. This
made it more difficult or even impossible to find a commonly acceptable
solution in these committees (ibid.).
Instead of this ‘hard-law’ approach, Meyer (2012) advocates
‘entrepreneurial’ government interventions in committee-based
standardisation. In this second type of intervention, governmental actors
can play various roles that facilitate the cooperative coordination process.
These activities can aim to actively promote one solution in committees
and control their work to some extent (P. Gao et al., 2014), but may also
be of a more advisory or observing nature (NIST, 2010). Specifically, they
include placing standardisation issues on SDOs’ agendas (P. Gao et al.,
2014; Meyer, 2012); mediating between actors in the process (Bekkers,
2001; P. Gao et al., 2014; Meyer, 2012; NIST, 2010; Pelkmans, 2001);
facilitating the standardisation process, e.g. by providing financial support
(P. Gao et al., 2014; NIST, 2010); or protecting the results of the process
from contestation (Bekkers, 2001; Meyer, 2012; Pelkmans, 2001).
Furthermore, governments can also influence the context in which
standardisation takes place (sometimes unintentionally), thereby creating
conditions that favour certain solutions (see Egyedi, 2000; Townes, 2012
for examples).
The literature comes to different conclusions regarding the extent to which
such interventions facilitate the standardisation process. For example,
Pelkmans’s (2001) analysis of GSM’s development places a large
emphasis on the European Commission’s role in making the case
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successful whereas Bekkers (2001) sees other factors as more important.
Meyer (2012) finds that all ways of ‘entrepreneurial’ government
intervention in SDOs contribute to successful standardisation whereas
American standardisation professionals are critical about agenda-setting
by government, and prefer the topics of SDOs’ work agendas to be
determined by private actors (NIST, 2010). However, Meyer (2012) also
found that such ‘entrepreneurial’ government interventions in
standardisation committees can only be successful if they happen early
enough in the process, implying that governments need standardisation
foresight (see Goluchowicz & Blind, 2011) if they aim to use these means
of intervention.

2.3.2.3 Combinations of Government-Based and MarketBased Standardisation
Where the government-based and market-based modes jointly occur,
elements of hierarchy and competition and their associated characteristics
(see Table 2.2) drive the standardisation process. Similar to the
interventions in the committee-based mode, the literature documents
government intervention in market-based standardisation using
hierarchical and non-hierarchical means. By using their hierarchical
position to mandate a specific solution’s use, governments can cut market
battles short or prevent them from occurring altogether (Cabral &
Kretschmer, 2007; Cabral & Salant, 2014; den Uijl, 2015; Gandal et al.,
2003; van de Kaa et al., 2011 – also see Tables 1 and 3c for examples).
Whether governments should intervene in this manner is a topic of
contention in the literature. Some authors highlight the benefits related to
compatibility, innovation and social welfare whereas others claim that
government intervention impacts negatively on innovation (see Section
2.3.1.3).
Hierarchical interventions can only be used to end a market battle at the
national (or – in the case of Europe – regional) level. At the global level,
there usually is no government with a hierarchical position to make binding
decisions for others. In global standard battles, governments using their
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hierarchical positions to mandate solutions for big national markets
nevertheless send an important signal to other actors that this solution will
have a substantial installed base, thus giving it an edge in the battle (Funk
& Methe, 2001). Additionally, governments can also intervene in nationallevel market battles using non-hierarchical means. One way of doing so is
developing voluntary standards which then compete against others, such
as the EMAS environmental management standard (Delmas & Montiel,
2008; Wätzold et al., 2001). This may be accompanied by granting relief
from certain regulatory requirements to parties that implement the standard
to encourage its use (Wätzold et al., 2001). Another way of intervening in
market battles with non-hierarchical means is using public procurement to
build a solution’s installed base (Edler & Georghiou, 2007; Rosen et al.,
1988). This is likely to be particularly effective in areas such as defence or
medical care, where governments purchase goods and services in large
quantities, and relies on elements of the market-based mode, giving the
government no additional influence beyond that of an important player in
the market.

2.3.3 Heterogeneity of Standards and Multi-Mode
Standardisation
The examples and literature cited so far show that there are many potential
relationships, interactions and interdependences in standardisation
processes. Furthermore, standards themselves are also very diverse: They
can apply to either the company, local, national or transnational levels. In
addition, they differ in many other aspects, such as (1) the industry
sector(s) for which they are relevant; (2) their economic functions (e.g.
compatibility or safety, see Blind, 2004); (3) whether they address
products, services or processes (see Tassey, 2000); (4) whether their
scopes cover small technical details or architectures for entire systems; and
(5) the uncertainty and complexity of the technology that they relate to (see
Blind et al., 2017; H. J. de Vries, 1999). Standards are therefore extremely
heterogeneous. The stakes involved in their development and the
characteristics of the involved actors are likely to depend on the standard’s
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attributes. This implies a vast variety in standardisation processes with
very case-specific dynamics and interactions. How exactly these dynamics
play out in a process depends on the participating stakeholders, their
interests and their strategies to attain these interests.
Nevertheless, the modes of standardisation introduced above form the
foundation of these processes. Standardisation processes in all areas have
in common that actors would benefit from a common solution but have
different preferences. We are not aware of literature that proposes other
mechanisms to achieve the required coordination than cooperation,
competition and hierarchy. This means that, regardless of a standardisation
process’s specifics, it will be based on one or multiple modes. Since the
trends identified in Section 2.2.1, which lead to increasing complexity in
standardisation, affect many different settings, we expect multi-mode
standardisation to become increasingly common across the heterogeneous
domain of standardisation.
Table 2.3, Table 2.4, and Table 2.5show that there is a lack of work that
studies the combination of all three standardisation modes12 and a relative
scarcity of work providing theoretical insights about multi-mode
standardisation (15 out of 33 studies). These tables also show two strong
biases in this literature towards the IT and telecommunications sectors on
the one hand and Europe and the US on the other hand. Literature on multimode standardisation therefore still has substantial gaps, because it only
covers a small range of standardisation ‘cultures’. These two biases
deserve closer attention.
Blind et al. (2017) find technological uncertainty to be a key element in
determining the effectiveness of committee- and government-based
standardisation. While this finding applies to single-mode standardisation,
it highlights the technological context’s importance for standardisation in
general. A generalisable theory about multi-mode standardisation
12

This is despite our observation in Table 2.1 that influential standards in various
areas emerged from such processes.
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therefore requires considering different technological contexts and sectors.
The predominance of IT and telecommunications in the literature raises
the question whether multi-mode standardisation occurs in other sectors
and technological contexts to the same degree. Markets play an important
role in IT-related fields (see Section 2.2), but this does not explain why
these fields also dominate the literature on the combination between
governments and committees. We observe that the cases of governmentcommittee interaction documented in the literature occurred in key
national industries that are heavily regulated13 or have a history of state
ownership (e.g. the telecommunications sector - see S. K. Schmidt &
Werle, 1998). Even if government intervention in standardisation were to
only occur in such sectors, this leaves a gap in terms of sectors covered.
We would then expect multi-mode standardisation with government
involvement to also occur, e.g., in the healthcare, food and financial
services sectors. This expectation is in line with existing evidence. NIST
(2010) mentions examples of government intervention in healthcare and
nuclear standardisation. In the European Union, government involvement
in standardisation exists in all major areas as documented by the “New
Approach” standardisation requests in CEN/CENELEC’s 2017 work
programme (CEN/CENELEC, 2017).
Given the importance of the institutional context in government activities
but also in shaping markets and committees (Tate, 2001), we also see that
the literature is biased in its geographic coverage. Our discussion in
Section 2.2.1 shows that multi-mode standardisation exists in various
political settings, such as in Europe, the USA and more recently China, but
also that substantial differences appear to exist in how such multi-mode
standardisation manifests itself in these contexts. Similar differences can
be expected in other countries, e.g. Japan, the Republic of Korea or various
developing countries.
13
Although IT is not heavily regulated in general, all IT-related cases with
government involvement in our literature overview have a link to the defence
sector.
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We expect that the underlying characteristics of multi-mode
standardisation apply regardless of the exact type of standard.
Nevertheless, how they translate into the specific dynamics of a
standardisation process is likely to depend on many factors. The biases in
the literature on which we base our insights therefore present a limitation
of our further discussion in that regard and present an important
opportunity for future research.

2.4 Achieving Coordination in Multi-Mode
Standardisation
As outlined in the Section 2.2, achieving coordination between actors who
would benefit from using a common solution to a problem, but may have
different preferences for this solution, is a key aim of standardisation.
While the literature is very clear about how this goal can be reached in
single-mode standardisation, our discussion in Section 2.3.3 shows that
substantial gaps still exist which limit our understanding of coordination
in multi-mode standardisation. Filling these gaps requires further research
(see Section 2.5.1), but we can gain initial insights by recombining existing
findings and theorising based on cases that so far have only been
considered individually. We do so by relying on an inductive logic and
base our insights on the evidence that has already been published, without
a pre-conceived theoretical lens.
In Section 2.4.1, we consider how standardisation ‘cultures’ emerge and
are maintained. Section 2.4.2 examines how individual actors can activate
specific new modes of standardisation, given this background. Section
2.4.3 focuses on timing in multi-mode standardisation, and Section 2.4.4
looks at the interactions between modes that drive the outcomes of a
standardisation process. Combined, these observations imply that multimode standardisation is an ongoing process without a clear end point – an
idea that we explore in Section 2.4.5.
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2.4.1 Emergence and Maintenance of Standardisation
‘Cultures’
As outlined earlier, approaches towards standardisation differ considerably
between industry sectors and also between countries (Blind & Gauch,
2008; Büthe & Mattli, 2011; Hawkins, 1999; Tate, 2001). This means that
in each sector and country common understandings about the ‘rules of
setting the rules’, i.e. about how standards usually emerge and what is seen
as a legitimate standard (see Botzem & Dobusch, 2012; Tamm Hallström
& Boström, 2010), are likely to exist. An important element of such
implicit rules is the roles that cooperation, competition and hierarchy
usually play during a standardisation process.
How such implicit rules emerge may be explained by Fligstein and
McAdam’s (2012) strategic action field theory. According to this theory,
actors establishing new fields attempt to shape the field according to their
preferences in dynamic processes. These processes result in a settlement
which includes the field’s rules of operation. We expect such a process to
also take place when standardisation activities first emerge in a country or
in an industry sector, i.e. when a new standardisation field emerges.
As Fligstein and McAdam (2012) note, such processes are also influenced
by the new field’s environment. In the standardisation context, at least
three factors are likely to be particularly important: (1) At the national
level, standardisation often relates to the ‘variety of capitalism’ in a
particular country (Tate, 2001). Depending on how business is usually
conducted in countries, actors also make different uses of standardisation
as a tool (ibid.) and require different types of legitimacy to see a standard
as an acceptable solution (see Botzem & Dobusch, 2012; Tamm Hallström
& Boström, 2010). This is likely to influence their activities in setting up
new standardisation fields. (2) Related to this point, the legal framework
and other existing rules (e.g. industry codes of practice) also shape the way
in which the modes of standardisation are typically used. For example, the
European Union’s “New Approach” (see Borraz, 2007) sets a clear
framework for the relationship between committee- and government-based
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standardisation in certain areas. New standardisation efforts in areas
covered by such legal frameworks are therefore likely to reflect the
provisions therein. (3) Following Blind et al.’s (2017) findings about the
influence of technological uncertainty on whether government- or
committee-based standardisation deliver better results, this is also likely to
affect the emergence of a standardisation ‘culture’. They argue that high
technological uncertainty is also linked to market uncertainty, implying
that the market-based mode may gain a more prominent role in
standardising technologically uncertain fields. On the other hand, low
technological and market uncertainty may facilitate standardisation in
committees and the government-based mode.
Once established, these rules are likely to be enforced by powerful actors
in the field and/or governments (see Fligstein & McAdam, 2012) but also
to some extent by path-dependence – i.e. actors might stick to approaches
to standardisation that have worked in the past, even though better
alternatives may be available. Deviating from these rules by activating
modes of standardisation that are not yet involved in a field is hence
relatively difficult. Nevertheless, doing so can be a good strategic move,
as it can offer actors additional avenues to influence standardisation.
Furthermore, external shocks, such as technological change and resulting
mergers of fields (e.g. because of ICT being integrated into many areas),
may put a field in crisis (see Fligstein & McAdam, 2012). Under such
circumstances, a new settlement about these ‘rules of setting the rules’ may
be required. This leads to a dynamic process, similar to the one that occurs
when the field is initially established, to determine new commonly
accepted standardisation practices.
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Table 2.6: Activating modes of standardisation
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2.4.2 Activating Modes of Standardisation
We examine how (easily) modes that are normally not involved in a field
can be activated. Doing so may provide actors with new strategic options
but is subject to certain constraints. Below, we discuss the activation of
elements of committee-, market-based (Section 2.4.2), and governmentbased standardisation (Section 2.4.2.2). We summarise the key elements
of this discussion in Table 2.6.

2.4.2.1 Activating Market-Based and Committee-Based
Standardisation
Market-based and committee-based standardisation are predominantly
driven and activated by private actors (see Table 2.2). Farrell and Saloner
(1988) assume that each private actor has a choice of joining committees
or adopting a solution in the market to signal their commitment. This
implies that elements of market-based or committee-based standardisation
are activated by the first actor who makes a unilateral decision to seek
competition and/or cooperation with others. Indeed, some of the cases
cited earlier support this expectation. In the US 2G mobile communication
case, Qualcomm initiated a market battle by introducing its solution in the
market to compete with the result of committee-based standardisation
(Funk & Methe, 2001; Pelkmans, 2001). In the LAN case, several parties
engaged in market-based standardisation before any result had been
obtained in committees (von Burg, 2001, pp. 78–99). In the Java case, Sun
activated the committee-based mode by proposing Java as a solution in
ISO standardisation (Garud et al., 2002).
These observations make it seem relatively easy for any private actor to
invoke elements of market- and/or committee-based standardisation.
However, this might be more difficult in reality. When actors try to activate
elements of a mode that are usually not involved in standardisation in their
institutional context, they might encounter strong resistance. For example,
when they involve committees in settings where standards are usually
determined in markets, they need to mobilise other actors to cooperate.
Activating competition in a standardisation process where standards are
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usually set through cooperation may undermine the (input) legitimacy
which Botzem and Dobusch (2012) and Tamm Hallström and Boström
(2010) see as important for standardisation to successfully reach
coordination.
Such invocations of a new mode are akin to ‘innovative action’ in Fligstein
and McAdam’s (2012) strategic action field theory which may cause an
‘episode of contention’ in a settled field. Whether such action achieves its
desired outcome depends on many factors, such as its supporters’ strength
and positions in the field or the opponents’ responses (ibid.). In these
contexts, individual actors can only shape the rules if they are sufficiently
strong and navigate the field well (Fligstein & McAdam, 2012). Applying
Fligstein and McAdam’s (2012) theory to standardisation therefore
suggests that actors can only successfully introduce elements of marketbased and/or committee-based standardisation if they are in a strong
enough position to do so. Unfortunately, extant literature that we are aware
of does not provide sufficient evidence about the exact circumstances
when this is likely to be successful. Consequently, this is a topic for future
research.

2.4.2.2 Activating Government-Based Standardisation
Contrary to committee- and market-based standardisation, governmentbased standardisation is driven by public actors (see Table 2.2). Only
governmental actors can thus invoke elements of government-based
standardisation themselves. Private actors who want elements of the
government-based mode to be involved must therefore first convince the
government to intervene. Regardless of whether governments become
active out of their own volition or because private actors convince them,
the cases documented in literature (see Table 2.3, Table 2.4, and Table 2.5)
suggest that governments will only do so if they see wider policy
implications beyond the standard itself. Examples of such policy goals in
past cases include building the European Single market (Bekkers, 2001;
Borraz, 2007; Pelkmans, 2001), supporting defence activities (Rosen et al.,
1988), ensuring financial markets’ stability (Büthe & Mattli, 2011; Hail et
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al., 2010; Tamm Hallström, 2004), promoting energy efficiency (H. J. de
Vries & Verhagen, 2016), and promoting national industries (P. Gao et al.,
2014; X. Gao, 2014).
This implies that private actors must provide a clear policy-related
rationale to persuade governments to intervene. Both cases of successful
and failed attempts to involve government have been documented, for
example by David (1992), David and Bunn (1988), Gao et al. (2014), and
Gao (2014). Standardisation literature offers no insights into the reasons
for these successes or failures, but the findings in other streams of literature
may apply in this context. Literature on lobbying and regulatory capture
argues that private actors who successfully convince governments of a
point of view are those who (1) can provide information that is needed by
governmental actors (Bouwen, 2002; Dal Bó, 2006); (2) belong to larger
groups arguing for the same cause (Klüver, 2011; Mahoney, 2007); and/or
(3) have a cause which is salient to the government (Klüver, 2011). In
addition, also those who signal credible threats, e.g. about legal action
against government decisions, may successfully convince governments to
act in line with their preferences (Dal Bó, 2006; P. Schmidt, 2002).
Strategic action field theory offers an alternative explanation. It argues that
important players who dominate a field (referred to as ‘incumbents’) often
have close ties to the government and are able to enlist its support if their
dominance is threatened (Fligstein & McAdam, 2012). A recent example
of this is the European Commission’s response to car makers’ pressure to
weaken emission standards following the Volkswagen Diesel scandal
(Neslen, 2015). This would also explain how governments choose which
specific solutions to support when they intervene out of their own volition.
For example, in the GSM case, national governments supported specific
solutions that were designed by incumbents in their national
telecommunications industries (Bekkers, 2001; Pelkmans, 2001). Another
example is the competition between accounting standards where support
for US GAAP from important American actors influenced the US
government’s decision not to endorse IFRS standards (Hail et al., 2010).
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Of course, the difficulty of invoking government into a standardisation
process is also likely to vary based on national standardisation ‘cultures’
which determine what role governments typically play and how legitimate
their activities are perceived.

2.4.3 Timing in Multi-Mode Standardisation
In addition to the combination of standardisation modes that constitute a
standardisation process, the timing in which they occur is another key
feature. While government-based standardisation can occur at any time,
successful committee- and market-based standardisation are linked to
distinct phases in the standardisation process (see Table 2.2). This suggests
that elements of these modes can only be used at certain times and that
there is a clear sequence to be followed. Such a clear sequence can be
observed in some multi-mode cases (e.g. Wi-Fi vs. Home RF – see van
den Ende et al., 2012), but this is not always the case.
Botzem and Dobusch (2012) see standardisation as a recursive process
where each cycle of development and diffusion is followed by another, and
events in the previous cycle influence what happens in the next cycle. This
idea is supported by the Java standardisation case where a de-facto
standard first emerged in the market before committees were involved
(Garud et al., 2002). In addition, elements of the modes may also occur in
parallel. The dynamic interactions between elements of these modes
discussed in Section 2.3.2.1 (see Farrell & Saloner, 1988; van Wegberg,
2004; Vercoulen & van Wegberg, 1998) rely on the assumption that
elements of market-based and committee-based standardisation can occur
simultaneously, which has been documented in the Blu-Ray vs. HD-DVD
case (see den Uijl & de Vries, 2013). The intensity with which the different
modes influence the process may vary at different stages. For example, in
the development of international accounting standards, the governmentbased mode’s impact was very pronounced at several key points when
governments passed new rules which impacted on standard development
in committees (see Büthe & Mattli, 2011). During other stages in the
process, government’s role was less pronounced (ibid.).
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This implies that there is a large variety in timing of multi-mode
standardisation processes and that elements of the different modes can
impact a process in many different sequences. Although varying this
sequence from the usual one in a specific institutional setting is likely to
lead to similar resistance as introducing entirely new modes (see Section
2.4.2), this further expands the number of strategic options for actors in the
process. We discuss the consequences of varying the sequence of a
standardisation process below.

2.4.4 Interactions between Modes in Multi-Mode
Standardisation Processes
As we already found in existing literature, the modes of standardisation
interact with each other dynamically. Within these interactions, they can
fulfil different functions, such as creating different types of legitimacy (see
Botzem & Dobusch, 2012; Tamm Hallström & Boström, 2010),
facilitating agreement among actors with different interests, building an
installed base for a solution, or providing a process for ensuring regular
updates of the standard.
In this section, we recombine observations from the literature to generate
tentative new insights into these interactions that go beyond what has been
theorised so far. To do so, we consider ways in which elements of each
mode can impact parallel and/or subsequent developments in other modes.
We first consider the interactions between the committee- and marketbased modes (Section 2.4.4.1). Section 2.4.4.2 discusses the potential
impact of the government-based mode in multi-mode standardisation.
Section 2.4.4.3 examines three-way interactions that are likely to occur in
cases involving all three modes. Table 2.7 summarises the key points of
this section.
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Table 2.7: Interactions between modes
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2.4.4.1 Interactions between Committees and Markets
When there is no government involvement, standards emerge in one or
both of the other modes. We focus on situations involving both committees
and markets. In such cases, committees and markets are strongly mutually
dependent.
Actors in markets may look for guidance from committees regarding the
eventual solution to be chosen as a standard. Although standards developed
in committees are voluntary (e.g. H. J. de Vries, 1999; Mattli & Büthe,
2003), markets often follow committees’ choices of standards because
these decisions signal support by many important players, resulting in a
bandwagon effect (e.g. Delcamp & Leiponen, 2014) and legitimising
solutions (Botzem & Dobusch, 2012; Garud et al., 2002; Tamm Hallström
& Boström, 2010). Absence of such clear signals from committees can lead
to very fragmented markets as Meyer (2012, pp. 134–165) observed in the
case of container sizes for European intermodal transportation. Failure to
reach a decision on a standard in committees may therefore also contribute
to several solutions continuing to exist in parallel in the market. This is a
factor contributing to no de-facto standard emerging, adding to the ones
identified by Techatassanasoontorn and Suo (2011) and de Vries et al.
(2011).
The voluntary nature of committee-based standards also means that
markets can be used to challenge a standard chosen in a committee if an
actor is dissatisfied with it. Once a committee has agreed on a standard, its
actual use and implementation is up to the choices of actors in the market.
Because coordination is only reached if actors use a common solution, the
diffusion in the market confirms or overrules the decision made in a
committee. The cases of USB vs. FireWire (van den Ende et al., 2012) and
2G mobile telecommunications (Funk & Methe, 2001; Gandal et al., 2003;
Pelkmans, 2001) show that standards developed by SDOs can still become
one solution competing with others in a market battle. Support from an
SDO may then be a key factor in such a market battle but is neither
necessary nor sufficient for emerging as the common solution.
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Since acceptance in the market is eventually decisive for a standard to
reach its goal of coordination, actors in committees can be heavily
influenced by parallel or earlier developments in the market. A solution’s
installed base sends strong signals of commitment (Blind, 2011; Egyedi &
Koppenhol, 2010; Farrell & Saloner, 1988; Garud et al., 2002).
Committees may also be involved after a de-facto standard has been
chosen in the market to make it acceptable to users who require high
degrees of input legitimacy (e.g. Microsoft in the office document format
case (Blind, 2011; Egyedi & Koppenhol, 2010) and Sun in the Java case
(Garud et al., 2002)). Furthermore, it is also conceivable that an actor uses
the committee-based mode to build broad support for a new solution that
challenges one which previously emerged as the de-facto standard.

2.4.4.2 Interactions Involving Governments
Governments’ hierarchical position enables them to decide standardisation
processes and resolve wars of attrition if they have legislative power over
the entire geographic area for which the standard is developed. This means
that governments choosing and enforcing a solution is decisive, even if this
choice is not aligned with other actors’ preferences. This solution will then
remain in place unless the government reverses its decision (possibly due
to of lobbying).
Not only do governments impact on developments in markets or
committees, the reverse direction of influence has also been observed. In
several cases, such as GSM (Bekkers, 2001; Pelkmans, 2001), TDSCDMA (P. Gao et al., 2014; X. Gao, 2014), and the competition between
accounting standards (Hail et al., 2010), specific government interventions
were reactions to events in the committee- and/or market-based modes. In
addition to such ad-hoc influences, the literature also documents two
institutionalised ways in which committees’ decisions have implications
for the outcomes of governments’ involvement: (1) the European “New
Approach” (Borraz, 2007) and (2) governments’ preference to refer to
committee-based standards in their procurement (Edler & Georghiou,
2007; Rosen et al., 1988). Such fixed avenues of influencing government
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policy through committee-based standardisation suggest that multi-mode
standardisation opens up avenues for regulatory capture (see e.g. Dal Bó,
2006; Laffont & Tirole, 1991). This is because participating in committees
gives more direct influence on the outcome of a standardisation process
than lobbying governments, especially in more mature markets (Blind et
al., 2017). Blind et al. (2017) find that committee-based standardisation is
more prone to providing a basis for regulatory capture when technological
uncertainty is low. This suggests that this effect also relates to timing.
Standardisation processes often coincide with a technology’s development
and thus also with decreasing technological uncertainty. Using committeebased standardisation as a tool to influence government policy may
therefore be most effective in a standardisation process’s later stages.
The observations made so far in this section apply to the national level of
standardisation. At the transnational level, actors with hierarchical
positions similar to those of governments rarely exist (the European
Commission being a notable exception). In cases where governments want
to contribute to transnational standardisation, they can make use of the
cooperative or competitive coordination mechanisms. Governments can
jointly develop standards in international organisations, such as the FAO
(Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, which develops
the Codex Alimentarius food safety standards), and may then commit
themselves to using their hierarchical position to enforce the resulting
standard at the national level (Büthe & Mattli, 2010, 2011). Alternatively,
their interventions in national markets (through hierarchy or purchasing
power – see Edler & Georghiou, 2007; Funk & Methe, 2001; Rosen et al.,
1988) either directly build a solution’s installed base, or signal that a large
installed base of a solution can be expected to develop in a country. Funk
and Methe (2001) find that this may significantly impact transnational
standardisation because other governments or actors in committees or in
other countries’ markets may choose a solution which has such an
(expected) installed base.
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2.4.4.3 Interactions between all three Modes of
Standardisation
In addition to these direct interactions between pairs of standardisation
modes, activities within one mode of standardisation may also have a
‘moderating’ effect on the dynamics between the other two modes. For
example, actions by the government can have a direct effect on committeeand/or market-based standardisation but may also change the interactions
between these two modes. This would further add to the potential
dynamics that occur in multi-mode standardisation. Extant literature
provides two examples of such ‘moderating effects’. (1) Meyer (2012)
argues that the European Commission’s early intervention into the 2G and
3G mobile telecommunication standardisation prevented interactions
between committee- and market-based standardisation that were observed
in the parallel US standardisation process. However, other types of
government intervention can also raise actors’ stakes in standardisation
and make standardisation processes more contested (ibid.). This could
potentially lead actors to engage in committees and markets
simultaneously to improve the chances of their solution emerging as the
standard. (2) Governments often rely on standards which emerge from
committees in their procurement (e.g. Edler & Georghiou, 2007; Rosen et
al., 1988). In cases where governments intervene in market battles through
procurement, doing so means that the results of committee-based
standardisation also influence the interactions between markets and
governments.
In addition to a mode influencing the relationship between the remaining
two modes, the dynamics of this relationship may also impact what
happens within that mode (i.e. the causality may exist in both directions).
Like the interactions between pairs of modes, these relationships are likely
to be reciprocal and potentially highly dynamic. For example, actors who
anticipate that governments will intervene in market battles may engage in
relevant committees to ensure that the resulting standards reflect their
preferences (see Blind & Mangelsdorf, 2016). Another example would be
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government intervening in a standardisation process in response to
interactions between the committee- and market-based modes which lead
to an unsatisfactory result of the standardisation process, as observed in
the case of e-mobility charging plugs in Europe (see Bakker et al., 2015).
Although these examples on their own cannot be generalised, they point
towards an additional potentially important feature of multi-mode
standardisation that has so far not been documented in the literature. It is
likely that the dynamics in multi-mode standardisation also include
indirect effects, where the activities in one mode affect the dynamics that
unfold between the other two modes and vice versa.

2.4.5 Multi-Mode Standardisation as an Ongoing
Process
The ways in which the modes can impact on each other discussed so far
provide actors with a large number of strategic options. Which options they
apply and what impact they have on a standardisation process depends on
their individual strategies. This raises the question, how to reach a balance
among these interactions and which elements will eventually be decisive
for the results.
We can already identify two factors that influence the relative importance
of the modes in a process: (1) The standardisation ‘culture’ in a country
and/or sector is likely to impact on each mode’s importance (see Section
2.4.1). (2) Actors’ available resources and knowledge. Effectively
participating in market-based standardisation as a producer requires
substantial investments, e.g. in production capacities or marketing (e.g.
den Uijl, 2015; van de Kaa et al., 2011; see also von Burg, 2001, pp. 78–
99). It also requires standard implementers and users who are willing to
invest in building up installed bases and to bear the switching costs in case
they made the ‘wrong bet’ (e.g. Belleflamme, 2002). Participating in
committee-based standardisation also requires investments, e.g. costs for
experts who can represent an actor, but they are usually much lower
compared to those needed for participating in market-based
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standardisation. The resources and knowledge needed for effectively
influencing the government-based mode are likely to lie in between the
other two. Lobbying government does not require large investments in
production facilities but the logic of influence on the result is less
straightforward than in committees and the outcomes are more uncertain.
Government- and especially market-based standardisation are therefore
likely to become relatively more important in a multi-mode standardisation
process if actors are willing and able to spend the necessary resources and
use them effectively.
Neither of these two factors is likely to be static. In the medium- to longterm, the standardisation ‘culture’ in a field can change if it is challenged
by sufficiently strong actors, or if it needs to adapt to outside shocks. In
the short-term, available resources and knowledge can also fluctuate, e.g.
because actors acquire them or because actors join or leave the
standardisation process. This suggests that the relative weights of the
modes can change throughout the process, as was observed in the
development of international accounting standards (see Büthe & Mattli,
2011).
Such changes and the options to challenge coordination outcomes
identified above also imply that multi-mode standardisation is potentially
indefinitely ongoing, rather than a definite process as assumed in the idealtypical views. Where extant literature already considers standardisation as
an ongoing process, it mainly focuses on efforts in committees to extend
or maintain standards (Botzem & Dobusch, 2012; Egyedi & Blind, 2008;
Jain, 2012) or on work in committees to replace existing standards when
technological change makes them obsolete (Egyedi & Blind, 2008).
Instead of being the end point to a process, an established standard is a
situation with a short-term equilibrium between the involved actors, i.e.
where, for the time being, no actor attempts to challenge the status quo. An
established standard therefore resembles a settled strategic action field (see
Fligstein & McAdam, 2012). Such a settlement can be challenged at any
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time. The interactions between standardisation modes discussed above and
the potentially shifting weights of the modes in a standardisation process
mean that actors can launch new activities in one or multiple modes that
then may affect on other modes and the overall standardisation process.
To sum up, standardisation is therefore not only an ongoing process
because standards need to be updated regularly, as already acknowledged
in extant literature, but also because actors may disagree with an
established standard and challenge it. The objective of coordination is thus
only reached if no actor challenges the standard successfully. The success
of such activities is likely to depend on a range of factors, such as the
standardisation ‘culture’ in the field, the environment in which the
standardisation process takes place, the challenging actor’s resources and
knowledge, and other actors’ willingness to defend the standard.

2.5 Conclusions and Agenda for Further Research
Standardisation is vital for driving forward the major current trends related
to smart systems and platforms. Due to these systems’ complexity and
variety of involved stakeholders, we expect multi-mode standardisation to
become increasingly prevalent. This means that a better understanding of
the phenomenon is needed. Although such multi-mode standardisation
processes can be expected to have case-specific dynamics, these dynamics
are likely to result from combinations of certain underlying features related
to the ideal-typical modes of standardisation. Our work provides the basis
for further research into these features by adding three major contributions
to the literature. (1) We crystallise the three modes underlying
standardisation processes and their defining characteristics (coordination
mechanisms, timing of coordination, main actors driving the process,
avenues of influence, inclusiveness in standard development). (2) We
provide an overview of the available literature on the interactions between
these modes and identify its gaps. (3) We recombine the evidence from
this literature to generate tentative insights, beyond what has been
documented in literature so far, into the interactions and dynamics that are
likely to occur in multi-mode standardisation.
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Figure 2.2: Interactions in multi-mode standardisation

These interactions and dynamics are summarised in Figure 2.2.14 In
addition to the direct interactions between modes that are already evident
from existing literature, we also expect developments in each mode to have
a reciprocal impact on the dynamics between the other two modes.
Because each mode of standardisation offers an ‘avenue’ for actors to
contribute to a standardisation process, these actors’ actions drive the
dynamics in multi-mode standardisation. Actors can activate new modes
at various points in the process (although this is subject to limitations
related to the field’s standardisation ‘culture’ and relies on their ability to
wield sufficient influence over the field). Once a mode has been activated,
every actor can decide whether to engage in this mode and how to use the
opportunities for manoeuvring that it offers. These complex dynamics
14

Blue lines signify elements that have already been acknowledged in previous
literature. Orange lines represent new elements that arise from our discussion.
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occur against the backdrop of the field’s standardisation ‘culture’ and
institutional context. This backdrop has an important impact on the degree
to which actors can rely on certain modes of standardisation, whether their
activities within the modes are perceived as legitimate and how the
developments within the modes affect each other. A further element of this
backdrop is the technological context (which relates both to the
technology’s complexity and the degree of uncertainty of its development)
in which the standard is developed. Compared to the standardisation
‘culture’ and the institutional context, extant literature offers a weaker base
for theorising about the technological context’s impact on multi-mode
standardisation processes, making this a first area for further research.
These findings establish the elements that are likely to be key for multimode standardisation processes, and provide a good basis for further
research into this important phenomenon. All the elements included in
Figure 2.2 require further enquiry, as outlined in the agenda for research
in Section 2.5.1. Furthermore, our findings already lead to some
recommendations for practitioners, see Section 2.5.2.

2.5.1 Implications for Theory and Agenda for Further
Research
Multi-mode standardisation is likely to shape the dynamics of
standardisation and major technological and social developments in the
future. Theory about standardisation needs to reflect this better. We
propose that additional research should approach multi-mode
standardisation from three perspectives: (1) dynamics of multi-mode
standardisation processes and how they contribute to coordination; (2)
strategies for individual actors; and (3) the role of governments and other
facilitating actors like SDOs. Generating an understanding based on these
three perspectives will also provide a foundation for evaluating the impact
of multi-mode standardisation on business and society, which represents a
fourth area of research.
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The first suggested area for research could look in more detail into the
processes leading to the emergence of new standards. As outlined in
Section 2.4.3, multi-mode standardisation processes are highly dynamic
but current literature does not provide sufficient evidence about the
interactions in these processes. Using a theoretical angle from sociology,
such as Fligstein and McAdam’s (2012) strategic action fields, may help
to get a better grasp of these processes. Topics that need to be considered
in this context include the specific roles that actors can play (e.g. in terms
of designing and selecting solutions), the exact mechanisms behind the
interactions between modes of standardisation, and the conditions under
which multi-mode standardisation leads to one or multiple competing
standards.
The second area for research could investigate how multi-mode
standardisation affects individual actors and their strategies and how they
drive collective action. This research should aim to understand how
individual actors navigate around these processes to reach their goals.
Engaging in multiple modes gives actors a large number of potential ways
to influence the standardisation outcome but may also involve substantial
costs and hurdles. Nevertheless, it remains unclear under which conditions
the benefits of using these possibilities outweigh the costs. Such research
could focus on success factors in multi-mode standardisation (building on
the literature that investigates them in a single-mode context). Other
potentially useful theoretical angles for this topic include again strategic
action fields (see Fligstein & McAdam, 2012), focusing on the activities
of individual actors within a field instead of the entire field’s development;
or the resource-based, knowledge-based and relational views (Dyer &
Singh, 1998; Grant, 1996; Lavie, 2006; Wernerfelt, 1984). It would be
particularly interesting to explore which resources, knowledge, and
relationships organisations require to participate successfully in multimode standardisation.
A third promising avenue of research could focus on the role of
governments and other facilitating actors. As Ho and O’Sullivan (2017)
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note, the increasing complexity in standardisation requires actors who can
support standardisation processes. Diverse roles of governments have been
documented (see Sections 2.3.2 and 2.4) but a systematic overview is
lacking. As a first step, a more complete review of national strategies
towards standardisation is needed. Such research could build on Tate’s
(2001) work. The resulting typology could serve as input for investigations
into the effects of government intervention in multi-mode standardisation.
Topics could include what government activities best support
standardisation processes, whether the outcomes contribute to promoting
national industries, and whether government involvement in multi-mode
standardisation can promote a country’s position in international
competition. Such research could also consider non-economic effects, such
as how interventions impact large societal and technological innovations.
In addition to looking at the roles of government in this process, this
research could also take into account other actors, such as SDOs, industry
associations or powerful individual actors (in line with Lessig’s (1999,
2000) idea that ‘code is law’), and their contributions to managing and
steering multi-mode standardisation processes.
Another relevant area of study is the role of different modes of
standardisation in regulatory relief. Existing literature identifies
standardisation as a way for business to reduce the burden of regulation
(e.g. P. Schmidt, 2002; Wätzold et al., 2001) but does not consider the
option of multi-mode standardisation in this context. It would be
interesting to investigate how the three modes influence each other in
setting rules that might replace or complement regulation. In such
situations, the various interactions between government-based
standardisation and the other modes (see Figure 2.2) may provide ample
opportunities for private actors to increase the chances that government
policy reflects their special interests. Theories on regulatory capture (see
e.g. Dal Bó, 2006; Laffont & Tirole, 1991) could therefore provide a
particularly relevant theoretical background for studies related to these
topics.
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As mentioned above, developing theory on multi-mode standardisation in
this manner would provide a basis for better understanding the effect of
standardisation on large social and technological changes. Although the
literature already acknowledges the need for standardisation to make these
large scale innovations happen, the findings from the research we outline
above might be integrated into theoretical approaches, such as Geels’ (e.g.
2002, 2004) socio-technical transitions. This could help to find out how
different configurations of standardisation processes (e.g. in terms of the
involved modes, the sequence in which they get involved, or their
contributions’ relative importance for the process) can support or hinder
major change, e.g. by affecting legitimacy, speed or technological
development. In line with Blind et al.’s (2017) finding that the
effectiveness of individual modes depends on the technological context,
such research needs to study multi-mode standardisation in various
technological and institutional settings. The effectiveness with which
specific configurations of modes can support or hinder such change is very
likely to depend on the context in which a standardisation process takes
place. An analysis of the welfare implications is also needed. While many
academic and non-academic studies (e.g. Blind, 2004; Blind & Jungmittag,
2008; Swann, 2010) have already assessed this for single mode
standardisation, it remains unknown whether the developments discussed
in this paper make a difference in this regard.

2.5.2 Implications for Practice
In addition to the implications for theory building, our results are also
relevant for practice. Anyone who has a stake in the ongoing large social
and technological changes is likely to be affected by the outcome of
standardisation processes which we expect to be or become multi-modal
in many cases. Industrial actors, trade associations, NGOs and research
organisations should therefore all be aware of how standards emerge.15 If
15
For researchers, having knowledge of standardisation processes may also be
beneficial when applying for funding in programmes that support standardisation
as a means of disseminating research results.
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they decide to participate in the process, they should consider the large
variety of options that multi-mode standardisation offers for their
strategies. Activating more than one standardisation mode (e.g. by
lobbying governments to intervene) requires sufficient knowledge and
resources. On the other hand, the discussion in Section 2.4 shows that
actors who do so gain a large variety of options to influence
standardisation, some of which only arise at certain stages of the process.
To apply these options as part of a coherent strategy, actors should be
aware of the dynamics that are likely to result from this. Even if
stakeholders decide against activating certain modes, they need to be
prepared for their competitors’ actions. They should consider carefully
whether to follow into new modes, and avoid being blindsided by
influences resulting from modes in which they are not active.
SDOs need to shape their procedures in such a way that they are responsive
to influences from other modes and attractive for stakeholders who have
the choice between engaging in committee-based standardisation and other
modes. They also need to be prepared for intensified competition within
the committee-based mode, e.g. because SDOs from other fields (e.g. ICT)
are becoming potentially suitable forums for standard development, or
because of the emergence of new actors like open-source communities.
Strategies to remain relevant in this context could include managing
standardisation projects in such a way that standards are not only
developed and approved but their implementation is stimulated and
supported as well. Moreover, SDOs could emphasise their strengths, such
as being able to facilitate cooperation and agreement among diverse groups
of stakeholders, and could focus their contributions where these strengths
are most important. For example, SDOs could promote committee work to
define overarching frameworks and architectures for new large systems
which support activities in the market to establish standards for the
individual elements within them. Where solutions that meet SDOs’
requirements for a standard have already emerged in the market, it may be
sensible to absorb them into a formal standard to avoid duplicating efforts,
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as observed in Section 2.4. Similar implications are likely to apply to other
organisations which pursue committee-based standardisation activities,
such as communities of practice or open source communities, and which
also need to attract contributors and ensure that their solutions are widely
implemented.
Governmental policymakers can use our findings in using standardisation
to support policy and/or when they consider intervening in standardisation,
especially where there are strong opposed interests and considerable
societal implications. Standards that are used to support policy (e.g. under
the “New Approach”) mostly come from formal SDOs in the committeebased mode. The importance of market-based standardisation in some
areas suggests that governments may also benefit from incorporating them
into their policy, instead of fostering the development of new committeebased standards in addition to pre-existing de-facto standards. Especially
in contexts of complex systems, where standards do not stand alone but
need to be aligned, this may prevent fragmentation. When governments
intervene in ongoing standardisation projects, non-hierarchical
intervention is preferable (see Meyer, 2012), but this requires timely
identification of the problem. Hierarchical intervention may therefore be
needed as a last resort when markets and committees are likely to lead to
unsatisfactory results.
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3 Managing Innovation and Standards: A
Case in the European Heating Industry
This chapter consists of a published book:
P.M. Wiegmann (2019). Managing Innovation and Standards: A
Case in the European Heating Industry. Cham: Palgrave MacMillan.
doi: http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-01532-9

3.1 Introduction: Rooting the Study in the
Theoretical Context
In their operations, businesses face regulation, standards, and other
requirements from their operating environments. While some aspire to
create free markets with as little external influence as possible (see
Friedman, 1962; Krugman, 2007), others argue that such completely free
markets are an illusion because they are embedded in societies that impose
limitations on actors’ behaviour (Fligstein & McAdam, 2012; Polanyi,
2001; Stiglitz, 2001). This implies that such requirements need to be
carefully managed to ensure that businesses succeed within these
boundaries. In this context, we want to understand how innovative
companies manage standards – as an important example of such external
requirements – while they are developing new products.
Standards have a profound impact on the development of new
technologies, services and other novel ideas. Extant literature finds that
standards are often important factors supporting innovations but can also
hinder in other cases. The arguably most fundamental positive effect is that
standards often facilitate or even enable innovative products’ and services’
entry into the market. Other positive effects include, for example, the
ability of standards to diffuse knowledge (e.g. Blind & Gauch, 2009;
Swann, 2010), standards’ potential for facilitating collaboration (e.g. Allen
& Sriram, 2000), and their role in creating bandwagons for new
technologies (e.g. Belleflamme, 2002; Farrell & Saloner, 1985). On the
other hand, examples for standards’ negative effects include their potential
to restrict creativity and the implementation of new ideas (e.g. Kondo,
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2000; Tassey, 2000), as well as the danger that they lock users into using
old technologies (e.g. Allen & Sriram, 2000; Tassey, 2000).
These potentially far-reaching effects imply that innovators need to
manage standards carefully so that they support, rather than hinder,
innovation. Extant literature considers how standards can co-evolve with
new technologies to facilitate their emergence (Blind & Gauch, 2009;
Featherston et al., 2016; Ho & O’Sullivan, 2017). These studies focus on
the timing when specific types of standards are required to support a
technology’s further development and on technology roadmapping
approaches that can help develop strategies for standardising new
technologies. They therefore mostly look at new standards needed for an
emerging technology and pay little attention to already existing standards
that might affect an innovation and to the processes needed to develop
and/or adapt standards for the innovation. This is an important limitation
of the extant literature because many of the negative effects of standards
found in literature, such as lock-in or limitations for creativity, arise in
situations where an innovation is confronted with existing standards.
Furthermore, these situations may be particularly challenging to manage
because of the dynamics and resistance innovators are likely to encounter
when challenging existing standards that may still serve the interests of
other actors (see Wiegmann, de Vries, & Blind, 2017).
To generate insights into how companies deal with both existing and new
standards, we conduct an exploratory case study of a major innovation
within an established industry where many standards apply. In this study
we take the perspective of innovating companies to understand how they
manage this topic and its potentially important ramifications for their work.
We study the micro combined heat and power (mCHP) technology in the
European heating industry. In this case, several companies developed new
products in parallel, which were based on mCHP technology. These
products were aimed at existing markets where relevant standards already
existed but only partly supported the new technology. Our study shows in
detail how this innovation was affected by various standards. Our study
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also explores how these companies managed the relevant existing and new
standards, which industry dynamics resulted from their activities and how
these events impacted on the companies’ new product development (NPD)
activities.
Based on this in-depth study, we develop new theory about managing the
co-evolution of innovation with standards and regulation. The resulting
theoretical contributions are based on the fundamental finding that
activities related to aligning an innovation with relevant standards and
regulation occur on three nested levels: (1) the company, which is part of
(2) an industry, which in turn is situated in (3) a wider context. Building
on this insight, we identify company- and industry-level activities, which
are needed to effectively use standards and regulation to align the
innovation with needs and demands originating from the wider context.
We also pinpoint supporting factors that are needed to carry out these
activities successfully and establish through which channels events at each
level impact on what happens on the other two levels. We therefore
contribute a more detailed and dynamic view to the debate on how to
manage standards in innovation contexts, both at company and industry
levels.
To firmly root our study in previous findings, we provide a more detailed
review of the literature that we summarised in the previous paragraphs. We
first look into the extant findings on the links between standards and
innovation (Chapter 3.1.1). Following this discussion, we consider existing
insights on how standards can be managed in innovation contexts in
Chapter 3.1.2, which culminates in identifying several important
theoretical gaps that motivate the study.

3.1.1 Standards’ Effects on Innovation
Standards, which according to de Vries’s (1999, p. 15) definition specify
“a limited set of solutions (…) to be used repeatedly”, at first sight appear
to oppose innovation which aims to create new solutions rather than re-use
a limited set of existing ones. In their literature reviews, Dahl Andersen
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(2013) and Swann and Lambert (2017) found many different ways in
which standards impact on innovation. Despite the intuitive expectation
that standards are at odds with innovation, Dahl Andersen (2013) reports
that around 60% of papers included in his review found a positive link
between standards and innovation.
Standards can be distinguished according to their economic functions
which include (1) specifying interfaces and providing compatibility; (2)
defining minimum quality and safety requirements; (3) reducing variety;
(4) disseminating information; and (5) defining measurements (Blind,
2004, 2017; Swann, 2010). Egyedi and Ortt (2017) provide a further
refined classification, according to which all standards have the primary
functions of (1) reducing variety and (2) providing information. They then
identify secondary functions, according to which standards can be
distinguished: (1) ensuring compatibility; (2) providing reference
measures and defining measurement methods; (3) establishing
classifications and (4) codifying behaviour protocols (Egyedi & Ortt,
2017). The impacts of standards differ substantially, depending on which
of these categories they fall into (Blind, 2004, 2017; Egyedi & Ortt, 2017;
Swann, 2010). Consequently, most of the literature that we cite below
focuses on specific types of standards and their effects.
Standards can also be distinguished according to whether they are ‘design
based’ (prescribing a particular specification) or ‘performance based’
(requiring a certain performance level without specifying how this should
be achieved) (Tassey, 2000). Generally speaking, design-based standards
are more often constraining for innovation whereas performance-based
standards usually are more supporting for innovation (Tassey, 2000). This
distinction is therefore similarly important to the distinction between the
economic functions for understanding the effects of standards on
innovation.
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Table 3.1: Overview of standards’ potential effects on innovation16
Effects

Positive

Negative

On NPD
Process

•
•

•

•

Providing information
Specifying clear testing
and performance
guidelines
Facilitating collaboration
and division of labour

•

Limiting available
options for the
technology’s
development
Necessitating
collaboration and
coordination
between actors

Providing legitimacy and
• Preventing or
market access
hindering market
access
• Supporting the emergence
of bandwagons and
• Locking markets
building critical mass
into obsolete
technologies
• Providing opportunities
for generating revenues
from the innovation
through IPR licensing
• Supporting the creation
and utilisation of
complementary assets and
supporting infrastructures
Effects of standards occur at all stages of innovation. They affect the
incentives for companies to innovate (e.g. H. J. de Vries & Verhagen,
2016; Maxwell, 1998); have implications for the technological
development process (e.g. Allen & Sriram, 2000; Blind & Gauch, 2009);
and influence the innovation’s eventual diffusion in the market (e.g. Allen
& Sriram, 2000; Tassey, 2000). Since our research question concerns the
management of standards in the NPD process, i.e. after the decision to
innovate has been made, we are particularly interested in the effects of
On
Diffusion

•

standards on the latter two phases. We provide an overview over these
effects in Table 3.1 and outline them in more detail in Chapters 3.1.1.1 and
3.1.1.2.

16

Source: authors’ summary of literature
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3.1.1.1 Standards’ Effects on the New Product
Development Process
Standards play a key role in supporting the development of a new
technology. They contribute to the institutional foundations between the
involved actors and give them a common understanding of the technology
(Bergholz, Weiss, & Lee, 2006; Blind & Gauch, 2009; Foray, 1998; Van
de Ven, 1993). More concretely, three key effects of standardisation on
NPD activities have been documented in the literature: (1) limiting options
available to innovators; (2) acting as a source of information, including
about performance requirements; and (3) facilitating (and sometimes
requiring) collaboration and division of labour in innovation.

Standards Limiting Available Options
The first (and most obvious) effect of standards is limiting the options that
are available to an innovation’s developers and restricting their choices and
freedom in designing their product (e.g. Kondo, 2000; Tassey, 2000).
Paradoxically, this may be positive in some situations because it can
reduce the search costs involved in solving technological problems (Foray,
1998); ensure that different parties working on an innovation follow a
common direction (Swann, 2010); and guide individual actors’
investments (Van de Ven, 1993). Furthermore, the degree to which
standards limit the available options differs depending on whether they are
design- or performance based: While design-based standards are very
restrictive, performance-based standards leave more freedom (Kondo,
2000; Tassey, 2000). Process standards that are written in this way may
even increase creativity and motivation and thus lead to superior results
(Kondo, 2000).

Standards as an Information Source
Second, standards are a useful source of information for innovation (Allen
& Sriram, 2000; Bergholz et al., 2006; Blind, 2004; Blind & Gauch, 2009;
Featherston et al., 2016; S. K. Schmidt & Werle, 1998; Swann, 2010; Van
de Ven, 1993). This information is particularly important when developing
new technologies and/or products in networked industries where the
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innovation must work seamlessly with other elements of a network
(Bergholz et al., 2006; Blind, 2004; S. K. Schmidt & Werle, 1998).
Standards can also be used to disseminate results from basic research to
facilitate their application in an innovation (Allen & Sriram, 2000;
Bergholz et al., 2006; Blind & Gauch, 2009) and can facilitate the interface
between developing new products and developing the needed production
processes to manufacture them at large scale (Lorenz et al., 2017). This
also makes standards a potential external source of innovation for open
innovation, in addition to the ones outlined by West and Bogers (2014).
Especially for design-based standards, the degree to which this information
is useful for developing innovations depends on two factors. (1)
Technological solutions included in standards are sometimes related to
someone’s intellectual property rights (IPR). If this is the case, this IPR
must be available for licensing so that the information can be used by
actors who are developing an innovation (Tassey, 2000). (2) The
information disseminated through the standard should be up to date and
have been included in the standard when the underlying technology was
sufficiently mature. Outdated information may no longer be useful and
even lock innovators into using old technological solutions (Allen &
Sriram, 2000; Swann, 2010; Tassey, 2000). Information included in
standards that were passed too early in a technology’s lifecycle may
constrain its further development or be incomplete (Blind & Gauch, 2009;
Tassey, 2000).
When standards are performance based, the information included in them
is valuable to innovators because it specifies targets that an innovation has
to meet (Abraham & Reed, 2002; H. J. de Vries & Verhagen, 2016; Swann,
2010). However, when these requirements and testing procedures are not
harmonised internationally, they can also lead to substantial additional
efforts. In such cases, required tests need to be repeated for each country
where the innovation is intended to be sold (Abraham & Reed, 2002).
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Standards Facilitating Collaboration and Division of Labour
Third, standards support and sometimes also require collaboration and
division of labour in innovation. Standardised interfaces in complex
system enable companies to focus their innovations on particular elements
of these systems (Chen & Liu, 2005; Tassey, 2000) and base these
innovations on complementary assets provided by other parties (see e.g.
Teece, 1986, 2006). Furthermore, standardised interfaces between
companies also facilitate collaboration between them in innovation
projects, as Allen and Sriram (2000) demonstrate in the case of the Boeing
777’s development. However, standards may also necessitate
collaboration and a systemic approach to innovation when the
requirements set in performance standards are higher than what one actor
can achieve individually, as de Vries and Verhagen’s (2016) case of the
Dutch building sector shows. In such cases, achieving the required
performance level may invoke reconfiguring a system’s underlying
architecture, rather than only innovating parts of it and therefore require
the input of all actors who are involved in the system (H. J. de Vries &
Verhagen, 2016). From an innovator’s point of view, this may signify
substantial additional cost and effort.

3.1.1.2 Standards’ Effects on Technology Diffusion
In addition to the effects on developing an innovation, standards also may
enable or hinder the innovation’s eventual success in the market. While
they have the positive effect of providing legitimacy and access to the
market and supporting the development of complementary assets, they
potentially can also impede an innovation’s diffusion by causing lock-in.

Standards Providing Legitimacy, Market Access and
Supporting Complementary Assets
Standards are central to framing markets for technologies by defining and
codifying rules, norms, and values that actors in these markets should
follow (Delemarle, 2017). By doing so, they fulfil a key function of
legitimising solutions (see Botzem & Dobusch, 2012; Tamm Hallström &
Boström, 2010). This legitimation is likely to be particularly important for
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innovations where actors may be sceptical and still uncertain about the
benefits. In such a context, testing the product according to respected
standards can help signal an innovation’s quality to the market (Tassey,
2000) and thus legitimise it. In Europe, such testing standards can also help
to prove an innovation’s regulatory compliance to the authorities and
therefore provide access to the market. In technological areas that are
covered by the ‘New Approach’, following standards which have been
recognised by the European Commission gives actors a ‘presumption of
conformity’ (Borraz, 2007; European Parliament & Council of the
European Union, 2002; Frankel & Galland, 2017).
An additional way in which standards can contribute to an innovation’s
legitimacy is by signalling that it is likely to be adopted by many players
(Farrell & Saloner, 1985; Van de Ven, 1993). This expectation is based on
the broad support needed for a solution to emerge as a standard (see
Wiegmann et al., 2017) but also on other factors, such as the role that
standards play in government procurement and the associated demand
(Blind, 2008; Edler & Georghiou, 2007; Rosen et al., 1988). Standards can
therefore help to “build focus and critical mass in the formative stages of
a market” (Swann, 2010, p. 9) , prevent market fragmentation and support
exploiting network effects (Bergek, Jacobsson, Carlsson, Lindmark, &
Rickne, 2008). If standards contribute to the wide-spread use of an
innovation in this manner, this can also lead to substantial additional
revenues for the innovation’s developers from licensing fees paid on IPR
that is declared standard essential (Kang & Motohashi, 2015).
Finally, innovations often rely on complementary assets and/or supporting
infrastructures for their success (Teece, 1986, 2006). In addition to creating
critical mass which encourages others to supply these assets (Rosen et al.,
1988), standards can also play a more direct role in their provision. By
disseminating information about the innovation, standards help others to
produce the required complementary assets in the manner outlined in
Chapter 3.1.1 (Blind & Gauch, 2009; S. K. Schmidt & Werle, 1998). When
standards are incorporated into the innovation’s development in this
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manner, they also allow the innovation to make use of existing
complementary assets and supporting infrastructures.

Standards Causing Lock-In
Although standards can contribute positively to an innovation’s diffusion,
they can also create lock-in that prevents users from adopting the new
product (e.g. Allen & Sriram, 2000; David, 1985; Farrell & Klemperer,
2007; Tassey, 2000). A classic example of lock-in is the QWERTY
keyboard which persists in usage despite better alternatives being available
(e.g. Allen & Sriram, 2000; David, 1985). In cases of lock-in, large parts
of the market use a solution based on an outdated standard and face high
switching costs (David, 1985; Rosen et al., 1988). These switching costs
prevent the users from adopting the innovation, even if it is superior to the
solution prescribed by the existing standard.

3.1.2 Managing Standards in Innovation Contexts
The effects of standards on innovation outlined in Chapter 3.1.1 make them
an important element of innovation management. In Chapter 3.1.2.1, we
summarise the limited available literature about company-level standards
management. Other literature provides some insights into how standards
and innovation co-evolve on the industry level (see Chapter 3.1.2.2) but
neglects important dynamics, which may e.g. result from conflicting
stakes. In Chapter 3.1.2.3, we argue why these dynamics are likely to occur
and what implications they may have for managing standards in innovation
contexts. Finally, we summarise the important gaps in the literature that
form the basis for our study (Chapter 3.1.2.4).

3.1.2.1 Managing Standards on the Company Level
Although literature about managing standards on the company level
mostly does not specifically address innovation (the paper by Großmann,
Filipović, & Lazina, 2016 being a notable exception), several authors
(Adolphi, 1997; Axelrod et al., 1995; Blind & Mangelsdorf, 2016;
Foukaki, 2017; Jakobs, 2017; van Wessel, 2010; Wakke, Blind, & De
Vries, 2015) offer insights that are also likely to apply in this context. On
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a fundamental level, they argue that managing standards needs to be
aligned with the overall business strategy. To do so, companies should
formulate a standardisation strategy (Adolphi, 1997; Großmann et al.,
2016), which may be driven by the company’s organisational culture
(Foukaki, 2017). Based on this, organisational structures need to be put in
place that enable activities on the tactical and operational levels which help
achieve the strategic goals (Adolphi, 1997; Foukaki, 2017). The resulting
organisational structures need to facilitate a number of day-to-day tasks,
such as applying standards, monitoring the application of standards within
the firm, informing company-internal stakeholders about standards, and
influencing standard development processes (Adolphi, 1997). In the
specific innovation context, Großmann et al. (2016) argue that these dayto-day tasks mainly concern screening existing standards regarding their
relevance for the innovation and activities related to feeding the
innovation’s results into new standard development. These activities
should then be related to specific decision points in the NPD process
(Großmann et al., 2016).
Adolphi (1997) argues that companies face ‘make-or-buy-decisions’
whenever they encounter a situation where a standard is needed, meaning
that they can either implement existing standards or contribute to
developing new ones.17 Decisions to engage in standard development can
be based on a number of strategic motives, such as facilitating market
access, influencing regulation, seeking knowledge, maximising
compatibility, or enhancing prospects in international trade (Axelrod et al.,
1995; Blind & Mangelsdorf, 2016; Foukaki, 2017; Jakobs, 2017; Wakke
et al., 2015). Following this decision, companies need not only participate
in forums where standards are developed but also carry out supporting
activities, such as eliciting requirements and defining success criteria

17
Adolphi (1997) focuses on company-internal standardisation. Based on this
background, he suggests a third option of developing company-internal standards.
Due to our study’s focus on the effects of (inter)national standards, we do not
review this aspect of his work.
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according to which the standardisation work’s outcomes can be evaluated
(Jakobs, 2017).
Alternatively, companies can implement already-existing standards. Van
Wessel (2010) identifies four necessary activities in this context, each of
which needs to be carefully managed: (1) selecting appropriate standards,
(2) implementing them, (3) using the standard, and (4) assessing the
outcomes. One key aspect of managing these activities is that all affected
company-internal stakeholders need to be involved throughout the process
in order to ensure alignment with their needs (van Wessel, 2010).

3.1.2.2 Co-Evolving Innovation and Standards at
Industry Level
Because standards are key to framing markets for new innovations, they
need to co-evolve with emerging technologies (Delemarle, 2017). Some
existing studies consider how this (should) happen at the industry level
(Blind & Gauch, 2009; Featherston et al., 2016; Ho & O’Sullivan, 2017).
Blind and Gauch (2009) argue that specific types of standards (e.g.
semantic standards or interface standards) are needed at various stages as
a technology evolves from pure basic research to its application in the
market. In this context, the interface between the R&D process and
standardisation and the involvement of scientists and practitioners are
particularly important to ensure that standards, reflecting both the state of
research and practical applications, are developed (Blind & Gauch, 2009).
A technology roadmapping approach can be used to plan such a process
and ensure that the necessary standards are developed at the right point in
time (Featherston et al., 2016; Ho & O’Sullivan, 2017). Featherston et al.
(2016) and Ho and O’Sullivan (2017) develop a framework that links
required standards to specific activities in the technological trajectory and
allows actors to plan the standardisation process(es) alongside a
technology’s development.
These existing approaches to co-evolving standards and innovation at
industry level focus on the development of new standards needed to
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support an innovation. While there are cases where scientific discoveries
lead to an entirely new technology being developed with no pre-existing
standards, such as the example of nanotechnology that Delemarle (2017)
and Blind and Gauch (2009) use, many innovations are developed in areas
where relevant standards already exist. If these standards have the positive
effects on innovation cited in Chapter 3.1.1, this is not an issue. However,
standards with negative effects such as lock-in, need to be updated to
increase an innovation’s chances of success. In this context, current
literature offers some insights into how standards can be changed when
needed.
Changes to standards occur on a regular basis – for example, 40% of the
standards studied in a study of IT standards were subject to changes at
some point in their lifecycles (Egyedi & Heijnen, 2008; S. K. Schmidt &
Werle, 1998). Such an evolution of standards often follows out of
innovations and is driven by four key reasons: (1) new user requirements;
(2) anticipation of new technology features; (3) requirements from new
technological development, and (4) new applications of existing
technologies (Egyedi, 2008). These changes can manifest themselves in
deviating ways of implementing the standard (Egyedi & Blind, 2008)
which implies that there is no formal process to change the standard and
an alternative implementation may become a de-facto standard if it is
adopted by a large number of players (see e.g. den Uijl, 2015).
Furthermore, these changes can also result from more formalised, and
therefore also more manageable, processes. Many standard setting
organisations (SSOs) have procedures to update standards, e.g. by
releasing updated versions and/or withdrawing out-dated standards and
replacing them with new documents (Egyedi & Blind, 2008). Due to the
time needed for these procedures, these changes in standards are likely to
occur with some delay after the corresponding technological development
(see Adolphi, 1997, p. 41).
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3.1.2.3 Dynamics Affecting the Management of
Standards in Innovation Contexts
Standardisation in innovation contexts often is a contentious issue. The
standardisation process is likely to include a range of stakeholders and may
also be influenced by external factors, such as societal debates and trends
(Delemarle, 2017). When establishing new standards to support an
innovation, these actors are likely to attempt influencing standards in a way
that gives them an advantage in the innovation’s further development (e.g.
Blind & Mangelsdorf, 2016; Delemarle, 2017; Rosen et al., 1988; Teece,
2006; Van de Ven, 1993). Furthermore, changing standards frequently
leads to issues like added complexity, reduced interoperability, and
problems for standard implementation (Egyedi & Heijnen, 2008). Actors
with no stake in the innovation may therefore resist changes in standards
needed for the innovation’s success to avoid such issues.
Such competing interests have strong implications for a standardisation
process, e.g. conflicts in SSOs (e.g. Jain, 2012), fierce battles in the market
(e.g. den Uijl, 2015), or government involvement in the process (e.g.
Meyer, 2012). The resulting dynamics may even be amplified when
multiple of the three modes of standardisation (committee based; market
based; government based) are involved (Wiegmann et al., 2017). This
results in a challenge for innovators to influence standards in such a way
that they are eventually supporting, rather than hindering.

3.1.2.4 Gaps in the Literature
The available literature provides a good foundation for understanding how
to manage standards in innovation contexts, but nevertheless leaves
important questions unanswered. Our literature review suggests that a
more complete understanding is needed of (1) the company level, where
the ‘managing’ is done, and (2) industry-level processes which are likely
to result from these management activities but also shape them to some
extent. The management of standards in innovation contexts is therefore
preferably studied at both levels.
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Specifically, we identify three gaps in the literature: (1) The literature on
standards management at company level (see Chapter 3.1.2.1) mostly does
not specifically address the context of innovation, even though we show in
Chapter 3.1.1 that this is an area where the impacts of standards on
companies’ activities are particularly strong. On the other hand, the
literature that considers how standards and innovation co-evolve (see
Chapter 3.1.2.2) largely treats companies as ‘black boxes’ and does not
consider the extensive activities that are likely to happen inside them. (2)
Given the lack of attention to the company level, the literature on the coevolution of innovation and standards also misses out on the dynamics
within and between the company- and industry levels which we expect to
be a major factor in this co-evolution. (3) Finally, the approaches to the coevolution of standards in innovation contexts cited in Chapter 3.1.2.2 pay
relatively little attention to conflicting interests and the resulting dynamics
in the process (see Chapter 3.1.2.3). Because most innovative products are
arguably aimed at existing markets with existing standards, and with actors
who may oppose the innovation, such conflicts can be expected to often be
critical when managing standards in this context.
These omissions motivate our case study. Our study design, as outlined in
Chapter 3.2, allows us to capture activities on both levels of interest, the
resulting dynamics and their effects on an innovation. We therefore
contribute a first step towards addressing these three gaps in the literature.

3.2 Background on Methodology and Case
To address the theoretical gaps identified in Chapter 3.1.2.4, we studied
the development of micro Combined Heat and Power (mCHP) technology
in the European heating sector. In this chapter, we provide some
background information that is helpful for understanding our findings.
Chapter 3.2.1 outlines our grounded-theory-based methodological
approach. Chapter 3.2.2 introduces mCHP technology and the setting in
which it was developed.
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3.2.1 Grounded Theory Methodology
As outlined in Chapter 3.1, we are interested in a detailed exploration of
how innovators manage external requirements (imposed by standards), the
dynamics that result from this, and how this affects NPD activities.
Specifically, we want to explore how this occurs on the company- and
industry levels and how these two levels interact. The lack of literature
addressing these questions makes an in-depth exploratory case study,
which uses inductive reasoning to derive a grounded theory, the most
suitable research design (Eisenhardt, 1989; Glaser & Strauss, 1973; Yin,
2009). This grounded theory approach allows us to conceptualise patterns
that we find across the data to generate our theoretical contribution (Glaser
& Strauss, 1973). In Chapter 3.2.1.1, we explain our case selection.
Chapter 3.2.1.2 shows how we collected our data. Finally, Chapter 3.2.1.3
summarises our approach to analysing these data.

3.2.1.1 Case Selection: Theoretical Sampling
Following Eisenhardt (1989) and Yin (2009), we selected our case on
theoretical grounds rather than through random sampling. Following on
from our research question and the identified gaps in literature, we defined
five criteria that the case would have to meet. (1) It needed to be a case of
an innovation for which both existing standards are relevant and new
standards are required. (2) This innovation needed to represent a
substantial technological leap. This maximised our chances of observing
standards having a major impact on the innovation, and the involved
actors’ approaches to managing these impacts. (3) Our specific interest in
NPD activities also means that the innovation in our case needed to be at
a stage when companies developed products intended to be sold on a large
scale. The initial fundamental research considered by Blind and Gauch
(2009) should therefore already have been concluded. (4) Furthermore,
NPD activities concerning the innovation should preferably be pursued in
parallel by several companies as this would allow us to compare their
potentially different approaches to managing the relevant standards. (5)
Finally, for practical reasons, data about the case needed to be accessible
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and the case should be relatively recent to ensure that informants would be
able to recall the needed information.
We found a suitable case which meets all five requirements in the
development of micro combined heat and power (mCHP) technology.
Several companies in the European heating industry simultaneously
developed innovative natural gas powered central heating boilers, which
convert excess heat into electricity, making them embedded units in the
case (see Yin, 2009). Standards were relevant, both because interfaces with
other supporting infrastructures (e.g. the electrical installation in a building
and the electricity grid) are needed for the innovation to be of value and
also because important safety and efficiency issues make this a technology
that is covered by the European Commission’s ‘New Approach’.18 When
mCHP was developed, generating electricity was an entirely new feature
for the industry, meaning that it was a substantial departure from existing
technologies. Nevertheless, there already were several existing standards
affecting the technology, because the market that it was aimed at and the
supporting infrastructures (gas, electricity, water) were already in place.
Lastly, the case also satisfies the practical requirements outlined above.

3.2.1.2 Data Collection
The largest share of our data was collected in interviews. Following two
interviews with existing contacts, we used snowball sampling and
contacted actors who we identified as relevant in desk research (e.g.
additional companies with mCHP products) and when attending an
industry conference. This approach resulted in approximately 26 hours of
interviews conducted between April 2015 and August 2017 as detailed in
Table 3.2 on page 81. These interviews gave us insights into the
perspectives of all groups of actors who were involved in developing
18

Under the ‘New Approach’, regulation provides ‘essential requirements’ for
products to be sold on the European market and standards are used to specify these
requirements and test methods to assess compliance in detail for specific product
groups. Also see our more detailed explanation on this topic and its relevance for
the case in Chapter 3.3.2.1.
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mCHP-related products and/or managing standards to facilitate the
technology, as well as perspectives from different countries which are key
markets for the new technology.
In order to ensure that the main topics of interest were covered in each
interview while leaving the interviewees enough leeway to ‘tell their
stories’, we used a semi-structured format. Gioia et al. (2013) highlight the
importance of the interview guideline to ensure that this results in useful
data for deriving theoretical patterns. This guideline was adjusted for each
interview to cover all important topics (interviewee’s involvement in the
case, views on relevant standards, companies’ processes for managing the
topic, interactions with other stakeholders, results of their activities, etc.).
Using these guidelines, we obtained detailed accounts of the interviewees’
activities in the case and their views on the events.
Where possible, we recorded the interviews and transcribed them verbatim
in the language in which the interview was conducted (English for
Interviews 1, 8, 9, 12, and 14; German for all other interviews). In addition,
some interviewees provided us with internal company documents.
Furthermore, we considered European Union policy documents related to
the standards in the case which provided us with additional information on
the evolution of standards in relation to the European directives that they
were supposed to support. A final source of information was attending an
industry conference hosted by the European industry association for cogeneration of heat and power (COGEN Europe) in March 2016. At this
conference, we gained further insights into the major topics of interest for
industry actors and gained background information on how mCHP fits into
the wider industry context. The conference also provided us with an
opportunity to have informal discussions with important actors in the case.
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Table 3.2: List of interviews in chronological order
Interview
no.

Organisation

Interviewee(s)

1

Netherlands-based
manufacturer of heating
systems, approx. 6,500
employees and €1.7bn
revenue

Technical innovation
manager, responsible for
all mCHP-related NPD and
standardisation activities

2

Association of the
European Heating Industry
(EHI)

Technical affairs director,
responsible for all mCHPrelated activities at the
association19

3

Engineering research
institute at a German
university

Researcher, involved in
mCHP-related contract
research and participating
in mCHP-related
standardisation committees

4

Germany-based
manufacturer of heating
systems, approx. 12,000
employees and €2.25bn
revenue

Manager responsible for
coordinating the
company’s standardisation
activities, involved in
mCHP’s technological
development in a previous
role
Manager responsible for
the company’s
participation in
associations on a strategic
level, previously head of
new technology
development

5

Germany-based
manufacturer of heating
systems, business unit of a

Manager in charge of the
business unit’s external
affairs, relationships with

19
A representative of a manufacturer of heating systems was also present during
a short part of this interview and participated in the conversation. This person was
then interviewed individually during Interview 5.
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conglomerate with approx.
390,000 employees and
€73bn revenue

political actors and
governments, and work in
industry associations

6

Japan-based supplier of
fuel cells for mCHP
systems, business unit of a
conglomerate with approx.
258,000 employees and
€57bn revenue

Manager responsible for
advising Japan-based R&D
department about European
standards and representing
the company in European
standardisation

7

Germany-based self-employed engineering consultant
specialised in mCHP, consulting industry actors on the
technical implementation of requirements arising from
regulation/standards and active in mCHP-related
standardisation committees

8

Netherlands-based
certification body,
conducting assessment of
mCHP devices’ conformity
to legal requirements

Head of several testing
laboratories, including the
one conducting mCHPrelated conformity
assessment

9

Small UK-based supplier of
Stirling engines for mCHP
systems

Engineer, involved in the
company’s mCHP-related
R&D in various roles since
2000

10

Germany-based
manufacturer of heating
systems, approx. 12,000
employees and €2.4bn
revenue

Head of technology
development for mCHP,
involved in mCHP-related
R&D at the company since
1997
Project leader for CHP
applications, responsible
for regulatory approval of
mCHP devices in an earlier
role, involved in mCHPrelated R&D at the
company since 2000
Project leader, involved in
mCHP-related R&D at the
company since 1999
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11

Germany-based
manufacturer of mCHP
systems, approx. 30
employees

Managing director

12

UK-based supplier of fuel
cells for mCHP systems,
approx. 100 employees

Head engineer overseeing
all engineering activities at
the company

13

Small Switzerland/Italybased manufacturer of
mCHP systems

Manager responsible for
regulatory approval of
mCHP devices

14

See Interview 1

See Interview 1

3.2.1.3 Data Analysis
In line with our study’s inductive reasoning, we based our data analysis on
a grounded theory approach (Glaser & Strauss, 1973). We initiated our
data analysis in parallel to data collection so that the information from
earlier interviews could inform subsequent data collection efforts. In order
to come closer to Glaser and Strauss’s (1973) ideal of developing grounded
theory without preconceived notions of existing theory, two assistants
performed most of the open coding (see Alvesson & Sköldberg, 2009;
Gioia et al., 2013) under the author’s supervision. All coding was
performed on transcripts in the languages in which the interviews were
conducted (German and English, see Chapter 3.2.1.2) in order to stay as
close as possible to the empirical evidence at this stage.
Simultaneously to coding, we started the further data analysis by
‘integrating categories’, as suggested by Glaser and Strauss (1973, pp.
108–109). Clear themes that later became the key concepts of our theory
emerged from the data at this stage, although we did not follow the strict
template provided by Gioa et al. (2013). These theoretically saturated (see
Glaser & Strauss, 1973, pp. 111–113) key themes are based on the main
discussion topics across our interviews and reflect the elements that our
interviewees emphasised. Chapters 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 are structured along
these themes and use extensive quotes from the interviews and – where
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available – supporting evidence from other sources to ensure that our
constructs are deeply rooted in empirical observations.20
In parallel to identifying these key concepts, we also looked for
relationships between them (see Alvesson & Sköldberg, 2009, pp. 68–69;
Glaser & Strauss, 1973, pp. 109–113). As suggested by Glaser and
Strauss’s (1973) description of the constant comparative method, we did
so by alternating between noting down our ideas about such links and
verifying in the data whether these ideas were supported by the evidence.
This verification was based on whether we could identify a plausible
explanation for each relationship in the data, for example by comparing
different firms (embedded units) in our case, or by searching for
interviewees’ explanations of the reasons behind certain activities and
events. This process ultimately resulted in the theory that we present in
Chapter 3.6 and makes this theory firmly rooted in the empirical
observations from our case.

3.2.2 Introducing the Micro Combined Heat and Power
(mCHP) Case
As outlined in Chapter 3.2.1.1, the development of micro Combined Heat
and Power (mCHP) is an excellent case to study the management of
standards during the development of a new technology. Combined heat
and power (CHP) solutions have been developed for all scales, ranging
from domestic family homes to large industrial applications. Our case
study traces the development of micro CHP (mCHP) which includes all
CHP appliances with up to 5 kW electrical output (EHI, 2014). These
appliances would typically be used in single-family houses.
The technology is a major innovation in the European heating sector. In
addition to providing hot water and heat for buildings, mCHP boilers also
generate electricity. This additional functionality represented a major
technological leap for the European heating industry which did previously
20

Where we quote interviews that were conducted in German we translated them
at this stage, labelling each translated quote as such.
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not make any electricity-generating products. In order to provide context
for our analysis of how products using this technology were developed and
standards were managed during this process, we cover background
information that is important for a good understanding of the case. We first
portray the European heating industry and mCHP’s role for it (Chapter
3.2.2.1). Following this, we give a brief overview over different
technological approaches to mCHP and how the relevance of standards
differed for them (Chapter 3.2.2.2).

3.2.2.1 The European Heating Industry and the Market
for mCHP
Heating of buildings is estimated to be responsible for around 40% of the
EU’s energy consumption and 36% of its CO2 emissions (European
Commission, 2017a). Consequently, boiler manufacturers and other actors
in the European heating industry have been facing expectations from the
market and political actors to make their products more energy efficient
and contribute to efforts to combat climate change. In response to these
demands, the European heating industry developed several technologies to
eventually succeed the established condensing boilers for domestic
applications, including heat pumps, solar thermal systems, and mCHP.
Which of these technologies is most energy efficient depends e.g. on heat
demand and the local electric power generation mix where an appliance is
installed. The technologies therefore address different market segments. A
key advantage of mCHP products compared to heat pumps and solar
thermal systems is that they can be integrated in existing buildings more
easily if designed in such a way that they match existing infrastructure in
buildings. This made mCHP a potentially promising technology to attain
higher energy efficiency in the replacement market, which one interviewee
described as existentially important for the companies in the industry:
“We live off the existing [building] stock and replacement. The
relation between newly built buildings and existing buildings in
Germany in a year is approximately 1:10. This means that, for
every boiler or heating appliance that we sell into a newly built
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house, we sell ten into existing buildings.” – translated from
German
The European heating industry is distinctive in that the established players
and market leaders are mostly owned by the founding families or by
foundations with a mission to ensure the business’s long-term viability.
This gives the companies and the entire industry a long-term outlook which
also manifested itself in the way standards were managed during the
development of mCHP. However, it also means that the industry is
relatively conservative and “not really known for being particularly
innovative [and consisting of] rather traditionally shaped enterprises”
(translated from German).
Developing mCHP brought the involved actors into contact with several
new key technological fields (see Chapter 3.2.2.2) and the players involved
in these areas, requiring the industry to adopt new approaches to
innovation and standardisation and become more open to dealing with
actors outside the industry as outlined in Chapters 3.4 and 3.5. Within the
industry, these developments were driven by a range of actors. In addition
to the boiler manufacturers (OEMs) who developed and eventually sold
complete mCHP appliances, suppliers of key components; certification
bodies; engineering consultants; industry associations; and research
institutes all were involved in the process. The OEMs developing mCHP
and the component suppliers included established players in the industry
and new entrants which were specifically founded as start-ups to develop
mCHP appliances and components. Our interviews cover all key players
in the case as well as some more peripheral actors (see the characterisations
of companies covered by our interviews in Table 3.2).

3.2.2.2 Technological Solutions for mCHP
Four technological approaches exist to realise the functionality of mCHP
appliances: (1) Stirling engines; (2) fuel cells; (3) internal combustion
engines and (4) steam expansion engines (EHI, 2014). While internal
combustion engines and steam expansion engines have been barely used
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for mCHP applications, both products based on Stirling engines and on
fuel cells have been developed and marketed.
All interviewed OEMs have been developing fuel cell based mCHP
appliances, although not all of them have brought them to the market yet
at the time of writing. Some OEMs have been developing and offering
Stirling-based mCHP appliances in addition. The OEMs that never
developed the Stirling technology or exited its development cited
technological challenges and doubts about whether mCHP appliances
using Stirling engines could reach the same levels of efficiency as those
using fuel cells as the reasons behind the decision to only pursue fuel cells.
On the other hand, the companies that still have been pursuing the Stirling
engine in parallel to fuel cells see the two technologies as catering for
distinctive market segments:
“I expect there will be different technologies in parallel, and they
could serve different markets segments. That has to do with the
question how the ratio is between heat demand and power
demand. That’s one issue. And especially when the heat demand is
high compared to the power demand then nowadays already
Stirling engine could be a better solution than the fuel cell.”
Technologically, the two approaches are fundamentally different: (1)
Appliances with a Stirling engine add this engine (and some control
electronics) to a conventional condensing boiler. Such a boiler produces
more heat than is needed to cover the demand for heating and hot water.
The excess heat is then converted to AC electricity by the Stirling engine
which is tuned to the frequency of the national electricity grid (50 Hz in
Europe), meaning that the produced electricity can be fed directly into the
grid. (2) Fuel-cell-based appliances contain a reformer that extracts
hydrogen from natural gas. This hydrogen is then used to power a fuel cell
which produces both heat and DC electricity. An inverter converts this DC
electricity to AC electricity that can be fed into the electricity grid. In
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addition, fuel cell appliances usually include a conventional gas boiler to
cover peak heat demand.
Some aspects of these technologies were already known to the involved
companies and have been used in their products for decades. Particularly
the condensing boiler units that provide the heat for Stirling engines to
operate were very similar to the ones used in the industry’s existing
products. However, both Stirling engines and in particular fuel cells were
new and very complex technologies for all actors in the heating industry.
Furthermore, regardless of the technological approach to mCHP, its
implementation required the industry to get involved in entirely new
technological aspects, such as access to the electricity grid, technologies
for communication with other devices, or grid stability. These fields
presented a steep learning curve, in terms of both technology development
and standardisation, as Chapters 3.4 and 3.5 show.
Most relevant standards and regulatory requirements (see Chapter 3.3)
applied equally to Stirling- and fuel-cell-based mCHP appliances and had
similar implications for both technologies’ development. The standards for
connecting appliances to the national electricity grid are a key exception
to this. Some changes to them that occurred while mCHP was being
developed posed additional challenges for devices using Stirling engines
but had a smaller impact on the development of fuel-cell-based mCHP (see
Chapters 3.3 and 3.5.2 for details).

3.3 Standards, Regulation and Conformity
Assessment for mCHP
Standards, together with regulation and conformity assessment, have been
crucial for the development of mCHP. While our study was initially
focussing on the role and management of standards for the innovation, it
soon transpired from our interviews that they are inextricably linked to
European and national regulation and conformity assessment of mCHP
appliances. In Chapter 3.3.1, we outline which standards have been
relevant for the technology’s development. Chapter 3.3.2 explores the link
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between standards and regulation and its effects on mCHP. Following this,
we discuss the need for conformity assessment and the role that standards
and regulation play in this context (Chapter 3.3.3). Finally, we shed light
on additional effects that standards had on the development of mCHP in
Chapter 3.3.4.

3.3.1 Relevant Standards for mCHP
Standards posed requirements for key aspects of mCHP technology, such
as product safety, energy efficiency, and connections to the electricity grid,
which needed to be fulfilled in order to provide the intended value for
buyers and gain approval for market entry. A list of all relevant standards,
that were mentioned during the interviews, can be found in Table 3.3 on
page 90. Many of these standards are interrelated.
The standards identified in Table 3.3 broadly fulfilled two main functions
for mCHP’s development process: The first function is defining the
interfaces to link mCHP to complementary technologies, such as the
national electricity grid and electrical and gas installations in buildings.
These infrastructures were essential to enable the innovation to deliver the
new aspects of its value proposition – generating electricity that can be
used by a device’s owner and/or fed into the electricity grid.
The second main function of standards for the innovation is related to
support proving the compliance of mCHP appliances and their components
with regulatory requirements (e.g. gas and electrical safety, energy
efficiency and requirements for connecting devices to the electricity grid).
This function has been key for the development of mCHP, based on the
link between standards and regulation in the case, which we outline in
detail in Chapters 3.3.2 and 3.3.3.
All interviewees stressed the particular importance of the product standard
(EN 50465 – “Gas appliances – Combined heat and power appliance of
nominal heat input inferior or equal to 70 kW”) for the development of
mCHP. This product standard addresses key elements of the technology,
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Table 3.3: Relevant standards for mCHP
Level of the
standard

Technical aspects
covered

Standard(s)

Links between
mCHP
appliance and
other systems

Connection to the
electricity grid

EN 5043821; standards
developed by ENTSO-E
(European Network of
Transmission System
Operators for Electricity),
national grid codes

Connection to a
building’s internal
electrical wiring

National standards for
electrical installations
(e.g. VDE-AR-N 4105 in
Germany, NEN 1010 in
the Netherlands)

Communication
between distributed
electricity producing
devices (e.g. other
mCHP appliances, solar
panels) to ensure grid
stability

IEC 61850-7-420,
VHPready consortium
standard

Quality and
composition of natural
gas used to operate
mCHP appliances

EN 16726

Product standards:
cover product safety;
energy efficiency;
minimum performance
requirements

EN 50465 (used for
certification of appliances
against European
regulatory requirements),
IEC 62282-3-400, at early
stages of the development
also DVGW VP 109 and
VP 119

Product safety

IEC 62282-3-100

mCHP
appliance as a
whole

21
The abbreviation ‘EN’ stands for ‘Europäische Norm’ and refers to European
standards developed by the European Standardisation Organisations (ESOs) CEN,
CENELEC and/or ETSI.
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Components of
mCHP
appliance22

Electrical safety

EN 60335

Quality management
standards needed to
make the appliance
eligible for financial
support offered by some
national governments

Micro generation
Certification Standard
(MCS 2011)

Standards describing
test methods to be used
when assessing the
product’s conformity to
regulatory requirements

EN 437 and others

Burners and burner
controls

EN 298, EN 13611

Electrical safety of
components

EN 60730

Product standards for various components, such as
gas valves, pressure controllers, shut-off valves,
pressure sensors etc.
such as safety and energy efficiency, and defines minimum performance
requirements for these dimensions of mCHP appliances. It has been key in
outlining how mCHP appliances can meet regulatory requirements (see
Chapter 3.3.2) and in supporting the conformity assessment of the
appliances (see Chapter 3.3.3). When the technology’s development
started, this standard did not exist yet in its current form and did not cover
all technological approaches to mCHP:
“At first you have to deal with the product standard. But at the
moment that we did the development, it wasn’t there. We did the
development, the basic development, we started by the end of 2005
and at that moment there was no standard.”

22
The overview over relevant standards for components is incomplete since the
product standard EN 50465 refers to 65 other standards on this level, which were
not all named individually in the interviews. Nevertheless, this overview gives a
good impression of the range of such standards.
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This initial absence of the key standard had important implications for the
technology’s development and made writing this standard a priority for the
industry in managing the standards related to the innovation, as we outline
in Chapter 3.5.2.2.

3.3.2 Regulation for mCHP and its Relationship with
Standards
Relevant regulation for mCHP covers the areas of product safety, energy
efficiency and grid connections (see Table 3.4 on page 93 for a list of all
regulatory texts that were mentioned as relevant during the interviews).
This regulation defines ‘essential requirements’ which mCHP appliances
must meet if they are sold on the European market. In line with the
European ‘New Approach’, these essential requirements laid down in the
regulation are formulated on a relatively abstract level and do not prescribe
technical details or solutions that need to be implemented to fulfil them.
Standards provide important guidance regarding how to reach these
requirements, as outlined below.

3.3.2.1 Harmonised Standards Providing ‘Presumption
of Conformity’
Under the European ‘New Approach’, the high-level requirements
formulated in directives are supported by harmonised standards. These
standards provide detailed specifications of the essential requirements,
such as test methods to be used in assessing whether a product meets the
essential requirements. Such harmonised standards are developed by the
ESOs following requests by the European Commission. The European
Commission then carries out an assessment whether the contents of these
standards satisfy the essential requirements. If a standard passes this
assessment, it is listed in the Official Journal of the European Union along
with the directive against which it is harmonised.
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Table 3.4: Relevant regulation for mCHP
Type of
regulation

Regulation

Relevance for mCHP

European
Directives

Energy-Related
Products Directive (ErP,
also referred to as
Ecodesign Directive)

Imposes minimum
requirements for energy
efficiency of energy-using
products.

Energy Labelling
Directive

Defines a labelling scheme
for energy-related products.

Cogeneration Directive
(CHP), replaced in 2012
by the Energy
Efficiency Directive

Defines measures to increase
the EU’s energy efficiency
targets, including promoting
more energy efficient heating
systems.

Gas Appliances
Directive (GAD)

Imposes requirements for the
safety of gas-powered
products.

Low Voltage Directive
(LVD)

Imposes requirements for
electrical safety.

Electromagnetic
Compatibility Directive
(EMC)

Imposes requirements
regarding emitting and
accepting electromagnetic
interference.

Machinery Directive
(MD)

Imposes safety requirements
for machines with moving
parts (mainly relevant for
Stirling-based mCHP
appliances).

European Network
Code on Requirements
for Generators (NC
RfG),

Imposes requirements for
connecting to the electricity
grid.

National electricity laws

Define (financial) conditions
under which electricity can
be fed into electricity grids.

National
regulation
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Once a standard has been harmonised in this procedure, complying with
the standard gives a product ‘presumption of conformity’ with the
associated European Directives. This means that any product which
implements a harmonised standard is assumed to meet the essential
requirements imposed by the directive:
“Someone who develops such a product (…) can work with the
standards and can then assume that he also fulfils the
requirements from the directives in this way. (…) This is called
‘presumption of conformity’ if a standard is listed under a
directive in the Official Journal (…) which helps from a technical
point of view.” – translated from German

3.3.2.2 Fulfilling ‘Essential Requirements’ without
Relying on Harmonised Standards
Although relying on harmonised standards is a straightforward and
commonly used way of proving compliance with regulatory requirements,
their use remains voluntary (European Commission, 2017b).
Manufacturers are also permitted demonstrate in other ways that they reach
a performance level that satisfies the regulation’s essential requirements.
A first way of doing so is implementing other standards developed by the
European Standardisation Organisations (ESOs – CEN, CENELEC and
ETSI), even if they are not harmonised. These standards are assumed to
reflect the current state of technological development, meaning that
implementing them in an innovation is seen as following good practice.
This also applies to the key product standard in the mCHP case (EN
50465). Due to conflicts between the European Commission and the
European heating industry regarding the calculation methods for mCHP
appliances’ energy efficiency (see Chapter 3.5.2.2), this standard has not
been harmonised yet at the time of writing. Nevertheless, it has emerged
as the generally accepted standard detailing the essential requirements
from the relevant European Directives for mCHP appliances.
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In addition to or as an alternative to relying on standards, manufacturers
may also demonstrate their product’s equivalent performance to the level
described in the standard without using any standard:
“If his [a manufacturer’s] product has a solution that is not
covered by the standard (…), this is not forbidden. (…) [But] it has
to be written in the development documentation that he (…) fulfils
the requirements of the directive. (…) When he, as a manufacturer,
prints the CE-mark23 on the device he confirms at this time that all
relevant directives are fulfilled (…) and this has been proven
through the standard and (…) his own specifications.” – translated
from German
Such an approach of not relying on the standard then shifts the burden of
proof that the mCHP appliance meets the regulatory requirements to the
manufacturer:
“The burden of proof that this [the product fulfilling the essential
requirements] is actually the case then lies with him [the
manufacturer]. (…) When he uses a harmonised standard, the
presumption of conformity applies. This means that if he uses the
standard, he may assume that he fulfils the essential requirement.
If this [fulfilling the essential requirement] is not the case, the
burden of proof does then not lie with him but with the European
Commission. This is all about who is liable.” – translated from
German
In addition to the issues surrounding liability when deviating from the
solutions defined in a standard, taking such an approach would also require
substantial additional effort and slow down the NPD process:

23
By placing the CE-mark on a product, a manufacturer confirms that it meets all
European regulatory requirements and has passed all relevant conformity
assessment procedures.
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“[Standards] rather lead to speeding up a development process,
because the requirements are clear. Imagine there were no
standards and we only had the directives. Because directives are
laws and safety-related laws always exist. (…) Then you first
would have to translate: What does such a legal requirement mean
for materials, for testing, for technology, for time response? So
standards, because they are general specifications, are actually
accelerating means for the development.” – translated from
German
In practice, the interviewed manufacturers therefore based the designs of
their mCHP appliances on standards wherever possible and avoided using
other technical solutions which would have required them to demonstrate
compliance to regulatory requirements in other ways. This further
underlines the importance of standards for the innovation and also had
implications for the management of standards, where the industry
sometimes invested substantial resources in order to influence standards,
rather than implementing alternative solutions into their products (see
Chapter 3.4).

3.3.3 Assessing Conformity to Essential Requirements
in the mCHP Case
Because the essential requirements in the relevant regulation are
mandatory (see Chapter 3.3.2), mCHP appliances can only be sold in the
European market once their compliance to these requirements has been
proven. While a declaration by the manufacturer, confirming that the
requirements are met, is sufficient for many product groups, this is not the
case for mCHP. Due to the inherent safety risks of gas-powered appliances,
conformity assessment must be carried out by an accredited certification
body which has been authorised by the government to carry out this
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assessment for the relevant European Directives. This party issues a
certificate if the requirements are met24:
“[For] a gas appliance, a manufacturer cannot simply develop an
appliance, produce it, and sell it. He needs third-party
certification. This means he must go to an accredited testing
laboratory. The product is tested on its conformity, strictly
speaking to the directive but in practice to the standard. Then, a
notified body issues the certificate. Only once he has this, he can
sell it in Europe.” – translated from German
Such independent test laboratories (often referred to by the legal term
‘notified bodies’) assess the technology and against essential requirements
in the relevant directives. Notified bodies choose an appropriate basis for
certification which defines both the requirements that mCHP appliances
must fulfil and the methods, which are used to assess the fulfilment.
Usually, the product standard (EN 50465 in the mCHP case) is used for
this purpose. It defines both requirements and test methods but (at least in
theory) test laboratories may also deviate from this:
“This inspector, who is employed by this institute, decides which
basis he brings forward or draws upon to conduct the assessment.
And in this, he is relatively free. So, if he says… He could still say
today ‘the 50465 is not sufficient for me’. This would not
correspond to the facts, but he could always draw on another
standard if this was necessary in his opinion.” – translated from
German
This discretion in choosing the basis for the certification process led to
different approaches among testing institutes in the early stages of mCHP’s
development, when EN 50465 did not yet exist in its current form and

24
In addition, manufacturers can choose to obtain batch approval for their
appliances. This means that they are tested according to less strict criteria and
allows manufacturers to sell a limited number of appliances before obtaining full
certification.
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therefore no standard detailed the essential requirements for mCHP
appliances. In interviews with OEMs, we were told about various related
standards (e.g. for conventional condensing boilers) being used as a
preliminary basis for testing by the notified bodies. Another approach,
which was described in an interview with a notified body, was developing
a test regime directly based on the relevant directives:
“When we started this process, typically for fuel cell systems, there
was no standard. So we had to certify directly on the directive. We
have the essential requirements of the directive. So what we did,
we created our test plan and said ‘okay if you meet this, then we
can certify against the Gas Appliance Directive’. So there was a
lot of freedom for us, but in the end, as a competent notified body,
we had to make a decision ‘it’s safe enough’. So, we could handle
different technologies which were not addressed by standards. But
it also means a very good relation between us and the
manufacturer to really understand the technology and for them to
understand what our safety requirements are.”

3.3.3.1 Standards Providing Certainty for Conformity
Assessment
The potentially different approaches to certifying mCHP appliances that
could be followed in the absence of standards meant some uncertainty for
the NPD process because the exact requirements for market access only
became clear when the notified bodies were invoked into the companies’
NPD activities. As Chapter 3.4.2.2 shows, the stages of development at
which notified bodies were involved varied between companies, meaning
that the magnitude of the resulting uncertainty also differed across actors
in the industry. Nevertheless, having standards (in particular EN 50465) in
place to provide more detailed information about essential requirements,
as outlined in Chapter 3.3.2, helped all involved parties’ NPD activities
because this reduced leeway for different interpretations of the essential
requirements:
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“It is very important for industry that not everybody interprets the
directive differently every day and at the end the certification
laboratory differently than the manufacturer.” – translated from
German
In this way, standards provided important information about required
performance and test procedures to prove this performance which could be
used during the technology’s development. Standards thus reduced the
effort needed for mCHP appliances to pass the certification process. They
reduced the need for extensive proofs of technical solutions meeting the
essential requirements and provided a basis for a common understanding
of these requirements:
“So for them [the manufacturers], it’s easier that there is now a
standard pointing clearly what the relevant [requirements] are.”
In fulfilling this function in the certification process, standards supported
mCHP’s access to the European market and therefore played an essential
role in enabling the technology’s diffusion. While using standards remains
voluntary and other solutions are acceptable, there was a widespread
sentiment among the interviewees that adhering to standards related to the
applicable European Directives (see Table 3.4) was almost a necessary
condition for bringing mCHP technology to market and that other solutions
should only be chosen in exceptional cases.

3.3.4 Standards’ Additional Effects on mCHP’s
Development and Diffusion
Interviewees reported that the standards which were relevant for mCHP
(see Table 3.3) had both positive and negative effects for their innovation
activities. They emphasised the effects of standards on the certainty
regarding regulatory requirements and certification (see Chapters 3.3.2 and
3.3.3). These aspects were a major focus of their activities related to
managing standards (see Chapters 3.4 and 3.5).
In addition, the experts also reported other effects of standards on both the
development and diffusion of mCHP. The positive effects named in this
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context include standards often being useful information sources;
standards supporting access to complementary infrastructures (e.g. the
electricity grid); standards allowing the industry to signal mCHP’s benefits
to other actors; and standards helping build economies of scales for the
innovation. Negative effects on the innovation usually were perceived
when standards were out-of-date or required standards were missing.
These perceived effects were the basis for how actors in the industry
managed standards in the case (see Chapters 3.4 and 3.5). We explain the
effects that standards had in the case in detail below.

3.3.4.1 Support of Standards for mCHP’s Development
Often standards served as useful information sources in the development
of mCHP, not only about regulatory requirements and testing procedures
(see Chapters 3.3.2 and 3.3.3), but also about other topics. Especially in
technological areas where the companies had no previous experience, like
safety mechanisms related to shortcuts and switching the device off in
emergencies or measuring the amount of electricity produced,
interviewees explained that they could make use of standards in their
designs:
“For the new functionality, especially for the generation of
electricity, of course, they were new aspects for us. (…) For the
things which are only new to us but which are self-evident, you
have to follow them. So then standards are a good help to show
you what you have to do.”
In addition, because “experience that has accumulated over decades is
behind standards, especially in the electro-technical and gas areas”
(translated from German) this information also supported more
commonplace design decisions in the innovation process:
“When I do not need to ponder every time ‘this material, this screw
and this seal – may I or may I not?’ This is definitely helpful.” –
translated from German
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A second way in which interviewees perceived standards to support the
innovation was the role that they played in defining interfaces to link
mCHP appliances with other elements, such as the electricity grid;
electrical and gas installations in buildings; and communication between
electricity producing devices (see Table 3.3). These standards have not
only been providing technical information for the companies’ NPD
activities but also have been supporting the innovation’s eventual diffusion
by offering certainty for the industry and eventually customers that the
appliances would work with other elements as intended and limiting
customers’ needed investment in changing elements like the gas
installations in their houses. However, interviewees pointed out that, for
important interfaces, this support was only available at later stages of
mCHP’s development because the needed standards did not exist at all
(e.g. communication between electricity producing devices), or needed to
be adapted (e.g. standards for internal wiring of buildings, see below),
making these interfaces an issue to be considered in the management of
standards (see Chapter 3.5.1).
In addition, standards also were described as supporting mCHP’s diffusion
by helping to signal mCHP’s qualities and benefits to other actors, like
consumers and governments. This particularly applies to the product
standard (EN 50465) which also covers energy efficiency of the appliances
and supports the requirements of the Energy Labelling Directive (see Table
3.4). EN 50465 includes a formula that allows calculating the energy
efficiency of mCHP devices. This formula is intended to form the basis for
determining an mCHP appliance’s energy label, which the directive
requires it to carry (although this formula was a major point of contention
during the development of EN 50465 – see Chapter 3.5.2.2).
Finally, standardisation supported the heating industry in reaching
economies of scales for mCHP technology. By being able to rely on
existing components from other products and standardising new key
components, such as the Stirling engine, between manufacturers, the
industry was able to reach higher production numbers much quicker than
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would otherwise have been feasible and thus bring the technology’s costs
down to make the price-performance ratio more competitive with other
heating solutions and enable faster adoption in the market than might
otherwise have been possible.

3.3.4.2 Hurdles to mCHP’s Development from Standards
and Related Issues
Standards sometimes also were seen as hindering the development of
mCHP. Some standards contained requirements which were based on outdated assumptions and which were difficult to implement in the innovation
or would have severely limited its value to users. For example, pre-existing
standards for electrical installations within buildings were written under
the assumption that there are only devices in a building that consume
electricity but no electricity-producing devices. These standards would
have required substantial changes to a building’s electrical installations to
install mCHP appliances in existing buildings, thus adding to the
technology’s costs and making it less attractive to consumers in the crucial
market for replacement of heating boilers in existing buildings. Another
example of out-dated assumptions underlying standards concerned test
procedures fixed in a standard which may assume a certain devicearchitecture and specify the assessment of certain components of an
appliance which may no longer be part of a new design and have been
replaced by other components.
A second notable area where standards have been imposing requirements
that the interviewed companies sometimes found difficult to fulfil in
mCHP appliances is the access to the electricity grid:
“Standards can also be used to hinder technologies. The ‘Network
Code Requirements for Generators’ is in many areas… I don’t
want to say designed to… but I say it makes it very difficult, in
particular for small electricity generators.” – translated from
German
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Another interviewee described these requirements for generators as “a
real problem for small generators, because it now sweeps up any
generator in Europe that is greater than 800W in power output”. One key
example of a difficulty resulting from this network code is the requirement
for dealing with changing network frequencies, which changed while
mCHP was under development (see Chapter 3.5.2.1) due to technological
developments in other realms. While it was traditionally required to switch
an electricity producing appliance off in the rare cases when the grid’s
frequency deviates from the usual 50 Hz, the new rules required generators
to be able to remain online and adjust their own frequencies in line with
potentially deviating grid frequencies. This development posed substantial
challenges for Stirling-based mCHP appliances:
“Now it wants you to operate things from 47 Hz to 52 Hz or
something, so it’s much, much broader than frequency swing,
which is very difficult for a tuned Stirling engine, free-piston
Stirling engine. In fact, we can’t operate over that wider band.”
Standards which imposed hurdles for mCHP in this manner required
(sometimes extensive) action during the technology’s development, either
by adapting the technology or the standard, in order to avoid negative
effects on mCHP’s eventual chances of reaching large-scale diffusion in
the market.
Although hurdles for mCHP’s development sometimes arose from
standards (the two examples above being the most notable ones mentioned
by the interviewees), there was consensus between the interviewees that
the most serious standard-related obstacles to the innovation actually
resulted from the absence of needed standards (either completely or on a
European level). The absence of the product standard (EN 50465) outlined
in Chapter 3.3.1 was key for the development of mCHP and necessitated
substantial efforts when the industry engaged in standardisation for the
technology (see Chapter 3.5.2.2). In other key areas, such as the natural
gas composition; exhaust emissions; access to the electricity grid; or
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financial compensation for energy that is fed into the electricity grid,
standards only did (and to some extent still do) exist on the national but
not the European level. The following quotes are three out of many in our
interviews that address this issue:
“So, each country has its own requirements and when you go
through them, then Germany has a certain standard which
involves some protections that should be in. For instance (…) how
to test if you are connected to the grid. (…) So, indeed, in the
United Kingdom is forbidden what is required in Germany.”
“And this feeding into the grid is something which I still do not
completely understand. On the European level, a standard exists
on this topic. This standard basically consists of a rather large
number of national appendices. And it explicitly states that the
respective connection requirements in the individual countries, or
even regions and network operator environments (…) must be
taken into account. And this varies tremendously across Europe.”
– translated from German
“And then there are the specific parts, in particular for the flue
gas evacuation. There, we have a European patchwork which
cannot be outdone.” – translated from German
Such differences across countries meant that different versions of mCHP
appliances needed to be developed and certified for each country where
they were intended to be sold. This implied additional development effort
and made it more difficult to achieve economies of scales for the
components that needed to be adapted for the local versions. However, one
interviewee at the European association of the heating industry pointed out
that this might not be completely against the interests of the OEMs:
“Honi soit qui mal y pense. Of course, the manufacturers do not
want movement of goods to be as free as the consumer might think.
There are also price differences between countries and they are
thereby being blocked a little bit.” – translated from German
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3.3.5 Overall Impact of Standards on mCHP’s
Development
In terms of their overall impact on the development of mCHP, interviewees
saw standards mostly positive. Although there were some negative effects,
as outlined above, there was consensus among the interviewees that these
were by far outweighed by the positive aspects. This sentiment is
represented by the following quote which characterises standards’ function
as proving a foundation for the innovation’s development:
“The aim of standardisation is very clear. At this moment, at this
early stage of the technology, it is to lay a good foundation for this
technology, so that this technology can be accepted by the
market.” – translated from German
Table 3.5: Standards’ potential implications for mCHP
Standard’s link to regulation
Harmonised

Linked to
regulation but
not
harmonised

No link to
regulation

Type 1:

Innovation’s
ability to
conform to
standard

Enabling
market
Yes access and
providing
legal
certainty

Type 3:
Facilitating
market access

Type 5:
Facilitating
product
development

Type 4:
Type 2:
No

Effectively
locking the
product out
of the market

Complicating
market access;
affect
product’s
position in the
market

Type 6:
Requiring
own
technological
solutions

Based on the characterisations of support and hurdles arising from
standards, they can be grouped according to (1) their link to regulation, and
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(2) whether the innovation can conform to the standard or not. While the
first characteristic determines the strength of the impact on mCHP, the
second characteristic determines whether this impact is positive or
negative (see Table 3.5). Furthermore, several standards, which were
needed to market mCHP appliances, did not yet exist when the
technology’s development started. While already-existing supporting
standards were relatively straightforward to manage, standards that
hindered the innovation and/or were still missing required substantial
attention during the technology’s development. We portray these
management activities in Chapters 3.4 and 3.5.

3.4 Managing Standards for mCHP on Company
Level
The findings outlined in Chapter 3.3 show the importance of standards for
developing the technology of mCHP and bringing the appliances to the
market in Europe, thus making standards a key issue to manage as part of
this development. Processes to manage these standards occurred on two
levels: (1) Each of the involved companies had its own internal NPD
process, as part of which standards were addressed. (2) In parallel to these
company-internal activities, the industry collaborated on developing new
and adapting existing standards to allow mCHP’s development, where
needed. Both levels interacted throughout the process, i.e. work within the
companies reflected the industry-level developments, and the activities to
adapt standards were driven by the individual actors in line with their
internal activities.
In this chapter, we focus on the company-level activities related to
managing standards for mCHP (see Chapter 3.5 for a description of the
collaboration between actors in the industry). There was a variety in
approaches to managing standards and regulation and the degrees to which
they were seen as important, as the following quote from an interviewee at
a notified body illustrates:
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“You see differences. Some manufacturers, they – I mean if we
have this pre-assessment we push them to really read standards
and then you see that some of them, they even haven’t bought
one.25 And others, they already read it three times. So there is a
difference in experience and seeing the need of using these
standards.”
We summarise these different approaches in Table 3.6 on page 10826 and
outline them in more detail below. In Chapter 3.4.1, we focus on the
companies’ general approaches to standards and regulation. This includes
aspects such as their awareness of the topic and the degrees to which it is
handled strategically, as well as how standards and regulation are
embedded into the companies’ structures. Chapter 3.4.2 then shows how
the interviewed companies incorporated standards and regulation into the
mCHP development process, covering aspects like the timing of their
management, how the companies identified relevant standards and how
they incorporated input from the industry level into their development
activities.

3.4.1 Companies’ Approaches to Managing Standards
and Regulation
As the quote in the introduction to Chapter 3.4 shows, companies in the
industry differ substantially on their fundamental approaches towards
standards and regulation. Their awareness of the topic’s importance varies
(Chapter 3.4.1.1) and they are able to devote different amounts of the
required expertise and resources to managing the subject (Chapter 3.4.1.2).
As we outline in Chapter 3.4.1.3, these different foundations affect the

25

Actors wishing to access the contents of standards developed by the ESOs and
their national member bodies must buy the documents from the publishing arms
of the standardisation organisations.
26
We omit component suppliers from this table because all three interviewed
component suppliers’ activities related to regulation and standards were tightly
linked to those of the appliance manufacturers, rather than standing on their own.
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Table 3.6: Overview over appliance manufacturers’ activities
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grounding of managing standards and regulation, both in terms of strategic
focus and integration into the organisation.

3.4.1.1 Awareness of Standards’ and Regulation’s
Importance
A first factor driving companies’ approaches to managing standards in the
context of mCHP were the degrees to which they were aware of the topic’s
importance for developing the technology. This differed according to
functions of standards and regulation, such as certification and providing
market access, or acting as information sources.

Awareness of Standards for Certification and Related Issues
Standards and regulation can have a major impact on the certification,
market access, and liability questions related to a technology like mCHP
(see Chapter 3.3). One interviewee described this significance as follows:
“Both for the technology and the company – the success and the
safety of a company – standardisation is an elementary topic. And
companies and start-ups must be aware of this.” – translated from
German
Most established companies acted in line with this view on standardisation
and regulation. Based on their experience in the industry, they treated
managing standards and regulation as a necessary condition for
successfully developing new products and bringing them to the market. On
the other hand, new entrants to the market sometimes did not understand
the importance of standards and the European system, as the following
quote from an interview with an engineer from a notified body, who had
conducted conformity assessment of many companies’ mCHP appliances,
shows:
“Basically, these boiler manufacturers, they already know
standards, they know certification processes, so they were from
that perspective better prepared. But on the other hand, the startups or the Japanese or the Americans are not familiar with the
European situation. They were not that focused yet in standards,
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although some manufacturers were already (…) prepared but
some of them were not prepared. Especially the start-ups – for
them it’s new to read and understand these standards, seeing the
complete picture is difficult for them. And that’s also the case for
all parties outside Europe, they don’t understand our system with
directives and standards.”
While none of the companies that we interviewed lacked awareness to a
degree described in this quote, two of the smaller start-up companies
explained that their awareness developed throughout the development of
mCHP. When these two companies initiated their activities in the field,
they did not yet know about the need for considering standards which
caused some duplications of effort in the NPD process (see Chapter 3.4.2).

Awareness of Non-Certification-Related Functions of
Standards
On functions which are unrelated to certification that standards can fulfil,
such as providing useful information for the technology’s development or
defining interfaces, we observed more variation in the awareness among
our interviewees. Interviewees at smaller companies mostly focussed their
attention completely on standards which are related to certifying the
product. They therefore did not seem to have a high degree of awareness
of standards’ other functions.
In established companies, interviewees were aware that standards can also
fulfil non-certification-related functions. For example, interviewees
brought up standards defining interfaces between a heating boiler and a
building’s pipework, standards providing information about characteristics
of materials for certain applications, and standards reducing variety in
components like control electronics. When these functions were
mentioned, this was an aspect ‘on the side’, and interviewees saw them as
a given when developing new products. They considered them such a basic
element of their companies’ internal innovation processes that they did not
warrant much attention as part of managing standards and therefore these
functions did not play a major role in the interviews.
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Nevertheless, the non-certification-related functions of standards were
significant for developing mCHP in the collaboration of parts of the
industry that we describe in Chapter 3.5. Examples include reducing
variety by standardising the Stirling engine component across different
companies’ products, facilitating collaboration in technology development
(see Chapter 3.5.1.1 for both), and defining interfaces with the electricity
grid (see Chapter 3.5.2.1). In addition, developing a standard to provide
information about appliances’ energy efficiency was a major focus of the
industry’s collaboration (see Chapter 3.5.2.2).

3.4.1.2 Expertise and Resources for Managing
Standards and Regulation
In addition to a company’s awareness, its available expertise and resources
are key to the ability to manage standards and regulation effectively. As
outlined below, we found in our interviews that this work requires specific
expertise which can only be provided if a company has substantial
resources at its disposal.

Required Expertise for Managing Standardisation and
Regulation
Our interviews show two distinct topic areas in managing standards and
regulation that require different types of expertise: (1) topics with
technical, subject-related focus, and (2) topics on a higher, strategic level.
The first area comprises all work that is directly connected to the technical
contents of the standards, such as contributing to the development of
technical requirements in standards and regulation, assessing their
implications for product design, and implementing them in technical
development. It therefore often requires in-depth subject knowledge. Tasks
related to the second type include, for example, following ongoing
developments in standardisation and regulation, assessing their
significance for the company, and deciding whether and how the company
should engage in standardisation and regulation initiatives. This also aims
to coordinate the company’s standardisation and regulation initiatives, e.g.
in terms of assuring that input into a standard for one technology does not
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result in issues for another technology in the portfolio. One interviewee
described his work in this context as follows:
“I am responsible for the strategic association work (…). Strategic
association work distinguishes itself from operational association
work because it is concerned more with which associations we
should be part of: Where do we need to represent our interests
and, if we have interests there, what are our positions in the
respective topics which are covered by the associations? (…) In
addition to the strategic association work, the area of political
lobbying belongs to association work.” – translated from German
In addition to the skill sets required for these distinct activities,
interviewees agreed that effective of standardisation and regulation and
representing the company in external working groups also necessitates
staff with a high level of social skills, as the following quote shows:
“It is equally important that one has the appropriate standing in
these committees. Social skills in the widest sense. Because
otherwise one leaves these committees with a lot of confusion and
little results.” – translated from German

Required Resources for Managing Standardisation and
Regulation
Providing the required expertise for managing standardisation and
regulation is resource intensive. Especially in the early phases of a
technology’s development, many issues related to the topic must be
resolved. There was consensus among interviewees that new technologies,
such as mCHP, require substantial initial effort until the needed standards
and regulation are established and all involved parties (manufacturers,
notified bodies, regulators, market surveillance authorities etc.) are
familiar with the technology. Once a technology has been established, the
effort required for managing standards and regulation (e.g. following
ongoing developments and contributing to keeping standards and
regulation up-to-date) is much smaller.
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Accordingly, interviewees reported using substantial resources for
managing standards and regulation in mCHP’s development. One
interviewee stated that his company invested several man-years of work
time into mCHP-related standardisation and regulation questions as part of
developing the technology. Another interviewee estimated that the work
of one out of approximately 30 full-time-equivalent positions involved in
developing mCHP at his company was related to the topic. Overall, all
interviewees whose companies participated in standardisation and
regulation work estimated the effort to be somewhere between three and
ten per cent of the overall time and effort for developing mCHP.
Standardisation- and regulation-related activities therefore comprised a
relatively small but still significant share of all work needed to bring
mCHP technology to the market. In larger established companies, these
resources were usually available as needed, although one interviewee
explained that it could sometimes be difficult to convince direct superiors
of the required experts to make their staff available for standardisation
work because the benefits may be long-term and/or difficult to measure.
Smaller start-up manufacturers explained that their limited resources
sometimes hindered their ability to effectively manage standards and
regulation, even if they were aware of the topic’s importance. Especially
participation in standard development and lobbying for changes to
regulation was often unfeasible for them, as the following quotes show:
“This [participation in standardisation], especially for a small
enterprise, is very difficult. Such a new product development by
itself already needs a great deal of resources and providing them
in a company of our size is already, in my opinion, a considerable
achievement.” – translated from German
“Definitively, this [participation in standardisation] is an
enormous advantage, clearly. But, as I already said, there always
is a balancing act at our company regarding what personal and
financial resources are available. If one wants to participate there,
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participate really constructively, then one also has to invest quite
a bit. And for us, this is always a balancing act what can be used
for that or whether our means can better be used in another place
for the actual development work.” – translated from German
“Unfortunately, they [the company’s clients] didn’t pay you to do
that [participating in standardisation] and within [company
name] we never had enough people. Again, this is where it’s
difficult to do a lot of product development and standards
development from within a small company because we don’t have
the people, we don’t have the money. Yeah, it would be nice to.”

3.4.1.3 Strategic and Organisational Grounding of
Managing Standards and Regulation
The degree of companies’ awareness of standards and regulation and/or
the available expertise and resources determined how the topic was
grounded in the company’s organisation. This in turn was linked to which
degrees the companies could address the topic strategically. Some
companies address these issues in an ad-hoc manner whereas others have
very clear structures and procedures for addressing standards and
regulation.
The smaller start-ups we interviewed fall on the ‘ad-hoc end’ of this
spectrum. Their lack of dedicated resources meant that they were only able
to address the most pressing standardisation and regulation issues at the
point when they occurred and could rarely address the topic in a very
strategic way. Other companies spent substantial resources to put clear
structures in place that support managing issues related to the topic in a
strategic and coherent manner. In between these two extremes, other
companies implemented some elements to steer their standardisation
efforts while using fewer resources to do so. We outline these observations
in detail below, focusing (1) on the organisational structures for the
management of standards and regulation, and (2) the intra-company
networks to facilitate these activities.
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Organisational Structures for Managing Standards and
Regulation
In order to provide the skills needed to fulfil the tasks outlined in Chapter
3.4.1.2, the companies attached standardisation and regulation activities to
different parts of their organisational structures. The first, subject-specific
area of activities was directly linked to the product development activities
for mCHP at all interviewed companies. It was often stressed during our
interviews that it is essential for effective management of standardisation
and regulation that a company’s representatives have in-depth
technological knowledge. The following are only a few of many quotes in
the interviews which stress this importance:
“It is very important that in meetings where these topics
[standardisation and regulation] are discussed, the technical
expertise is present to talk about these topics, so that one does not
just stop and say ‘I am going to discuss this and come back next
time’ but that one is immediately in a position to make the required
points. (…) Otherwise (…) one has to rework everything back at
the company, [then] goes back [to the committee], but they are
already further. This really hinders the process. Especially these
technical expertise and social skills of those who work there and
their internal network in the development departments is very
important. One cannot simply send any – I don’t want to say
business economist – who is detached from the technology.” –
translated from German
“He [the company representative in standardisation] was
extremely close to the project team [and] was very, very deeply
involved in the development activities. This means it was not like
we had a separate department which assumed the standardisation
activities. Instead, the people who were very close to the project
also did this.” – translated from German
“It has always been important that one directly implements this
experience which one has gained in [product] development in the
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standard. This is extremely important. This is also why the
employees who have contributed to the standardisation
committees – they all were employees from the new product
development area.” – translated from German
“And it can absolutely go so far that developers come along to, for
example, the ministry of economic affairs to present a topic,
explain a topic, precisely because these relationships are partly
not trivial and are also not immediately accessible to civil
servants, even if they have been at home in this subject area for a
long period. Using development engineers for such
communication tasks in our association work is something that we
have been doing relatively often in the last years.” – translated
from German
All interviewed companies assigned subject-related tasks in managing
standards and regulation to the development engineers whose work already
addressed these technological questions. In contrast, they differed
regarding where in the organisational structure the responsibility for the
more strategic questions was located. Specifically, we observed three
different ways in which this was addressed: (1) Companies at the very adhoc end of the spectrum of standardisation approaches did not address
strategic questions at all, usually because of lacking awareness and/or
resources. (2) In companies falling in the middle of this continuum, the
topic was often covered as an additional activity by one or a few employees
who were also otherwise involved in managing standardisation in
regulation. For example, these tasks were handled in one company by a
senior product developer and in another one by the head of the department
responsible for product certification:
“At [company name], we have a division which mainly occupies
itself with certification, conformity declaration and so forth. And
the head of this department dealt with the coordination [of
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standardisation activities] in close consultation with the
development projects.” – translated from German
(3) Finally, two companies stand out because they have dedicated teams
and can therefore be located at the very strategic and professional end of
the continuum. The members of these teams to some extent also had a
formal function to guide their companies in choosing where to engage and
in defining common positions that should be followed by all staff
representing these companies in standardisation and regulation. In the first
example, the company established a team that is directly responsible to the
head of product development which focuses on the strategic questions
related to standardisation. In the second example, a team within the
company’s department of public relations is charged with these topics.
“I am responsible for the strategic association work (…). And we
are embedded in public relations.” – translated from German

Intra-Company Networks for Supporting Standardisation and
Regulation Work
The organisational structures outlined above mean that the subject-specific
questions are potentially addressed by many different experts. While some
of the necessary alignment of their activities is ensured by the staff who
address the strategic level of a company’s standardisation activities, a
consistent approach to standardisation also requires communication
among the company’s experts. In addition, some of the quotes above also
show that there is a need for them to remain connected to other engineers
who do not participate in standardisation themselves.
In several companies, we observed informal networks to ensure this
communication. For example, we learned that one company’s engineers
who participate in standardisation keep each other informed about their
activities through regular e-mail exchanges and other informal
communication. Beyond such an informal approach, interviewees at a
company that falls on the professional end of the standard-managementspectrum also explained that they support this intra-company network with
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a database which keeps track of all of the company’s standardisation
activities and the experts who are involved in this work:
Interviewee 1: “[We were talking] of the integration and
transmission of information from mainly standardisation
committees or maybe also associations into our company
structure. For standardisation, we have a network where we can
approach specific people through a matrix if we have specific
topics. (…) And in this network different people are named with
different focus topics. And they are simply involved if you have
such a topic. They then get the information.”
Interviewee 2: “This is the same for industry associations.” (…)
Interviewer: “This means a product development team can say ‘we
now have this problem here, we are now searching the database
for the relevant person and approach him’?”
Interviewee 1: “This as well, exactly. [And] you can also share
information between, I say, stakeholders who are located in
different parts of the company. And they know through this (…)
company internal network who has also dealt with this specific
topic.” – translated from German

3.4.2 Incorporating Standards and Regulation into
mCHP Development
Following our outline of the general approaches that the companies in the
case took towards standards and regulation, we now describe how they
incorporated the topic into their development activities related to mCHP.
Because most of the interviewees focussed on standards that are relevant
for safety and obtaining certification for their mCHP appliances, we also
emphasise these areas in our description.
Our interviews reveal four core themes in this context: (1) identifying
applicable regulation and standards (Chapter 3.4.2.1), (2) using them in
specifying the company’s product (Chapter 3.4.2.2), (3) evaluating the
product’s conformity to applicable standards and regulation (Chapter
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3.4.2.3), and (4) the degrees of freedom for technology development
afforded by standards and regulation (Chapter 3.4.2.4).

3.4.2.1 Identifying Applicable Regulation and Standards
In a first step of managing standards and regulation for mCHP, the
companies needed to identify which regulatory texts and standards would
be applicable to the technology’s development. Doing so was important
because companies entered new areas where they were unfamiliar with the
requirements for the technology. In addition, regulation and standards are
not static, meaning that the companies needed to stay aware of changing
requirements. We observed two fundamentally different approaches to
identifying applicable standards and regulation: (1) an active approach
used by the established companies, and (2) a more passive approach used
by the smaller appliance and component manufacturers. Following an
outline of these two approaches, we explain how companies in the industry
anticipated changing and new requirements for mCHP.

Active Approach
Established companies usually started with an initial identification of areas
of requirements that apply to the technology.
“At a very early stage when one defines the product specifications,
it has to be clear which standards need to be fulfilled.” – translated
from German
This involved the question which European directive(s) applied. Although
the characteristics of the technology meant that a number of directives
were already set for mCHP (see Table 3.4 for an overview), companies had
some leeway in deciding which of them should be the “leading directive”
(translated from German). All of the interviewed companies chose the Gas
Appliance Directive for this purpose, due to their experience with previous
products that had been certified based on this directive. This primary
choice of directive(s) then guided much of the further search for standards.
The following quotes from different interviews illustrate this approach:
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“Before we address standards, one actually has to go a step back.
Before one does this at all, one has to say in today’s environment
‘which directive do I even want to comply with?’. (…) And
accordingly, I then have to look which standards are available.”
– translated from German
“For us, it was clear relatively quickly that we want to work
according to the Gas Appliance Directive. The Machinery
Directive was also being discussed. But since we certify all our
other appliances according to the Gas Appliance Directive, it was
actually clear quite soon that we want to go in that direction.” –
translated from German
“It always has been clear that the Gas Appliance Directive plays
a role because the appliance will always have a gas connection,
that the Low Voltage Directive will play a role because the
appliance always will have an electricity connection, that the EMC
Directive plays a role because the appliance has electronic
components which can emit or receive electro magnetic
interference. These three directive are always a given, they are
also always a given for our current heat generators, you always
have to go by them.” – translated from German
The companies were already familiar with directives from their previous
products and they also knew most applicable standards in that context, e.g.
for gas safety. In other areas, e.g. related to the electricity producing
aspects of mCHP, a relative lack of knowledge and experience meant that
additional applicable regulation and standards had to be identified after the
initial search. In an iterative approach, the search for regulation and
standards was linked to the NPD process where moving on to new
technological topics also led to the discovery of new standards and
regulation for mCHP. The following quote illustrates this:
“[At the time] we don’t have any experience of or knowledge on
electricity generation. So there you’re treading a kind of ‘terra
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incognita’ and we have to find our way. We’re discovering things
– some from the outset and we see already at the beginning…
‘How does that work with the grid?’, ‘How to connect with the
grid?’, ’And what are the requirements?’. And some [topics] we
are discovering a bit later, for instance domestic wiring. So, it’s a
mix in fact of thinking ahead and discovering while you’re going
your way.”

Passive Approach
Smaller companies relied to a large degree on other parties to identify the
applicable requirements for their products. For example, the interviewed
start-up appliance manufacturers used the support of notified bodies and/or
consultants:
Interviewee: “At this point […] it was about standards and which
standards we have to comply with. And then we hired two
consultants, one in [the country where the company’s R&D
department was based] and one consulting company in the
Netherlands. This consultancy company is [name of a notified
body].”
Interviewer: “And they in essence created a kind of list for you of
the standards that were relevant for the topic?”
Interviewee: “Exactly. And at this point they have accompanied us
very well.” – translated from German
Interviewee: “We had to find out for ourselves first which standard
– if we wanted to have the mCHP appliance tested as a whole with
the aim to obtain a CE-mark – which one would apply there at
all.”
Interviewer: “And how did you proceed to determine what applies
in this case?”
Interviewee: “On the one hand we got in touch with the test
laboratories which are active in this area and discussed with them
according to which standards they would conduct the tests or
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which standards apply according to their opinion. And then, in
parallel, we also conducted our own search based on these
insights.” – translated from German
This role of the test laboratories was confirmed by our interviewee at a
notified body:
“The process starts very often with the, we call it pre-assessment
meeting, where we (…) discuss (…) the complete overview of
relevant standards.”
Component suppliers also used help from external parties. Because
component suppliers were mostly not directly involved in the certification
process, they largely relied on the appliance manufacturers to inform them
about the requirements arising from regulation and standards. The
following quote illustrates this approach:
“When this specification sheet is created (…) these are on one
hand market requirements (…) but of course also legal
requirements. Especially for gas and electricity there are clear
safety requirements that must be fulfilled. There is no way around
this. The thing is that we get this from our cooperation partner –
because he is responsible for bringing [the appliance] in
circulation – in a relatively nicely condensed way from one source.
That makes it easier.” – translated from German
This reliance on appliance manufacturers to provide lists of applicable
standards is partly explained by their ultimate responsibility for the entire
product’s safety but also by their better knowledge of the application area.
For example, one fuel cell manufacturer supplied fuel cells to both mCHP
and automotive applications. Our interviewee at that company noted that
the standards and regulation in these areas differ to a large extent, making
it difficult for suppliers to stay up-to-date and understand the specific
requirements without their customers’ support.
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Anticipating Future and Changing Requirements
In addition to identifying current standards and regulation for mCHP,
companies in the industry also needed to anticipate future requirements for
the technology:
“If suddenly any new requirements, which impact on our
development, come out of the standard, then it is extremely
important to know this at an early stage.” – translated from
German
Because mCHP’s development took several years and the products needed
to be certified according to the requirements in place at the time when they
were released to the market, it was essential to already anticipate these
requirements during the design process. Participating in standardisation
and other working groups is key for learning about – and influencing –
these developments (see Chapter 3.5). In addition to information about
upcoming standards and regulation, this participation also provided the
companies with further knowledge. In many cases, participation in
standardisation committees brought them in contact with stakeholders
outside the heating industry. This provided insights into these
stakeholders’ needs, their views on mCHP, and implications for the
products’ design in order to make the technology acceptable for these
external stakeholders and even provide additional value for them (e.g. in
the context of electricity grid stability, see Chapter 3.5.2.1).
While much of this information about upcoming requirements and other
stakeholders’ views was obtained by participating in standardisation, the
participation’s resource intensiveness sometimes made this unfeasible.
Established companies sometimes relied on external consultants who
participated in standardisation committees on their behalf whereas the
smaller companies again largely relied on notified bodies to obtain
information before new standards and regulation were made publicly
available:
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“At this point we have, for example, a consultant who informs us,
for example, about technical standards. Through this pipeline,
through this consultant we get tips about which new standards are
changing for us now and in the future. And as a second channel,
[name of notified body] informs us about changes.” – translated
from German
Especially for the smaller companies with insufficient resources, this was
the only way of accessing advance information about upcoming standards,
putting them at a disadvantage compared to established players who could
directly participate in the process or hire consultants to do so on their
behalf:
“Of course, we always got access to this [information about
developments in standardisation] a bit later. This is clear. I would
say that there have been tips from time to time in which direction
this goes or similar things. But this is, as I already said, a process
which you have to accompany continuously if you want to be really
close to it. And this does not always work when you also have to
deal with every-day problems.” – translated from German

3.4.2.2 Specifying the Product
Following the identification of requirements for mCHP, their implications
for the product needed to be specified. This specification of the
requirements had far reaching consequences for mCHP’s further
development, the product’s viability, and thus eventually also the
technology’s success. A first step in specifying the requirements was
‘translating’ them into concrete technical terms and including them into
the product’s specification sheet, which took substantial effort in itself:
“We had requirements from the standards but the process [within
the appliance], the appliance, the concept must first undergo a risk
analysis from which requirement specifications are derived:
‘What do the controls look like? Which sensors are required?
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What is the performance? Which failure models?’” – translated
from German
As part of this activity, the established companies27 also faced the question
whether to apply the existing standards and regulation to the technology or
whether to attempt influencing the requirements (see Chapter 3.5 for a
description of how they did do so):
“You have the product and you have the regulations and finally
they have to comply, either by changing the product, adapting the
product to the regulations or by adapting the regulations and
standards to the product.”

External Support for Specifying Requirements
Because of the importance and complexity of specifying the requirements,
most interviewed companies again called on external support, like they did
in identifying the requirements. This support came from (1) notified
bodies, (2) external consultants, and (3) using pre-specified components.
Again, the smaller start-ups relied on notified bodies’ help to understand
the contents of relevant standards and regulation. Their consulting
activities accompanied these players’ development of mCHP products and
included an important element of explaining the requirements:
“We started with this pre-assessment, then the consultancy phase,
to assist them in understanding the requirements and the
standards.”
“Our consultancy is really focussing on the standards, on the
content of the standards.”
Although the notified bodies performed such consulting activities, these
activities were limited in scope and could not cover the full specification
process in order to avoid conflicts of interest when eventually certifying
27

The smaller start-up players did not face this choice due to their limited
resources, and had to design their products based on the given standards and
regulation.
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an mCHP appliance. The notified bodies could not go as far as proposing
design solutions or supporting the companies’ risk assessment, which were
assessed at a later stage in the certification process. This made some of the
notified bodies’ consulting work as ‘grey area’, as our interviewee at a
notified body acknowledged, and they needed to be careful not to exceed
their role:
“Of course, there is a grey area. (…) We cannot do a risk
assessment of an appliance because afterwards we have to assess
this risk assessment. That’s not allowed, so the consultancy we do
is advising them on the requirements in the standards. (…) So, we
give them some guidance but we cannot say ‘you have to change
this’. That’s not our role.”
Because of these limits to the support that the notified bodies could
provide, several companies, including all major actors who we
interviewed, also relied on an independent consultant in the field. Several
interviewees named him as the leading expert for standards and regulation
for mCHP. This consultant described his focus as “consulting companies
during the development of a safety-related concept” (translated from
German). He was involved in various ways in the product development of
the different companies to support them in implementing the standards and
regulation. Sometimes he was involved only at selected points in the
companies’ NPD processes to address specific issues, e.g. when notified
bodies pointed out problems during the certification process that the
companies could not address without help. In other cases, his input into
technology development was much more substantial:
“My development work in many of these projects is writing the
safety-related specifications of the requirements. There you write
in detail: ‘Which standards, which features and how are they
implemented?’ In some cases, I also write the safety-related
concept for the software. (…) My consulting goes up to successful
certification.” – translated from German
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In addition to hiring external experts for support in the specification
process, companies could also rely on pre-specified components from
suppliers for certain safety-critical parts of the appliance. Especially
smaller companies made use of this option. This allowed them to meet key
requirements from standards and regulation without spending scarce
resources on own developments and specifications:
“There are certain safety devices. This is, for example, the
automatic firing device which we do NOT develop ourselves. This
is a purchased part from companies like [company names] which
have been established in that area for years. These developments
cost a lot of money because they include building failsafe controls
and software. They are inspected by a notified body and we then
rely on ready-made products. We cannot afford to develop such
things ourselves.” – translated from German

3.4.2.3 Evaluating Conformity to Regulation and
Standards
In order to make their final products conform to the regulation and
standards, companies also needed to evaluate this conformity at different
stages in the development process. Below, we outline what we learned
about (1) the initial evaluation at the outset of their development projects,
and (2) the review procedures throughout the development process.

Initial Evaluation of Regulation and Standards for mCHP
Especially the established companies, with their high awareness of
regulation and standardisation and their professional approach to
managing the topic, already addressed standards and regulation as an issue
in their initial appraisal of mCHP technology’s potential. When making
the business case for mCHP and deciding whether to invest in its
development, an analysis of the degree to which standards and regulation
would support or hinder the technology was essential:
“A certification capability analysis, doing this is a standard
procedure. Is this product even capable of being certified at all?
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Are there any hurdles from a standard or regulatory point of view?
This is something one does very early.” – translated from German
Such evaluations often did not only consider regulation and standards that
were directly relevant for certification but also could be wider in scope.
The following example shows how important such analyses can be: One
interviewed company first assessed the technology’s potential in 2000
when it was concluded that the regulation for feeding electricity into the
electricity grid was unfavourable, only allowing an insufficient return on
investment for buyers of mCHP appliances. Because of this insight, the
company decided not to invest in developing mCHP technology at that
point in time. The company then re-evaluated mCHP technology in 2004.
At that time, the requirements had changed and it was deemed feasible to
manage remaining issues during the NPD process so that regulation and
standards would no longer hinder mCHP when the technology would be
ready for market entry. Following this assessment, the company initiated
its development activities.

Evaluating Conformity throughout the NPD Process
Following the decision to initiate the NPD process for mCHP, most
interviewees stressed the need to assess regularly whether the developed
solutions were in line with requirements from regulation and standards. At
most interviewed companies, this was incorporated into the project
management tools used to manage mCHP’s development, e.g. by including
the topic in the progress evaluation at regular milestones or in the
companies’ stage-gate processes. Doing so was seen as a way to prevent
duplication of effort that would have been caused by not addressing the
issue throughout the process and then having to adapt the product in the
late stages of development to make it acceptable for certification and
market introduction.
In several instances, the ongoing evaluations of conformity throughout the
NPD process were also advised by the notified bodies and the independent
consultant mentioned in Chapter 3.4.2.2. Especially the smaller players
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relied on the advice of notified bodies to identify areas that they needed to
address before their products were ready for the certification process, as
the following quotes from interviews with a start-up and a notified body
show:
“We definitely tried to develop the first prototype in 2004 in a
standard-compliant way. We also collaborated with a test
laboratory which supported us in a consulting manner but we did
not really try to get the CE-mark yet for this prototype because it
was clear that we still would need fundamental revisions.” –
translated from German
“And after that [the initial pre-assessment meeting] we dig into
the technology itself and we check for what the risks are and where
some parts of the system do not meet the standards, so the safety –
this is purely focussing on safety. And then what follows is very
often a kind of consultancy phase where they are further
developing the system.”
“So they say ‘we have this safety concept’ (…) and then we say
‘OK, it does fit for 90% and this 10% does not fit’.”

3.4.2.4 Degrees of Freedom for mCHP’s Technological
Development
A final theme related to managing standards and regulation in mCHP’s
development that recurred in our interviews was the degrees of freedom
that the requirements left for developing innovative solutions. As we
outlined in Chapter 3.3.2.2, not following standards carries substantial
additional effort for the NPD process. Although “undertaking this effort”
can “sometimes [be] worthwhile if one has corresponding cost savings”
(translated from German), it became clear during our interviews that
companies rarely did so in developing mCHP. Usually, standards were
perceived as leaving sufficient freedom to develop the technology, and
notified bodies were flexible in interpreting them, as the following quotes
show:
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“Standards usually leave the latitude to get equivalent solutions
accepted – this is often the case.” – translated from German
“[Name of notified body] in this context paid attention to the
content of the standards and not the wording of the standards. So
the content – safety – was more important than narrowly
[following the standard word-for-word]. Our engineers enjoyed
the product-oriented interpretation of standards.” – translated
from German
Despite this generally positive view on standards and regulation across all
interviewees, we did observe some disagreement on two aspects related to
how they should best be handled in the NPD process to provide optimal
freedom for the innovation. This disagreement concerned (1) dealing with
the missing standards, and (2) the timing of involving standards in the NPD
process.

Handling Missing Standards in the NPD Process
As outlined in Chapter 3.3, some important standards for mCHP were
missing when the industry started the technology’s development and key
requirements were therefore unknown at the outset of mCHP’s
development. Some of the interviewed companies saw the resulting
uncertainty as a bigger problem for the whole NPD process. They therefore
focused their efforts (see Chapter 3.5) on creating certainty as quickly as
possible by engaging in standard development. However, other companies
valued this situation as an additional degree of freedom for the engineers
in developing the technology. They took this opportunity to experiment
with new approaches to product safety, which they later contributed to the
standardisation process:
Interviewee 1: “To the contrary, we could shape the standards
very well based on our experience and the freedoms which we had
[when the standard was still missing]. Especially not being
regulated, overregulated and restrained too much in the beginning
gave us much space to develop our safety concepts and develop
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ideas that we might not have had if there had been a relatively
fixed standardisation frame. And this was very positive. As this
point, we started using HAZOP analysis (…) a very interesting
tool which we got to know in the USA and then brought to
Germany (…). And this is now also anchored in the standard. (…)
And this has helped us a lot to be certain that we are on a good
way with this new technology.”
Interviewee 2: “In collaborating with the Americans (…) – they
had a different safety philosophy. (…) And with the standard as we
have it now, there is on one hand clearly the European strategy of
prevention but through the risk analysis we now have a bit more
free space.” – translated from German

Timing of Handling Standards and Regulation in the NPD
Process
A second aspect related to freedom for product development where the
views diverged was the question at what stage in the development to start
addressing questions related to standards and regulation. In particular one
interviewee stressed that doing so too early would restrict the ability
develop novel solutions, and that standards only became helpful at a later
stage in the process when the prototype-mCHP-appliances were
transformed to production models:
“He [the manager of the development process] attached great
importance at this point to avoid restricting the innovation
through standards. They [the development team] perceived this as
hindering in the early stages. (…) At this point in time standards
would have hindered the engineers. (…) And then, at this point
[later in the process], there is a bridge when the engineers see the
need to be standard-compliant and this is helpful to bring the
product to the market. (…) At this point, the company is getting
used to standardisation and thinking in standards. When you
standardise, when you produce in large numbers then you have
certification, then you must [adapt] processes (…) and at this
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point, the freedom of the engineers is limited anyway.” – translated
from German
“[The development team] always (…) wanted a development
strategy which put the innovation, the innovative element first.
This is the fundamental thought which brings the product to life.
And in this place, they always [aimed] to first find the technical
solution and (…) later adapt it to the standards. Because you don’t
get a working system just like that and it can happen that a new
development dies on the workbench in the lab if you already
restrict it with standards at this stage.” – translated from German
In contrast to this strong view, all other interviewees advocated addressing
standardisation and regulation early in the development process, as
demonstrated by the very early first assessment of requirements outlined
in Chapter 3.4.2.3 and shown by the following exemplary quotes:
Interviewee: “It’s really important that with your first step this
pre-assessment [involving the notified body] takes place in a very
early stage of the development.”
Interviewer: “So, is there already a prototype or even before
that?”
Interviewee: “Even before that is better. But in practice, I think,
half of the cases, they already have a prototype. And some are very
late. But I think about half of the parties, they didn’t have a
prototype yet, only paperwork.”
Interviewer: “What would you suggest in general to a company in
a similar situation which also develops a product where standards
and regulation are relevant?”
Interviewee: “Deal with this topic early on. (…) Not just
developing a product or anything and then we’ll see what we have
to adhere to. Instead, incorporate this from the outset and say ‘this
is what I want to develop, what do I have to take into account?’.
Not just having the technical specifications in mind but also
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looking immediately at what [requirements] are coming from the
market and what we have to consider to bring it into the market at
a later stage.” – translated from German
The interviewees, who favoured this approach of addressing standards
early, reasoned that this avoided duplicate effort in developing the
technology. According to this reasoning, the limitations in freedom for
innovation imposed by standards only restrict the development of solutions
that are not suitable for certification and therefore would need to be
replaced by other approaches at later stages anyway (or require changing
the standards). This is also reflected in the experience of one interviewee
whose start-up encountered substantial re-work in its early technology
development projects because of not considering standards and regulation
early enough and changed its development approach based on this
experience.

3.5 Industry Level Collaboration in mCHP
Standardisation and Regulation
In addition to the internal activities described in Chapter 3.4, the actors in
the industry also reached outside their companies as part of managing
standards and regulation for mCHP. This resulted in extensive
collaboration between actors in the industry. In Chapter 3.5.1 we provide
an overview over these activities, outlining aspects like the venues where
this collaboration took place, the involved actors, the topics of cooperation,
and how intellectual property rights (IPRs) were considered in this context.
In Chapter 3.5.2 we then describe how standards and regulation for mCHP
evolved as a result of this collaboration and the input of other stakeholders,
based on two examples that were central to the case.

3.5.1 Collaboration across Actors in the Industry
Having identified standards as an important issue for the development of
mCHP, the actors in the industry also recognised that successfully bringing
mCHP to market would be very difficult if companies tried to do so
without collaboration in the industry. For example, the conflicts, which we
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describe in Chapter 3.5.2, would have been extremely difficult to resolve
by any company from the industry on its own. This awareness resulted in
extensive collaboration within the industry, both to develop the technology
and its market, and to pursue standardisation and regulation-related
activities together. This collaboration took place in a number of formal and
informal settings with different aims and varying involved parties, many
of which engaged in multiple collaborations with others. Table 3.7 on page
136 provides an overview over the most important collaborations that were
mentioned in our interviews.
We outline these collaborative efforts in more detail below. We first
consider the initiatives which were specifically initiated for mCHP and
included aspects related to technology development, but also
standardisation and market development for the technology (Chapter
3.5.1.1, the four rows at the top in Table 3.7). We then outline the efforts
in already established forums (concentrating on industry associations)
which focussed much more on standardisation and regulation instead of
technology development (Chapter 3.5.1.2, the two rows at the bottom in
Table 3.7). These efforts led to some interesting ‘group dynamics’ between
actors in the industry which we outline in Chapter 3.5.1.3. Finally, such
collaboration also raises the question how the involved actors handled
intellectual property. We take a closer look at the approach to this topic in
Chapter 3.5.1.4.

3.5.1.1 Collaborating in Technology Development
Collaborations to develop mCHP technology began already in the early
stages of development before the engagement in standardisation started
and took place in settings that were specifically established for mCHP.
Throughout our interviews, many instances of collaborating with suppliers
and others to develop components were mentioned. Three of these
technology-development collaborations stand out because of their links to
market development, standardisation, and regulation: (1) a collaboration
between a Japanese fuel cell manufacturer and a major established German
OEM; (2) a German industry forum for domestic fuel cell applications and
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two associated field trial projects for mCHP appliances; and (3) a
collaboration between several parties to develop Stirling-based mCHP
technology.
Table 3.7: Overview over collaborations related to mCHP
technology
Organisational
setup of
collaboration

Forum for
collaboration

Aims of collaboration

Consortium,
specifically
initiated for
mCHP

Initiative
Brennstoffzelle
(IBZ)

Promote and jointly
develop fuel-cell-based
mCHP, organise largescale field trials of the
technology.

Collaboration
between a Japanese
fuel cell
manufacturer and a
German appliance
manufacturer

Jointly develop fuel-cellbased mCHP appliances
for the European market.

Collaboration
between several
appliance
manufacturers and a
manufacturer of
Stirling engines

Jointly develop Stirlingbased mCHP technology
and prepare the market for
the technology. Later, the
appliance manufacturers
invested in the supplier
involved in this
cooperation.

Various one-on-one
collaborations
between appliance
manufacturers and
suppliers

Jointly develop
components and other
aspects of the technology.

Ad-hoc
agreements
between
participating
companies
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Established
industry
associations

European and
national industry
associations (e.g.
EHI, COGEN
Europe, BDH)

Provide a forum to
coordinate the industry’s
input in standardisation
committees and a channel
for the involved
companies to influence
regulation for mCHP.

Formal
standardisation
activities

Standardisation
committees in
European and
national SSOs

Develop standards to
support mCHP.

In the first example, a Japanese manufacturer of fuel-cell-based mCHP
appliances brought its extensive knowledge of the technology into the
partnership. While this manufacturer produces entire mCHP appliances in
Japan (where the technology has already reached wide-spread diffusion),
it partnered with a German appliance manufacturer because of its limited
knowledge of both European market requirements and European
regulation and standards for mCHP. In this partnership, the Japanese
company supplies the fuel cell components which are integrated into the
appliance by the German appliance manufacturer who also has been
responsible for questions related to standards and regulation.
In the second case, the German industry forum (‘Initiative
Brennstoffzelle’, IBZ) brought together a large number of mCHP
appliance manufacturers and other stakeholders, including academic
research institutes, utility operators, industry associations, and a German
government body in charge of promoting fuel cell technology (‘Nationale
Organisation Wasserstoff- und Brennstoffzellentechnologie’, NOW). Its
aims included information exchanges between actors, raising awareness
for the technology but also developing technical specifications and
political lobbying for the technology (see also Initiative Brennstoffzelle,
2017). The IBZ also had links with two large field trial projects (‘Callux’
and ‘ene.field’) which aimed to gain experience with the technology and
testing prototypes in the field, but also linked to standardisation and
regulation. The field trials relied on standards (e.g. for communication
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between the involved appliances), and produced findings that fed into
further standardisation efforts later on.
The third major collaboration in the case aimed to develop Stirling-based
mCHP technology. It involved the major appliance manufacturers which
pursued the technology (although some of them have stopped their
engagement before bringing Stirling-based mCHP appliances to the
market, see Chapter 3.2.2.2). This collaboration took place in the early
stages of development, as the following quote shows:
“In the beginning, meaning before our actual product introduction
phase, we developed this Stirling engine together with
competitors, mainly with two competitors from the European
industry. And then at some point we separated, so these common
meetings eventually did not take place anymore.” – translated
from German
In addition to the appliance manufacturers, a manufacturer of Stirling
engines has been playing a key role in the collaborative development of
Stirling-based mCHP appliances, being “very deeply involved in that
process, from the very first contact with [name of one OEM] right through
to them producing and certifying their first model”. In this context, the
manufacturer not only developed the Stirling engine as an individual
component but also was involved in integrating it into the appliances. This
collaboration between the appliance manufacturers and the manufacturer
of Stirling engines culminated in the appliance manufacturers jointly
buying the Stirling manufacturer together with an external investor when
the original owner (a large utility firm) decided to leave the mCHP
appliance business.
One important motivation for this close cooperation between competitors
was increasing the speed at which economies of scale could be reached for
mCHP technology. The collaboration allowed them to standardise new
components that were not shared with other products, such as the Stirling
engine component or control electronics, across manufacturers. In
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addition, considerations about creating the market and being able to
manage standards and regulation were further reasons for this
collaboration. An interviewee at the company that initiated this
collaboration explained why they decided to share their innovation with
others, rather than protect it through patents and licenses:
“We were also active at that time to enlarge the circle of
companies coming with micro CHP. So, we invited competitors
because we thought it would be good that, when you have to create
a new market for a new kind of product – If it is only the product
of [company name] then it would be very much like the regulations
had to be tailor made for [company name], for one company. And
that was not the issue if it was for a sector. So, we collaborated
with these different companies – also in lobbying on the
regulations”
This sentiment of needing to collaborate in order to jointly develop the
technology and the environment in which it is placed was also echoed by
other interviewees, as the following quote shows:
“If I had tried to distinguish myself from a competitor in this way
and I wanted […] to prevent him from implementing his
technology – that would be absolutely counterproductive. The
market first has to develop. The market for mCHP is not developed
yet. It is a small plant and it needs to be watered well for it to start
growing.” – translated from German
Based on these initial technology development efforts with their links to
standardisation, the industry also engaged in established standardisation
bodies and industry associations to further coordinate their activities in
standardisation and regulation processes, as detailed in Chapter 3.5.1.2.

3.5.1.2 Collaborating in Standardisation and Regulation
In addition to the technology-focused collaborations outlined in Chapter
3.5.1.1, which also affected standardisation and regulation to varying
degrees, there were a number of collaborative efforts directly concerning
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standardisation and regulation. They took place in different forums, such
as the IBZ; the national and European industry associations28; and
standardisation committees which were only “one part of the network
surrounding this technology” (translated from German).
While there also was collaboration in the standardisation committees, it is
particularly interesting to consider how collaborating in already
established industry associations supported the industry’s standardisation
activities and provided the actors with access to regulatory processes.
Especially the established appliance manufacturers engaged in the mCHP
working groups at the industry associations but also some smaller players
were members. By using the opportunities that these working groups
provided, the industry was better able to cooperate in pursuing
standardisation and regulation for mCHP beyond what would have been
possible by only engaging in committees. Below, we outline how they used
their membership in these associations both in the context of (1)
standardisation and (2) regulation processes.

Industry Associations in the Standardisation Context
Several interviewees reported that the actors in the industry used the
associations to develop a common position which they could then pursue
in standardisation committees, making them a venue to jointly prepare
standardisation activities. For this reason, the companies were often
represented by the same people in standardisation committees and the
industry associations’ working groups:
“It is often the case that there is an overlap of around 70% in
people, who are on one hand active in standardisation topics and
on the other hand in topics related to the associations. Yes, I would

28
These associations included the ‘Association of the European Heating Industry’
(EHI) and the ‘European Association for the Promotion of Cogeneration’
(COGEN Europe) on the European level and the ‘Bundesverband der Deutschen
Heizungsindustrie’ (BDH) on the German national level.
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say that between 50% and 70% of these people are identical.” –
translated from German
In order to facilitate this process, a representative of the European heating
industry’s associations participated in many relevant standardisation
committees as an observer without voting rights. This allowed him to
identify potential areas of conflict and facilitate compromises between the
association’s members in these areas. He also saw it as part of his role to
ensure that the interests of smaller companies in the industry, who were
not directly represented in standardisation committees, were also taken
into account in these agreements. In instances when these interests were at
threat in the committees, he intervened in the discussions. The following
excerpt from an interview sums up this role:
Interviewee: “In the expert group, where the standard is being
drawn up, only experts are present. This means that everyone has
the same weight and everyone may speak or not speak – whatever
they want. And I have been nominated as an expert. Of course, I
hold off when members [of the association] voice specific
demands. But if one member, for example, wants to push through
certain things vis-à-vis other members of our association, then I
have to intervene and say ‘no, no, just a moment, there we have to
find a compromise’ because everyone sitting at the table, all
members, must be able to survive. It cannot be allowed that
someone raises a demand, let’s say for example all appliances
must be green, and the others want to have green, blue, pink. […]
Then I have to intervene and say: ‘No, no, that’s not how it goes.
Let’s see whether we can leave the question of colour fully open.’”
Interviewer: “Good, this means that, if that were the case, this
member would have to go into the standardisation committee itself
and say there ‘we want green’ and not through the industry
association.”
Interviewee: “Yes, or he is sitting in the committee and demands
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this. Then I have to say ‘no, no, that’s not how it goes’. There are
two ways.”
Interviewer: “This means you also counter this in the committee
and say ‘the consensus in our association is that we do not want
to commit to anything here.’”
Interviewee: “Exactly. And if absolutely no compromise is found
we go back to our internal working group and resolve the situation
there. And usually this works out.” – translated from German
This role of the industry associations was mostly appreciated by the
interviewed companies although a few clashes on minor topics with the
association’s representative were mentioned by one interviewee. This may
also have been related to the representative working for both the German
national and the European industry associations, making it sometimes
unclear for actors from other countries on whose behalf he was speaking.
In addition to these activities related to facilitating compromise and finding
common positions for standardisation, the associations played one more
role in standardisation for mCHP. Their staff also attended standardisation
committees on topics which did not warrant the manufacturers’
participation but were nevertheless relevant for mCHP and reported back
on progress in these committees.
In some (mainly electrotechnical) areas of standardisation that were
important for mCHP, this collaboration went even further than only
agreeing on common positions for standardisation. In technological fields
where actors in the industry sometimes lacked the necessary expertise and
direct participation in standardisation would have been too resourceintensive, they hired an external consultant through an industry association
to act on their behalf in standardisation committees:29
“There is an international standardisation committee where a
strong electrotechnical aspect was included. There, we are not
29

The same external consultant also worked for many of the companies
individually (see Chapter 3.4.2).
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directly involved, but only through a consultant who we have
mandated, together with our competitors, to represent our
interests there. Doing this, with meetings in Tokyo and I don’t
know where else, is of course very resource intensive. This is why
Mr [name of the consultant] is there. And Mr [name of the
consultant] is paid for not by us as [company name] but by us as
industry to represent our interests in international
standardisation.” – translated from German
An additional reason for choosing the external consultant, rather than a
member of the association’s working group, to represent the entire industry
was his neutrality resulting from having no links to a particular company:
“I was approached whether I could represent these bundled
interests. It was also clearly said that it is better if a neutral nonproducer of appliances does this instead of an appliance
manufacturer.” – translated from German

Industry Associations in the Regulation Context
While engaging in the industry associations was (partly) complementary
to directly participating in standardisation committees, it played a much
more central role for the manufacturers in order to gain access to regulatory
processes. This access was needed in particular when developing a
calculation method for energy efficiency (see Chapter 3.5.2.2).
With the exception of one appliance manufacturer which is part of a larger
conglomerate that operates its own substantial lobbying presence at the EU
level, none of the actors in the industry would have had much clout in
policy making on their own.30 While the European Commission and other
policy makers could be accessed by individual companies at industry
roundtables and similar consultations about new regulation, the existing
contacts of the industry associations helped to get more direct access:
30

This manufacturer’s ability to use its parent company’s lobbying resources
contributed to some interesting dynamics in the development of energy efficiency
standards for mCHP, as outlined in Chapter 3.5.2.2.
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“I think first they [the industry associations] know the way, they
are close to the process, so they know what happens, they have the
contacts already and so this is how this usually works indeed. […]
I must say, I have also been to – sometimes the European
Commission themselves are organising a kind of round table
meeting where you can register yourself. I have also been to that
meeting but then there were 25 people in too small a room, and no
individual talks.”
In such instances, when members of the industry got access to policy
making through the channels of the industry associations, they did so after
a common position had been determined between the members of the
associations’ working groups. They were then speaking on behalf of the
entire group, also reflecting the reasoning for collaboration quoted in
Chapter 3.5.1.1:
“The first time I was there [at the European Commission], that
was through EHI – also with other people – and representing EHI.
I’ve also been there later when EHI and COGEN Europe joined
forces. I was there on behalf of and also together with people of
EHI and COGEN Europe. So the general secretary of EHI was
there, a colleague of [name] was there, […] the general secretary
or director of COGEN Europe was there together with someone
who was responsible for micro CHP and I was there.”
In particular the interviewee who initiated much of the collaboration in the
industry, and also was described as the leading force behind many of the
common activities by others, was chosen to represent the industry together
with staff of the associations (and – in some cases – additional external
experts who were jointly hired by the industry) in this manner.

3.5.1.3 ‘Group Dynamics’ in the Industry Resulting from
the Collaboration
All interviewed parties who were involved in the collaborative efforts
outlined above described them as very trusting. This trust was built
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throughout all of these efforts (i.e. technology cooperation, standardisation
activities and collaboration in consortia and industry associations). The
following quote from our interview with an academic engineering
researcher, who participated in the process without commercial stakes and
therefore played a more neutral role, sums up this sentiment:
“The nice thing about standardisation is that one tries there to
work together and not against each other. This means that the idea
of competition is secondary in a standardisation committee once
the door closes. Evidently, everyone represents the interests of
their company. This is clear. Nevertheless, one knows ‘okay, one
somehow has to enter compromises’, otherwise nothing comes out
and one eventually wants to have something on the table. This is
similar to conducting a common research project where it is clear
that one enters the whole thing as partners and tries to do
something together. And this is the same in standardisation, at
least in the micro CHP area, where – according to my experience
– there are fewer conflicts and diverging positions. Instead, the
industry is saying – especially at such a new technology – ‘okay,
we pull together and we want to advance our niche products and
our not yet established technology’.” – translated from German
This was sometimes also described as resulting in strong ‘group dynamics’
where all involved actors know each other very well and it may be difficult
for outsiders to join these efforts. Some interviewees also saw these
collaborations not only as a way to facilitate mCHP’s development but also
to fend off demands for requirements in the standards which would have
been problematic for the technology. For example, one interviewee
mentioned NGOs who participated in standardisation committees and who
tried to raise the minimum levels for safety and exhaust emissions in the
standards to such a high level that the industry would not have been able
to produce mCHP appliances at a price point with sufficient market
demand. A final purpose of these collaborations was strengthening
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mCHP’s position in the competition with other technologies, such as heat
pumps. The following excerpt from an interview illustrates this:
“This means that we need to show the competition which has
competing products, for example heat pumps, that our technology
is a good one. And then, once out technology – micro CHP – is
established and has reached a certain market penetration, we can
start competing against each other once again.” – translated from
German
Particularly one interviewee, who was leading many of the efforts to
cooperate to promote mCHP, stressed repeatedly that the aim of these
efforts was to achieve a fair treatment for mCHP vis-à-vis other
technologies whose backers he accused of using unfair practices in some
instances to give these technologies an unfair advantage over mCHP or
disadvantage mCHP unfairly. Many of the activities outlined in Chapter
3.5.2 were driven by this motivation for which the following quotes are
exemplary:
“We don’t need a bonus, we only need a fair treatment. And the
advantage shouldn’t come and isn’t from the standard, but the
advantage is from the real world and the standard should reflect
the real world in a fair way.”
“I had the suspicion that they wanted to get a privileged position
of, for instance, electrical heat pumps by pushing micro CHP
down.”

Industry Actors not Supporting mCHP
Despite these observations of broad collaboration in the heating industry
to drive mCHP forward, this did not concern the entire industry. One major
appliance manufacturer with little involvement in mCHP technology was
critical about these efforts. Representatives of this company participated
in standardisation committees and working groups at the industry
associations in order to prevent what they saw as formulating rules which
would give mCHP an unfair advantage over other technologies. An
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interviewee working for this company relayed the opposite narrative to that
of the supporters of mCHP, claiming that their activities were geared
towards giving mCHP unfair advantages over other technologies:
“I am not a friend of the manner how one tried this [Stirlingbased] appliance with the corresponding label31 – because all of
this no longer has anything to do with physics. This is just about
marketing. And in this place – I know we also have to sell our
products – but we as [company name] still try it in a reasonably
fair way and this is not fair anymore.” – translated from German
The interviewee voiced his admiration for what he saw as one company
with particularly strong interests in the technology pulling an entire
industry on their side. He claimed to also speak on behalf of other
companies that were sceptical about the rest of the industry’s efforts but
which were too small to effectively participate in the activities related to
standardisation and regulation. This difference in viewpoints about mCHP
technology and the cooperation in the industry then led to major conflicts
during the development of standards and regulation (see Chapter 3.5.2.2).

3.5.1.4 The Role of Intellectual Property in the Industry’s
Collaboration
Based on our literature review, we expected intellectual property rights
(IPRs) to play an important role in the collaboration between different
actors in developing mCHP. In particular, we assumed that they would be
important in standardisation for mCHP. We therefore specifically asked
interviewees how they had dealt with IPR as part of their NPD and
standardisation activities.

Protecting Intellectual Property Related to mCHP
Technology
The interviews show that IPR was indeed an issue that they considered and
that they aimed to protect their innovations where possible. Based on these

31

See Chapter 3.5.2.2 for details regarding this issue.
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observations, the interviewed companies can be divided into (1) two
companies which considered IPR an important strategic issue and (2) a
larger group where IPR was dealt with as a lower-level issue.
Two of the interviewed smaller start-ups stressed that it had been essential
for them to think about IPR strategically while building their business. One
of them was initially launched with the aim of building entire mCHP
appliances but later focused on supplying advanced fuel cells to others in
the industry. In this role, keeping the IPR of the fuel cell designs and either
producing them on behalf of the customers or licensing the designs was
key to the company’s business model. The other company in this group
also carefully considered how to best use IPR protection to support their
business, as the following quote shows:
“We talked about the GSE board, the burner control and the
essential air sensor where we place great importance on having
the [intellectual] property ourselves. We therefore have patents.
We are interested in the Hot BOP, Hot Balance of Plant, we
wanted the stack ourselves. There we wanted to have ownership.
In this area, in coatings, in compositions and the burner itself, we
have patents. We want to be the owner of key parts. But otherwise
– and this is part of our strategy, also to keep costs down in this
area – we developed the relevant parts together with our suppliers.
We have often done this and then afterwards made the part
available to our competitors or other actors in the market.” –
translated from German
The larger part of the interviewed companies, including the large
established players, treated the IPR issue in a more matter-of-fact way.
They saw the topic as one that needed to be taken into account when
managing mCHP’s development but did not portray it as a topic with
strategic relevance similar to how this was seen by the first group. The
following quote illustrates this approach:
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“In some parts we built [intellectual property] ourselves and
applied [for patents] ourselves. And we naturally conducted
patent searches. This is even more important, to make sure that
you do not introduce something as a product which you may not
introduce, quasi conducting a patent violation with the product.
This is something which belongs to a product development process
by default. The patent search about what one wants to introduce,
what one wants to develop. This is an item in the product
development process.” – translated from German

(Not) Using IPRs in Standardisation for mCHP
While interviewees recognised the importance of IPR in developing
mCHP in general, they did not consider the topic as relevant for
standardisation. Indeed, when asked about how IPR issues were addressed
in the standardisation process, interviewees saw no link whatsoever
between the two topics and sometimes were even surprised that such a link
was suggested. They claimed that practices such as declaring patents as
standard-essential and basing standards on an individual party’s IP, have
not been used in the mCHP context and even were unheard of in the
European heating industry, as the following excerpt from an interview
shows:
Interviewee 1: “There was no such thing [attempts to place IP in
standards] here, no.”
Interviewer: “Okay, this means that this is not common in your
industry?”
Interviewee 2: “No. In any case not in the context of standards. Of
course, obviously one tries to protect one’s intellectual property,
maybe also if one sees that one can trigger something at the
competitor. But especially in the fuel cell area and
standardisation, or CHP and standardisation, this was not a big
topic.” – translated from German
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Beyond this, the interviewees even considered bringing IPR issues into the
standardisation debate as counterproductive and as being contradictory to
the purpose of standardisation. They shared an approach to standardisation
which strived to write standards that support all companies in designing
their own mCHP appliances, rather than applying solutions that were
covered by one party’s IPRs. Interviewees also argued that it would not be
in their own long-term interest to place their IP in the standard, thereby
limiting other companies’ options in developing their technological
approaches for mCHP, because this would weaken the development and
eventual chances of market acceptance of the technology as a whole. The
following two excerpts from interviews exemplify these arguments:
Interviewee 1: “No. Patents can actually not play a role in
standardisation. At least, I have no examples in our area.“ (…)
Interviewee 2: “(…) If you have developed something
technologically and you think that you should protect this for
yourself, then you register this [as a patent]. But if you want to
develop this into a standard, then you initiate a standardisation
committee (…) so that you eventually get a standard which you
can build into the product and sell without hindrance or [also
decide to] leave out [of the product].” – translated from German
Interviewee 1: “We have of course tried to place our own ideas in
the standards without revealing, for example, what our safety
concept looked like. Especially in early phases, we tried not to
show in too much detail what we were doing, especially for the
safety concept. And there one always has to achieve a balance.”
Interviewee 2: “So, enabling the own concept without revealing it
and recognising the same at the colleagues from our competitors
and leaving them the same wiggle room. We had no interest in
preventing or hindering competition in this early stage because
this would have weakened the technology as a whole.” – translated
from German
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The reason why such an approach was seen as weakening the innovation
was that it might have caused other actors in the industry to lose interest in
mCHP. Following on from the reasoning for collaborating across the
industry (see Chapter 3.5.1.1), this was seen as a potential problem because
it would have left the company alone in promoting the technology, e.g. in
discussions with government, which would have been unlikely to succeed:
“It would have been an extreme risk to weaken the technology in
this way and suddenly being left as the only vendor, which would
definitively not have been constructive. If the entire [German
industry association] had not been interested, [company name]
could also not have gone to Berlin on its own to accomplish
anything there. Because of this, the others, the competitors had to
remain interested in the whole thing.” – translated from German

The Overall Impact of IPR on mCHP’s Development
Overall, IPRs were considered an important element of managing mCHP’s
development by the industry. We observed broad consensus among
interviewees that protecting own technological developments was
important, also when cooperating with other parties. However, there was
equally broad consensus among interviewees that IP had no place in the
development of standards for mCHP. The interviewees who spoke on this
topic all agreed that including proprietary knowledge in the standard would
have been counterproductive and eventually resulted in substantial
difficulties for the technology’s development and eventual success.

3.5.2 Conflicting Interests in Standardisation and
Regulation for mCHP
As outlined in Chapter 3.3, several standards needed to be changed or
newly developed in order for mCHP to be sold into the European market
with the intended value proposition. On most questions, such as electrical
installations in buildings, other players in standardisation committees
adopted a constructive approach towards the innovation. With their
support, standards were adapted so that they would accommodate mCHP
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and provide a basis for the technology’s safe and efficient operation.
However, two areas of standardisation turned out to be controversial
because of competing interests by actors from other technological fields:
(1) Questions related to connecting to the electricity grid and (2)
developing a calculation method for mCHP’s energy efficiency based on
the European Union’s requirements for energy labels (part of the product
standard EN 50465). In addition, several interviewees identified re-use,
recyclability and reparability (RRR) as a new field of standardisation with
relevance for mCHP where they expect potential conflicting interests in
the future:
“According to a new mandate, RRR – meaning reuse, recyclability
and reparability requirements – must also be included in the
standard. What exactly this contains is now under discussion.” –
translated from German
Because the questions related to the electricity grid and the efficiency
calculation method are recurring themes across our interviews and many
interviewees stressed their importance for the development of mCHP, we
focus our discussion of standards’ and regulation’s evolution on these two
areas.

3.5.2.1 Standards and Regulation for Connecting to the
Electricity Grid
As outlined earlier, being able to connect mCHP appliances to the
electricity grid and feeding the generated power into the grid were key to
implement the innovation’s value proposition. This key importance made
the topic one of the focus areas in the standardisation and regulation
efforts. During this engagement, the actors from the heating industry
encountered a range of stakeholders from other industries, most
importantly the electricity grid operators, who were used to a different
approach to standardisation:
“There are various actors, typically settled in the energy business,
or around the energy business. And for them [the actors from the
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heating industry], these are quite uncharted waters although
meanwhile they have been acting more and more confidently.” –
translated from German
“Feeding into the electricity grid is usually shaped
monopolistically because utility companies typically used to have
monopoly structures. (…) They were not used to developing
standards in the same way as, for example, in the gas or (…)
household appliance industries, where notified bodies,
manufacturers and users sit together in standardisation
committees and are looking for compromises. For feeding into the
grid, this is different. It has been a long process and we have not
yet arrived at the goal that there is equal representation in
committees (…). There [in this field of standardisation], one is
used to the grid operators determining what [rules] apply.” –
translated from German
In the remainder of this chapter, we describe the industry’s efforts in
dealing with the opposing interests in this field. We start by outlining the
environment in which the industry found itself and the conflicting and
converging interests resulting from this. We then explain how the
stakeholders interacted and how the conflicts between them were
eventually resolved.

Background: Electricity Grid in Transition
At the time when mCHP’s developers worked on the topic, several parallel
developments occurred, such as the spread of renewable energy sources
and the exit from nuclear power in Germany. These developments had
(sometimes substantial) implications for the electricity grid. Traditionally
the electricity grid was built around a small number of large power stations,
meaning that electricity production could be relatively easily balanced
with demand for electricity. With the new developments, a large number
of small electricity producing appliances (including mCHP appliances,
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solar panels, wind turbines etc.) started appearing in the grid which
resulted in substantial changes to the grid’s structure:
“Around 20 years ago, we had maybe, say, 1000 generators in
Germany and now we have 20 million or 15 million or some
number in that range, if you include all the solar panels that feed
into the grid.” – translated from German
Furthermore, the spread of renewable energy also means that parts of the
electricity production can no longer be adjusted to demand fluctuations
because it depends on factors like sunshine and wind. This made mCHP
one of several factors32 in a major transition, which challenged grid
operators’ and utility firms’ traditional approach to managing the
electricity grid. According to most interviewees, mCHP was therefore met
with certain degrees of resistance by some of these actors, while others
participated in partnerships to develop the technology (see below).
“If you look at what the four big [German utility companies] have
lost in market capitalisation through shutting down nuclear power
stations, through the increase in photovoltaic, through the
prioritisation of renewables before [other energy sources], and
the fact that for economic reasons the most modern gas fired
power stations are not operated anymore today, even though they
would produce the lowest emissions out of the fossil [fuels]. And
then, politics exerted such a massive influence on the industry that
they [grid operators and utility companies] fight helping any other
sector tooth and nail. They have so many problems of their own
(…) and that’s why they resist helping even the smallest CHP or
even developing understanding. If you want to see it positively, it
is slowly beginning [to change], but much too slowly.” – translated
from German

32

Although in the grand scheme of things, mCHP was a comparatively small
factor relative to the other developments.
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Given this background, some interviewees reported that the established
players in the grid field sometimes made demands based on their
experience with large power stations, which the interviewees interpreted
as aiming to hinder mCHP’s development by imposing unreasonable
requirements in the standards and regulation:
Interviewee 1: “In standardisation and regulation on the electrical
side (…), they crack nuts with sledgehammers and we often came
across attempts to prevent technology through standardisation.”
Interviewee 2: “They really put obstacles in one’s way. I am
thinking of one example regarding how the amount of electricity
that is produced by an mCHP appliance should be measured and
where the measurement device should be placed. Traditionally, it
is clear that, if you build large equipment, then you have some (…)
measurement device (…) and if this is not directly on the turbine it
is in an electrical cabinet far away. And one tried to transfer this
concept to a small electricity generator [even though there] you
do not have a separate electrical cabinet (…) but everything that
is needed for the operation has to be built into the appliance, into
one enclosure.” – translated from German
“On the grid connection side we had the occasional discussion
because the utility companies inherently have a different view on
the technology. I remember a discussion (…) where the utility
companies (…) wanted to draw upon a standard to enable
communication between the fuel cell and a higher-level control
unit to create a ‘virtual power station’ (…) and where we said
‘wow, that’s totally excessive, they want to impose a standard on
us that can communicate with a network control centre and that
would ask way too much from our appliance’.” – translated from
German
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Converging and Competing Interests with Other
Technologies
As the development of mCHP coincided with other technologies’
emergence, the actors in the heating industry were not only confronted
with the traditional grid operators and utility firms, but also with the
interests of these other technologies’ developers. Most importantly, the
needs of renewable energy sources (which also enjoyed some political
support) were a major factor in the development of standards and
regulation for grid access. In some cases, the heating industry’s interests
converged with the ones of these other actors. For example mCHP was
seen as a potential technical solution to ensure grid stability in the future
when renewable energy would make up a large part of the electricity
generating capacity, thus providing complementary value:
“The idea is basically that one can smoothen the volatile energy
production of renewables a little bit with a large number of mCHP
appliances in the grid. Because when you look at the energy
generation curve of an mCHP appliance, this is quite
complementary to a photovoltaic module. (…) When the sun is
shining heavily, I don’t need heat and the mCHP appliance does
nothing. When a lot of heat is required – usually in the winter, in
the evening, or in the morning – then I have electricity generation
from the mCHP appliance.” – translated from German
The interests of mCHP’s developers and other technologies’ proponents
conflicted on other questions. One example that was mentioned in several
interviews is the requirements for dealing with frequency changes outlined
in Chapter 3.3.4.2, which poses a substantial hurdle for Stirling-based
mCHP appliances. The introduction of this requirement was driven by the
expectation that large sudden changes in wind or sunshine would make the
grid frequency volatile when many renewable-energy electricity
generators are connected.
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Activities in Standardisation and Regulation for the Electricity
Grid
Given this background of an electricity grid in transition and other
technologies developing in parallel, the interviewed actors aimed to
influence standards and regulation so that workable solutions for mCHP
could be found. Our interviewee at the European industry association
summarised this goal as follows:
“To be able to feed the one kilowatt [of an mCHP appliance] into
the grid, the supporting conditions must be right. There must not
only be supporting conditions for 500 kilowatt [appliances]. This
is like traffic on the roads. If you have lots of racing cars on the
roads, they of course have other interests, they drive at different
speeds than (…) a small car in between which can only drive 100
instead of 250. (…) And therefore, a compromise has to be found
where we say ‘he may also use the road, but he may only drive in
the right hand lane’.” – translated from German
To reach this goal, the actors engaged in standardisation and regulation
pursued various activities to increase the impact of this engagement. These
activities can be grouped as (1) forming coalitions, (2) establishing
evidence about the technology and informing other stakeholders about its
needs, and (3) adapting mCHP technology itself where necessary and
possible.
The first group of activities (coalition forming) was in many cases based
on the collaboration forums outlined in Chapter 3.5.1. For example, the
‘Callux’ project that was undertaken as part of the IBZ in Germany
included several energy suppliers as collaboration partners. Especially
smaller, local energy suppliers sometimes saw mCHP as an opportunity to
shift the balance of power generation away from centralised power stations
owned by their large competitors. Gas suppliers who “were interested in
selling gas” (translated from German) were also supportive of mCHP in
questions related to grid access. However, being able to form these
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coalitions and operate these field trials was not always easy, as the
following quote shows:
“It already started with having to find people who conducted field
trials together with us. Of course, these appliances then also have
to be approved, that is clear. But these were people who, let’s say,
accommodated us with a certain goodwill and then maybe also
interpreted grid connection rules generously and did not make it
impossible from the start. Because they knew that these were small
appliances with initially small quantities. (…) [And these people]
also saw new business opportunities in the technology [although]
it took a while for the utility companies to recognise these
opportunities.” – translated from German
Such collaborations across stakeholders also were directly linked to
informing stakeholders, making them aware of the technology, and
establishing evidence about it. This second group of activities was
necessary because many actors involved in developing requirements for
grid access were unaware of the technological characteristics of mCHP:
“But they [the grid operators] of course have their large power
stations and rotating machines with their inertia in mind. Feeding
into the grid with a small appliance – the needs that exist there
were not in their focus. And there we needed to vehemently [argue]
on the European level when the Network Code Requirements for
Generators [were developed]. (…) And it was not easy to convince
these circles that mCHP behaves in a special way. When you
switch an mCHP appliance off, you need to restart the thermic
process. But they assume that the rotating machine runs anyway
or that a solar panel can immediately feed electricity into the grid
when you switch the semiconductor. (…) A fuel cell needs to be
restarted. This takes minutes and they want to switch it on
immediately at the right frequency. These are basic principles
which are difficult to convey.” – translated from German
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“Neither had we experience with the electricity generating sector,
nor did the electricity generating sector know anything about these
small generating appliances. And only once the electricity
producers realised that these small generating appliances must be
taken seriously, that they are not a temporary phenomenon (…)
[but] actually enter the market, then one also reacted accordingly
in that group, respectively started trying to establish the rules.” –
translated from German
To support this information of other stakeholders, the developers of mCHP
relied on evidence created by field trials, such as the ‘Callux’ project
mentioned above where “a few hundred fuel cell mCHP appliances were
brought into the field” (translated from German) and their effects on the
electricity grid were measured on behalf of utility companies by an
independent research institute.
Finally, the developers of mCHP also adapted their technology to make it
more acceptable to other stakeholders in the electricity grid. Some
interviewees stressed that the interaction with these stakeholders helped
their understanding of the issues faced by the electricity grid operators and
mCHP’s possible positive and negative impacts. This increased awareness
allowed them to facilitate these other stakeholders’ concerns and
sometimes even work out technical solutions jointly with these actors, as
the following quote shows:
“For example, there was the need to cover wider scopes of grid
frequency and different technical solutions existed for this [issue].
And the one which we preferred and also finally implemented (…)
[was based on] considerations which we worked out together with
the grid operators and the power station operators in this VDE
[Verband der Elektrotechnik, German association for
electrotechnology] committee. (…) [And there would have been
other solutions which] would not have been so accommodating for
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us, which would have been much more expensive.” – translated
from German

Limited Influence on Standards and Regulation for the
Electricity Grid
Despite the efforts to influence the development of standards and
regulation, the actors in the heating industry remained relatively small
players in the field with limited influence on the process. Some
interviewees acknowledged this as a problem for dealing with issues
related to these requirements:
Interviewee 1: “The difference to the standards that we talked
about a moment ago [standards relating to gas-safety and
efficiency] is that we get the standards [relating to the electricity
grid] on the table and we have very, very little influence to make a
difference there.”
Interviewee 2: “The electrical side is extremely difficult.”
Interviewee 1: “Exactly. There are also completely different
structures and [company name] is not necessarily a big player – I
would even say – not at all.” – translated from German
Consequently, the actors in the heating industry were not entirely
successful in reaching their goals. The rules for dealing with grid
frequency changes mentioned in Chapter 3.3.4.2 are an example where the
heating industry’s limited influence on the process made it unable to
prevent a change in the standard that was against their interests. These rules
were introduced during the development of mCHP, replacing earlier
requirements that were easy to fulfil for Stirling-based mCHP appliances:
“The requirements for connecting to the grid. (…) There was a
standard and we complied with that standard and then what was
previously required was now forbidden or the other way around.
So there, the standards are not fixed situations, they are
temporary.”
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Technical solutions to design Stirling-based mCHP appliances in line with
these changed requirements have a high impact on the devices’ costs and
efficiency. At the time when we conducted our interviews, the companies
using Stirling engines relied on provisions in the grid access regulation
which exempt new, innovative technologies from certain requirements and
allow them to continue operating according to the old requirements (see
European Commission, 2016, secs. 66–70). However, these temporary
provisions only apply until a limited number of appliances using the new
technology have been connected to the electricity grid. Consequently, the
actors relying on Stirling technology were still in the process of working
on this issue at the time of our interviews:
“We’ve been fighting that [the new requirements] for two years
and there’s hopefully a special dispensation within that.”

3.5.2.2 Conflicts Surrounding the Calculation Method for
mCHP Appliances’ Energy Labels
A second major topic of standardisation was the calculation method for
assessing mCHP appliances’ energy efficiency, which underlies the
efficiency label that each appliance needs to carry according to the ErP and
Energy Labelling Directives (see European Parliament & Council of the
European Union, 2009, 2010). The topic was particularly important and
contentious due to its relevance for European legislation and the European
Commission’s involvement in the standardisation process.
The calculation method is part of the product standard (EN 50465, the
latest version of which was published in 2015), which did not yet exist
when the technology’s development started (see Chapter 3.3.1).33 This
standard “specifies the requirements and test methods for the construction,
safety, fitness of purpose, rational use of energy and the marking of micro
combined heat and power appliance[s]” (CENELEC, 2017). While

33
EN 50465 was an already existing standard on gas-powered fuel cells which
was extended in scope to cover all mCHP appliances, rather than developing an
entirely new standard to fill this gap.
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development of most of the standard’s elements proceeded relatively
smoothly, there were major conflicts regarding the energy efficiency
calculation methods:
“Within standardisation, the range of opinions about calculating
the efficiency was, in my opinion, the biggest problem.” –
translated from German
These conflicts related to two fundamental issues: (1) There was
disagreement about the formula which underlies the calculation and for
which different options were being discussed. (2) The way in which the
European Commission was involved in the process was seen by most
actors as exceeding the role that it should play in developing harmonised
standards (also see the explanation of harmonised standards in Chapter
3.3.2.1).
Actors from the heating industry were the major players when developing
EN 50465. Because this standard only covers mCHP appliances, parties
who had high stakes in the technology (mostly overlapping with the actors
covered in Chapter 3.5.1) dominated the relevant committees where it was
developed. In addition, European consumer and environment protection
NGOs were involved although, according to the interviewees’ depiction of
the process, these actors did not have a major impact on the outcomes. The
European Commission was not represented in the committees but
nevertheless influenced the standard’s development in a major way.
Below, we first outline the conflicting positions regarding the calculation
method. We then summarise the conflicts between the heating industry and
the European Commission during the development process. The chapter
then ends by describing the process’s outcome and giving an outlook to
future developments expected by our interviewees.

Conflicting Positions Regarding the Calculation Method
Deriving a calculation method to assess mCHP appliances’ efficiency was
not trivial because this formula needed to incorporate both the heat and
electricity produced by mCHP appliances and at the same time give a result
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which would allow a meaningful comparison with other heating
technologies for consumers:
“And now you have an additional problem: How do you grade this
new segment, which delivers two forms of energy as an output,
among the existing heat generators and energy products?” –
translated from German
Consequently, there were different views regarding how the electricity
produced by an mCHP appliance should be rewarded when assessing the
appliance’s energy efficiency:
“There were companies who wanted to have this calculated in
specific ways. We even had three different methods before we
finally agreed on one in a compromise [within the industry
association].” – translated from German
Most of the industry agreed on this compromise, which was developed in
standardisation committees and industry association’s working groups.
However, a minority of industry actors including one major appliance
manufacturer (also see Chapter 3.5.1.3) was in favour of a different
method, which was also supported by the European Commission. These
different preferences for calculation methods resulted from different views
on how to consider aspects like the produced electricity, reduced needs for
electricity from (relatively inefficient) power stations, and where to draw
the boundary of the system for the purpose of assessing its efficiency:
“There were long discussions about where the system boundary of
the appliance lies. How do you actually calculate the efficiency of
such a Stirling product? Do you include the efficiency of the boiler
or do you only take the efficiency [of the Stirling engine]? And
finally, we brought ourselves to write into the standard that the
entire system is considered.” – translated from German
The parties disagreeing with the industry compromise argued that using
this formula is inappropriate for assessing an mCHP appliance and that the
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underlying approach would only be suitable for assessing the energy
efficiency of an entire building but not of a standalone heating appliance.
They accused other actors in the industry to push this formula through in
order to make their appliances look more energy efficient than they
actually are, stating that “this no longer has anything to do with physics
[and] is all about marketing” (translated from German).
On the other hand, interviewees supporting the industry compromise
argued that this was the best way to reflect physical realities and ensure
that the results enable consumers to compare mCHP to other technologies.
They claimed that the alternative formula did not sufficiently factor in the
electricity produced by mCHP appliances in addition to heat.
“And this [the alternative formula] was in such a way that
electrical heat pumps were clearly treated preferentially in the
resulting efficiency values, compared to micro CHP. And then we
intervened and said: ‘The micro CHP appliance cannot be nearly
put on the same level as classic condensing boilers. And a heat
pump has an efficiency value up to a third higher compared to the
micro CHP, this is not reasonable.’ That a heat pump has a higher
efficiency than a classic condensing boiler is clear. (…) This is
absolutely OK. But how does an mCHP appliance fit into this?” –
translated from German
This view of the alternative calculation method being wrong was also
supported by an interviewee at an academic engineering research institute
based at a German university:
“One of the colleagues made a nice example calculation. (…)
Same primary energy in, (…) identical amount of useful energy
out. And then he (…) applied the EU calculation for the labels.
And for a heat pump-based solution he got an A++ and for the
micro CHP-based solution, he got an A+. This means that the
methodology of the European Commission is wrong insofar that
two different technologies generate the same useful energy with
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the same input of primary energy but get different labels. And
there, the working group said: ‘No that cannot be the case, this is
physically wrong. And it is also confusing the customer.’” –
translated from German

Interactions between the Industry and the European
Commission
Throughout the standardisation process (including before a formal
standardisation request was made to CEN/CENELEC), the European
Commission promoted an – in most interviewees’ eyes – unjustified
calculation. Together with the ‘group dynamics’ outlined in Chapter
3.5.1.3, this caused strong resistance among mCHP’s developers and also
made the topic highly emotional for some of them. In their view, the
European Commission had overstepped their role in supporting this
contentious formula which they saw as problematic:
“There was a high level of frustration within the standardisation
committee because the engineers simply said: ‘Hey, we are (…)
calculating in the physically correct way. And if anybody can
calculate correctly, that is us, the engineers, and not the civil
servants.” – translated from German
“It is not so easy for them [the European Commission] to see what
their real role is. You see a kind of imperialistic approach. On the
one hand, the Commission wants to regulate technical details and
technical content which is not according to the New Approach and
where they don’t see their role. Are they a stakeholder? Are they
forcing something? So, I think (…) there’s a problem area here.”
Initially in the process, the industry faced unclear guidelines from the
European Commission:
“At certain moments in that standardisation group we saw [that]
we seem to be shooting at a moving target. There was from the
side of the Commission and the consultant, which the Commission
had appointed, a kind of calculation model which became more
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complex and more complex and more complex (…). And then, at a
certain moment, the Commission changed their ideas about the
calculation procedure and then it seemed that we were (…)
shooting at a moving target. So then, in the standardisation
committee, we said ‘we will put this on ice for a certain time, first
see where the Commission will move and where the negotiations
between the associations and the Commission will move’. And
then, finally, we had an agreement with the Commission that we
would propose a standard and then we would discuss it. And then
we went ahead and took the initiative again.”
As the ambiguity of the European Commission’s position on this issue
eventually ended, it became obvious that the European Commission
favoured a different calculation method than the compromise supported by
most of the industry (see above). Given this situation, the members of the
standardisation committee nominated two representatives (one of our
interviewees at an appliance manufacturer and the consultant who
accompanied the industry) to negotiate directly with the European
Commission (also see Chapter 3.5.1.2). Both of them described these
negotiations as very difficult because the process was lacking transparency
from their perspective. They had the impression that other parties’
lobbying and political interests not directly connected to mCHP influenced
the European Commission’s position to a large extent, but it was not
transparent to them who was behind this influence and which arguments
were used by these parties. Nevertheless, there was a clearly visible bias
in favour of renewable energies at the expense of mCHP:
“I have seen many drafts [from the European Commission] of
these requirements over the last five years. And in one draft, they
had an explanatory memorandum. And there (…) they said:
‘Micro CHP is an efficient technology but it is not renewable, it is
not solar or wind power (…). And therefore (…) it should come to
a result which is lower than renewable.’ And then they said
‘renewable is defined if the efficiency is at minimum 115%, so the
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efficiency should be below 115%’. Completely not logical, and it
shows indeed that they were very biased.”
“And finally, at some point there was a comment from the
European Commission – of course only verbally and not in writing
– ‘we don’t need to discuss this anymore, micro CHP ought not be
better than A+, full stop.’” – translated from German
The European Commission’s support for its preferred calculation method
was documented in Commission Communication 2014/C 207/02
(European Commission, 2014).34 This communication took many actors in
the industry by surprise:
“I saw the latest draft which was going to the parliament and then
I saw these words and I thought: ‘Oh, what now? Now they’re
choosing already although we had the agreement that we would
first have a discussion and then be able to exchange arguments
etcetera. And now they have done it this way.’ So at first instance,
it was very disappointing.”
Around ten months after publishing the Commission Communication with
its preferred calculation method, the European Commission released a
formal Standardisation Request on the matter (European Commission,
2015b).35 This request asked industry, among other things, to develop a
standard that specifies energy efficiency calculation methods for mCHP.
Several interviewees pointed out that this request was released with a tight
deadline and “came when the standard was finished almost”. Furthermore,
they mentioned that the earlier events implied that the standard was

34

Such a Commission Communication is an official document where the
European Commission outlines its policy on a specific topic (Overy, 2016).
35
The European Commission uses Standardisation Requests to initiate
development of standards needed to support ‘essential requirements’ in European
directives with the intention to harmonise the resulting standards (see Chapter
3.3.2.1).
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expected to use the European Commission’s calculation method as a
forgone conclusion.
While this conflict with the European Commission was ongoing, there
were also discussions within the industry about the best way to proceed.
As part of this process, some actors sought expert advice about the legal
implications of a Commission Communication, which revealed that it was
only an opinion of the European Commission and was not legally binding.
This encouraged these actors to keep pursuing the compromise found
earlier within the industry. However, other actors were in favour of
proceeding with the European Commission’s formula, as the following
exemplary quote from our interview with a representative of the industry
association shows:
“There were definitely also different opinions [in the industry].
And some also gave up and said: ‘No, this is not the way it goes. I
am sticking my head in the sand, just do whatever you want.’
Again, the standard is [based on industry] consensus and all
[industry actors] committed to it. But especially for the efficiency
calculation [where] the Commission had different ideas, there
also were actors [who said] ‘it doesn’t matter what our opinion
on this is, the Commission wants this and then we do this’. And
there were others who said: ‘No, we don’t do it this way. We got
an answer from the Commission which (…) in our opinion is
completely wrong. We want it our way.’ (…) We had two meetings
with heated discussions about which method is more correct.” –
translated from German
Much of this discussion revolved around whether to prioritise the
standard’s harmonisation or a physically correct calculation of mCHP’s
energy efficiency. One interviewee highlighted that it was foreseeable that
the European Commission would not harmonise a standard with the
formula favoured by most of the industry. According to this position,
which was shared at the time by the British national mirror committee, it
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could not be in the interest of anyone in the industry to develop a standard
that would eventually not be harmonised by the European Commission.
Other interviewees did not see this as a major problem. Because the energy
labels are based on self-declaration,36 appliance manufacturers would be
able to choose which formula to base their labels on, even if the standard
was not harmonised. In this scenario, it was uncertain whether and how the
national market surveillance authorities would react but the majority of the
industry considered the risk of negative consequences small. They
expected that applying a standard developed by an ESO would give them
good arguments in a hypothetical investigation by the market surveillance
authorities, even if the standard was not aligned with the European
Commission’s position.37 They therefore saw an – in their eyes – fairer
calculation method as more important than the standard being harmonised
under the ErP and Energy Labelling Directives. In addition, they expected
that the product standard could still be harmonised under the Gas
Appliance Directive due to its gas-safety-aspects.
At the end of these discussions, the supporters of the European
Commission’s calculation method were outnumbered and the committee
put a draft standard to vote at CEN/CENELEC. This draft included the
energy efficiency formula supported by the majority of the industry and
was transparent about the issues in the standardisation process. This caused
the European Commission to intervene in CEN/CENELEC’s voting
process, although this intervention was eventually unsuccessful:

36

This means that companies may calculate their products’ efficiency themselves
and use the appropriate energy label. Notified bodies are not needed for certifying
a product’s energy efficiency.
37
One interviewee deviated from this position: In his opinion, especially in the
wake of the Volkswagen Diesel scandal, the industry should avoid any semblance
of making its own rules in the matter which deviate from regulation. However, the
majority of actors in the industry argued that an – in their eyes – physically correct
formula was more important, also from these ethical and public opinion points of
view.
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“Finally, we have written a foreword to the standard to make
completely transparent – for the people who had to vote on the
standard – that the standard was deferring from the Commission
Communication, which is an opinion of the Commission without
binding effect. And the standard was finally accepted but the
Commission several times tried to intervene and really obstruct
the voting process. So, they first asked – (…) As joint working
groups, as technical committee, we had decided ‘we are going for
a formal vote’. We sent it to CENELEC for formal vote and first
the Commission asked CENELEC not to send it for formal vote but
CENELEC did. Then, they asked CENELEC to stop formal vote,
even in the middle of the process. And finally, in the last step, after
the vote was positive, there was a ratification by the technical
board of CENELEC. And they tried to influence the technical
board not to ratify the standard. So, in fact, three times they really
tried to obstruct the standard and they didn’t succeed.”
“There also was the story that CEN/CENELEC published the
standard and the EU Commission reprimanded CEN ‘how can you
publish something that has nothing to do with our mandate?’
Whereupon the top level of CEN got into the game and said: ‘Just
a moment, slowly. You may give us a mandate but we are
completely independent about how we write our standards and
what we write in them. Because it is us who have the technical
expertise, and you don’t.’ There was a quite interesting exchange
of letters between the Commission and CEN where the top level of
CEN distanced itself and said (…): ‘We are writing technical
standards. And if our engineers consider this standard correct
from a technical point of view, then it is correct from a technical
point of view.’” – translated from German
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Outcome of the Conflicts and Outlook to Future
Developments
Looking back at the process, most interviewees remained critical of the
European Commission’s role. However, two interviewees in particular
also reflected critically on the industry’s activities. One of these
interviewees questioned whether it was wise to accept the European
Commission’s standardisation request, given the development of the
process up to that point:
“The problem is that one does not (…) occupy oneself sufficiently
with the mandates [before accepting them]. The mandate goes to
CEN/CENELEC, goes to the working groups [and] the
committees, there is an appeal period when one can say ‘this is
nonsense, we are not interested’. This did not happen in this case
and then, at some point, [the mandate] is accepted. And then it is
on the table and one is stuffed.” – translated from German
The second interviewee concluded that involving additional stakeholders
in the process might have been helpful in addressing the issues with the
European Commission:
“This clearly is something that did not go well. Maybe, we would
have had to involve the national governments much stronger?
Because the Commission is not deciding on its own and it is always
easy to say ‘yes, the European Commission (…), that circle does
not appreciate our course of action’. But if we had activated the
country representatives of different countries at an early stage, for
example [commissioner] Oettinger in our case…” – translated
from German
Nevertheless, EN 50465 was eventually published including the
calculation method favoured by most of the industry. As foreseen during
the standardisation process, this meant that the European Commission did
not harmonise the standard under the ErP and Energy Labelling Directives.
When the standard was published, the UK mirror committee included a
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national foreword in line with its earlier position in the British version of
the standard, advising against the use of the calculation method included
in the standard:
“The UK committee advises, for the calculation of µs and µson of
cogeneration space heaters the methodology described in the
Commission Communication, reference 2014/C 207/02 should be
used. This method is robust, scientific, provides a fair comparison
across all technologies and is aligned with the established
methods for assessing
performance.” (BSI, 2015)38

and

comparing

cogeneration

Despite this standard not being harmonised, most companies in the
industry have so far been using it in calculating their appliances’ energy
efficiency for the self-declared energy label without negative
consequences from the national market surveillance authorities:
“The Ecodesign and the Energy Labelling Legislation have started
to be applicable from September 2015, so that is two years ago
now. And I think (…) the vast majority of companies have been
using the standard and also the calculation method of the
standard. I know of one exception which is using the Commission
Communication and the regulation and which really, I think, is
using it to their own advantage.”
In our final interview in August 2017, we also learned that the European
Commission has in the meantime started its regular review of the directives

38

Clearly, the foreword to the standard was written before the Brexit
referendum… Nevertheless, some interviewees also found this remarkable:
Interviewee: “As I already said, as often in Europe, the Brits think that they need
to do their own thing. And they do this thoroughly.”
Interviewer: (Laughing) “Only this time with the unique situation that they share
an opinion with the European Commission.”
Interviewee: “Yes, in this case they agree with the European Commission. This
really is – one should make a big poster of this and put it up on the wall
somewhere. Happens seldom enough…” – translated from German
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in question. As part of this review, the Commission also ordered an
assessment of the directives’ impacts:
Interviewee: “Currently, the process of review of the legislation is
starting, or has started some months ago. The European
Commission has already announced that to us as CHP
representatives. Now the regulation is written but then you have
new chances. They had their attempt to change physics but they
were open for review and improvements of the legislation during
that official review, which was announced that it should be ready,
I think, five years after adoption of the regulation. (…) At least,
they have ordered a consultant to make an evaluation. (…)”
Interviewer: “And then, potentially it could be harmonised after
the review changes this legislation?”
Interviewee: “Yes, perhaps. Or, perhaps, the legislation will even
be changed more so that the other standards have to follow
anyhow.”
Depending on this assessment’s outcome, the European Commission may
therefore change its position on the calculation formula. In addition,
fundamental changes to the directives are also possible, if the review finds
that they need to be improved. This outcome would possibly also require
the industry to develop entirely different standards. The future
development of this issue is therefore still open.

3.5.3 Interviewees’ Evaluation of the mCHP Case
In Chapter 3.3, we presented the various ways in which standards and
regulation influenced the development of mCHP, which triggered the
extensive company- and industry-level activities depicted in Chapters 3.4,
3.5.1, and 3.5.2. We also asked every interviewee to evaluate the effects of
these activities on mCHP and the relevant standards and regulation.
Because all mCHP appliances must fulfil the same set of requirements,
these evaluations were similar across manufacturers despite the
sometimes-different approaches to managing standards and regulation.
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Most applicable standards and regulation were already available and
supported mCHP’s development before the industry actors initiated their
activities (see Chapter 3.3). These activities therefore mainly focussed on
topics where standards and regulation were still missing and/or not
supporting mCHP. Because of these efforts, standards and regulation now
support mCHP technology in three additional ways: (1) The new
requirements for access to the electricity grid provide a workable solution
to connect mCHP appliances to the grid. (2) The new product standard
defines requirements for safety, energy efficiency, and related topics for
mCHP, which support conformity assessment of the technology. (3)
Despite the conflicts with the European Commission detailed in Chapter
3.5.2, the energy-efficiency calculation methods in the product standard
support the industry in fulfilling the requirements of the European
directives related to energy efficiency. Furthermore, some interviewees
also mentioned supporting effects of these new standards beyond now
being able to fulfil regulatory requirements. They also help the companies
in the field to communicate the technology’s benefits to their customers
and provide confidence to adopters of the innovation.
These changes in standards and regulation enabled the industry to market
mCHP appliances in Europe. All interviewees at major manufacturers
stressed the importance of aligning their company-level management with
the industry-level work to reach this outcome, estimating that they might
even not have been able to sell mCHP products at all in the European
market without the activities at both levels:
Interviewer: “Can you already estimate whether this
collaboration between new product development and
standardisation was successful or not? Or is the result still
pending?”
Interviewee 1: “This is positive.”
Interviewee 2: “Yes.”
Interviewee 1: “It definitely is. We can say that we most likely
would not have a product if one had not intensively worked on this.
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This is definitely very, very crucial, also specifically the network
connection requirements (…). It could absolutely have been the
case, if we had not worked on this topic and had not been
interested in it, that we would not have had a product at some
stage. Or a product that does not conform to these standards.”
Interviewee 2: “This could have happened, yes.”
Interviewer: “OK, this means that the worst-case-scenario would
be that you could not sell it?”
Interviewee 2: “Yes, exactly.”
Interviewee 1: “Exactly, exactly.” – translated from German
Consequently, apart from one company which favoured other technologies
in its product portfolio, the interviewed major appliance manufacturers
have mCHP appliances in the market at the time of writing. While some
companies exited the development of Stirling-based mCHP appliances
(see Chapter 3.2.2.2), this was due to reasons unrelated to standards and
regulation.
Although the smaller companies did not participate in the industry-level
activities to develop standards and regulation, they still benefitted from the
changes that resulted from these activities. While the interviewed start-ups
did not yet produce mCHP appliances at full commercial scale when we
interviewed them, they were confident that their products could be
marketed under the partly revised requirements from standards and
regulation:
“Last year, we reached a milestone which was important for us.
We received the CE batch approval for the system. This means that
we can install the system in limited numbers across Europe. The
next step, which we are taking in parallel to the system’s market
introduction, is that we seek the full CE mark. This means that we
can build an unlimited number of appliances but on the other hand
we may then change nothing on the appliance [without having to
re-certify it].” – translated from German
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“As I already said, we are now at the stage of commercialising
[where] it [the appliance] goes to the first customers and the first
field tests [and] once it goes out, everything will be 100 per cent
adapted to the standards.” – translated from German
In line with these results, the interviewees generally were very happy with
the outcomes of their activities but had reservations about the needed steps
to get there, as the following quote summarises:
“I’m happy with the results [of the process], I’m not often happy
with what we needed to do to get these results. Sometimes, it was
really tough and time-consuming, and involving a lot of lobby
work and convincing people etcetera. It would have been nice if
that had been more efficient.”

3.6 Building a Grounded Theory on Managing
Standards in Innovation Contexts
The empirical insights presented in the earlier chapters provide an
excellent base for building theory on our research question and allows us
to address the theoretical gaps outlined in Chapter 3.1.2.4. To do so, we
develop a process model of the management. This model includes the
activities needed to successfully introduce an innovative product to a
regulated market where standards are needed, and a number of underlying
structural elements that enable these activities.
As we already expected in Chapter 3.1.2, these activities occur at different
levels. Figure 3.1 shows our general framework of the three nested relevant
levels. In this framework, (1) a wider context encompasses (2) several
industries, which in turn are made up of (3) a number of companies.
Concerted activities on all three levels are necessary to align innovation
and standards/regulation as achieved in the mCHP case (see Chapter
3.5.3).
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Figure 3.1: Framework for a theory on managing standards in
innovation contexts

Our further theorising fills in the blanks of Figure 3.1 by looking closely
at each level and identifying the factors which eventually lead to such an
outcome. We build detailed theory about the company level (Chapter
3.6.1) and the industry level (Chapter 3.6.2). Finally, we consider how all
of this relates to developments and the associated processes that occur in
the wider context of an innovation (Chapter 3.6.3). Following these theorybuilding efforts, we end the chapter with some final thoughts on our
findings (Chapter 3.6.4).
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Figure 3.2: Company-level management of standards and
regulation in NPD contexts

3.6.1 Managing Standards and Regulation on the
Company Level
The different types of standards’ – and by extension also regulation’s –
strong implications for innovations make them key issues to manage in
NPD contexts. We first consider the company level. In general, the
observations from our case show that a number of supporting factors need
to be in place as necessary conditions to form the foundation for managing
standards and regulation successfully (shown in the bottom half of Figure
3.2 and discussed in Chapter 3.6.1.1). Building on this, companies need to
carry out several activities to ensure that an innovation fulfils all standardand regulation-related requirements (shown in the top half of Figure 3.2
and discussed in Chapter 3.6.1.2). These activities ultimately determine the
degrees of freedom for the innovation, as we show in Chapter 3.6.1.3.
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3.6.1.1 Supporting Factors: Necessary Conditions for
Managing Standards and Regulation
We observed a number of recurring themes across the interviews (see the
data presented in Chapter 3.4.1), which form the foundation for
companies’ activities. Having such a foundation in place appears to be a
precondition for successfully addressing standards and regulation. On the
most fundamental level, companies exhibit three key characteristics
(awareness of standards’ and regulation’s importance, expertise, and
availability of financial resources). These three key attributes drive the
degree to which the company adopts a strategic orientation which in turn
influences the organisational support structure for managing standards and
regulation. We provide more detail about each of these aspects below.

Key Characteristics: Awareness, Expertise, Financial
Resources
Awareness of standards’ and regulation’s importance is the first key
characteristic of companies that our data shows to be relevant. Our
interviews demonstrate that companies differ substantially on this aspect
(also see Chapter 3.4.1.1 and the characterisations of companies in Table
3.6). Some degree of awareness about this topic’s importance is likely to
emerge in any company by the time that the product enters conformity
assessment. However, our case shows substantial variation in how aware
companies actually are. Some firms’ awareness was limited to the
regulation-related aspects and only emerged once they addressed their
product’s certification. Companies at the other end of the scale showed
deep knowledge of standards and regulation.
Expertise is a second key characteristic: Relevant knowledge can be
grouped in two main categories: (1) operational, and (2) strategic. The
operational expertise covers technical knowhow (which companies that are
able to develop an innovation are likely to have) and topics related to
effective participation in standardisation committees and industry
collaborations (e.g. negotiating skills). We observe much more variance in
companies’ strategic expertise (e.g. abilities related to coordinating
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standardisation activities for different technologies in the company’s
portfolio, and contributing to the industry-level processes discussed in
Chapter 3.6.2). This strategic expertise is needed for assessing the effects
of standards and regulation and effectively managing the company’s input
in standardisation.
While much of this expertise is company-internal, all interviewed
companies also relied on external expertise in areas where their knowledge
was insufficient (in our case mainly coming from consultants and notified
bodies). This observation suggests that being aware of the limitations of
one’s own expertise and seeking outside help where needed is important
for successfully managing standards and regulation for innovation. It also
suggests that a company’s ability to manage these topics relies to some
extent on the industry structure, and in particular the supporting
institutions (see Chapter 3.6.2.1), which can substantially facilitate the
company’s work. Providing support for the company is hence one key
pathway through which the industry level impacts the company level.
Financial resources are the final key element underlying the management
of standards and regulation that we identify in our data. Here, we see a
contrast between established companies and the smaller start-ups whose
limited financial resources constrain their ability to participate in
standardisation and lobby for changes in regulation.

Strategic Orientation and Organisational Support Structure
The three key characteristics of companies identified above determine to
what degree they are able to orient their standards- and regulation-related
work strategically. Our observations in Chapter 3.4.1.3 suggest that
companies with little awareness, expertise, and financial resources tend to
take a less strategic and more ad-hoc approach. We therefore infer that
these elements’ presence is a necessary condition for a strong(er) strategic
orientation. This manifests itself in aspects of the management, such as the
degree to which standardisation activities are coordinated across the
company and planned in advance.
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This strategic orientation also forms the basis for an organisational support
structure, which helps ensure that the innovation is systematically
developed in line with requirements. An important function of this
structure is assigning responsibilities both for operational management of
standards and regulation, and for coordinating these activities across the
company. In all interviewed companies, responsibility for operational
tasks was tightly linked to the engineers developing a product. This
appears to be good practice because of these tasks’ technical nature and
the close relationships between technical development work and
standardisation/regulation efforts (see Chapters 3.4.2 and 3.6.1.2).
In companies with a strong strategic orientation, the organisational support
structures also encompass clearly defined responsibilities for tasks related
to planning and coordinating standardisation/regulation-related work.39 In
our case companies, these roles were attached to various organisational
functions, including the new product development, regulatory affairs, and
certification departments. Our data does not indicate that any of these
affiliations is preferable per se, as long as the staff fulfilling this role are
sufficiently influential within the company. Furthermore, companies can
strengthen this organisational support by investing additional resources in
full-time staff and tools supporting their work, such as the database
tracking expertise related to specific standardisation/regulation topics that
we observed at one company.

3.6.1.2 Activities for Managing Standards and
Regulation
The factors discussed in Chapter 3.6.1.1 provide the basis for effectively
managing standards and regulation in the innovation. The activities
(depicted in the top half of Figure 3.2) can be grouped into (1) core
activities that are directly related to new product development (identifying
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Companies with an ad-hoc approach tend to limit themselves to the operational
tasks and therefore do often not address these duties in their support structures.
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regulation and standards, specifying the product, evaluating conformity to
requirements) and (2) activities related to engaging at the industry level.

Core Activities: Identifying Regulation and Standards,
Specifying the Product, Evaluating Conformity to
Requirements
Based on the data outlined in Chapters 3.4.2.1, 3.4.2.2, and 3.4.2.3, we
identify three core activities for managing standards and regulation which
are part of the new product development process: (1) identifying applicable
regulations and standards, (2) specifying the product, and (3) evaluating
the product’s conformity to the requirements. Carrying out all three in
some form is necessary to ensure that the final product conforms to all
applicable requirements. Nevertheless, we observe variation in how
exactly firms pursue these tasks. This has implications for the degrees of
freedom in new product development, as we outline below.
Before firms can take any action towards addressing standards and
regulation in their NPD process, they need to know which requirements
apply to their product, making identifying regulation and standards an
essential task. Our observations suggest that companies should do so at a
very early stage, possibly already when deciding whether to invest in a
new technology. This enables them to shape their product in a way which
meets the requirements from the outset. Firms need to continue identifying
requirements throughout the NPD process because rules are subject to
change, and because not all technological aspects where
standards/regulation apply may be foreseeable at the outset of the NPD
process.
We also observe that not all companies are able to do so on their own, due
to lacking awareness and expertise. This may result in an ad-hoc approach
to the topic and missing organisational support. However, such firms can
rely on supporting institutions from the industry (see Chapter 3.6.2.1) to
‘outsource’ this activity and rely on third parties (e.g. consultants, notified
bodies, and – in the case of component suppliers – clients) to identify
relevant requirements on their behalf. However, our case shows that doing
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so has two drawbacks for the subsequent activities: (1) In some situations,
companies may have discretion over which standards and regulation that
they apply to their innovation, e.g. when multiple directives could be
applied. To take advantage of this opportunity, they need to be aware of
potential alternatives and evaluate the alternatives’ consequences. (2)
Relying on an external party to stay informed about changing requirements
may delay the point in time when companies learn about new
developments. Consequently, all companies in our case that followed a
strategic approach to managing standards and regulation emphasised the
importance of identifying regulations and standards for the subsequent
activities.
The requirements identified in this first step are fed into the process of
specifying the product, which includes ‘translating’ the contents of
standards and regulation into concrete requirements, and designing the
product in such a way that it meets these requirements. The case shows
that especially requirements related to safety often take a very high level
of expertise to implement and consequently all interviewed companies
relied to some degree on external expertise in this step, and also used
standardised components which were proven beforehand to meet the
requirements. This activity therefore, again, benefits from a welldeveloped industry structure with supporting institutions (see Chapter
3.6.2.1).
Finally, companies need to evaluate their product’s conformity to the
requirements as part of the NPD process. Our case shows that firms should
ideally carry out a first evaluation when deciding whether to invest in a
technology and then repeat the assessment at regular intervals throughout
the process. An initial appraisal of the innovation’s potential to conform to
the requirements enables companies to estimate the needed effort to
address the topic in the NPD process and – in the worst case – prevents
them from investing in technologies that cannot be marketed due to
barriers discussed in Chapter 3.3.5. A firm’s ability to effectively conduct
such an initial appraisal relies on its strategic orientation, because of the
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understanding needed to assess factors, such as the likely impact of
standards and regulation and their potential future developments.
Once companies invest in developing a technology for which standards
and regulation are relevant, the case suggests that they should regularly
review its conformity, potentially with the help of industry-level
supporting institutions if the company’s own expertise is insufficient.
Doing so throughout the process reduces the need for duplicating
development work if the results are fed back into the product specification
process in a timely manner.

Engaging in Standardisation and Regulation
Engaging in standardisation and regulation is an additional, optional
outward looking activity (see Chapter 3.4.2.2), which provides the main
path for companies to influence their environment. The examples of the
smaller start-up manufacturers in our case show that developing a product
which is acceptable for the market is possible without directly influencing
standards and regulation. However, doing so opens up additional
opportunities because it allows companies to contribute to developments
on the industry- and wider context levels and provides them with the
additional option of attempting to adapt standards and regulation rather
than the innovation when conforming to them is impossible or difficult
(see Chapter 3.3.5).
These activities rely heavily on a strong foundation (see Chapter 3.6.1.1)
because they are relatively resource- and knowledge-intensive (both in
terms of money and expertise), and also require the company to adopt a
strategic outlook on the technology. The hurdles for mCHP’s market
introduction would most likely have been too high (locking the technology
out of the market) if none of the companies had taken the initiative to
develop standards and influence regulation. Although this is clearly a
benefit of this engagement, actors who did not contribute also benefit to a
large extent from the results (see Chapter 3.5.3). This implies that
companies need a high degree of strategic vision and long-term thinking,
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aiming to develop a ‘large pie for everyone’ rather than a ‘small pie for
themselves’ (at the risk of ‘having no pie at all’), to invest in influencing
standards and regulation for a new technology. Such long-term thinking,
both within the company and at industry level, is also needed to
successfully navigate the dynamic processes related to this topic (see
Chapters 3.5, 3.6.2, and 3.6.3).

3.6.1.3 Degrees of Freedom for New Product
Development
The aspects outlined so far have strong implications for the degrees of
freedom for developing a new product. Depending on how they are
handled, companies may enjoy a large scope for developing their own
solutions or may be somewhat more restricted in key areas.
The company in our case that perceived standards mainly as limiting its
freedom in developing mCHP (see Chapter 3.4.2.4) is also the one that was
the least invested in the activities outlined above and relied to a very large
degree on notified bodies and consultants (also see Table 3.6). Even though
the interviewee at this company commended the notified body for its
flexible approach in conformity assessment, the company’s relatively low
level of activity made it more dependant on external parties. This may have
contributed to reducing the room to implement its own solutions.
The data clearly shows the benefits of taking an active approach towards
the tasks outlined above. By doing so, firms can create a substantial
amount of ‘space’ for innovating. In particular, three factors explain how
this ‘space’ can be created: (1) The leeway in identifying regulation and
standards (see the discussion earlier in this chapter and Chapter 3.4.2.1),
(2) the open nature of many standards and different ways of demonstrating
conformity (see Chapter 3.3), and (3) the potential to influence standards
and regulation (see the discussion above and Chapters 3.4.2.2 and 3.5).
Companies in the case who managed the topic strategically combined these
factors in various ways (see e.g. the example of bringing new methods for
ensuring product safety into the standard in Chapter 3.4.2.4) in order to
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develop innovative solutions while ensuring the final product’s fit to the
requirements. Consequently, all interviewed actors who followed such an
approach agreed that they enjoyed a relatively large degree of freedom for
developing the innovation while benefitting from the relatively stable basis
offered by standards and regulation described in Chapter 3.3.
Figure 3.3: Industry-level structure and processes for addressing
standards and regulation

3.6.2 Industry Level Structure and Processes
Following the theoretical analysis of the company-level management in
the previous chapter, we now turn our attention to the industry level.
Activities on the industry level are likely to focus on the standards which
have the strongest impact on an innovation. In highly regulated markets,
these standards are often linked to regulation (see Chapter 3.3).
Figure 3.3 summarises our findings regarding the work at the industry
level. Again, we observe a number of underlying factors which contribute
to an industry structure that facilitates activities in which standards and
regulation are addressed (see bottom-half of Figure 3.3 and Chapter
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3.6.2.1). These activities are shown in the top of Figure 3.3 and discussed
in detail in Chapter 3.6.2.2. Furthermore, developments in the wider
context influence the industry-level activities and vice-versa, as we show
in Chapter 3.6.2.2 and discuss in more detail in Chapter 3.6.3.
Table 3.8: Overview over functions fulfilled by supporting
institutions in the mCHP case
Supporting
institution

Functions

External
consultancy

•
•

Notified bodies

•
•
•

Industry
associations

•
•
•

Academic
research institute

•
•

Provide technical expertise and knowledge
about applicable regulation and standards
Represent individual companies or the entire
industry in standardisation committees
Provide knowledge about applicable
regulation and standards
Enable market access by issuing conformity
certificates
When harmonised standards are absent:
translate ‘essential requirements’ into
concrete criteria
Provide a forum for industry actors to agree
on common positions and ‘talk with one
voice’
Provide access to regulatory processes for the
industry
Observe developments in adjacent areas of
regulation and standardisation
Support field trials and other collaborations
for technology development
Provide independent technical expertise in
standardisation committees

3.6.2.1 Key Elements of the Industry Structure
Our case clearly shows that the industry-level activities happen on the
background of certain industry structures that may support (as we
observed) or hinder the process. While the industry structure obviously
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consists of many elements, most of which are beyond the scope of this
study, the data presented in Chapter 3.5.1 reveal three fundamental
elements: supporting institutions, approach to IPR, backing for the
innovation among firms (shown at the bottom of Figure 3.3). These
elements explain much of the success that we observe in our case. Below,
we elucidate them and show how they contribute to an industry structure
that is conducive to addressing standards and regulation for an innovation.
We also briefly consider how such an industry structure can emerge.

Fundamental Elements: Supporting Institutions, Approach to
IPR, Backing for Innovation
First, throughout our data in Chapters 3.4 and 3.5 it becomes apparent how
crucial a number of supporting institutions were for all aspects of the case.
Their influence extends to company-internal management (as discussed in
Chapter 3.6.1), industry-level collaboration, and attempts to influence
standards and regulation. Table 3.8 on page 187 summarises the supporting
institutions which we encountered in the mCHP case and the functions that
they fulfilled.
The list of institutions and functions in Table 3.8 is specific to our case and
therefore unlikely to be exhaustive. For example, it is conceivable that
NGOs could support an innovation with social and/or environmental
benefits, and contribute to the management of standards and regulation by
influencing policy makers and the public debate in the wider context (see
Chapter 3.6.3) in that technology’s favour. Although the composition and
functions of supporting institutions are case-specific, presence of such
institutions in general is likely to be important in managing the coevolution of innovation, standards and regulation. Our case suggests that
these supporting institutions’ contribution to the process is even larger than
the sum of the individual functions listed in Table 3.8. One reason for this
is these institutions’ lack of a direct (financial) interest in the technology’s
success, which lends the industry’s claims and actions credibility. In
addition to them facilitating much of the necessary work, both on the
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company- and industry level, they can therefore be seen as amplifying the
impact of the innovators’ own activities.
Second, we identify the approach to IPR as core to an industry structure
which supports managing standards and regulation effectively. As we
show in Chapter 3.5.1.4, actors in the case placed a high importance on
IPR in technology development partnerships. However, they consciously
decided to leave the topic out of activities directly related to standards and
regulation. While the best way of handling IPR issues may be casespecific, our data shows that an industry needs to ensure that the chosen
approach does not discourage others from joining the industry’s efforts.
Because
collaborating
in
technology
development
and
standardisation/regulation is key to the industry activities (see Chapter
3.6.2.2), the IPR regime must support them. This means that on the one
hand all contributors’ IP must be protected. On the other hand, no party
should be able to use its IP for dominating the cooperation in a way that
causes potential developers to refrain from or stop contributing to the
technology. In addition, such domination by one party would likely also
make the resulting standards unacceptable to other key stakeholders on
whose support the innovation depends. Especially when these standards
are linked to regulation (see Table 3.5), the approach to IPR must also be
acceptable to regulators and other stakeholders. For example, standards
which are used to specify essential requirements under the ‘New
Approach’ should not incorporate IP that is subject to licensing. When
addressing standards with no link to regulation, approaches to IPR that
involve standard-essential patents (as commonly discussed in the
literature, see Chapters 3.1.1 and 3.7.3.2) may be more acceptable.
The case suggests backing for the innovation among firms to be the third
key element of the industry structure that determines to what extent the
processes for addressing standards and regulation can be effective.
Whether the majority key firms in the industry or only a few players
support the innovation influences the extent of industry-internal conflicts,
and how the innovation’s legitimacy is perceived by outside actors.
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Furthermore, the degree of backing has ramifications for the ‘group
dynamics’ that we discuss in Chapter 3.6.2.3.

Emergence of the Industry Structure
The three fundamental elements discussed above make up the parts of the
industry structure that are relevant for the processes that we discuss in
Chapter 3.6.2.2. When, as we observed in our case, these attributes are well
aligned (i.e. a good network of supporting institutions is available, a fitting
approach to IPR is employed, and there is widespread backing among
firms) this structure provides a solid foundation for these processes. On the
other hand, if some of the elements identified above are missing, this is
likely to hinder the industry-level work needed to ensure alignment
between the innovation and standards/regulation. In addition, such missing
elements may have negative implications for company-level work.
Although our data does not offer detailed insights into how this industry
structure has been built over time, it clearly is the result of a long-term
development on which the companies were able to draw in the present
case. Ultimately, this long-term development is likely to have been driven
to a large extent by the individual companies in the industry who have been
contributing to setting up supporting institutions, such as industry
associations, and establishing an effective approach to IPR. Also the
backing for the technology requires a long-term commitment, as our case
shows. Individual companies can try enlisting their competitors in
contributing to establishing these key fundamental elements, but are
unlikely to succeed in building them on their own. Furthermore, some
elements that can be leveraged in this context (e.g. NGOs as supporting
institutions) may also appear without industry-actors’ direct involvement.

3.6.2.2 Industry-Level Processes for Facilitating the
Innovation
The elements of the industry structure outlined in Chapter 3.6.2.1 underlie
the joint industry-level activities that eventually lead to changes in
standards and regulation needed to support an innovation. In our case, we
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categorise industry-level activities (see Chapter 3.5) into three core
processes: (1) collaborating in technology development, (2) collaborating
in standardisation and regulation, and (3) resolving conflicts. As the case
and our further discussion below show, it is essential for achieving the
needed changes in standards and regulation that these processes are jointly
driven by companies from the industry (unless one innovator is strong
enough to ‘push them through’ alone), and that need to be coordinated well
in order to deliver the desired results.
The findings from Chapter 3.5.1 suggest that collaborating in technology
development both helps actors in the industry to jointly overcome
technological challenges in some areas and also provides a basis for the
further activities. Through their joint engagement in developing an
innovation, actors in an industry (1) share a strong interest in the
technology’s success, (2) develop a common outlook on standardisation
and regulation issues, and (3) can more easily address technological issues,
that arise in the process of developing standards/regulation, together.
These points also contribute to a tight link between technology
development and collaborating in standardisation/regulation. For
example, evidence created in technology development cooperation
projects was directly used in discussions on standards with other
stakeholders in the mCHP development process (see Chapter 3.5.2.1).
Both types of collaboration benefit from a well-developed industry
structure (see Chapter 3.6.2.1). Supporting institutions facilitate the
cooperation because they provide already established forums where the
work can take place, help coordinate the activities, and provide expertise
and access to policy makers. An appropriate approach to IPR ensures that
participating in cooperation is viable in terms of protecting one’s own input
while avoiding that certain actors can dominate the technology’s
development through their patents. Nevertheless, even when these factors
are present, some conflicts may occur. Conflicts are particularly likely if
important actors in the industry do not back the innovation (as could be
observed in our case, see Chapter 3.5.1.3). Furthermore, the developments
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in the wider context about which we theorise in Chapter 3.6.3 may also
contribute to conflicts, as could be observed in our case. This makes
resolving conflicts a final key activity on the industry level to ensure that
the changes in standards and regulation needed for an innovation can be
achieved. Also for this key activity, our data shows the industry structure’s
importance for this issue, with supporting institutions playing key roles in
helping to solve these issues (see Table 3.8).

Individual Companies’ Contribution to Industry-Level
Processes
The industry-level processes are chiefly driven by individual companies’
contributions. Although the case shows that these processes often last
several years and companies need a strategic long-term view to navigate
them effectively, their results are much more immediate than building the
industry structure outlined earlier. Furthermore, the industry-level
processes enable companies to collaborate on those activities that are
needed to align the technology, standards, and regulation, which cannot be
carried out at company-level. Especially for companies which have
insufficient clout on their own for driving changes in standards/regulation
and engaging with the wider context (see Chapter 3.6.3), contributing to
these processes is the key path to influencing developments at the industryand wider context levels.

3.6.2.3 ‘Group Dynamics’ in the Industry
As we observed in Chapter 3.5.1.3, the industry structure and collaboration
processes in the mCHP resulted in certain ‘group dynamics’. In our case,
the strong support among industry and the obstacles to implementing the
innovation, which were perceived in common across most involved actors,
created mCHP’s backers forming a very closely-knit group. They adopted
a strong ‘us vs. them’ mentality when dealing with any parties not
supporting the innovation. On the other hand, a lack of support and
conflicting perceptions of the technology’s environment may result in very
contentious ‘group dynamics’.
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Our case shows that such ‘group dynamics’ cause the involved companies
to adapt a common outlook on the technology and what was needed to
make it successful. Consequently, in such a setting, few disagreements
between firms are likely to occur and the processes for resolving conflicts
are mainly needed in dealing with the wider context instead of addressing
industry-level issues. This common outlook and ‘us vs. them’ mentality
also enables an industry to speak with one voice when addressing topics in
the wider context.
However, on the other hand such a closely-knit group of actors also may
have drawbacks. First, it may endanger the industry of entering a
‘groupthink’ mode of acting. More importantly, it may impact on how the
industry is seen by stakeholders in the wider context. ‘Group dynamics’,
such as the ones observed in the mCHP case, carry the risk that the industry
is perceived as a colluding group, which writes its own rules and engages
in regulatory capture. Our data does not show whether mCHP’s backers
were indeed perceived in this manner, but the discussion on how to
interpret the industry’s own energy efficiency calculation method in the
wake of the Volkswagen Diesel scandal (see Chapter 3.5.2.2) shows that
some actors were aware of this risk. Potentially, the credibility given to the
technology by some of the supporting institutions (see Chapter 3.6.2.1)
may also counter-act this threat, although more research is needed to
investigate this.
Despite these possible pitfalls of acting as a too closely-knit group on the
industry level, our case suggests that doing so generally supports the
industry-level processes. The benefits of reduced conflicts and ‘speaking
with one voice’ are potentially substantial and supported mCHP’s
development considerably. The collaborations to develop the technology
and in particular the successful handling of the European Commission’s
intervention in the energy-labelling issue would have been hampered by
other possible constellations of actors. Similar benefits are also likely to
apply to other cases.
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3.6.3 Developments and Associated Processes in the
Wider Context
As a final area within the three levels of our framework (see Figure 3.1),
our case shows the importance of developments in the innovation’s wider
context beyond the industry, and the associated processes of managing
them. All our interviewees repeatedly stressed the importance of managing
links with interests and actors outside the industry, such as regulators and
developers of other technologies. Furthermore, our data reveals the aspects
of standardisation related to the wider context to be both the most
contentious topics in the mCHP case, and the ones demanding the most
attention of the innovators (see the introduction to Chapter 3.5.2).
In the mCHP case, we observed three such important developments, which
also were intertwined at some points: (1) One related to changes in access
to the electricity grid, (2) trajectories of other innovations that were
emerging simultaneously in that space (e.g. renewable energy generation,
see Chapter 3.5.2.1), and (3) events related to political agendas and policy
objectives that drove regulators’ activities (e.g. reducing CO2 emissions
and promoting renewable energy, see Chapter 3.5.2.2). In addition, several
interviewees expected trends relating to re-use, recyclability and
reparability (RRR) to become similarly impactful in the future. Beyond
these examples, other types of developments could play similar roles in
other cases. For example, both important societal debates,40 and scientific
findings on risks associated with an innovation41 could have substantial
implications for a technology’s standards and regulation. Overall, these
types of trajectories in the wider context are therefore highly relevant
elements for theorising as part of the three levels in our framework.

40

The societal debate following the revelations regarding the automotive
industry’s emission-testing practices can be seen as an example of this.
41
For example, scientific findings about certain medical treatments’ effectiveness
may have implications for standards and regulation concerning innovations in
drugs for these treatments.
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Figure 3.4: Interactions between the innovation and developments
in the wider context

Our case offers a clear picture of how these developments interact with the
activities on which we focus in this study. While the case does not provide
detailed insights into these trajectories themselves, it does thus offer an
excellent basis for theorising about their interactions with standards in an
innovation’s development. Figure 3.4 shows these interactions and
provides a more detailed look at the link between the industry level and the
wider context shown in the topmost part of Figure 3.3.
In Chapter 3.6.3.1, we discuss the relevance of these developments further
and shed light on their effects on an innovation’s development. We then
theorise in Chapter 3.6.3.2 about strategies that actors in an industry can
use to influence developments in the wider context.

3.6.3.1 Relevance and Effects of Developments in the
Wider Context
The types of trajectories outlined above are driven by interests, which in
many cases may not be aligned with the needs of a specific innovation, and
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can directly lead to new requirements. For example, the data presented in
Chapter 3.5.2.1 shows how designers of renewable energy generation
technologies and grid operators drove changes to grid connection
standards with which mCHP had to comply. In terms of standards that
innovators may encounter (see Chapter 3.3.5), such processes in the wider
context are by definition always relevant for standards that relate to
regulation (which is made by policy makers and other actors who are part
of the wider context). However, work in areas with no link to regulation
may equally be impacted by the wider context, for example when standards
define interfaces to a larger system, such as the electricity grid in the
mCHP case.
Such external influences can be positive or negative for the innovation, and
may therefore ultimately lead to conflicts. This depends on the interests
that are at stake. In our case, we identify six relevant types of interest (see
Table 3.9 for one example of each from the interactions concerning
mCHP’s grid-access42). (1) Innovators have their own interests in how the
wider context should develop. (2) These interests may be shared with other
actors who have a common interest. (3) Actors may also have
complementary interests, which can be supported by developments that are
in line with the innovators’ own interest. On the other hand, there may be
(4) competing interests which aim to achieve an outcome that is
incompatible with the innovators’ needs. Finally, there may be (5)
conflicting interests that collide head-on with the innovators’ goals. In
addition, there may be (6) indirect interests, which are only indirectly
linked to achieving outcomes in the wider context that support the
innovation.

42

Details can be found in Chapter 3.5.2.1.
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Table 3.9: Examples of different types of interest in interactions
with the developments related to electricity grid access in the
mCHP case
Type of interest

Example of Interest

Actor(s) holding
the interest

Innovators’ own
interest

Secure access to electricity
grid for mCHP appliances

Developers of
mCHP

Common interest

Gain access to electricity
grid for small generators

Producers of
renewable power
generators

Complementary
interest

Shift balance of electricity
generation away from large
competitors

Small electricity
providers

Competing
interest

Allow wider frequency
bands in electricity grid

Producers of
renewable power
generators

Conflicting
interest

Retain easily manageable
grid by keeping small
generators out

Grid operators

Indirect interest

Exit nuclear power

German
government

As the examples in Table 3.9 show, the interests and associated actors that
are involved in the industry’s wider context are likely to be highly diverse,
making the developments that take place there very dynamic. Depending
on how these interests are distributed among the actors in the wider
context, these developments may be contentious issues. This requires an
innovation’s supporters to adopt a careful approach, as we outline in the
following chapter.

3.6.3.2 Influencing Developments in the Wider Context
The kinds of development outlined in above are often embedded in major
movements, such as the efforts to reduce CO2 emissions. They may involve
many stakeholders with diverse interests from different industries,
governments, NGOs, consumers, and other actors. Also the logics of
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change in different wider contexts vary and may not always be completely
transparent, as the interaction with the European Commission in our case
shows (see Chapter 3.5.2.2).
Table 3.10: Strategies for influencing developments in the wider
context

Strategy

(1) Form
coalitions
with actors
in wider
context

(2) Lobby
actors in
wider
context
Convincing
evidence
about the
technology
is available

(3) Adapt
innovation
to
developmen
ts

(4) Persist
with own
preferenc
es

Value
proposition
not
compromise
d
significantl
y by
meeting
requirement
s

Structure
of wider
context
presents
opportunit
y to
follow
own
approach

Prerequisite
s

Actors with
similar
interests
exist in
wider
context

Consequenc
es

Partners
support
shaping
developmen
ts in the
innovation’
s favour

Actors in
wider
context may
be more
receptive to
the
innovation

May lead to
goodwill
from actors
in wider
context

Potential
additional
conflicts
with
actors in
wider
context

Partnerships
with small
electricity
suppliers
(Chapter
3.5.2.1)

Convincing
grid
operators
about the
innovation’s
special
characteristi
cs (Chapter
3.5.2.1)

Adapting
technology
to cover
wider grid
frequency
bands
(Chapter
3.5.2.1)

Efficiency
calculatio
n method
(Chapter
3.5.2.2)

Examples in
mCHP case
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Actors in
wider
context
open to
discussions
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Consequently, innovators tend to hold relatively little sway over external
developments, although the exact extent to which they can influence them
is case-specific. For example, the developers of mCHP had a much smaller
influence in developing standards for access to the electricity grid than
when handling the requirements for energy labelling (see the data in
Chapter 3.5.2). Within the bounds of this influence, innovators can take an
active approach to managing these developments as part of the process of
resolving conflicts (see Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4). Our case exhibits four
basic strategies that can be used as part of such an active approach, which
we summarise in Table 3.10 on page 198.43
These four strategies are not mutually exclusive. They can be used in
parallel, even for influencing one development in the wider context, as the
interactions with the developments regarding grid-access standards in our
case show. This reflects the multitude of interests and associated actors
involved that we outlined in Chapter 3.6.3.1. Each of the four strategies
has certain prerequisites, which to a large extent relate to interests of other
actors and the structure of the wider context (see Table 3.10). Actors with
common or complementary interests can therefore be involved in
coalitions, whereas competing and conflicting interests may be addressed
by lobbying (if the associated actors are open to discussions) and/or
adapting the technology accordingly. Furthermore, actors with competing
and conflicting interests may sometimes also not be able to act on these
interests. In these cases, persisting with own preferences may be an
appropriate course of action.
Through the consequences named in Table 3.10, the four strategies
contribute to the outcome of innovators’ attempts to resolve conflicts.
Three such results are possible: (1) In the best case, conflicts with actors
in the wider context are resolved, leading to the development of standards
that are suitable for the innovation (i.e. standards with which the

43

Again, this list may not be complete and other potential strategies, which we did
not observe in our case, may exist.
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innovation can conform, see Chapter 3.3.5). In our case, we observed this
outcome in many technical areas which were key for grid-access where
small generators could eventually be connected to the electricity grid (see
Chapter 3.5.2.1). (2) In addition, suitable standards can be developed
following innovators persisting with their preferences. In this situation,
which we observed in our case on the efficiency calculation issue (see
Chapter 3.5.2.2), latent conflicts with other actors in the wider context may
remain. Even though this outcome initially supports the innovation’s
market introduction, any latent conflicts may re-emerge later on and
potentially lead to new problems. For example, in resolving the questions
related to the calculation method in our case it was initially unclear how
market surveillance authorities would treat the industry’s use of its own
standards instead of the European Commission’s method and whether this
would lead to further issues. (3) Finally, industry actors may also fail to
resolve conflicts to their satisfaction and face resulting standards with
which the innovation cannot easily conform. As we observe on the issue
of grid frequency (see Chapter 3.5.2.1), this is a likely outcome for issues
where there are insufficient actors in the wider context with whom
alliances can be formed and competing/conflicting interests are too strong.
In conclusion, developments in the innovation’s wider context are driven
by a large variety of actors with diverse interests that may favour an
innovation or oppose it. Depending on how these interests are eventually
balanced, this context can boost an innovation or pose substantial barriers.
Innovators tend to have limited influence on the wider context, which also
depends on factors like the interests at stake, and the logic according to
which changes in a development happen. While avenues for actively
influencing these developments are available, their success ultimately
depends on the characteristics of the specific development.

3.6.4 Final Thoughts on Our Grounded Theory
In the introduction to this chapter and Figure 3.1, we claimed that
innovators’ activities on the company-, industry-, and wider-context levels
need to be concerted in order to achieve alignment between an innovation
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and the applicable standards/regulation. Our discussion shows this to be
true. While an innovation is ultimately driven by individual companies that
develop the technology, any needed changes in standards and regulation
require action on the other levels. We already expected the link between
the company- and industry levels but also discovered the significance of
the wider context.
As our theory shows, these links mean that the processes which we study
are not linear but highly dynamic. They depend on the input of a large
variety of actors, in addition to the companies developing the innovation.
These actors may have very different stakes in the innovation and diverse
functions to fulfil. These functions include, for example, industry
associations providing forums for collaboration and supporting lobbying
efforts, governments offering stability for the innovation, or consultants
and researchers supplying expertise in key areas. Furthermore, not all
actors involved in the process may be in favour of the innovation. This
poses some of the most significant challenges for aligning the innovation,
standards, and regulation.
Beyond this, our findings also mean that aligning the innovation with
standards and regulation is not a goal in itself. The mCHP case shows that
doing so may often be a necessary condition for introducing a technology
into the market. Additionally, the observations in Chapter 3.6.3 suggest
that the function of standards and regulation goes much further. Arguably,
standards and regulation fulfil a key function of translating the large trends
and needs in a technology’s wider context (e.g. reducing CO2 emissions,
building a stable electricity grid) into concrete technical requirements for
a product. This means that aligning an innovation with standards equally
contributes to aligning the innovation with the demands of key actors in
the wider context on whom it ultimately depends for its success. The
theory, which we have built based on the evidence from the mCHP case,
offers guidance on how this can be achieved. This makes our theory a
theory at the core of developing an innovation, going beyond the theory
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about managing standards that we anticipated building when we initiated
this study.

3.7 Conclusions: Managing Innovation and
Standards within the Company and Beyond
In this study, we aimed to develop a grounded theory about innovative
companies’ management of the critical implications that standards and
technical regulation have for developing new technologies. In Chapter 3.6,
we detail the core concepts (three levels at which various activities occur),
which make up this theory, and the relationships between them. This
concluding chapter highlights the theory’s contribution to literature
(Chapters 3.7.1-3.7.3), main managerial implications (Chapter 3.7.4), and
implications for future research (Chapter 3.7.5).
A first contribution of our study therefore lies in the new insights it
provides into the effects of standards on innovation (see the discussion in
Chapter 3.7.1). It clearly demonstrates their critical implications and
provides new insights into some of the causal mechanisms behind the
effects. In order to address them, our study shows that managers need to
align the innovation with the relevant standards by adapting the
technology, standards, and/or regulation. Our grounded theory approach
revealed that this ‘managing’, which motivated our interest in the topic,
does not only happen on the company level. In addition, processes that
happen beyond the company at the industry level and in the wider context
turned out to be more important than expected. We can therefore relate
these findings to van de Ven’s (2005) concepts of ‘running in packs’ and
‘political savvy’. Furthermore, while our study focuses on the ‘managing’,
it also links to related topics like sociotechnical systems (e.g. Geels, 2004;
Smith & Raven, 2012; Smith et al., 2010), and the functions of standards
and regulation in establishing markets (Polanyi, 2001).
At the outset of our study, we identified three important gaps in the existing
literature (see Chapter 3.1.2.4) addressing our research question about
managing standards, which guide our subsequent discussion: (1) a lack of
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attention to activities at the firm level, (2) few findings about companies’
interactions with the industry level, and (3) limited findings about
industry-level dynamics. Our study’s detailed findings and open insights
allow us to contribute to closing all three gaps. In addition, our study also
highlights the importance of dynamics that are associated with the
innovation’s wider context. In Chapter 3.7.2, we discuss our theoretical
contribution on the company level. Chapter 3.7.3 addresses the dynamics
that affect the industry level and wider context.

3.7.1 Standards’ Effects on Innovation
As we show throughout our study, standards have very profound effects
on innovation. Our contribution to the literature on these effects is
threefold. First, we show the causal mechanisms behind these effects and
demonstrate the importance of coherent sets of standards for an innovation
(Chapter 3.7.1.1). Second, we add to existing findings on the
circumstances under which standards are likely to have the strongest
effects on innovations (Chapter 3.7.1.2). Finally, we identify the lack of
standards as a key source of ambiguity and uncertainty for an innovation
(Chapter 3.7.1.3).

3.7.1.1 Existing Standards’ Effects on Innovation
In Table 3.1, we summarised extant findings on how standards can support
and/or hinder innovation. Our study adds to these findings by providing
more detailed insights into causal mechanisms behind the effects already
identified by the current literature. In particular legitimacy and market
access (see e.g. Borraz, 2007; Botzem & Dobusch, 2012; Delemarle, 2017;
Tamm Hallström & Boström, 2010) and creating supporting
infrastructures (see Teece, 1986, 2006) are key to our study and illustrated
in much detail by our case. Furthermore, the mCHP case exemplifies other
effects found in extant literature, e.g. standards being an important
information source for NPD activities (see e.g. Allen & Sriram, 2000;
Blind & Gauch, 2009; Egyedi & Ortt, 2017; Featherston et al., 2016; Van
de Ven, 1993) or their role in specifying testing and performance
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requirements (see Abraham & Reed, 2002; H. J. de Vries & Verhagen,
2016; Swann, 2010).
Interestingly, some of the effects outlined in Table 3.1 and Chapter 3.1.1
were not recognised by the experts in our interviews. For example,
literature (e.g. Kondo, 2000; Tassey, 2000) states that standards limit
available options for innovation. Most interviewees clearly stated that
standards as such did not prevent them from any choices that they deemed
beneficial for the technology and left considerable degrees of freedom for
innovating (see Chapters 3.4.2.4 and 3.5.3). What they did criticise was
particular standards posing difficult requirements or reflecting strategic
moves by other actors who were attempting to use standards for blocking
the technology (also see Chapter 3.7.3). This shows that at least some of
the effects identified in literature (both positive and negative) do not apply
to all standards per se. Instead, whether a particular standard has positive
or negative implications for an innovation depends on that standard’s
contents. In particular, it depends on whether the innovation can be
designed in such a way that it conforms to the standard (see Chapter 3.3.5)
and how easily this can be done.
While each distinct standard that touches on an innovation is relevant on
its own in this context, our study and existing literature (Featherston et al.,
2016; Ho & O’Sullivan, 2017) show that innovations can depend on large
sets of standards. Innovations therefore do not only depend on a small
number of individual standards but often must incorporate requirements
laid down in a variety of standards. Even for a relatively simple technology
like mCHP (compared to systemic innovations like autonomous driving or
Smart Cities), this set encompasses a substantial number of standards
coming from all categories in Table 3.5 and covering multiple economic
functions (see Blind, 2004, 2017; Egyedi & Ortt, 2017; Swann, 2010).
Even more extensive arrays of standards are likely to become relevant for
technologies that are more complex. In many cases, these sets may include
different standards formulating requirements for related aspects of a
product and/or standards that relate and build on each other. This
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underlines the need for coherence among standards (see H. J. de Vries,
1999; Featherston et al., 2016; Ho & O’Sullivan, 2017) and architectures
on which individual standards are based (see e.g. van Schewick, 2010) in
order to realise their potential positive effects.
Overall, our study suggests that the positive effects of standards on
innovation by far outweigh the negative ones. The case clearly shows that
standards not only impact on innovation positively in many ways, but may
even be a necessary condition for bringing a new technology to the market.
This also relates to our observation in Chapter 3.6.4 that standards fulfil
the important function of specifying technological requirements that result
from needs of actors in the wider context.
There is some previous standardisation literature which relates to this
observation: Delemarle (2017), Botzem and Dobusch (2012), and Van de
Ven (1993) discuss the role of standards in forming markets and
legitimising innovations. Tassey (2000, p. 588) describes standards as “a
balance between the requirements of users, the technological possibilities
(…) and constraints imposed by government for the benefit of society in
general”. De Vries and Verhagen’s (2016) case of energy performance
standards for houses shows how standards that impact on innovation can
directly result from demands associated with trends in a technology’s
wider context. Nevertheless, despite Geels’s (2004) recognition of the
function that standards fulfil in technological transitions, extant
standardisation literature does not explicitly link to this literature. Our
observations suggest that standards may fulfil a role in facilitating
technology transitions by helping to define technological niches and
providing protective space (see Smith & Raven, 2012; Smith et al., 2010).

3.7.1.2 Strength of Standards’ Effects on Innovation
While all standards that are relevant for an innovation have some impact,
our study also shows that the strength of this impact differs across
standards. Several such factors can already be derived from the existing
literature: Multiple authors (e.g. Blind & Gauch, 2009; Tassey, 2000)
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argue that the progress of the technological trajectory at the point in time
when a standard is developed influences the standard’s eventual effect on
the innovation. Tassey (2000) also points out that ‘design-based’ standards
have potentially much more profound constraining effects than
‘performance-based’ standards (see Chapter 3.1.1). Another factor
mentioned in this context is the degree to which a technology is subject to
network effects and switching costs which determines the degree to which
lock-in poses issues for innovations (e.g. David, 1985). Based on the types
of standards that we encountered (see Table 3.5), we add the strength of
the link between a standard and regulation as a factor that amplifies both
potential positive and negative effects of the standard.
Increases in positive effects driven by standards that support regulation
mainly relate to an innovation’s market access. In this context, support
from standards goes beyond legitimising innovations in the eyes of
potential users and other stakeholders (as already discussed by, e.g.,
Botzem & Dobusch, 2012; Delemarle, 2017; Tamm Hallström & Boström,
2010). Our study shows that close connections between standards and
regulation facilitate the proof of an innovation’s regulatory compliance
substantially and provide additional (legal) certainty to innovators and
other stakeholders alike. Such standards therefore arguably enable the
innovation being offered in the market in the first place.
On the other hand, closer links between a standard and regulation also
make implementing solutions that do not conform to the standard more
difficult (e.g. because of expensive documentation and testing procedures
to prove such solutions’ equivalent performance). Particular standards
which might hinder an innovation therefore become difficult to avoid or
de-facto compulsory in this situation. Whereas a hindering standard with
no link to regulation only requires an innovator to invest in developing an
alternative solution and/or find other ways of legitimising the product, a
hindering standard with strong links to innovation may effectively lock a
product out of the market.
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3.7.1.3 Uncertainty Resulting from Missing Standards
All of the above assumes that the contents of standards are known.
However, our study shows that this is not always the case and relevant
standards may not yet exist at a point in time when they are needed to
support the innovation. As far as we are aware, in the current literature
only Blind and Gauch (2009) offer insights about the effects of standards
being unavailable when needed for a technology’s further development. In
particular, they find that missing terminology standards contribute to a
proliferation of heterogeneous terminology. Our study goes further by
clearly showing that lacking standards are a core source of uncertainty for
both innovators and other stakeholders (users of the innovation,
component suppliers, complementors etc.), similar to the ambivalence
resulting from regulatory uncertainty (see Hoffmann, Trautmann, &
Schneider, 2008). This therefore underlines the argument that markets
need clear rules guiding actors within them (Fligstein & McAdam, 2012;
Polanyi, 2001).
Such unavailable standards lead to a multitude of ambiguities for
innovation, such as unclear requirements for the technology, risks of
supporting infrastructures not fitting the product, and users not
understanding its benefits. These ambiguities are further amplified by the
importance of the entire set of standards that applies to an innovation (see
Chapter 3.7.1.1). For any missing standard in such a set, aspects like how
it will relate to other standards once it emerges, which economic functions
it will fulfil, or where it will fall into our taxonomy may be unknown a
priori. Such missing standards therefore impact on all stages of the
innovation’s development, including conceptualising the product, working
with suppliers and others on the technology, and introducing it in the
market. Once all relevant standards are known, much of this ambiguity is
resolved. Although standards are subject to change under some conditions
– as both this study and previous literature (Egyedi & Heijnen, 2008;
Wiegmann et al., 2017) show – they resolve this instability and uncertainty
that would otherwise hinder innovation.
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3.7.2 Managing Standards, Regulation and Innovation
Extant literature extensively documents the substantial effects of standards
on innovation (see Chapter 3.1.1), yet it offers few insights about how
companies can manage this important topic. Extant literature on companyinternal standardisation management mainly addresses companies’
engagement in standardisation (e.g. Axelrod et al., 1995; Blind &
Mangelsdorf, 2016; Jakobs, 2017; Wakke et al., 2015), and the
implementation of standards within companies (e.g. Adolphi, 1997;
Foukaki, 2017; van Wessel, 2010). However, Großmann et al. (2016) are
– to our knowledge – the only researchers who address managing standards
in the context of innovation. Furthermore, the literature on standards
mostly omits the link to regulation that we show to be essential in many
situations. Our grounded theory model of managing standards and
regulation at the company level (see Figure 3.2 and Chapter 3.6.1)
contributes findings that add to the literature on both counts.
Some aspects of these findings resemble existing theory about managing
standards, showing that it also extends to the specific context of
innovation. For example, our model distinguishes between short- to
medium-term activities needed to address standards and regulation, and a
number of supporting factors that enable these activities. This resembles
the distinction between long-term governance and shorter-term
management activities in van Wessel’s (2010) framework, although the
elements that make up these categories differ.
On other aspects, our model significantly extends the extant theory on
company-level management of standards, as we outline below. In
particular, our discussion of our model’s firm-level parts revolves around
three aspects: (1) the company-level support structure for managing
standards and regulation (Chapter 3.7.2.1), (2) firms’ approaches to
integrating standards and regulation into their NPD processes and these
approaches’ effects on an innovation (Chapter 3.7.2.2), and (3) their
involvement in external developments through engaging in standardisation
and related activities (Chapter 3.7.2.3).
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3.7.2.1 Organisational Support for Managing Standards
and Regulation
Existing literature already addresses some elements of the organisational
support structure needed. Adolphi (1997) focuses to a large extent on how
firms integrate standardisation into their functional divisions. Van Wessel
(2010) highlights the need for governance, which includes elements such
as investment decisions and defining strategies, to support day-to-day
activities related to standards. Foukaki (2017) identifies distinct
‘standardisation management approaches’ in companies that drive much
of the subsequent activities. In line with this, several authors (Adolphi,
1997; Foukaki, 2017; Großmann et al., 2016; van Wessel, 2010) highlight
the need for a strategic approach to standardisation. Our study confirms
this need. In our theorising (see Chapter 3.6.1.1), we clearly argue that a
strategic orientation towards standards enables companies to build an
organisational support structure that contributes to handling standards and
regulation in NPD. Our results suggest that such a strategic approach
allows companies to coordinate their standardisation activities across their
business and exploit the long-term effects of standards. Beyond this
confirmation of the need for a strategic orientation, our study makes two
further contributions on organisational support for managing standards and
regulation to the literature.
First, we identify awareness, expertise, and financial resources as
necessary conditions for developing a strategic orientation towards
standards and regulation. These factors are in line with the findings of de
Vries et al. (2009a) and Foukaki (2017)44 but we add further insights into
how they contribute to successfully addressing standards and regulation.
According to our findings, awareness of the topic’s importance and
expertise (in particular strategic) help companies to assess standardisation
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Foukaki’s (2017) study was not yet available when we conducted the literature
review underlying our work. Interestingly, her cases also lead her to identify
awareness as a core concept in standardisation management that has not been
addressed in the mainstream academic literature.
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in light of their business model and innovation activities. These factors
therefore help them formulate a standardisation strategy (also see Adolphi,
1997; Jakobs, 2017), which covers aspects such as engaging in external
standardisation and lobbying, and identifying areas where existing
standards can be used. In addition, financial resources are essential for
deriving such a strategy because of the associated costs (e.g. for qualified
staff and travelling), which often are beyond the means of smaller
companies.
Second, we show how a strategic approach helps to build the
organisational support structure that underlies day-to-day activities, which
may sometimes even be underdeveloped in large, otherwise professionally
run companies (see Großmann et al., 2016). In this context, Adolphi (1997)
focuses on different models regarding where firms incorporate
standardisation work into their functional structures. Our study suggests
that the specific organisational function (e.g. the R&D or production
department) to which these tasks are attached is of secondary importance.
While we observe different approaches across companies in that regard,
none of them appears to be preferable per se. Instead, clearly defined
responsibilities for planning standardisation work and ensuring that the
responsible staff have sufficient influence and authority to ensure that
these plans are implemented appear to be important for providing optimal
support.

3.7.2.2 Integrating Standards and Regulation into the
Innovation Process
The organisational support discussed above enables activities related to
integrating standards and regulation into the innovation process. On a very
fundamental level, we distinguish between active and passive approaches.
They somewhat resemble Foukaki’s (2017) assertive and vigilant
approaches to participating in standardisation, but go further because they
also touch on aspects like product design and involvement of third-party
consultants. Whether a company adopts an active or passive approach is
likely to be driven by the commonly held image of standards and
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regulation within the firm (i.e. whether they are seen as a welcome support
or a necessary evil). Companies which appreciate the value of standards
are more likely to adopt a (pro)active approach. Such approaches can be
implemented e.g. in terms of using the available leeway regarding which
standards and regulation to apply, or exploiting the open nature of many
standards (see the data in Chapter 3.4.2 and our theory in Chapter 3.6.1.2
for details). Our results suggest that doing so can lead to substantial
degrees of freedom for developing an innovation. We therefore question
to some extent the commonly held view that “firms need to strike a balance
between both flexibility and standardization” (Lorenz et al., 2017, p. 29).
Instead, it appears to be a question of managing standards in such a way
that they enhance flexibility rather than constrain it. As we explained in
Chapter 3.1.2.1, existing literature on how this can be done is extremely
scarce. We are aware of only one earlier study (Großmann et al., 2016) that
explicitly addresses the management of standards during an NPD process.
This study therefore forms a ‘benchmark’ against which we compare our
findings.
Großmann et al. (2016, p. 322) integrate standardisation-related activities
into a model of a generic stage-gate NPD process (covering six stages from
idea to market introduction), which shares the core activities needed with
our model (see Figure 3.2) but differs on how these activities relate to each
other. They suggest two specific standardisation-related tasks that take
place in parallel to the core sequence of innovation development activities:
(1) ‘screening standards’, which takes place in parallel to the early phases
of the product’s development, and (2) ‘participating in standard setting
committees’, which happens next to later stages. Both closely resemble
activities that we identify in our model: ‘identifying regulation and
standards’, and ‘engaging in standardisation and regulation’ (see Figure
3.2). In addition, our model entails ‘specifying the product’ and ‘evaluating
conformity to requirements’ as distinct necessary activities in this context.
Großmann et al.’s (2016) model includes these activities within the regular
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stages of the core NPD process (‘development’, followed by ‘testing &
validation’).
While we find similar necessary activities, our findings challenge the
sequential approach of Großmann et al.’s (2016) model. Our theorising
(see Chapter 3.6.1.2) shows that this is unlikely to work in situations which
are characterised by factors such as uncertainty about future standards (see
Chapter 3.7.1.3), technological learning by the company,45 and attempts
by actors in the technology’s wider context to influence standards and
regulation (see Chapter 3.7.3). These circumstances imply, among other
things, that some relevant standards and regulation are not known at the
outset of the NPD process and are continuously subject to change (see e.g.
Wiegmann et al., 2017). Therefore, all activities related to standards and
regulation need to be carried out iteratively or in parallel and throughout
the entire NPD process. Similarly, we also identify testing as a continuous
activity. Starting testing early on and continuing it throughout the NPD
process prevents potentially expensive re-work to change designs that do
not conform to standards at a late stage in the process. Our study therefore
highlights the need to an iterative approach in order to reap the benefits of
standards outlined above.

3.7.2.3 Addressing External Developments on the
Industry Level and in the Wider Context
One of Adolphi’s (1997) key findings relates to companies facing a ‘makeor-buy decision’ when they require standards. Our study clearly shows that
innovating firms frequently face a similar choice between adapting their
technology to standards and regulation or (attempting to) adapt(ing)
standards and regulation to the technology. This choice applies in
particular when addressing uncertainties resulting from a lack of needed
standards (see Chapter 3.7.1.3). While this choice – to our knowledge –
has not yet been documented in the standardisation literature, it closely

45

As we observed in our case when companies were initially unaware of important
aspects of electricity generation where standards applied (see Chapter 3.4.2.1).
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resembles some strategies identified in studies on regulatory uncertainty
(e.g. Engau & Hoffmann, 2011a, 2011b; Fremeth & Richter, 2011).
Such attempts to influence standards and regulation are the core channel
through which companies can affect the dynamics on the industry level
and in the technology’s wider context. In line with earlier findings (e.g. H.
J. de Vries et al., 2009a; Foukaki, 2017; Jakobs, 2017), we show that this
option is only open to companies with sufficient awareness of the topic,
financial resources, expertise etc. (see the argument above). This means
that companies without these supporting factors have a very limited impact
(if any at all) on external developments. De Vries et al. (2009a) argue that
they can be represented by trade associations (as we observed to some
degree in our case). However, relying on such proxies implies (1) that this
element of the industry structure (see Chapter 3.6.2.1) is sufficiently
developed and (2) that industry associations act in line with the interests of
member companies that do not engage in standardisation. Even when there
are strong industry associations, the second assumption may not always be
true: Our case shows associations are likely to be dominated by the same
companies that are active in standardisation, because engaging in them is
similarly resource intensive as participating in standardisation. Companies
that engage neither in standardisation nor industry associations are
therefore often ‘standard takers’ rather than ‘standard makers’ (see the
distinction by Meyer, 2012) and interactions between the company level
and external developments are mostly inwards-flowing for them through
the activities discussed above.
Furthermore, companies that engage in standardisation and regulation
need a long-term outlook. This is not only needed because standardisationand regulation processes tend to be lengthy, but also because of the ‘public
good nature’ of standards (see Berg, 1989; Blind, 2006; Tassey, 2000).
Standard takers eventually also enjoy many of the benefits from being able
to access the market once standards and regulation have been adapted to
the technology, but incur none of the costs. Standard makers need to accept
that many (but not all) benefits of their work are public. Our study shows
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that they tend to be motivated by the opportunity to shape the contents of
standards and regulation based on their individual preferences. In addition,
the required standards and regulation are unlikely to be developed if no
company takes action and everyone waits for other players to take the
initiative.
Even if companies participate in standardisation and attempt to influence
regulation, they are unlikely to succeed in doing so on their own.
Cooperation with others is therefore needed. A fundamental decision in
this context revolved around which forums for collaboration to engage in.
In this context, they need to navigate potentially complex interdependent
arrangements of organisations, including SDOs, industry trade
associations, and consortia, that might span across multiple modes of
standardisation (see Wiegmann et al., 2017). While the motivations
identified in earlier literature for participating in these settings (Blind &
Mangelsdorf, 2016; Jakobs, 2017) are confirmed by our study, it appears
that different forums for cooperation may fulfil distinct functions in
companies’ strategies. For example, we observe an emphasis on
technological knowledge sharing when participating in technology
development consortia. In contrast, firms’ activities in SDOs and industry
associations appear to be more geared towards ensuring conformity to
regulatory requirements and arranging compatibility with other elements
of a large system in our case. Ultimately, all of these activities observed in
our study were driven by the goal of building a market in which the
technology could succeed. This market required rules in the form of
standards (also see Fligstein & McAdam, 2012; Polanyi, 2001) as well as
a critical mass for the technology.
Cooperation in technology development and pursuing changes to standards
and regulation is one side of firms’ engagement on the industry level and
in the wider context. On the other side, they remain rivals and compete
with each other once their products enter the market. Participating in the
processes at the industry level and beyond therefore requires firms to
follow a co-opetitive approach (see e.g. Bengtsson & Kock, 2000;
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Gnyawali & Park, 2009, 2011; Van de Ven, 2005; Walley, 2007). We
explore the dynamics that occur in such co-opetitive relationships in
Chapter 3.7.3.

3.7.3 Dynamics on the Industry Level and Beyond
While the needed well-functioning system of standards (see Chapter
3.7.1.1) may often be taken for granted, it actually is the result of a very
dynamic process. We expected in our literature review that this process
would mainly take place at the industry level (see Chapters 3.1.2.2 and
3.1.2.3). Unexpectedly, our study revealed that the industry’s wider
context (which covers stakeholders outside the industry where the
innovation is developed) also plays a very important role. This reflects
research approaches which highlight the embedding of markets in society
(Fligstein & McAdam, 2012; Polanyi, 2001). Addressing influences
coming from this wider context is facilitated by strong cooperation among
stakeholders in support of the innovation, both within the industry and
across its boundaries.
Our study contributes to the literature on these dynamics in three ways: (1)
We show what causes these dynamics (Chapter 3.7.3.1). (2) We then reveal
industry-level approaches to address these dynamics (Chapter 3.7.3.2. (3)
Following on from this, we argue that these dynamics allow standards to
fulfil their function of aligning the innovation with the needs of the wider
context (Chapter 3.7.3.3).

3.7.3.1 Sources of Dynamics in the Industry and Wider
Context
Much of the dynamics in the process of establishing standards and
regulation for an innovation are caused by conflicting interests of involved
stakeholders. In our case, the aims of parties involved in developing the
technologies were aligned, but even an innovation’s developers do not
always agree on a common direction. For example, strong differences
could be observed among the developers of GSM (e.g. Bekkers, 2001) or
in the case of e-mobility charging (Bakker et al., 2015; Wiegmann, 2013).
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Our study shows that this picture is further complicated by stakeholders
who are not involved in developing the technology but are nevertheless
affected by it. The types of interests pursued by these stakeholders can be
very diverse and relate to many topics, such as preserving a status-quo that
works for them, facilitating another technology that emerges in parallel, or
government achieving its policy objectives.
This wide variety of interests and stakeholders, which can potentially be
affected by the standardisation and regulation of an innovation, causes the
core of the dynamics in the process. All involved parties can potentially
intervene in the process at any time (see Wiegmann et al., 2017), either to
support the innovation or to hinder it. In that context, we observed many
different tactics to reach these goals. This wide range of tactics includes
attempts to use standards as a tool to actively block a technology (also see
Delaney, 2001), coalition building (also see Axelrod et al., 1995), or
lobbying the government to intervene (also see Wiegmann et al., 2017).
This potential variety of tactics also causes challenges for managing
standards and regulation on the industry level, as we outline below.

3.7.3.2 Industry-Level Approaches for Addressing
Dynamics in the Process
The dynamics discussed above challenge the view taken by some that the
development of standards to support an innovation can be planned and
coordinated by a central actor, such as a government (Featherston et al.,
2016; Ho & O’Sullivan, 2017). Although governments (or other actors)
sometimes play such a central role, others still can use a range of channels
to challenge this (this study; Wiegmann et al., 2017). It may be possible to
forecast at what stage of a technology trajectory certain standards would
be needed through roadmapping and other tools (Blind & Gauch, 2009;
Featherston et al., 2016; Ho & O’Sullivan, 2017). However, the actual
emergence of such standards depends on whether the involved parties
reach a balance of interests and whether they can sustain this compromise.
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Nevertheless, our study shows that there are a number of ways to facilitate
this outcome, if not to plan it. Strong collaboration among a technology’s
supporters and with industry-external actors who share the same or
complementary interests is at the core of this. Our study highlights several
factors that can support such cooperation and help the industry as a whole
to navigate the dynamics in a way that increases the likelihood of
establishing standards and regulation which support an innovation. Below,
we discuss the role of supporting institutions and an optimal approach to
IPR as factors that stand out as particularly important for this collaboration.
Following this, we address our findings regarding the resulting ‘group
dynamics’.

Supporting Institutions for Effective Collaboration
A first core element of our findings is the importance of an industry’s
supporting institutions, e.g. industry associations. They can enhance
cooperation in a number of ways, e.g. by providing forums in which actors
can agree on common positions to pursue (similar to the role of consortia
observed by Baron et al. (2014) in ICT standardisation), or by
implementing common technology development initiatives. In addition to
facilitating industry-internal alliances, such supporting institutions may
also have established links to actors in the wider context (e.g. governments,
trade associations in other industries) that can be used strategically to
influence standards and regulation in the technology’s favour.

The Importance of Intellectual Property Rights in Effective
Collaboration
A second factor underlying effective collaboration is an appropriate
approach to IPR. Here, our study questions whether the widely held view
of a tight link between standards and patents (e.g. Bekkers, 2017; Bekkers,
Iversen, & Blind, 2011; Großmann et al., 2016; Lerner & Tirole, 2014;
Rysman & Simcoe, 2008) always applies. Patents have been identified as
a core element of many standardisation processes. However, giving them
a similar role in our case would have undermined both effective
collaboration within the industry, and the degree to which the resulting
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standards would have been perceived legitimate by others. Indeed, the
involved parties aimed to keep patents as separate from standards as
possible, although they still gave them a prominent role in the
collaborations to develop the technology. The industry in our study
managed to find a fine balance between protecting firms’ intellectual input
into the technology’s development, while not crowding others out of the
process.
To understand these different findings, we contrast our case to others
where intellectual property played a more important role, such as mobile
telecommunications (see e.g. Bekkers, 2001; Funk & Methe, 2001;
Leiponen, 2008), Ethernet (see Jain, 2012; von Burg, 2001), and optical
disks (see den Uijl, Bekkers, & de Vries, 2013). This suggests that the type
of standards that are being developed is core to the importance of patents
in the process: Many cases where patents were important concern interface
standards (see the classifications by Blind, 2004, 2017; Egyedi & Ortt,
2017; Swann, 2010), which are by definition solution-prescribing (see e.g.
H. J. de Vries, 1998; Tassey, 2000). Such solutions are based on concrete
designs that are usually patentable. On the other hand, most standards in
our case fulfilled economic functions related to safety and measurement
and were performance-based, meaning that little (if any) of their content
could be patented.
However, not all standards in our case were performance-based: For
example, standards for connecting to the electricity grid had important
interface elements and therefore incorporated patentable solutions.
Nevertheless, we also did not observe an important role of IPR in these
standards’ development. This can be explained by the ‘standardisation
culture’ that applies in a specific context (see Wiegmann et al., 2017). In
the industries in our case, this ‘culture’ clearly is collaborative and longterm oriented, and most standards that we found link strongly to regulation.
This would make any attempts of bringing patents into standardisation
unacceptable to many stakeholders. In other industries, such as ICT, most
standards arguably concern interfaces that are based on private intellectual
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property, and have few links to regulation. Under such circumstances, it is
no surprise that the common approach to standardisation emphasises
patents more.
In summary, the different emphasis on patents in standardisation is initially
likely to result from the types of standards that prevail in an industry. This
emphasis is then likely to perpetuate itself and become a part of the
industries ‘standardisation culture’.

‘Group Dynamics’ Resulting from the Collaboration in an
Industry
The activities (both in terms of technology development and
standardisation/ regulation), which make up the cooperation in the
industry, contribute to certain ‘group dynamics’. In our case, we observed
a strongly united industry with an ‘us vs. them’ mentality in its relations to
other stakeholders. In other cases, these group dynamics may vary
depending on the distribution of interests and contextual factors like the
‘standardisation culture’ (see Wiegmann et al., 2017). Our study suggests
that such group dynamics affect the degree to which the innovators’
activities are perceived as legitimate (see Botzem & Dobusch, 2012;
Delemarle, 2017; Tamm Hallström & Boström, 2010) by other actors in
the wider context. In particular Botzem and Dobusch’s (2012) concept of
standards’ input legitimacy is likely to be strongly affected by the
composition of an innovation’s group of supporters and their activities. For
example, in our case, the industry speaking with one voice signalled that
mCHP was a genuine technological development for which changing
standards and regulation was warranted, rather than a single company’s
attempt to get special treatment. However, this approach also carried the
danger of being perceived as an industry that writes its own rules, similar
to the European car industry in the wake of the Volkswagen Diesel scandal
(see Neslen, 2015). Our study therefore suggests that the collaborative
activities of an innovation’s supporters have an important impact on the
perceived legitimacy. Future research could compare different approaches
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and their effects in this regard, e.g. by involving more stakeholders (see
Chapter 3.7.5).

3.7.3.3 Dynamics’ Support for Aligning the Innovation
with the Wider Context
In Chapters 3.6.4 and 3.7.1.1, we argued that standards fulfil an important
function in aligning the innovation with the needs of relevant stakeholders
in the technology’s wider context. Arguably, the dynamics discussed in
this chapter are core to standards fulfilling this function, because they end
in the balance that stakeholders must reach for a standard to emerge (see
Wiegmann et al., 2017). In that sense, the dynamic processes in
standardisation and regulation that we observed are an important element
of the wider sociotechnical transition needed to make an innovation
successful. In such sociotechnical transitions, innovations either move out
of the niches in which they emerge by reaching alignment with the
sociotechnical system that are part of, or they fail eventually (e.g. Geels &
Schot, 2007; Smith & Raven, 2012; Smith et al., 2010; van den Ende &
Kemp, 1999).
By specifying clear technological requirements that result from the needs
of other actors in the sociotechnical environment and the sociotechnical
system (in our case e.g. related to CO2 emission targets, or the needs of
other users of the electricity grid for grid stability), standards and
regulation contribute to this alignment. This function explains the high
stakes at play that lead to the dynamics that we observed. Simultaneously,
we argue that standards would not be able to fulfil this function in support
of sociotechnical transitions without these dynamics. A less dynamic
process could most likely only be achieved if it failed to take into account
some of the diverse interests typically involved in sociotechnical
transitions. The resulting standards would therefore not align the
innovation with the needs of its wider context and miss important benefits
for the innovation outlined in Chapter 3.7.1.
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3.7.4 Managerial Implications
Our findings also have strong implications for managerial practice. In
particular, we offer insights on three topics that are highly relevant for
innovative companies: (1) We highlight important effects of standards
(Chapter 3.7.4.1). (2) We show how innovators can successfully address
standards and regulation (Chapter 3.7.4.2). (3) We identify impactful
dynamics on the industry level and beyond, and show how they can be
managed through cross-company collaboration (Chapter 3.7.4.3).

3.7.4.1 Important Effects of Standards
Standards can have major positive effects on innovation, such as
supporting the technology’s legitimacy, securing the links between
complementary products, and facilitating proof of regulatory compliance.
On the other hand, standards which are not in line with an innovation’s
needs can impose substantial hurdles, e.g. if standards lock the market into
an old technology, or reflect vested interests that oppose the innovation.
However, we find no support for the popular assumption that standards in
general limit the freedom of innovation. Instead, the freedom for
innovating depends on how well standards are managed and integrated in
the innovation process (see Chapters 3.6.1.3 and 3.7.2).
In the European context, standards often are linked to regulation. This link
further amplifies their effects on innovation. Harmonised standards, which
are in line with an innovation’s needs, can be used to show regulatory
compliance and give innovators a high degree of legal certainty. On the
other hand, innovators can face substantial costs and difficulties in proving
regulatory compliance if harmonised standards are not in line with their
innovation’s needs. The required effort may sometimes even be
prohibitively high, meaning that such standards can effectively lock an
innovation out of the market.
The possible magnitude of standards’ effects makes them a topic that
innovation managers need to be aware of. Furthermore, they also mean that
missing standards are an important factor causing uncertainty when
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innovating. Fortunately, an innovation’s developers can actively manage
standards and their effects. Our study provides managers with useful
insights into how this can be done effectively, as we outline in Chapters
3.6, 3.7.2, and 3.7.3.

3.7.4.2 Implications for Company-Internal Management
Our study shows successful approaches that companies can use to manage
the effects of standards on their innovations. Within these approaches, we
distinguish between the organisational foundation and the specific
management activities.
In the long term, companies need to prepare themselves for dealing with
standards and regulation. To do so, they should establish a solid
organisational foundation that allows them to take a strategic approach to
standards and regulation. Such a foundation is rooted in awareness,
expertise, and financial resources. For large companies, this may mean
establishing a department that is responsible for coordinating the topic.
Small companies should aim to have at least some staff members with
awareness and basic knowledge of standardisation and regulation. Such
internally developed competences can be complemented by external
experts (e.g. consultants, notified bodies). However, our study shows that
relying on them too heavily may limit the company’s freedom in
innovating.
Such a foundation helps companies to carry out the activities needed to
manage the topic: (1) identifying regulation and standards, (2) specifying
the product, (3) assessing whether modifications in standards/regulation
and/or the product design are needed, and, if necessary, (4) engaging in
standardisation. Because firms operate in a dynamic environment, these
activities need to be carried out concurrently and throughout the NPD
process. This means that companies should identify potentially relevant
regulation and standards as early as possible and then continue scanning
for potential changes or additional requirements that they missed at first.
It also means that the NPD process should involve regular checks whether
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the design is capable of meeting all requirements. Doing so in parallel
avoids both being blindsided by changes in standards and regulation and
having to re-do large parts of the innovation if certain requirements cannot
be met.
A further key decision is whether companies limit themselves to applying
standards and regulation to their innovations or whether they also attempt
to influence standardisation and the passing of new regulation. Companies
that do not engage in such external activities still benefit from the results
of others that do. However, our findings suggest that this engagement has
benefits, which often may justify the necessary expenditure. Most
importantly, companies that contribute to external standardisation and
regulation processes have an opportunity to participate in shaping the
balance of interests enshrined in standards in their favour (see Chapter
3.7.3). This may substantially increase the company’s freedom innovating.

3.7.4.3 Implications for Cross-Company Collaboration
Our study shows that these company-external processes are likely to be
highly dynamic. These dynamics result from a potentially large number of
stakeholders with conflicting interests, all of whom are likely to attempt
influencing standards and regulation in their favour. Our study shows that
even innovations like mCHP, which are relatively simple and small
innovations46, can have substantial links to the wider context and affect
many parties’ interests. In addition to stakeholders from innovators’ own
industries, these stakeholders therefore often include actors from the wider
context (e.g. regulators, developers of other technologies, NGOs).
Few companies (if any) are likely to be strong enough to be able to shift
standards on their own under these conditions. Cooperation in developing
both the technology and relevant standards is therefore at the core of
influencing external standardisation and regulation. Consequently,
innovative companies need to find partners who can complement their own

46

Compared to large scale systems like autonomous driving and Smart Cities.
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strengths. This cooperation fulfils multiple functions, such as aligning
industry actors to pursue a common line in standardisation, and
legitimising the technology in the eyes of outsiders.
Reaching these goals can be supported by an industry structure that enables
effective collaboration. We identify three elements of the industry
structure that are important in this context: (1) a network of supporting
institutions (e.g. industry associations, consultants, research institutions),
(2) an approach to IPR that facilitates cooperation, and (3) broad support
for the innovation among firms in the industry. These three elements can
support collaboration in many ways. For example, they can help resolve
conflicts (or even prevent them from occurring), unlock additional sources
of helpful expertise, and provide access to regulators. Companies and other
actors in an industry are therefore advised to build these elements in time,
so that they are available when needed.
We also show that basing industry-level collaboration on this support
structure helps innovators to assert themselves in dealing with the complex
dynamics of their industry’s wider context, as the following three examples
show. (1) Industry associations can help unite the industry behind an
innovation, giving it a stronger voice when dealing with other
stakeholders. (2) Involving other supporting actors, who have no direct
commercial interest in the technology (e.g. researchers), can help the
innovation’s legitimacy and credibility. (3) Using suitable approaches to
IPR in standardisation may make it more acceptable to link the resulting
standards to regulation.
This also makes our findings important for actors other than companies.
Especially industry associations can assume an important role in
coordinating the collaboration between their members. For example, they
can offer forums for industry to find a common position to pursue in
standardisation committees and vis-à-vis regulators. They can also
represent industry when dealing with external stakeholders on aspects that
are not central to the innovation, but nevertheless need to be considered.
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3.7.5 Limitations and Scope for Further Research
Our detailed grounded theory study provides novel insights into
management of standards as an example of the external requirements,
which innovative companies face. First, this raises the question under
which conditions our theory is likely to apply (Chapter 3.7.5.1).
Furthermore, the results raise intriguing questions for future research
(Chapter 3.7.5.2).

3.7.5.1 Generalising our Theory
Our theory is based on a single nested case. This means that the companylevel findings have undergone an initial replication (see Eisenhardt, 1989;
Yin, 2009) whereas the industry-level elements of our theory are derived
from a single observation. Nevertheless, we expect that similar
observations can be made in other cases which share several key
characteristics, which likely determined parts of what we witnessed with
our case. These key features of the case are (1) its European scope (due to
the relationships of standards and regulation under the ‘New Approach’);
(2) the highly regulated nature of the industry on aspects like product
safety which contributed to the particular importance of standards in the
case; (3) the relationship with policy issues (energy and environmental
policy in our case); and (4) the relative long-term outlook of the key
players in the case which contributes to the industry’s culture of
collaboration. Other areas where we expect that cases with similar
characteristics to exist include e.g. the European medical and aerospace
sectors. In addition to the factors outlined above, the ‘self-evident’ support
for standards in our case most likely makes it a ‘best practice case’. Future
research therefore needs to confirm the extent to which our findings apply
to both similar and other contexts, which do not share the four
characteristics identified above. It also needs to establish the extent to
which not following the practices identified in our case affects innovation.

3.7.5.2 Questions for Future Research
Many of our study’s new insights raise questions that could lead to exciting
new research. Some of them question findings in previous standardisation
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literature, whereas others point to links with other streams of literature that
have not yet been explored extensively.
One issue that raises questions for future research is IPR’s relatively low
importance for standardisation in the heating sector (see Chapter 3.5.1.4).
This raises doubts about the standardisation literature’s emphasis on IPR.
This emphasis may be related to the literature’s empirical evidence largely
coming from the ICT sector (see Wiegmann et al., 2017). Future research
in other settings could establish whether our case is an anomaly and IPR is
indeed as important for standardisation as the literature claims, or whether
this only applies to ICT contexts. In doing so, such research should also
consider factors like the type of standard at stake and the ‘standardisation
culture’ that we identify as potentially important for the role of IPR in
standardisation (see Chapter 3.7.3.2).
The most intriguing questions for future research relate to the link between
standardisation and the wider context. Previous literature on the coevolution between standards and innovation (e.g. Blind & Gauch, 2009;
Featherston et al., 2016; Ho & O’Sullivan, 2017) does not emphasise this
link and mostly focuses on the industry. Consequently, the significance of
this link was a surprising finding, which we did not anticipate when
planning our study. Our theory identifies two important patterns related to
this link (diverse types of interests and strategies for dealing with them,
see Chapter 3.6.3), which were consistently addressed across interviews.
However, in line with our research question’s focus on innovators’
management, we did not interview actors in the wider context. This means
that more than the two prominent patterns, which we already identify, may
exist in this link, e.g. related to impacts on large societal trends. Future indepth research, which builds on this contribution, is needed therefore to
completely uncover the connection between innovation, standards, and the
wider context.
This research would potentially contribute to streams of literature beyond
standardisation: Related to sociotechnical systems theories (e.g. Geels,
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2004; Geels & Schot, 2007; Smith & Raven, 2012; Smith et al., 2010), the
research could potentially offer new insights into how transitions occur and
how they are supported by standards. In that context, research on the link
between standards and the wider context could also contribute to theories
on the needs of rules underlying markets (e.g. Fligstein & McAdam, 2012;
Polanyi, 2001) and on regulatory uncertainty (e.g. Engau & Hoffmann,
2011a, 2011b).
Potentially, such research could build on the emerging literature that links
co-opetition to standards (e.g. Allamano-Kessler, Mione, & Larroque,
2016; Benmeziane & Mione, 2016; Foukaki, 2017). As we argue in
Chapter 3.7.3, co-opetitive approaches are likely to have a substantial
effect on how the legitimacy of both an innovation and the applicable
regulation and standards are perceived by stakeholders in the wider
context. Future research could take this finding as a basis, for example to
identify whether specific co-opetition patterns are particularly conducive
to building legitimacy.
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4 Forum Choice in Standardisation: A
Choice Experiment in the IoT Context
This chapter is currently being prepared for submission as a paper to an
academic journal. It is partly based on a conference paper, which contains
the theoretical argument of the chapter but omits the empirical analysis:
P.M. Wiegmann (2017). Forum Choice in Standardisation – A
Choice Experimental Approach. In K. Jakobs & K. Blind (Eds.),
EURAS Proceedings 2017 – Digitalisation: Challenge and
Opportunity for Standardisation (pp. T433-T448). Aachen:
Verlagshaus Mainz

Abstract
Contributing to standardisation gives companies the opportunity to
influence standards so that they reflect their preferences and support their
innovation activities. One way of doing so is joining a standard-setting
organisation (SSO). In many cases, companies which wish to join an SSO
have a choice between several competing SSOs with activities in their
field. We ask the question which characteristics of an SSO make it
attractive to potential participants and thus drive the choice between
alternative SSOs. Existing literature on this topic considers several factors
(e.g. characteristics of other members, intellectual property rights rules)
that play a role in these cases in isolation. We integrate the existing theory
on the topic to generate a more comprehensive list of characteristics of
SSOs that are considered by companies looking to join an SSO. Based on
a qualitative pre-test of these characteristics, we designed and conducted a
choice experiment about standardisation for the Internet of Things. The
results of this choice experiment give a clear indication of what the ‘ideal’
SSO in the ICT field looks like and which characteristics drive firms’
decisions in this choice.
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4.1 Introduction
Many on-going trends in innovation, such as developing large complex
systems, making things ‘smart’, demands for sustainability and
responsibility in global supply chains, and the increasing importance of
platforms have in common that they affect large parts of society (e.g.
Kenney & Zysman, 2016). Furthermore, these trends cannot be pursued by
individual companies but require cooperation between actors from many
industries (Porter & Heppelmann, 2014). Standards are a key tool to
support cooperation between these actors and make the large
developments happen. While individual actors cannot pursue these trends
on their own they can therefore contribute to shaping them by engaging in
standardisation. In addition to the ability to influence these developments,
engaging in standardisation delivers several more tangible benefits for a
company. These benefits include achieving economies of scales; lowering
transaction costs; facilitating trade (Blind, 2004, 2009; Swann, 2010); and
reducing the risk of choosing the wrong technology (Rosen et al., 1988).
Additionally, some of the macro-economic drawbacks of certain standards,
such as increasing monopoly power or raising rivals’ costs (see e.g. Blind,
2004, 2009), may serve the interests of individual companies. However,
companies can only realise such benefits if standards are written to reflect
their preferences and requirements. Having a company’s preferred solution
in a standard can have substantial financial benefits for this company (e.g.
Axelrod et al., 1995; Besen & Farrell, 1994; H. J. de Vries & Veurink,
2017; Kang & Motohashi, 2015; Leiponen, 2008; Rysman & Simcoe,
2008; West, 2007b).
Companies can therefore benefit a lot from participating in standardisation
(also see Wakke, Blind, & Ramel, 2016) to ensure that standards which
reflect their interests are developed. Consequently, some companies and
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other actors invest substantial resources in their standardisation activities
to ensure that their preferred solution gains acceptance (e.g. Besen &
Farrell, 1994; Leiponen, 2008). When engaging in standardisation and
investing these resources, they must make many choices in formulating
their strategies. The most fundamental among these choices include
whether to pursue open or proprietary standards (West, 2007b); which
mode(s) of standardisation (committee-, market-, and/or governmentbased) to rely on (Wiegmann et al., 2017); and – in case they decide to rely
on cooperating in committees as part of their standardisation strategy –
which standardisation forum(s) to join.
In this paper, we focus on this choice of standardisation forum.47 These
forums are usually provided by standard-setting organisations (SSOs,
which can be global or national standardisation committees, or
permanently established or ad-hoc consortia48) where actors collaborate to
develop a standard. In some cases, the choice of SSO is obvious, because
there is already an SSO with a track-record of dominating standardisation
related to a certain topic. For example, standardisation efforts that build on
WiFi technology are almost exclusively taking place in IEEE-SA,49 which
has established itself as the dominant SSO in this field, according to our
expert interviews. Nevertheless, even in these cases, there is the
(hypothetical) option to engage in standard development elsewhere, or to
initiate a new consortium.
In many other cases, several viable SSOs for a standardisation project exist
and actors need to make a choice between them (Delimatsis, 2015). In
multi-mode standardisation involving both committees and markets (see
Wiegmann et al., 2017), different SSOs often develop competing
standards. Examples of standards developed by different SSOs competing

47

We use the term ‘standardisation forum’ to refer to any venue/organisation,
which facilitates companies collaborating with the aim to develop standards.
48
We use the term ‘consortium’ to refer to SSOs, which are not part of the
(inter)national formal standardisation system.
49
The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Standards Association.
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in market battles include USB and FireWire, WiFi and HomeRF (van den
Ende et al., 2012), and Bluetooth vs. alternative technologies (Keil, 2002).
In such cases, any actor who wants to engage in standard development first
needs to decide which of these competing efforts to contribute to.
Even when actors do not intend to develop competing standards, they may
face a choice of SSOs. When a technology is emerging, there may be
several SSOs aiming to add standards for this technology to their portfolios
and obtain a similar dominant role as IEEE-SA has in the case of WiFirelated standards. This competition between SSOs is likely to intensify
with the major trends described above, such as the emergence of large and
complex systems, which involve actors from many different industries
(e.g. Porter & Heppelmann, 2014). The SSOs that are traditionally
associated with these industries are likely to find themselves in
competition with each other to attract standardisation efforts related to
these large-scale innovations. For example, we found out in expert
interviews that there are currently several SSOs which attempt to attract
standardisation efforts for the Internet of Things (IoT) without one having
emerged as the clear leader on the subject yet.
All of this leads to a competition between SSOs where they can
differentiate themselves by offering a particularly attractive institutional
setting for standard development (Delimatsis, 2015). In this context,
stakeholders are likely to choose an SSO based on aspects of this
institutional setting that they can observe. SSOs vary on several
dimensions, e.g. the extent to which they are open to new stakeholders,
their standard development procedures, or their funding models (West,
2007b). Stakeholders will most likely join the SSO whose characteristics
are closest to their preferences. However, it is so far unknown which
attributes are relevant in actors’ decisions to join SSOs and what their
relative importance is. Several theoretical approaches can be used to
generate hypotheses about this question: (1) Multi-sided market theory, (2)
social networks, and (3) forum shopping. Additionally, rules related to
intellectual property rights (IPR) and patents are likely to be important in
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these decisions (e.g. Chiao et al., 2007). However, these theoretical
approaches identify specific aspects of the decision to join a
standardisation forum in isolation and do not analyse a broader set of
factors, which drive such decisions, in combination.
This theoretical gap limits the present understanding of companies’
standardisation strategies. Filling this gap would lay the foundation for
further research into whether current decision criteria in the choice of an
SSO are actually the best criteria to ensure that actors in standardisation
are able to reach their goals. Filling the gap would also have practical
relevance. It would enable SSOs to shape their institutional setup in such
a way that makes them more attractive to potential committee members,
thus both offering a better service to stakeholders and giving them an edge
in the competition with other SSOs. If such a move was widely followed
among SSOs, it could even contribute to an improvement of the entire
standardisation system.
In this paper, we aim to investigate which of these previously identified
characteristics of SSOs are crucial in determining which SSO a company
will join and which ones are secondary. Blind (2004, p. 22) describes
several economic functions of standards. The benefits of engaging in
standardisation and the fundamental decisions in joining an SSO are likely
to be similar for all of them. However, the specific characteristics of SSOs
that are considered in choosing an SSO and their influence on the choice
may differ, depending on which specific functions the intended standard
will fulfil. In line with our interest in major trends, which connect different
fields, we focus our study on SSO choices in compatibility/interface
standardisation. This is arguably the most prominent area of
standardisation in this contest.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 4.2 outlines
the theoretical background and develops hypotheses for our study. Section
4.3 presents the results of a qualitative pre-test of these hypotheses. It also
adds hypotheses about additional characteristics of SSOs that may
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influence the choice but are not yet documented in the literature. In Section
4.4, we describe a choice experiment that we have developed and carried
out to test these hypotheses quantitatively. Section 4.5 presents the results
of this experiment. We end this paper with a concluding discussion in
Section 4.6, which also addresses our findings’ implications for practice
and future research.

4.2 Theoretical Background
We rely on three theoretical approaches to understand choices between
SSOs: (1) Multi-sided market theory,50 (2) social networks, and (3) forum
shopping. Each of them allows us to conceptualise SSOs differently, as
outlined briefly below.
Multi-sided markets bring together various groups of actors who value
each other’s presence in the market, for example merchants and consumers
in credit card networks (e.g. Eisenmann, Parker, & Van Alstyne, 2011;
Gawer, 2014; Parker & Van Alstyne, 2005; Rochet & Tirole, 2003, 2006).
SSOs can be conceptualised as examples of such multi-sided markets. On
an abstract level, they coordinate technologies by bringing together
standard users, who are looking for a solution to a problem, and standard
developers, who want to widely diffuse their preferred solution (also see
Wiegmann et al., 2017). On a more detailed level, standard developers may
also consist of multiple groups who rely on each other’s contributions in
developing a joint solution.
The social network approach focuses on the actors in standardisation and
the links between them. Several authors (e.g. Bar & Leiponen, 2014;
Dokko & Rosenkopf, 2010; Leiponen, 2008) have conceptualised SSOs as
social networks that consist of their members (either companies or
individual participants in committees) and the relationships between them.

50

In doing so, we rely on the economic stream of literature identified by Gawer
(2014), as the engineering design perspective only applies to multi-sided markets
which are simultaneously technology platforms.
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In this context, concepts like social capital and cooperation between actors
are seen as important (Dokko & Rosenkopf, 2010; Leiponen, 2008).
Finally, the forum shopping approach focuses on actors’ choices between
venues. While it is often used in the legal contexts (e.g. related to choosing
between different legislations for litigation), Lerner and Tirole (2006) and
Chiao et al. (2007) apply it to the context of standardisation. They
conceptualise SSOs as ‘certifiers’ that add credibility to a companies’
solutions by endorsing them as standards. The degree of credibility that an
SSO contributes to a solution depends on the SSO’s policies, such as its
IPR licencing requirements (Chiao et al., 2007; Lerner & Tirole, 2006).
Each of these conceptualisations provides a lens which highlights distinct
characteristics of SSOs that can contribute to the decision to join SSOs.
Three themes can be identified among these characteristics: They are
concerned with (1) the nature of stakeholders involved in the SSO’s
standard development process (Section 4.2.1), (2) intellectual property (IP)
licencing requirements (Section 4.2.2), and (3) the allocation of the SSO’s
operating costs (Section 4.2.3). Our following discussion of the
characteristics of SSOs that are likely to determine their attractiveness to
stakeholders in standardisation is structured along these themes.

4.2.1 Nature of Stakeholders in SSOs
A key aspect of SSOs, which companies are likely to assess before joining,
are the other stakeholders (members) who are involved in standardisation
committees. Three specific aspects related to stakeholders can be derived
from these theories: (1) the diversity of stakeholders who are represented
in an SSO, (2) the openness to new stakeholders and (3) existing
relationships with other stakeholders in the SSO.

4.2.1.1 Diversity of Stakeholders
Both multi-sided market theory and the social network approach suggest
that the diversity of stakeholders, who are represented in an SSO’s
committees, is an important consideration in choosing between
organisations. Diversity in this context concerns both the number and the
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characteristics, such as industry backgrounds, of other committee
members. This relates to (1) accessing knowledge, (2) standards’ success
in the market and legitimacy, but also to (3) the likelihood of having own
preferences accepted.
Accessing knowledge is one key motivation to join standardisation (e.g.
Blind & Mangelsdorf, 2013). Taking a social network angle, Bar &
Leiponen (2014) therefore argue that companies value other committee
members with a technology base, which is different and complimentary to
their own. This facilitates information exchange and access to knowledge
in committees because committee members with such different technology
bases possess complimentary information and often have network ties with
additional actors outside the committee whose information they can access
and integrate into the committee’s work (ibid.). Such preferences suggest
that there are network effects (see e.g. Gawer, 2014; Parker & Van
Alstyne, 2005) among standard developers in SSOs. Representation of a
higher number and variety of stakeholders in an SSO would give
companies better access to knowledge and therefore increase the value of
participating.
Cross-side network effects (see e.g. Gawer, 2014; Parker & Van Alstyne,
2005), which are related to market success and legitimacy, are also likely
to make SSOs with a diverse membership more attractive. Standard users
are likely to prefer standards, which originate from committees with
diverse members for two reasons: (1) Highly diverse actors in a committee
contribute to a large support network around the standard, increasing
standard users’ confidence in its eventual success (Axelrod et al., 1995;
Dan, 2018; den Uijl, 2015; van de Kaa, de Vries, & van den Ende, 2015;
van de Kaa et al., 2011; van den Ende et al., 2012). (2) A standard which
was developed by diverse stakeholders is likely to incorporate a broader
range of knowledge and interests, making it a legitimate standard in the
eyes of many potential standard users (Botzem & Dobusch, 2012; Tamm
Hallström & Boström, 2010). Standards that are developed in SSOs with a
diverse membership base are therefore more likely to be successful in the
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market. Contributing to standardisation efforts at such SSOs is therefore
more likely to yield the benefits for companies, which we outlined in
Section 4.1, such as achieving economies of scales (Blind, 2004, 2009;
Swann, 2010).
In addition to these positive points, literature also highlights two
interrelated problems that result from a broad stakeholder representation
in SSOs: reduced influence on the outcome for individual stakeholders and
slowing down the process. The legitimacy that supports standards’ success
in the market (see Botzem & Dobusch, 2012; Tamm Hallström & Boström,
2010) relies on taking into account diverse preferences of stakeholders. In
this process, actors try to exert influence on the final standard and to get
their preferred solutions accepted (Brunsson et al., 2012; Farrell & Saloner,
1988; Leiponen, 2008; Simcoe, 2007). With more diverse stakeholders,
these attempts increasingly result in slowing down standardisation
processes (Brunsson et al., 2012; Delcamp & Leiponen, 2014; Simcoe,
2007). Simultaneously, this adds to the need for compromise, meaning that
individual actors have less influence over the final standard (Axelrod et al.,
1995; van den Ende et al., 2012) and may have to accept outcomes that do
not reflect their own interests (Markus et al., 2006). Entering an SSO where
the diversity of stakeholders is low may help an actor to avoid these
challenges.
We find both advantages and disadvantages to joining an SSO with a broad
membership base, but literature does not explain which of the two
eventually outweighs the other and drives actors’ choices of SSOs. We
therefore formulate the following alternative hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1a: A higher diversity of stakeholders being
represented in an SSO increases an actor’s likelihood of joining
this SSO.
Hypothesis 1b: A lower diversity of stakeholders being
represented in an SSO increases an actor’s likelihood of joining
this SSO.
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4.2.1.2 Openness to all Stakeholders
Openness to new actors is a key element of multi-sided markets (Rysman,
2009). While some markets are open to anyone, others require the approval
of a market owner or other actors before a new participant can join (ibid.).
Whereas formal SSOs are open to any stakeholder who wants to contribute
to the standard development process, consortia are sometimes only
accessible to new members after the existing members’ approval (e.g.
Blind & Mangelsdorf, 2016; Botzem & Dobusch, 2012; Chiao et al., 2007;
Dan, 2018; Delcamp & Leiponen, 2014; Egyedi, 2001; West, 2007b).
As outlined in Section 4.2.1.1, a high diversity of stakeholders being
involved in developing a standard increases the likelihood of its eventual
success and its legitimacy (Botzem & Dobusch, 2012; Tamm Hallström &
Boström, 2010) but also makes it more difficult for an individual
stakeholder to get its preferred solutions included (Markus et al., 2006).
Forum-shopping theory suggests that companies handle this tension by
choosing standardisation venues which allow them to get as much of their
preferences included in a standard while still being credible to standard
users (Chiao et al., 2007; Lerner & Tirole, 2006). Chiao et al. (2007) and
Lerner & Tirole (2006) consider the extent to which actors expect that they
must deviate from their preferred solutions in the final standard
specifications that eventually emerge from the process at a specific SSO.
As discussed in Section 4.2.1.1 such deviations depend to a large degree
on other stakeholders’ demands. When standards are developed in a
completely open SSO, any new stakeholder can join at any point in the
process, making it difficult to predict the required degree of compromise
ex-ante. On the other hand, companies that are member of an SSO with
access restrictions can veto a new stakeholder’s application to join. In such
a situation, companies can grant access to stakeholders which they expect
to contribute to the standard’s legitimacy in the market but block those
who they expect to limit their ability to get their preferred solutions passed.
Assuming that companies first and foremost aim to get their preferred
solution implemented in a standard, an SSO with access restrictions should
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therefore be more attractive if they can get access themselves to such an
SSO:
Hypothesis 2: The presence of access restrictions at an SSO
increases an actor’s likelihood of joining this SSO.

4.2.1.3 Existing relationships with other Stakeholders
The social network approach highlights the importance of relationships
between participants representing companies in SSOs (Dokko &
Rosenkopf, 2010; Isaak, 2006; Ranganathan & Rosenkopf, 2014). These
individual relationships cumulate on the organisational level. Companies
with existing relationships in an SSO can leverage these relationships to
avoid costs which they would otherwise incur when building new ones
(Bar & Leiponen, 2014). Such existing relationships also reduce
uncertainty about their counterparts’ capabilities and needs (Dan, 2018).
This lowers the risks related to collaborating with an unknown party
(Gulati, 1995b) and may lead to a high level of trust (Gulati, 1995a). Such
good relationships with other SSO participants can be used to coordinate
activities and jointly influence the standard development process
(Leiponen, 2008), e.g. by forming a consortium to accompany activities in
a more formal SSO (Baron & Pohlmann, 2013). Actors are therefore likely
to prefer SSOs where they have existing relationships with some of the
other represented stakeholders, implying that there is also an element of
path dependence in the process of choosing an SSO where earlier actions
of others shape later decisions (see e.g. Sydow, Schreyögg, & Koch, 2009).
Hypothesis 3: Actors prefer to join SSOs where other actors with
whom they have existing relationships are already present.

4.2.2 Intellectual Property Licencing Requirements
Issues related to patents and intellectual property rights (IPRs) can be
expected to play an important role in deciding which SSO to join.
Declaring IPRs as standard-essential can help their owners get access to
new markets (Bekkers, Duysters, & Verspagen, 2002) and generate
substantial licencing revenues for them (Kang & Motohashi, 2015).
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The ways different SSOs handle IPRs have been widely discussed in
literature and have been found to be a key element that distinguishes SSOs
from each other (e.g. Bekkers et al., 2002, 2011; Bekkers & Updegrove,
2012; Chiao et al., 2007; Lerner & Tirole, 2014; Rysman & Simcoe, 2008;
Simcoe, 2014; West, 2007b). Lemley (2002) found that these different
ways of handling intellectual property (IP) revolve around (1) obligations
to disclose IPRs in the standard development process, (2) the way in which
the presence of relevant IP changes the process, and (3) the licencing
requirements for IP that is essential to implement the standard. Based on
these findings, SSOs’ IPR rules can be located on a continuum. At one
extreme, very strict IPR rules would require full disclosure of relevant IP
in the development process, and prohibit developing standards that are
covered by someone’s IPR or require royalty-free licencing of all standardessential patents. At the other end of the spectrum, very lenient rules would
make no requirements regarding disclosure or licencing terms of essential
patents.
Whether an actor prefers lenient or strict IPR rules in an SSO is likely to
depend on whether that stakeholder owns IPRs that are relevant for the
standard under development or not. We follow the literature’s (sometimes
implicit) assumption that contributors to standard development have
relevant IPRs which they aim to get recognised as standard-essential (e.g.
Chiao et al., 2007; Lerner & Tirole, 2006, 2014; Simcoe, 2014). This
makes IPR policies a central issue in Forum Shopping theory’s assessment
of SSO choices: These policies determine the degree to which actors are
able to reap the benefits of having standard-essential IPRs (Chiao et al.,
2007; Lerner & Tirole, 2006). Forum shopping models predict that actors
choose an SSO which gives them the maximum leeway in terms of
licencing requirements that is still acceptable to standard users (ibid.). One
reason for this could be that a minimum degree of legitimacy is likely to
be needed for a standard to succeed in the market (see Botzem & Dobusch,
2012; Tamm Hallström & Boström, 2010). In addition, Chiao et al. (2007)
argue that disclosing relevant IP in standardisation processes comes with
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a substantial cost to companies and Toh & Miller (2017) find that
disclosure may increase the expropriation risks for a firm’s complementary
technologies. This means that companies prefer SSOs where disclosure
requirements do not exist or are weaker. The forum shopping approach
therefore suggests that actors, who own relevant IPRs, prefer SSOs which
are on the lenient end of Lemley’s (2002) spectrum.
Despite these arguments there are situations in which it can make sense for
an actor to give up some claims to their IPRs (Alexy, Criscuolo, & Salter,
2009; Kline, 2003). A recent high-profile example of a company doing this
is Tesla’s step to make all its patents available to competitors (Musk, 2014)
which have been explained as supporting Tesla’s general innovation
efforts but also specifically its position in standardisation (Bessen, 2014;
Halla, 2015). Furthermore, giving up claims to standard-essential patents
could help a standard’s standing in market battles (see e.g. den Uijl, 2015;
van de Kaa et al., 2011). Especially in cases where the standard supports a
technology with network effects (e.g. Parker & Van Alstyne, 2005; Rochet
& Tirole, 2003, 2006; Rysman, 2009), such a strategy might ultimately go
a long way in building critical mass for a company’s favoured solutions.
Nevertheless, we expect that SSOs with more lenient IP requirements are
preferable to actors in standardisation who hold relevant IP. While making
IPRs available to others may be a good strategy, this depends on the a
company’s specific situation (Alexy et al., 2009; Kline, 2003) and
circumstances in its environment like the degree to which network effects
are relevant. Furthermore, the merits of such a strategy may be difficult to
anticipate at the outset of engaging in a committee because the IP situation
may evolve dynamically throughout a standardisation process (e.g.
Bekkers et al., 2002; Berger, Blind, & Thumm, 2012; Kang & Bekkers,
2015). An SSO with strict IP rules would always require its members to
make relevant IPRs available to others, regardless of whether this is in
members’ interest in the specific situation. When IP requirements are
lenient, the decision on whether to make its IP available remains at the
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actor’s discretion. We therefore formulate the following hypothesis, based
on our assumption that companies have relevant IPR:
Hypothesis 4: Less strict IP requirements will increase the
likelihood of a company joining an SSO.

4.2.3 Allocation of the SSOs’ Costs of Operation
The allocation of costs plays an important role in multi-sided market
theory. While multi-sided markets’ attractiveness relies on all groups of
actors being present in sufficient numbers, some of them may value access
to the others more than others (e.g. Parker & Van Alstyne, 2005; Rochet
& Tirole, 2003; Rysman, 2009). In such cases, market owners can charge
the less price-sensitive side (the ‘money-side’) of the market a premium to
cross-subsidise actors on the market’s other side (ibid.). In the context of
SSOs, this means that an SSO either obtains its revenue (partially) from
charging fees to access standard specifications or through other means,
such as membership fees for committee members (West, 2007b).
In the context of interface standardisation, widespread adoption of a
standard is likely to generate revenues from sales and/or licencing IPR for
the standard’s developers. Actors in interface standardisation therefore
have a strong interest in the widespread adoption of their standard. This
adoption is influenced by the price that users and implementers pay to
access it. Especially if the SSO develops a standard that eventually goes
on to compete against other standards in the market, the price of adopting
the standard is an important factor in its diffusion (den Uijl, 2015; van de
Kaa et al., 2011). Participants in SSOs may hence be willing to bear the
costs of standard development to avoid fees for access to standard
specifications and improve the standard’s chances of adoption.
Hypothesis 5: An SSO’s funding model which does not rely on
standard users and implementers paying fees to the SSO will
increase the likelihood of an actor joining the SSO to participate
in standard development.
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4.3 Qualitative Pre-Test
Before conducting the choice experiment outlined in Section 4.4, we
qualitatively pre-tested our hypotheses. We did so because we wanted to
ensure that the theoretical concepts identified in the literature address
characteristics of SSOs that are recognisable to practitioners. Furthermore,
we aimed to get an indication whether there are any attributes that
managers find crucial in assessing an SSO that should be included in our
choice experiment but have not yet been addressed by the literature.
For this purpose, we interviewed 16 experienced standardisation experts
in the ICT field (9 managers with experience in leading and/or consulting
companies’ standardisation efforts, 4 representatives of SSOs, 3
standardisation researchers), who we contacted through our network and
snowball sampling in two waves. We asked all interviewees to first list all
characteristics of SSOs that they consider when choosing an SSO. We then
asked them to evaluate the characteristics identified from literature (see
Section 4.2) regarding their relevance in a choice between SSOs. In the
second wave (9 interviewees), we also asked them to evaluate our choice
experiment (see Section 4.4).
The interviewees mostly confirmed the relevance of the characteristics
identified from literature, so that they appear to be relevant to choices
between SSOs in practice. Most interviewees also mentioned various
additional characteristics that they consider in this situation, such as
whether an SSO has links to influential organisations (ISO/IEC, the
European Commission or the United Nations were mentioned); which
geographic level it covers (global, regional or national); and who the
leading players in its governance are. Three such additional characteristics
related to SSOs’ rules and procedures stood out because they were
mentioned consistently across interviews: Costs of participating in an SSO,
voting rights and the average duration of the standard development
process. All three characteristics have – to our knowledge – not yet been
mentioned in the mainstream academic literature, but have been identified
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as important in practice-oriented research (Blind & Heß, 2018; H. J. de
Vries et al., 2009a; Swann, 2000). We discuss these issues in detail below.

4.3.1 Costs of Participating in an SSO
Although the costs of participating in an SSO have not been included in
the academic literature that we are aware of, we learned in our interviews
with experts that they are an important factor in choosing an SSO. These
costs consist of yearly membership fees and other expenses related to
participation (e.g. travel costs and salaries for participants). According to
our interviewees, both membership fees (see Table 4.1: Exemplary
overview over ICT-related SSOs' membership fees for an exemplary
overview for four high-profile SSOs in the ICT sector) and other required
expenses vary considerably between SSOs.
Hypothesis 6a: Higher costs of participating in an SSO will
decrease the likelihood of an actor joining the SSO.
Table 4.1: Exemplary overview over ICT-related SSOs'
membership fees
Member in smallest
category

Member in largest
category

Ecma International
(2018)51

CHF 3,500

CHF 70,000

ETSI (2018)52

€3,000

€154,720

US$ 1,250

US$ 10,000

CHF 10,600

CHF 31,800

IEEE-SA (2018)
ITU-T (2018)54
51

53

Smallest category for members with ≤ 5 employees and turnover < CHF 5
million, free membership for not-for-profit members.
52
Smallest category for members with < 10 employees and turnover or balance
sheet < €2 million, further reductions for not-for-profit members and research
institutions.
53
Smallest category for members with < US$5 million annual turnover, only
allows participation in limited number of committees.
54
Smallest category only allows participation in limited number of committees,
further reductions available for academic members and members from lowincome countries.
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Although all stakeholders are likely to prefer SSOs with low participation
costs, we expect this aspect to become less important as an organisation’s
size increases. This could be a secondary consideration in a large company
that can easily absorb the costs of participating in any SSO but may be of
crucial importance for a small start-up. We therefore also formulate
hypothesis 6a:
Hypothesis 6b: The larger the company size, the less companies
will focus on the costs of participating in an SSO, thereby lowering
the effect of the costs on the likelihood to join the SSO.

4.3.2 Voting Rights in SSOs
SSOs differ based on whether all members have equal voting rights or
some mechanisms are in place to give certain members more influence on
the outcome of the standardisation process than others (West, 2007b).
Often, these different tiers of voting rights are attached to membership tiers
that depend on the fees that a member contributes (such as in the exemplary
SSOs presented in Table 4.1). The differing voting rights have a similar
effect as the access restrictions discussed in Section 4.2.1.2 in that they
limit certain actors’ ability to get their preferences included in a standard.
Following the assumption that actors choose an SSO where they have high
chances of getting a preferred solution accepted with the minimum
changes required (Chiao et al., 2007; Lerner & Tirole, 2006), we expect
the preference for an SSO with different voting rights to depend on a
company’s resources to pay for higher membership tiers:
Hypothesis 7a: Differences in voting rights between members of
an SSO will increase the likelihood of large companies joining the
SSO.
Hypothesis 7b: Differences in voting rights between members of
an SSO will decrease the likelihood of small companies joining
the SSO.
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4.3.3 Average Duration of Standard Development
Rules and procedures (but also the diversity of members – see Section
4.2.1.1) of an SSO contribute to the duration of a standard development
process. During our interviews, we learned that different procedures
related to standard approval, commenting periods on documents,
discussions in technical committees and working groups etc. all have an
influence on the duration of standard development processes varying to a
great extent between SSOs. We expect that actors prefer SSOs where
standard development is quicker:
Hypothesis 8: A lower average duration of standard development
in an SSO will increase the likelihood of an actor joining the SSO.

4.4 Choice Experiment
Following the qualitative pre-test, we aimed to test the hypotheses
developed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 quantitatively in a larger sample that
would support statistical generalisation. Doing so using a questionnaire
that directly asks respondents for their choice criteria would be
problematic because people often face difficulties in articulating their
decision criteria for complex choices (e.g. Louviere, Hensher, & Swait,
2000).
Instead, we conduct a choice experiment, which we analyse using choicebased conjoint analysis (see Bridges et al., 2011; Eggers, Sattler, Teichert,
& Völckner, 2018; Hair, Black, Babin, Anderson, & Tatham, 2006,
Chapter 7; Johnson et al., 2013; Louviere et al., 2000). This method is often
used in marketing and medical research, e.g. to evaluate different products
or treatments. More recently, it has also been applied in innovation-related
fields, e.g. to study technological discontinuities (Hoisl, Stelzer, & Biala,
2015), ways in which firms profit from innovations (Fischer & Henkel,
2013), and adoption of electric vehicles (Eggers & Eggers, 2011).
Such a choice experiment asks respondents to choose among a number of
alternatives that are defined by the attributes discussed in Sections 4.2 and
4.3. Each of these alternatives is described by different ‘levels’ of these
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attributes (e.g. attribute ‘cost of participating’ with different monetary
values). Rather than having to explain how important each attribute is to
them, respondents simply choose their preferred option among the
presented alternatives. The relevance of the attributes for this choice can
then be decomposed via statistical procedures. Because we manipulate the
independent variables (attributes) systematically, this experimental design
also has the advantage of enabling us to establish causality between them
and the dependent variable (whether an option is chosen or not).
The method is based on Random Utility Theory (RUT) (Manski, 1977),
which assumes that actors choose the option from which they derive the
highest overall utility. Furthermore, it stipulates that the overall utility of a
choice alternative is the sum of the part-worth utilities derived from each
attribute and its levels. Using conjoint analysis to estimate the part-worth
utilities for the characteristics of SSOs identified in Sections 4.2 and 4.3
therefore allows us to identify whether these attributes have the expected
effect on the likelihood of choosing an SSO over others. Additionally, we
can assess the effect sizes to identify which of these characteristics are
crucial in determining the choice of SSO and which ones are secondary.
All of this makes this approach ideally suited to our research question. In
the following, we first outline the design process of our choice experiment
(Section 4.4.1), and then explain the population and sample used (Section
4.4.2).

4.4.1 Design of the Choice Experiment
Johnson et al. (2013) identify two types of efficiency in choice experiments
as quality measures: statistical efficiency (the degree to which the gathered
data are suitable for statistical analysis) and response efficiency (the degree
to which the results are influenced by factors such as respondents’
inattention or other contextual factors). To reach a good balance between
these two objectives, we followed Bridges et al.’s (2011) step-by-step
approach for designing choice experiments. We first identified the
attributes to be included in the experiment through literature and during
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the qualitative pre-test as outlined above. We operationalised each attribute
by defining the levels that it can take in the experiment and validated these
attribute-level combinations during our qualitative pre-test (see Section
4.3). Table 4.2 shows for each hypothesis how it was operationalised as an
attribute in the questionnaire and how the different attribute levels were
described to respondents. Attribute levels which we expect to be preferred
in our hypotheses are marked with (*) in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Operationalisation of attributes in our questionnaire
Hypothesis

1: diversity of
represented
stakeholders

Attribute in
questionnaire

Backgrounds of other
members [than
respondent]

Attribute levels in
questionnaire
[Members from] All
industry sectors
mentioned in the
scenario55 and
governmental
organisations (*H1a)
All industry sectors
mentioned in the
scenario
Mainly your [the
respondent’s] own
industry sector (*H1b)

2: access
restrictions

New members must
fulfil pre-defined
criteria

3: existing
relationships
with members of
SSO

Share of actors
[members] in the SSO
with whom you [the
respondent] have
collaborated before

4: IPR policy

Intellectual property
(IP) licencing

55

Yes (*)
No
None
1/3 (*)
Royalty-free licences

We showed a scenario of a fictitious standardisation case to respondents, which
specified the stakeholders involved in the case – see the text below and Appendix
1.
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requirements for
participants

FRAND (fair,
reasonable and nondiscriminatory) licences
No licencing
requirements (*)

5: fees for
standard users
and
implementors

Standard
implementation is
subject to payments to
the SSO

6: costs of
participating

Total cost of
participation per year

7: differences in
voting rights

Voting rights depend on Yes (*H7a)
amount of membership
No (*H7b)
fees paid

8: Duration of
standard
development

Average duration of
standard development
process

Yes
No (*)
US$ 15,000 (*)
US$ 90,000

1 year (*)
3 years

When designing the choice task and deriving the experimental design, we
decided to use full-profile choice tasks where participants see a selection
of SSOs that is characterised by all attributes in the study. See Figure 4.1
for an example of the choices presented to respondents. This increases the
perceived realism of the presented choice and therefore contributes to
external validity (see Schram, 2005) and response efficiency. In order to
further maximise response efficiency, we opted for a blocked fractional
factorial design. Based on the attributes and levels identified earlier, there
are too many level-attribute combinations (two attributes with three levels,
six attributes with two levels: 32*26=576 possible combinations in the full
factorial design) for respondents to evaluate all of them. We used SAS 9.4
and the choice experiment design macros provided by SAS Institute Inc.
(Kuhfeld, 2010) to derive a suitable blocked fractional factorial design.
Our design consists of nine blocks of eight choice tasks with four
alternatives each (meaning that respondents are randomly assigned to one
of the nine blocks where they complete eight choice tasks). This design
has a high D-efficiency score (relative D-efficiency 97.1485 out of 100)
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while our pre-tests confirmed that the burden remained manageable for
respondents.
We also developed a scenario of a (fictitious) standardisation case that was
shown to respondents before they completed the experiment to ensure that
they made their choices based on the same information and the responses
were therefore comparable (see Appendix B.1). In order to achieve a good
external validity (see Schram, 2005) and response efficiency, we made this
scenario as realistic as possible. The Internet of Things (IoT) was chosen
as the setting for our fictitious standardisation case: This is an area where
players from many industry-sectors interact and competition between
SSOs is thus particularly intensive because no SSO has yet established
itself as dominant in this relatively new standardisation topic. Furthermore,
a large share of IoT standardisation concerns interface/compatibility
standards, aligning this choice with the focus of our research. Following
the choice of the IoT field, we added information that reflected typical
standardisation cases in the area (e.g. about affected stakeholders) and the
assumptions on which our hypotheses are based (e.g. about owning IP).
This scenario was then pre-tested in the second round of interviews of the
qualitative pre-test (see Section 4.3) to ensure that it included all
information required for completing the experimental task and was
perceived as realistic. Following some minor modifications, this pre-test
confirmed that our scenario was suitable for our purposes.
At the final stage of designing our choice experiment, we translated the
questionnaire into German. This was done to facilitate responding for
German experts, who we anticipated to be a large part of our sample (see
Section 4.4.2). In order to ensure equivalence of responses, regardless of
whether a respondent replied to the English or German version of the
questionnaire, we followed the procedure for translating questionnaires
recommended by the World Health Organization (2018). Specifically, we
used a translation-back translation procedure to ensure that both language
versions are equivalent, which was the case after minor adaptations.
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Figure 4.1: Example choice task

4.4.2 Population and Sample
We conducted our choice experiment among practitioners who are actively
involved in developing interface/compatibility standards for the IoT, in
line with the focus of this paper and the design of our scenario (see Section
4.4.1). In order to find standardisation practitioners who are able and
qualified to answer our questionnaire, we approached a number of SSOs
with the request to give us access to their participants working on IoT
related topics. Including respondents who participate at different SSOs in
our sample was important to reduce the risk of a sample that is biased
towards certain types of SSOs. The fact that practitioners are engaged in a
specific SSO and not another may result from them weighing SSOs’
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characteristics differently in their decision-making, which would be
reflected in their choices in our experiment.
Table 4.3: Overview over responses
SSO

Approached
Groups

Administration of
Questionnaire

Number of
Respondents

DKE

Members of
standardisation
committees with IoT
focus

Online, German

67

Pen-and-paper at
the event and
online, English

37

DIN

Members of
standardisation
committees with IoT
focus

Online, German

15

ETSI

Attendees at the
2017 ETSI IoT
week, members of
the ETSI board

Pen-and-paper at
the event and
online, English

13

Oasis

Members of the
organisation’s
mailing list

Online, English

9

Attendees at the
Zigbee
2017 Barcelona
Alliance
membership meeting

Total

141

We eventually gained access to participants in IoT-related standardisation
activities at five major SSOs in the ICT field (DKE, DIN, the Zigbee
Alliance, ETSI, and Oasis – see Table 4.3 for more information). This
makes out sample varied in terms of experts participating in
standardisation at the national and international levels and in formal SSOs
and consortia. We will compare responses from respondents who
participate in standardisation in formal SSOs (DKE, DIN, ETSI) with
those who participate at consortia (Zigbee Alliance, Oasis), as detailed in
Section 4.5.2.
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Figure 4.2: Number of employees in respondents' companies
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Overall, we acquired complete data from 141 respondents.56 We also
collected demographic details about our respondents. Respondents are
overwhelmingly male (90.07%) and most of them come from Germany
(81 respondents, 57.45%) and the U.S. (24 respondents, 17.02%) whereas
all other countries are represented with less than 10 respondents (overall,
13 countries are represented in our sample). They work in a large number
of industries (35 industries, with electrotechnology, IT, and
telecommunications being the top three) and mostly have some experience
with the IoT (only 18 reported that their companies have no IoT-related
activities). On average, around 35% of respondents’ daily workload is on
standard-related tasks, they have slightly over 12 years of experience in
standardisation, and have been involved in choosing an SSO 4.76 times.
Figure 4.2 shows how respondents’ firms are distributed across the
different size categories provided in our questionnaire in terms of number
56

We dropped two respondents who did not complete the entire choice experiment
in the paper questionnaire. Furthermore, several respondents did not complete the
online questionnaire, often dropping out on the first page. However, we cannot
calculate a completion rate since some of these respondents may have returned to
the online questionnaire at a later stage in a new browser session. Table 4.3
provides the number of complete, useable responses.
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of employees. More detailed descriptive statistics of the sample are
provided in Appendix B.2. Overall, these characteristics of our
respondents make them well placed to answer the questions in our choice
experiment.

4.5 Results
We analysed our data in R, using the mlogit (Croissant, 2017, 2018) and
gmnl (Sarrias, 2017; Sarrias & Daziano, 2017; Sarrias, Daziano, &
Croissant, 2017) packages. In a first step, we estimated a model that
analyses the data at the sample level (see Section 4.5.1). In a second step,
we derived a latent class model which allows us to better capture any
heterogeneity in the sample (see Section 4.5.2).
In each analysis, we derive effect-coded (i.e. mean-centred) parameter
estimates that show for each attribute level how it affects the utility
function. On their own, these parameter estimates show whether a specific
characteristic adds or subtracts from the average utility of the attribute. The
range of utility values can also be compared between attributes to
understand the relative impact attributes have on the decisions.
Furthermore, for every possible combination of characteristics, the
corresponding parameter estimates can be added together to estimate the
utility enjoyed by a member of an SSO characterised by this combination.
While the absolute utility value is meaningless on its own, it can be used
to compare multiple SSOs. Following random utility theory (RUT)
(Manski, 1977), decision makers would be most likely to join the SSO
among multiple options that scores the highest utility.

4.5.1 Sample Level Analysis
Our first model estimates a utility function at the level of our sample, i.e.
it derives one function that explains the observed choices across all
respondents. With 141 respondents our sample level analysis is therefore
based on 1,228 choices among 4,512 alternatives.
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Table 4.4: Sample level model including all attributes

In a first step, we estimated this model for all attributes included in our
choice experiment (see Table 4.4). In order to assess whether these
attributes indeed contribute to explaining why certain SSOs are chosen
over others, we subsequently dropped each attribute from the model and
compared the resulting model with the original one containing all
characteristics from the experiment. The log-likelihood tests revealed that
all attributes, except whether members need to fulfil pre-defined criteria,
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significantly improve the fit of the model to the data (see column ‘p-value
log likelihood’ in Table 4.4). From this, we can already conclude that the
presence of access restrictions does not significantly affect the utility
derived from membership in an SSO and therefore reject Hypothesis 2.
Subsequently, we re-estimated our model while omitting the accessrestrictions variable (see Table 4.5 on page 258). This refined model forms
the basis for our further interpretation of the data at the sample level. In
order to assess whether an attribute has the hypothesised effect on the
utility, we do not only need to consider whether the parameter estimates
are significant by themselves, but also whether there is a significant
difference between the estimates for each attribute level. This is tested
through a z-value that is obtained by dividing the difference between two
attribute levels’ parameter estimates through the pooled standard error (see
column ‘p-value difference in Table 4.5 for the resulting p-values), in line
with the procedure proposed by Paternoster et al. (1998).
According to our model, companies prefer SSOs that have a higher
diversity of stakeholders, therefore supporting Hypothesis 1a and rejecting
Hypothesis 1b. They also prefer SSOs where actors with whom they
previously have collaborated are present (supporting Hypothesis 3). On the
topic of IP requirements, the model shows a clear preference for FRAND
terms over the two alternatives, whereas the parameter estimates for the
requirement to make all standard-essential IP available royalty free and for
the absence of any IP licencing requirements do not differ significantly.
This therefore leads us to reject Hypothesis 4 (see the discussion in Section
4.6 for possible reasons). Hypothesis 5 is supported at the sample level, as
the data show a clear preference for SSOs which do not charge for
implementing standards. The data also (unsurprisingly) reveal a clear
preference for lower costs, supporting Hypothesis 6a (Hypothesis 6b is
tested in the latent class model – see Section 4.5.2). Furthermore, the
model also suggests a very clear preference for voting rights that do not
depend on the size of the contribution a company makes to an SSO (but
Hypothesis 7 can only be tested in the latent class model as it refers to
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company size – see Section 4.5.2). Finally, there appears to be a strong
preference for organisations with speedier processes, confirming
Hypothesis 8.
In addition to providing evidence about the ‘direction’ of the effect that
each attribute has on the utility of being member in an SSO, it is also
interesting to look at the sizes of these effects. An estimate of the relative
importance of each attribute for the choice between SSOs can be obtained
by dividing the range of the attribute’s partworth utilities by the sum of
ranges across attributes (Eggers et al., 2018; Kuhfeld, 2010). The results
of this procedure are shown in the column ‘Importance’ of Table 4.5 and
reveal that costs of participation are the most important consideration for
choosing an SSO on the sample level, followed by the duration of the
process and the backgrounds of other members.
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Table 4.5: Sample level model including attributes that significantly
improve the model
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4.5.2 Latent Class Model
While our sample level model gives interesting insights into what an
‘ideal’ SSO would look like for the ‘average’ decision maker, it relies on
the assumption that preferences among decision makers are homogeneous.
This is unlikely because factors like a company’s available resources or its
IPR portfolio may affect the decision criteria (see e.g. Blind &
Mangelsdorf, 2013, 2016). In order to detect variation between decision
makers’ heterogeneous utility functions, literature (Eggers et al., 2018;
Hauber et al., 2016; Sarrias, 2017; Sarrias & Daziano, 2017) recommends
using a latent class model. Such a latent class model assumes that a
heterogeneous sample is composed of a number of homogenous groups
whose members have similar decision criteria. It then estimates a distinct
utility function for each of these groups and a probability function for each
respondent to belong to these respective groups.
An additional advantage of using latent class models is that demographic
variables can be incorporated into the model to determine how they affect
the probability of class membership (Sarrias, 2017; Sarrias & Daziano,
2017). We therefore estimated the latent class model both with and without
demographic information (13 respondents were dropped from the model
including socio-economic variables because they did not provide complete
demographic information, giving us a total 4096 observations). Both
models were optimised in line with the procedure described in Section
4.5.1, leading us to drop the access-restrictions variable again, as well as
some demographic variables (see Section 4.5.2.1 for details).
In a first step of estimating a latent class model, we needed to specify the
number of groups in the model. In line with the procedure suggested by
Eggers et al. (2018), we estimated models with different numbers of
classes and then used the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) to
determine the quality of the model fit and select the best option. This
resulted in us choosing models with three latent classes, both when
excluding and including demographic information.
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Having identified three models in this manner (the sample level model
described in Section 4.5.1, as well as two latent class models with and
without demographic information), we re-estimated all three models based
on the smaller sample with the complete demographic information. This
allowed us to directly compare all three models based on the BIC (see
Table 4.6 for the scores of each model). The scores show that both latent
class models fit the data substantially better than the sample level model.
Furthermore, the latent class model excluding demographic variables
scores slightly better than the model including demographic variables.
Table 4.6 also reports the entropy of both latent class models, which is the
probability that respondents are not members of the class to which the
model assigns them. These low values indicate for both models that
respondents are allocated to the correct class with around 93% certainty.
Table 4.6: BIC scores for three alternative models
Model

df

BIC

Entropy

Sample level

8

2672.699 n/a

Latent class excluding demographic
variables

29 2543.064

Latent class including demographic
variables

35 2560.075

0.069
0.069

Despite the slightly better model fit of the model that omits demographic
information, we use the model with demographic variables for our further
analysis in Section 4.5.2.1. We do so because the socio-economic
information that is included in the latter model helps us get a better
understanding of the observed effects. Furthermore, while the parameter
estimates differ in the two models, they do not differ to such an extent that
it affects our interpretation of the effects and their sizes. For readers’
reference, we show the latent class model without demographic
information (based on the full sample of 141 participants) in Appendix B.3.
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4.5.2.1 Latent Class Model Including Demographic
Variables
In order to identify the latent class model, which represents our data best,
we followed the same approach that we took for the sample-level model
(see Section 4.5.1). We first included all attributes as well as potentially
relevant demographic variables in the latent class model, resulting in the
model presented in Table 4.7. In addition to firm size, which we already
expected to affect the selection criteria in Hypotheses 6b and 7, we
included five additional socio-economic variables for a post-hoc analysis.
The following variables were included in the model:
(1) The number of decisions to join an SSO that the respondent has
been involved in the past (variable ‘Choice Experience’).
(2) Whether the respondent was approached through a formal SSO or
not (variable ‘Formal’, coded as 1 for respondents who were
approached through DKE, DIN, and ETSI, coded as 0 for
respondents who were approached through Oasis and the Zigbee
Alliance): We included this variable because the fact that a
respondent is already member of a certain type of SSO with
specific characteristics implies that he/she is likely to value these
characteristics.
(3) Whether the respondent is based in Germany or not (variable
‘Germany’): Previous literature (e.g. Contreras, 2014; Tate, 2001;
Wiegmann et al., 2017) suggests that different countries vary in
terms of their standardisation practices. While we did not have
sufficient data to test whether this affects SSO preferences
systematically across countries, slightly more than half of our
respondents come from Germany (see Section 4.4.2). We
therefore included this dummy variable to get at least an indication
about whether such national differences might be present in our
sample.
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(4) The sector where a respondent’s company is active (variables
‘Sector ICT’ and ‘Sector Manuf’, using companies in the service
and public sectors as a baseline57): Similar to country-specific
differences, literature (e.g. Wiegmann et al., 2017) also finds that
standardisation practices differ across industries.
(5) The size of a respondent’s company (variables ‘Company Size 50500’ for medium-sized companies with 50 to 500 employees and
‘Company Size 500’ for large companies with >500 employees,
with smaller companies serving as the baseline).
Having estimated the latent class model including all variables presented
in Table 4.7, we followed the same approach as we did for the sample level
analysis (see Section 4.5.1) in order to determine which variables
contribute to improving the model. As with the sample-level model, the
SSO attribute relating to access restrictions was dropped again due to its
insignificant contribution to the model fit (see column ‘p-value log
likelihood’ in Table 4.7), confirming our rejection of Hypothesis 2.
Furthermore, the demographic variables related to choice experience,
location of the respondent, manufacturing sector and medium company
size turned out to be insignificant at a 5% significance level.
The resulting final model is shown in Table 4.9. It includes the same
attributes as the sample-level model for each of three latent classes.
Furthermore, it distinguishes between respondents who are active in
formal or non-formal SSOs, who are either in the ICT sector or not, and
whose companies have more or less than 500 employees.58

57

We coded these categories based on the ‘open answers’ provided by the
respondents about their sector. In order to do this consistently, the first and second
author coded the sectors independently. We then resolved any cases where the
coding was in disagreement in a discussion to ensure a consistent coding.
58
In addition, we also estimated the model using other cut-off points to distinguish
between large and small companies. This showed 500 employees to be the best
available cut-off point.
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Table 4.7: Latent class model including all variables
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Interpreting the Model
Having established that the model with three classes shown in Table 4.9
provides the best representation of our data, we now turn to interpreting it.
First, we notice that ten out of 16 parameter estimates in class 1 are not
statistically significant at the 5% level (vs. five levels each in the other
classes) and others, such as the apparent preference for higher costs, appear
implausible. The most likely explanation for these results is that
inconsistent and/or random responses, which do not fit the identified
statistical patterns, are grouped into this class. This expectation is
supported by calculating the goodness of fit. Table 4.8 shows that class 1
predicts 25% of choices correctly, meaning that it is no better than a
random model. The parameters of class 1 therefore do not indicate any
‘real’ preferences. Hence, we do not interpret class 1 and focus our
attention on the other two classes. Classes 2 and 3 substantially improve
the random model by around 40-50% and therefore provide valuable
information on respondents’ choice criteria.
Table 4.8: Goodness of fit of the latent class model shown in Table
4.9
Class Goodness of fit
1

0.250

2

0.381

3

0.367

At first sight, we notice that there is substantial variation between classes
2 and 3 concerning which attributes show a significant effect on utility and
the importance assigned to specific attributes for the overall utility. For
example, the IP licencing terms are highly significant and carry an
importance of 42.88% in class 2. In class 3 they are not significant at all,
with p-values as high as 0.61. This observation provides strong support for
our earlier assumption that the sample is heterogeneous and that a latent
class model would therefore be more suitable for analysing our data.
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Within classes 2 and 3, all parameter estimates either point in the same
direction as in the sample level model (see Section 4.5.1) or are not
significant at the 5% level. Specifically, the backgrounds of other
committee members and whether the SSO charges fees for standard
implementation have no significant effect on utility in class 2. In class 3,
there is no significant effect of the licencing requirements on the utility
enjoyed from membership in an SSO. Furthermore, while other members
from a large variety of backgrounds being represented at an SSO has a
significant positive effect on utility in class 3, the effects of the other
attribute levels on utility are insignificant in class 3. The difference
between class 3’s estimates for the other-member attribute’s levels is only
significant when comparing the most extreme ends of the spectrum (i.e.
other members only from the respondent’s industry vs. other members
from all backgrounds in the scenario). This indicates that members of class
3 do indeed value a more diverse representation of other stakeholders in
an SSO, but it only has a significant positive effect on their utility if the
full range of relevant stakeholders are present. In addition, only a change
from very narrow to very diverse representation is likely to affect the utility
of class 3’s members significantly.
In terms of our hypotheses, this means that Hypotheses 1a and 5 are only
supported in class 3. Hypotheses 3, 6a and 8 are supported across the
sample. Hypotheses 1b and 4 are rejected in both classes, albeit the
reasons differ for Hypothesis 4: While the corresponding parameter
estimates are not significant in class 3, the direction of the effect is not in
line with our expectations in class 2.
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Table 4.9: Latent class model including variables that significantly
improve the model
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We also observe that the attributes vary in terms of their importance
despite the effects in both class 2 and class 3 generally pointing in the same
direction. For respondents in class 2, IP licencing terms appear to be the
most important decision criterion (followed in a distant second place by
voting rights). On the other hand, members of class 3 have a distinct focus
on costs (36.04% importance) and duration of the process (22.5%
importance). A full overview over all attributes’ importance can be found
in column ‘Importance’ of Table 4.9.
Class 2 and class 3 also differ distinctly according to the demographic
characteristics of their members. The parameter estimates of these
variables are interpreted relative to class 1 (i.e. whether a specific
characteristic makes it more or less likely that a respondent is member of
class 2 or 3 vs. class 1) (Sarrias, 2017) and can be found at the bottom of
Table 4.9. Significant parameter estimates of the demographic variables
indicate that the associated characteristic makes a respondent more or less
likely to be in class 2/3, relative to class 1. Furthermore, we test whether
the difference between these values is significant for each demographic
variable (column ‘p-value difference’ in Table 4.9) to determine whether
they are associated with a significant difference in the probability of
belonging to class 2 vs. class 3.
This analysis suggests that respondents who were contacted through
formal SSOs are most likely to be member of class 2 and least likely to be
member of class 1, compared to respondents who were contacted through
informal SSOs. We also find that respondents working in the ICT field are
significantly less likely to be member of class 3 compared to class 1,
although the variable is insignificant in discriminating between class 1 and
class 2, as well as class 2 and class 3. Finally, we see that respondents
working at large companies are significantly more likely to be member of
class 2, compared to both other classes.
Finally, we also compare the parameter estimates for each attribute level
between classes. To do so, we follow the procedure recommended by
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Paternoster et al. (1998) again. The estimates in Table 4.10 show that the
utilities of members in the two classes differ significantly on three
attributes: IP licencing terms, duration of the process and cost of
participation. This coincides with the attributes for which we observe the
largest differences between the two groups on the importance (see column
‘Importance Delta’ in Table 4.10) and that we identified as the most
important ones in each class.
The comparison in Table 4.10 also allows us to test Hypotheses 6b and 7
which address the effect of company size on the decision criteria. We
already identified company size as a variable that significantly affects the
probability of membership in the classes. Consequently, we would expect
to see a significant difference between the variables on costs and voting
rights between these classes if Hypotheses 6b and 7 were to be true. In line
with our expectations, we observe that the preference for low costs is
significantly more pronounced in class 3, which contains respondents from
smaller companies. Our data therefore support Hypothesis 6b. We also find
that members of class 3 prefer SSOs with equal voting rights for all
members, which is in support of Hypothesis 7b. However, this preference
is shared with members of class 2, meaning that we reject Hypothesis 7a.
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Table 4.10: Comparison between class 2 and class 3 of the latent
class model with demographic information
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4.6 Discussion and Conclusions
Following the presentation of our results in Section 4.5, we now conclude
the paper by discussing and interpreting them. We first do so by addressing
a number of interesting implications that they have for theory and the
academic debate in Section 4.6.1. Following this, we highlight the practical
implications for policy makers at SSOs and other actors in standardisation
in Section 4.6.2. Finally, we reflect on the limitations of our study and the
opportunities that our findings raise for future research in Section 4.6.3.

4.6.1 Theoretical Contributions
In this paper, we set out to shed more light on how companies navigate the
increasingly complex field of standardisation (see Wiegmann et al., 2017).
In particular, our study addresses the issue that SSOs need to differentiate
themselves more and more in competition by offering an attractive
institutional setting (Delimatsis, 2015). Our choice experiment with its
focus on interface/compatibility standardisation gives clear comprehensive
insights onto what such settings look like in a major area of
standardisation. To our knowledge, our study is the first to provide such a
comprehensive image. It does so by going past the previous approaches
(e.g. Axelrod et al., 1995; Bar & Leiponen, 2014; Chiao et al., 2007;
Dokko & Rosenkopf, 2010; Lerner & Tirole, 2006; van den Ende et al.,
2012) which focus on only a few aspects of these settings in isolation.
This approach enables our study to deliver new theoretical insights on two
fronts. First, we offer new contributions on the characteristics of SSOs that
determine whether the institutional setting that they offer is attractive to
companies (see Section 4.6.1.1). Second, our study shows that there are
distinct decision criteria for joining SSOs which may relate to companies’
standardisation strategies. We explore this further in Section 4.6.1.2 where
we also reflect on the question whether these criteria are actually
conducive to companies reaching desirable outcomes in standardisation.
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4.6.1.1 SSOs’ Attractiveness for Stakeholders
Our comprehensive approach allows us to not only assess whether specific
characteristics of SSOs make their institutional setting more or less
attractive to companies. By deriving the importance of these characteristics
for decision makers’ utility function, we are also able to weigh them. In
this context, it is especially interesting to observe that the characteristics
‘process duration’, ‘distribution of voting rights’, and ‘costs’ have a
substantial influence on an SSO’s perceived attractiveness. These three
attributes have not yet been mentioned in the mainstream academic
literature that we are aware of and have so far only been identified as
potentially relevant in our qualitative pre-test and practice-oriented
research (see Blind & Heß, 2018; H. J. de Vries et al., 2009a; Swann,
2000).
The finding that they are more important than some of the factors derived
from the literature implies that previous research has focussed on aspects
of standardisation that might only be of secondary importance to
companies’ selection criteria, such as the social network aspects of
standardisation (e.g. Bar & Leiponen, 2014; Dokko & Rosenkopf, 2010;
Isaak, 2006). A potential explanation for the relatively low importance
could be that ‘hard’ factors like costs and duration are easier to observe for
decision makers before joining an SSO than ‘soft’ social-network factors
like complementarity of knowledge and personal relationships to other
committee members. As such, decision makers may value these factors
very much but may focus on more easily observable features of SSOs to
support their choices. Furthermore, a focus on process duration may also
have become more important in an increasingly fast-paced innovation
environment in the years since the studies using the social network
approach were conducted.
We also see that the attributes derived from multi-sided market literature
(e.g. Eisenmann et al., 2011; Parker & Van Alstyne, 2005; Rysman, 2009)
have a relatively low influence on the utility perceived by our respondents.
Access restrictions were dropped entirely from our model during the data
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analysis, whereas the diversity of stakeholders in SSOs and fees charged
for implementing standards have significant but relatively small impacts.
This may partly be due to the specific SSOs through which we accessed
our respondents. West (2007b) shows that there are indeed SSOs that
impose access restrictions on potential members, but none of the SSOs
through which we approached our respondents do so. This may mean that
many respondents were not familiar with such practices and therefore
disregarded this attribute in their decision-making. Similarly, we heard
from a number of respondents that they were not familiar with SSOs which
charge substantial amounts for implementing their standards, although
West (2007b) shows that such SSOs exist. It therefore remains to be seen
whether these findings can be replicated in future research based on other
samples, which are accessed through SSOs with these characteristics (see
Section 4.6.3). Nevertheless, we maintain the argument from Section 4.2
that SSOs are cases of multi-sided markets with all defining features. Our
study therefore contributes to multi-sided market theory by testing its
predictions in a new part of the theoretical domain (see Dul & Hak, 2008).
This contribution points out that the theory potentially does not cover all
cases in its domain and may need to be extended if our findings are
replicated.
IP licencing requirements appear to be the most relevant topic for
managers out of the ones addressed in the previous literature – at least in
our sample. Nevertheless, our observations are not entirely in line with
what we expected based on the forum shopping approach of Lerner &
Tirole (2006) and Chiao et al. (2007). Hypothesis 4 suggested that less
strict IP requirements59 would be preferred by companies holding
standard-relevant IPRs. We observe on the sample level and in class 260 of
the segmented model that FRAND terms are preferred. Both stricter

59

As outlined in Section 4.2.2, we mean by less strict requirements that
participants in an SSO have more leeway about how they handle their standardessential IPRs.
60
In class 3, IP licencing terms have no significant effect on utility.
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alternatives (royalty-free licencing) and less strict options (no licencing
requirements) are considered worse. This finding can be explained in light
of the forum shopping literature that we used to formulate our hypothesis
(Chiao et al., 2007; Lerner & Tirole, 2006), which argues that decision
makers choose SSOs with the least strict IP licencing terms that are still
acceptable to standard users. In line with this reasoning, our results would
therefore suggest that decision makers expect a standard developed at an
SSO with a complete lack of IPR restrictions to have insufficient
legitimacy (Botzem & Dobusch, 2012; Tamm Hallström & Boström,
2010). On the other hand, they would not expect that stricter royalty-free
IPR policies are needed to reach sufficient levels of legitimacy.
While these legitimacy-related considerations may figure in decision
makers’ reasoning, our data suggest a second, more important reason for
the preference of FRAND rules. Lerner & Tirole’s (2006) and Chiao et
al.’s (2007) forum shopping models simplify the work of SSOs by
assuming that their role is limited to ‘approving’ solutions developed by
one company. This ignores the collaborative standard development
activities that take place at SSOs (see e.g. Blind & Mangelsdorf, 2013;
Botzem & Dobusch, 2012; Brunsson et al., 2012; Isaak, 2006; Leiponen,
2008; Tamm Hallström & Boström, 2010; van den Ende et al., 2012;
Wiegmann et al., 2017). These collaborative processes often result in
standards that rely on IP from more than one party (e.g. Bekkers et al.,
2002, 2011; Kang & Bekkers, 2015). The forum shopping models by
Chiao et al. (2007) and Lerner & Tirole (2006) may therefore be an oversimplification. Respondents repeatedly stated in the comment fields of our
questionnaire (and in discussions that we had with them) that FRAND
rules were important for providing a level of certainty about what other
participants in SSOs could do with their IPR. In particular in the possible
presence of ‘patent trolls’ (see e.g. Bekkers & Updegrove, 2012; Fischer
& Henkel, 2012; Pohlmann & Opitz, 2013; Torti, 2016), ‘just-in-time
patenting’ (see Kang & Bekkers, 2015), and attempts to match patents to
standard specifications (see Berger et al., 2012) this is likely to be an
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important consideration for decision makers.61 Not having a ‘free-for-all
approach’ to IPR licencing is likely to both make the standardisation
process at an SSO more orderly, and to ensure that the standard’s standing
in the market is not negatively affected by ‘patent trolls’. At the same time,
unlike Royalty Free licencing requirements, FRAND terms still allow
companies to generate licencing fees on their standard-essential patents.
These licensing fees have been identified as a core motivation for
participating in standardisation (e.g. Bekkers et al., 2002; Kang & Bekkers,
2015; Kang & Motohashi, 2015). It therefore appears that clearly defined
IP licencing terms do not only give a standard legitimacy in the eyes of
standard users, but are also preferred by companies contributing to
standard development.

4.6.1.2 Companies’ Strategies for Standardisation
Beyond the effects discussed above, our analysis also indicates that there
are (at least) two distinct groups of decision makers with different priorities
in choosing SSOs. This is interesting because it points to different
strategies that companies follow in standardisation. It also raises the
question whether these strategies actually help firms contribute to widely
used standards that reflect their interests and therefore allow them to obtain
the benefits of participating in standardisation that the literature finds (e.g.
Axelrod et al., 1995; Blind, 2004, 2009; Kang & Motohashi, 2015, see
Section 1). While our study provides no evidence on the outcomes of such
strategies, previous literature suggests conditions under which these
approaches may be more or less appropriate. Circumstances that can be
relevant in this context include, e.g., uncertainty surrounding the
technology, the standardisation culture, and additional active mode(s) of
standardisation (e.g. Blind et al., 2017; Wiegmann et al., 2017).
On the one hand, we observe respondents in class 2 of our latent class
model, who disproportionally emphasise IP licencing requirements when
61

Also see Updegrove (2007) for a prominent practitioner’s take on this
question.
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choosing SSOs.62 Equal voting rights for all SSO members are the secondmost important criterion for them. Together, these two attributes drive half
of the utility that these respondents get out of their SSO membership. It
therefore appears that these respondents value fair and due processes
within an SSO very highly, which could be interpreted as them being
concerned about the resulting standards’ legitimacy (see Botzem &
Dobusch, 2012; Tamm Hallström & Boström, 2010).
This focus on legitimacy may, for instance, be appropriate in cases where
committee-based standardisation is accompanied by the government-based
mode and/or the standardisation culture requires highly legitimate
standards (see Wiegmann et al., 2017). However, we also observe very
limited attention to SSOs’ diversity among respondents in class 2, which
is a further important driver of standards’ legitimacy (see Botzem &
Dobusch, 2012; Tamm Hallström & Boström, 2010 and Section 2.1.1).
When highly legitimate standards are needed, it may therefore be
appropriate to pay more attention to SSOs’ membership composition than
we observe in class 2 of the latent class model.
On the other hand, we see respondents in class 3 of the model who
primarily emphasise the costs and duration of the process in their
preferences for SSOs. Again, these attributes drive more than half of their
utility. These respondents can therefore be characterised as being primarily
concerned about the effort needed to develop a standard at an SSO. Given
that respondents from smaller companies tend to be in this group, this
could partly be driven by the limited resources for standardisation that are
typically available at these respondents’ companies (also see H. J. de Vries
et al., 2009a). In addition, smaller companies may also have less
substantial IPR portfolios, which could be a factor in their apparent lower
concern for IPR policies than their counterparts at larger firms.

62

Interestingly, these respondents come predominantly from the ICT sector. This
underlines the observation about the importance of IPRs in ICT standardisation
compared to other sectors that we made in Chapter 3 of this dissertation.
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Even though this focus is likely to be driven by limited available resources,
literature suggests that the focus may also contribute to better outcomes in
some situations. Particularly when standards developed at an SSO become
subject to a market battle, quick development processes can contribute to
an early market entry. Such early market entry has been identified as an
important success factor in this context (e.g. den Uijl, 2015; Schilling,
2002; Suarez, 2004; Suarez, Grodal, & Gotsopoulos, 2015; van de Kaa et
al., 2011). Similarly, in situations where there is high technological
uncertainty (see Blind et al., 2017) such a speedier process may be
advantageous. However, literature (e.g. den Uijl, 2015; Schilling, 2002;
Suarez, 2004; Suarez et al., 2015; van de Kaa et al., 2011) also finds a
standard’s supporting coalition to be an important factor in such market
battles. This means that these situations may again warrant more attention
to diversity in the composition of SSOs than we observe in our sample.
In conclusion, our study describes two approaches to choosing
standardisation committees that appear to represent distinct company
approaches towards standard development. Existing literature provides
some points of reference for an initial evaluation of these strategies, but
does not enable us to do so comprehensively. As we outline in Section
4.6.3, our description of these strategies provides an excellent foundation
for future research to evaluate them and identify success factors in
standardisation.

4.6.2 Practical Implications
The findings in this paper have strong practical implications for policy
makers at SSOs in the ICT field. Knowing more about decision makers’
preferred features of SSOs helps them to establish the attractive
institutional setting that Delimatsis (2015) finds to be important in the
competition between them. In this respect, our paper gives clear guidance
by showing which characteristics of SSOs are valued and how important
they are for the choice between competing organisations. Especially the
importance of the individual characteristics is key for the results’ practical
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relevance, as it clearly shows where SSOs should focus their efforts to
make themselves more attractive to potential members.
Table 4.11: Preferences for SSOs’ institutional designs
Class 2
importance

Class 3
importance

average
values across
entire sample

mostly large
firms,
members of
formal SSOs,
ICT sector

mostly small
firms,
members of
non-formal
SSOs

Low costs of
participation

26.55%

10.47%

36.04%

Short duration of
standardisation
processes

18.29%

7.71%

22.50%

High diversity of
represented
stakeholders

16.22%

(n.s.) 4.93%

9.75%

Equal voting rights for
all members

14.65%

15.72%

11.26%

FRAND IP licencing
terms

11.01%

42.88%

(n.s.) 5.64%

No fees for standard
implementation

8.14%

(n.s) 5.67%

9.96%

Presence of
stakeholders with
whom companies have
previously collaborated

5.15%

12.62%

4.84%

Preferred
characteristics of
SSO

Sample level
importance

Table 4.11 provides an overview over the preferred attribute levels that
make up the ‘ideal’ SSO, as well as their importance for respondents’
utilities. It shows these attributes importance values on the sample level
and for classes 2 and 3 of the latent class model (n.s. denotes that a
characteristic has no significant effect on utility of a particular class). Class
2 consists mainly of respondents from larger companies (>500 employees)
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and from the ICT sector whereas class 3 mostly consists of respondents
from smaller companies (<500 employees). Respondents in class 2 are also
more likely to be current members of formal SSOs than respondents in
class 3.
Depending on SSOs’ own strategic objectives, policy makers could use
these results in two different ways. Standardisation bodies that aim to
attract companies across the board could rely on the findings of our
sample-level model (see Section 4.5.1 and the second column of Table
4.11), which are likely to provide a good indication of what the ‘average
decision maker’ values. On the other hand, bodies which aim to attract a
certain profile of companies (e.g. because their work is most relevant for
specific segments, or because they perceive a lack of representation from
some groups) could rely on the latent class model presented in Section
4.5.2 and the two last columns of Table 4.11 to determine how they can
make themselves more attractive for their target audience. The ‘good
news’ in that case is that we do not find conflicting preferences between
groups of respondents. This means that making an organisation more
attractive on a certain dimension for one of the identified groups would at
worst be irrelevant for the other group. It would, however, be unlikely to
make the SSO less attractive to the group which does not value a specific
dimension.
Although this shows clear preferences for certain characteristics of SSOs,
our analysis does not take the feasibility of implementing the preferred
options at an SSO into account. For example, our results show that decision
makers prefer SSOs which charge no fees for implementing standards, nor
do vary members’ voting rights based on financial contribution while also
keeping membership fees and other costs low. In practice, this may pose a
conundrum for decision makers at SSOs because implementing all of these
attributes might potentially hamper an organisation’s ability to fund its
activities. In such cases, the importance assigned to each attribute provides
a guideline for prioritising such trade-offs. In this example, the sample
level model would suggest first introducing fees for implementing
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standards before altering the other two characteristics. This change would
have the smallest negative effect on members’ utility and therefore also
carry the smallest increase in the likelihood of them joining another SSO.
However, additional considerations, which are not covered by our study,
may also apply in this context. Introducing fees for standard
implementation may, for example, limit the standard’s success in the
market and therefore eventually also not be in the interest of the SSO’s
members.
Our findings also have informational value for company managers and
other actors involved in standardisation, such as government officials.
Understanding what drives companies’ choice of SSOs may be useful
information for anticipating likely developments in standardisation
processes. Having this information may therefore help companies
formulate their strategies, plans, policies, etc. accordingly. In particular,
they can use our results when scanning the field of available standard
bodies for a certain topic where there is no clearly leading SSO. This could
then be one element in their assessment of where the ‘main action’ is likely
to happen.

4.6.3 Limitations and Scope for Future Research
Although this study provides a number of novel insights which lead to the
theoretical and practical contributions outlined above, it also is subject to
a number of limitations. Below, we outline these limitations and how they
could be addressed in future research. We also point out some new
intriguing questions for research that arise from the results of this paper.
A first limitation of the study arises from a fundamental assumption
underlying our research question. We assume that companies freely
formulate and implement commercially driven standardisation strategies,
which include their choices of SSOs to engage in. While this assumption
is likely to apply to most companies in Western countries that are active in
standardisation, this may not be the case in other countries where the
government plays a more defining role (e.g. China or Korea, see Contreras,
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2014). For example, we learned in a recent series of expert interviews in
Korea that the government there sets national targets for standardisation
and provides funding to business for implementing these targets. Many
Korean firms therefore orientate their standardisation strategies so that
they increase their (perceived) chances of receiving this money, rather than
on their own commercial targets. Our findings clearly do not translate to
such settings and future studies are needed to understand these companies’
activities.
Secondly, our sample poses some limitations. One such limitation arises
from our reliance on individual standardisation managers to provide their
personal preferences. The descriptive statistics of our participants (see
Section 4.4.2) show that they are both experienced standardisation
professionals and have very often been involved in the type of decision
making that we address in the study. Nevertheless, such decisions are often
not made by a single person in a company and may therefore turn out
differently than our study suggests. In addition, our sample does not
completely fulfil all requirements typically posed for a random sample of
a population (see e.g. Dul & Hak, 2008). Particularly the low response
rates in some of the SSOs through which we contacted our participants
pose a problem. Furthermore, as we briefly discuss in Section 4.6.1.1, the
characteristics of the SSOs where our respondents are member may affect
their decision criteria (i.e. the fact that they are member of these SSOs and
not others implies that they have certain decision criteria). We attempted
to minimise this issue by addressing participants through both formal and
informal SSOs, but cannot test the degree to which our study still is subject
to such a bias. All of this means that readers should be cautious when
generalising from our results and always view them in the light of other
research findings. Future studies could address this issue by attempting to
replicate our results in other settings.
The generalisability of our findings is also hampered by our focus on
interface standards for the IoT. Although this is a field where competition
between SSOs in particularly likely to occur (as we argue in Section 4.1),
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there are many other standardisation fields. The degree to which our
findings also apply in contexts not related to interfaces and/or ICT is
unclear and also needs to be established in future research. Furthermore,
while we took appropriate steps to maximise the external validity of our
choice experiment (see Section 4.4.1), we cannot test the degree to which
the findings reflect ‘real-world choices’. Although it can be observed
which SSOs companies select, it is rarely publicly known what alternatives
they considered before joining. In order to establish the external validity
of our experiment, future research would thus have to gain access to
company-internal information about a large number of SSO joining
decisions.
Finally, our study focuses on what decision criteria are used in choosing
between SSOs but does not deliver detailed insights into whether these
contribute to reaching positive outcomes in standardisation. By doing so,
we lay the foundation for future studies which can concentrate on
determining under which circumstances what types of decision criteria
lead to the best standardisation outcomes. Such a study could, for example,
look in detail at a small number of companies in a range of contexts that
choose between SSOs in line with our findings. It could then investigate
how being member of these SSOs affects these companies’ abilities to
achieve standardisation outcomes that reflect their aims and objectives.
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5 Summary and Conclusions
This dissertation investigated three specific questions related to standards’
and standardisation’s contribution to managing innovation in contexts with
large numbers of stakeholders who often have conflicting interests. In line
with major trends, such as the development of large and complex systems,
and the rise of platforms, innovations are being developed increasingly
frequently in such contexts (see e.g. Kenney & Zysman, 2016; Porter &
Heppelmann, 2014). As this dissertation shows, such situations pose
substantial challenges to innovators and require careful management on
their part, which is supported substantially by standards and
standardisation. The three studies of this dissertation generate a better
understanding of important issues in this context. In this concluding
chapter, we summarise the main findings and contributions from each of
the studies (Section 5.1). Building on these insights, we highlight the
overarching implications for innovation management of all chapters
combined in Section 5.2. By combining these insights, Section 5.2 also
explains how standardisation balances diverse interests and helps set the
stage for innovation. Furthermore, as we outline in Section 5.3, the
findings of this thesis may also have ramifications beyond the field of
innovation management.

5.1 Summary of Main Findings and Contributions
Multi-Mode Standardisation: A Critical Review and a
Research Agenda (Chapter 2)
Standardisation shapes innovation. It does so by creating
between stakeholders’ interests, and setting rules that
technology development and associated societal processes.
existing literature, we conceptualised three ideal-typical

a balance
coordinate
Based on
modes of

standardisation which achieve these aims in different manners: (1)
Committee-based, (2) market-based, and (3) government-based
standardisation. While previous research has to a large extent treated these
three modes as distinct phenomena, empirical evidence suggests that
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increasingly complex innovations lead to standardisation processes
frequently being shaped by multiple modes. Chapter 2 recombines
evidence from previous literature to take some first steps in theorising
about multi-mode standardisation.
In addition to establishing multi-mode standardisation as an important
concept, we make theoretical contributions on five key aspects in Chapter
2: (1) We identify the significance of an underlying ‘standardisation
culture’ for shaping standardisation and innovation trajectories and reflect
on how such cultures are likely to emerge. (2) We establish how and under
which conditions the three modes can be activated in standardisation
processes. (3) We discuss the element of timing in multi-mode
standardisation. (4) We explore the dynamic interactions that are likely to
occur because the modes influence each other. (5) We reveal that involving
multiple modes make standardisation processes potentially indefinitely
ongoing.
Chapter 2 shows that actors in standardisation face a very broad range of
strategic options that they can use to influence the trajectories of largescale technological developments. These options can benefit individual
stakeholders, yet they must also be prepared for other parties using them.
While Chapter 2 already advances the literature considerably, it remains a
first step in understanding multi-mode standardisation. We therefore offer
an agenda for research at the end of the chapter. The proposed research
would contribute to a better understanding of how large-scale innovation
trajectories, which involve many stakeholders, can be effectively
coordinated.

Managing Innovation and Standards: A Case in the
European Heating Industry (Chapter 3)
Chapter 3 considers how the complex and dynamic processes identified in
Chapter 2 can be incorporated into companies’ new product development
processes. To answer this question, we studied the development of micro
Combined Heat and Power (mCHP) technology, a radical innovation in the
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heating sector that is characterised by its strong links to standards and
regulation. Among other advantages, selecting our case in a traditional
manufacturing sector contributes towards reducing the bias towards ICT
in standardisation literature that we identified in Chapter 2.
We studied this case using a grounded theory approach (see Glaser &
Strauss, 1973), which enabled us to develop a deep understanding of
innovation, standards and regulation. The in-depth case study confirmed
the positive link between standards and innovation. It also reveals how
innovators can effectively address the topic and align their innovations
with standards and regulation. Based on these findings, Chapter 3 also
shows that the common ICT focus of standardisation research gives rise to
some theoretical expectations that do not apply in all contexts.
On the link between standards and innovation, Chapter 3 confirms many
of the positive effects demonstrated by existing literature, such as
standards providing market access, facilitating the creation of supporting
infrastructures, and acting as an information source. Beyond confirming
these effects, our results in Chapter 3 also highlight a much more
fundamental function of standards for innovation to which the current
literature pays relatively little attention. We observed that standards do not
only enshrine a balance between stakeholders’ competing interests related
to an innovation (as the theory developed in Chapter 2 already suggests).
Standardisation also helps to specify sometimes ill-defined interests and
regulatory requirements. Especially in combination with the European
‘New Approach’, standards therefore provide clarity and certainty
regarding the specific characteristics of innovations, which make these
innovations acceptable to regulators and other stakeholders.
Building on these identified relationships between standards, regulation,
and innovation, we developed a theory about how companies can
effectively manage them. A first fundamental finding revealed that only
looking at the company level is insufficient for addressing this topic.
Instead, three levels are relevant in this context: Activities to align
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innovation, standards, and regulation need to take place (1) within the
company and (2) in collaboration between innovators at the industry level.
Furthermore, there are important interactions between these levels and (3)
an innovation’s wider context.
At the company level, we find elements of the organisational support
structure that need to be in place (e.g. awareness and expertise related to
standards and regulation), and identify how companies can integrate
standards, standardisation, and regulation into their new product
development processes. Furthermore, innovators may participate in
collaborations at the industry level and in the wider context to influence
the standards and regulation that apply to their products. This is an optional
activity, but a passive approach of not contributing to standardisation and
regulation makes companies standard takers and severely limits their
freedom for innovating – in this case, they allow other actors (including
their competitors) to determine ‘the rules of the game’.
At the industry level, Chapter 3 clearly shows important elements of the
industry structure (such as the availability of supporting institutions, and
the approach to intellectual property rights63). These elements facilitate
collaboration in technology development, standardisation, and regulation.
Such cooperation among innovators and other actors like industry
associations and notified bodies is needed to resolve conflicting interests
in the industry and the wider context.
Ultimately, this can result in standards and regulation which support rather
than hinder an innovation. Interestingly, companies which do not
participate in these activities still benefit from their results. Nevertheless,
our study shows that the investment in influencing standards and
regulation can be justified by the substantially bigger freedom for
63

Interestingly, we observed that this approach included a much less central role
for IPRs in standardisation processes than we would have expected based on
previous literature. This implies that current theories about standardisation, which
are mainly based on empirical studies in ICT contexts, may not apply to all sectors
equally on this aspect.
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innovation. Overall, Chapter 3 therefore expands the available literature
on managing innovation and standards substantially by offering theoretical
insights at all three relevant levels – company, industry, wider context. In
addition, the findings in Chapter 3 also have practical relevance to
managers and policy makers alike.

Forum Choice in Standardisation: A Choice Experiment
in the IoT Context (Chapter 4)
In the highly complex and dynamic processes that the previous chapters
revealed, companies must often choose between competing standardsetting organisations (SSOs). These SSOs provide forums for jointly
developing standards with other interested stakeholders, and differ
considerably in terms of their institutional settings (Delimatsis, 2015;
West, 2007b). Because these settings can substantially affect the
standardisation process, the choice between them is a crucial strategic
decision for companies. Chapter 4 investigates companies’ preferred
characteristics of SSOs and how these characteristics affect the decision to
join an SSO.
We base our answer to these questions on three theoretical approaches,
which highlight different aspects of SSOs’ institutional settings that are
likely to be relevant: (1) multi-sided markets, (2) social networks, and (3)
forum shopping. A qualitative pre-test showed all theoretically identified
aspects to be relevant for practitioners. Furthermore, it revealed three
additional characteristics that have so far been neglected by the
mainstream academic literature (costs, duration, voting rights).
Subsequently, we carried out a choice experiment (see Eggers et al., 2018;
Louviere et al., 2000) with 141 standardisation experts in the Internet of
Things (IoT) field. Analysing these data using conjoint analysis allowed
us to identify the effects of different characteristics of SSOs on the utility
firms enjoy as members. As far as we are aware, this makes us the first to
apply this highly suitable methodology to forum shopping problems.
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Beyond the methodological contribution of introducing choice
experiments to forum shopping problems, the results also advance theory.
To our knowledge, this is the first research to comprehensively analyse
companies’ preferred institutional settings of SSOs. We find several
aspects that have so far been ignored by mainstream academic literature to
be particularly important for companies. Chapter 4 also shows that
companies have a distinct preference for transparent and unambiguous IPR
policies, even if this comes at the cost of restricting what they can do with
their own patents in standardisation. Furthermore, Chapter 4 distils two
distinct groups of respondents, who emphasise different characteristics of
SSOs in their decisions. This indicates that at least two different strategic
approaches (which we interpret as being focused on legitimacy vs. effort),
with different priorities for selecting SSOs, exist among companies in the
IoT field.
Chapter 4 therefore offers novel perspectives to the understanding of how
companies use standardisation as a tool to manage diverse interests and
coordinate innovation trajectories. The results also have practical
relevance for decision makers at SSOs, who are interested in attracting
participants to their committees, and for managers in companies who want
to understand their competitors’ moves in standardisation.

5.2 Implications for Innovation Management
Each of the three studies in this dissertation makes valuable theoretical and
practical contributions, as outlined in the corresponding chapters, and
summarised in Section 5.1. Furthermore, the thesis as a whole delivers
further important novel theoretical and practical insights, which we
illuminate below.
Previous literature (e.g. Blind et al., 2017; Geels, 2002, 2004; Geels &
Schot, 2007; Smith & Raven, 2012; Smith et al., 2010; Van de Ven, 2005)
and this dissertation show that innovations are often accompanied by a
multitude of diverse stakeholder interests. Such interests may relate
directly to the technology, e.g. when there are competing solutions, but
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often go beyond. Previous research (e.g. Blind et al., 2017; Geels, 2002,
2004; Geels & Schot, 2007; Porter & Heppelmann, 2014; Teece, 1986,
2006; Van de Ven, 2005) shows that an innovation’s success does not only
rely on its own characteristics, but also on the degree to which it is
supported by a range of factors like ecosystems, complementary products,
regulation, and usage patterns. Many stakeholders may therefore not be
directly involved in the innovation process itself, but concerned with the
factors surrounding it. The innovation is only likely to be successful when
there is a balance between these stakeholders’ diverse (and potentially
competing) interests, and this balance supports the technology’s needs.
Standardisation is key to achieving this balance. Involved stakeholders
vying to shape standards and the associated innovation according to their
preferences contribute to standardisation’s dynamics. For example, they
may cooperate within alliances, compete in the market, and lobby
governments. This often culminates in consensus in committees,
technology adoption in the market, and/or hierarchical decisions by
governments, which define a stable balance of interests. Standards
enshrine this balance and specify it in clear and concrete (often technical)
terms which can be implemented relatively easily in innovations. In this
way, standardisation forms an integral part of a new technology64 moving
out of the niche where it has initially been developed into the mainstream
technological regime. Sociotechnical systems theory argues that this move
into the regime relies on factors, such as rules and regulation or
infrastructures, which need to accommodate the new technology (e.g.
Geels, 2002, 2004; Geels & Schot, 2007). This dissertation shows that
balancing interests in standardisation is important for aligning these
factors.
Ultimately, this balancing process makes standards a vital part of the rules
which are needed for markets to function (see e.g. Fligstein & McAdam,
64
This dissertation and previous literature (e.g. Geels, 2002, 2004; Geels & Schot,
2007) predominantly focus on technology, but the same reasoning is also likely to
apply to other types of innovation (e.g. services, business processes).
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2012; Polanyi, 2001; Stiglitz, 2001). Furthermore, earlier literature
identified specific functions of standards in support of innovation, such as
legitimising solutions (e.g. Botzem & Dobusch, 2012; Tamm Hallström &
Boström, 2010), providing information (e.g. Blind & Gauch, 2009; Tassey,
2000), and facilitating the coordination of technological development (e.g.
Featherston et al., 2016; Ho & O’Sullivan, 2017). These specific functions
are also to a large extent founded on the balancing of interests which takes
place during standardisation processes.
To some degree, innovations can most likely draw on existing standards
for these purposes. Nevertheless, new standards and updates to existing
standards are needed in many cases to support new technologies, and
particularly the more radical innovations (also see Blind & Gauch, 2009;
Featherston et al., 2016; Ho & O’Sullivan, 2017). This implies that at least
some of the actors who are involved in developing an innovation must
engage in standardisation and associated processes, like shaping
regulation. Even when dealing with relatively simple innovations, these
innovators must address a potentially large number of standards (see
Chapter 3 of this dissertation; Featherston et al., 2016; Ho & O’Sullivan,
2017). These standards often address a diverse range of technological
questions, interfaces with complementary products, quality, regulatory
requirements, etc. Innovators may therefore encounter distinct groups of
stakeholders in standardisation for each topic, resulting in different
dynamics. Innovators may thus be further challenged to not only achieve
standards which are individually aligned with their innovations, but also a
coherent overall set of requirements. Ensuring that a supporting balance of
interests is reached for an innovation is therefore most often beyond the
means of individual innovators, thus requiring extensive collaboration
between companies. Furthermore, the effects on society of the major trends
outlined in the introduction to this chapter may increasingly necessitate
cooperating with stakeholders outside the business realm.
Choosing a forum for this collaboration is one of the most fundamental
strategic decisions for innovators when engaging in standardisation. Often,
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they face a ‘mess’ of committees and consortia with a large variety of
institutional set-ups (Delimatsis, 2015). In these situations, the choice of
forum can determine whether innovators interact effectively with the most
influential stakeholders, experience due process, and harvest their
technologies’ full commercial potential (e.g. by being able to charge
licencing fees). Different forums for collaboration emphasise either
business aspects of standardisation (e.g. many consortia), societal aspects
(e.g. many NGOs), or a balance between the two (e.g. many formal SDOs).
Consequently, they may support their members’ potential efforts in the
market-based and government-based modes to various extents. In the ideal
case, a standardisation committee may act as the ‘glue’ between markets
and governments (see Chapter 3). It may give market- and societal actors
an opportunity to unify and legitimise their interests, sending important
signals to stakeholders in both other modes. Simultaneously, it may
provide an opportunity to clarify and interpret sometimes abstract
government regulation for actors in the market. All of this makes joining
suitable standardisation forums vital for innovators’ ability to help shaping
a balance of interests which supports their new technologies. Our research
shows that distinct approaches to this decision exist. Yet, these approaches
may shift in line with the major trends outlined in the introduction to this
chapter. This also raises questions about how the characteristics of the
‘ideal’ standardisation forum may change, as well as the future roles of the
three standardisation modes in balancing interests in innovation.
Finally, this dissertation also shows that the balance of interests enshrined
in standards may be temporary. In line with Botzem & Dobusch’s (2012)
idea of recursive standardisation cycles, we find that standards do not only
change in line with SSOs’ maintenance cycles (e.g. Egyedi & Heijnen,
2008). Instead, actors who are not satisfied with a standard can challenge
the settled balance at any time, especially in multi-mode standardisation.
This is important for innovators because it allows them to overturn
outdated standards, which might otherwise lock the market into old
technologies. Yet, it also means that companies need to continue keeping
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an eye on developments in standardisation after a balance, which supports
their technology, has been found. Failing to do so may result in innovators
being blindsided by actors who aim to overturn this balance and question
the foundation which supports their innovation.

5.3 Possible Implications Beyond Innovation
Management
Beyond this dissertation’s focus on “Setting the Stage for Innovation”, our
findings are also likely to be relevant in other situations where
organisations and society face important decisions and need to define
common plans of action. In this last section of the dissertation we sketch
how our findings might apply in broader contexts beyond innovation
management. These ideas are intended to serve as inspiration for future
research and debate, and are therefore not as firmly rooted in the evidence
presented in this dissertation as the conclusions drawn in Sections 5.1 and
5.2.
Chapter 3 identifies three nested levels (individual organisations, which
are part of their respective industries, which are in turn part of the wider
society) at which stakeholders are involved in resolving common issues,
and the interactions between these parties. These three levels are likely to
be a useful frame of reference in many situations where stakeholders from
business and other societal fields address problems which requires joint
action, such as climate change. They provide a fixed scheme in which
activities can be located and the relationships between them can be
analysed. The levels identified in this dissertation somewhat resemble
Fligstein & McAdam’s (2012) conceptualisation of strategic action fields
in the sense that they are nested and hierarchical: Multiple individual
organisations form part of an industry, which is embedded in the same
societal context as other industries. However, we use the three levels as the
‘backdrop’ to understand how decisions are made and players interact,
rather than making them the object of analysis. Consequently, these three
levels are more static and less fine-grained than strategic action fields, but
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provide enough detail to understand decision making at different levels and
the relationships between actors operating within these levels.
Within each of these levels, we observe decision making that relies on the
same coordination mechanisms underlying the modes of standardisation
that we identified in Chapter 2 (consensus, competition, hierarchy). These
modes therefore are not only likely to apply to the context of
standardisation, but to decision making that involves multiple stakeholders
more generally. Table 5.1 on page 298 provides an (incomplete) list of
examples where these types of decision making apply, showing that they
are likely to be relevant for understanding contexts beyond standardisation.
Many of the dynamics identified in this dissertation are also likely to apply
in these broader decision-making contexts. For example, Chapter 2
conceptualises ‘standardisation culture’ as an important factor in
determining how decisions are likely to be reached in a particular setting,
which is characterised by aspects like the backgrounds of involved
stakeholders and political and legal frameworks. Similar ideas are likely to
apply to the three levels of the framework. On each of them, a range of
approaches to decision making exists: (1) At societal level, for example
countries’ political systems vary in terms of the decision making
mechanisms in use (e.g. states like China relying to a large extent on
hierarchical decision making vs. Switzerland, with its direct democracy
where different ideas compete for the population’s votes vs. the
Netherlands where government often seeks consensus among societal
stakeholders). (2) At different industries one can observe, e.g., governance
by centralised professional bodies, strong competition between members,
or industry associations which play an important role in solving core
problems. (3) On the organisation level, there may for example be centrally
run corporations (or in cases like China also political parties) but also
democratically organised organisations like many political parties in the
Western world. Often, multiple modes of decision making may also apply
simultaneously in these circumstances, such as when expert committees
and round tables make recommendations that compete for votes and are
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Table 5.1: Examples of ‘decision making modes’ at three levels
Level of
decision
making

Consensusbased
decision
making

Competition-based
decision making

Hierarchybased
decision
making

Society
(macro level)

Round tables
with different
stakeholder
groups

Referenda

Legislation
and
regulation

Competition in the
market between
approaches to solving
a problem

Professional
associations
(e.g. for
doctors and
lawyers)
determining
guidelines
for
professional
practice and
deciding
who is
allowed to
practice the
profession

Companies
encouraging
competing employees
to develop and
implement solutions
to a problem and
applying the best
company-wide

Decision
making
along
official
lines of
hierarchy in
an
organisation

Expert
commissions
Industry
(meso level)

Industry
associations
agreeing on
common
policy
platforms for
the industry
Collective
bargaining
between
employers and
unions
Cartels setting
prices

Organisation
(micro level)

Project teams
jointly
working on
completing an
assignment

Leadership elections
in democratic
organisations (e.g.
political parties)
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then implemented using hierarchical structures. This may then be
accompanied by dynamics, similar to the ones identified in Chapter 2 when
actors attempt to use multiple modes to influence the outcome in their
favour.
Organisations operating in these contexts are likely to face interactions and
ways of influencing processes at higher levels similar to the ones that we
identified in Chapter 3: For example, they may engage in lobbying and
cooperation among themselves to address emerging regulation, which will
affect them. This makes organisations major actors influencing
developments on the industry- and societal levels. By engaging in
decision-making at the industry- and societal levels, organisations have
substantial influence on shaping the markets, regulatory environments,
infrastructures, etc. in which they operate. Simultaneously, organisations
also need to reflect these developments internally. As Chapter 3 clearly
shows, companies may often encounter stakeholder expectations related to
large societal challenges in their activities, even if these topics were not
the initial focus of their work. On the other hand, organisations could
possibly also use these developments as a starting point when scouting for
new (business) opportunities. By observing cooperation, competition, and
regulation related to large societal challenges, companies may be able to
identify opportunities where they can contribute to these joint processes
while simultaneously furthering their own objectives.
Furthermore, these processes may also confront organisations with
strategic choices, similar to the ones that we research in Chapter 4. Most
companies can choose which markets and industries to engage in, and how
to interact with other stakeholders in these settings. Large companies can
in many cases even choose the societal setting and ‘forum-shop’ between
different countries where they can focus their business. A reactive
approach would only look at the current status-quo in this context (e.g. in
terms of current market size). On the other hand, companies may also be
more proactive by factoring the degree to which they will be able to
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influence future developments (e.g. new regulation, emergence of
infrastructures etc.) and are aligned with important stakeholders.
As we show, there appear to be parallels between the results of this thesis,
which focus on the innovation context, and observations that can be made
in more general management and societal settings. This last section of the
dissertation outlines some of these parallels and sketches how the findings
could potentially also apply in broader contexts. Taking such a lens may
help understand and analyse how businesses and other organisations can
both influence large developments, and are impacted by these societal
processes. Exploring further how the preliminary ideas presented here may
help in these contexts would therefore be an interesting direction for future
research.
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6 Appendix
Appendix A Empirical Pre-Study for
Chapter 2: Standardising Plugs
and Sockets for European EMobility
A.1

Introduction

During an in-depth case study of the process of standardising the plugs for
charging electric vehicles in Europe, we observed some intriguing
interactions between committees, markets, and governments. This
triggered us to develop the theoretical contributions presented in Chapter
2. The case study was removed from the chapter while we revised it for
publication, but it nevertheless provides an excellent illustration of the
dynamics addressed in Chapter 2.
The case of standardising e-mobility charging plugs in Europe is
interesting to study for several reasons. First, this relatively simple
interface standard is a key foundation for the success of e-mobility as a
major innovation. An extensive charging infrastructure is a prerequisite for
widespread diffusion of electric vehicles because many potential adopters
of electric vehicles will only buy one if they will not be ‘stranded’ if their
car runs out of electricity (e.g. ACEA, 2012; Achtnicht, Bühler, &
Hermeling, 2012; Bakker, Maat, & van Wee, 2014; Committee on
Transport and Tourism, 2013; European Commission, 2010a, 2013b). The
CEO of Mennekes (a key player in the case) illustrated the common plug’s
importance more pointedly by bringing a bunch of cables with different
plugs to a meeting with government officials and asking whether drivers
should be expected to find the right plug every time when charging an
electric vehicle in the pouring rain (Fahrenholz, 2015). However, such a
charging infrastructure is only likely to be built if operators expect many
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users. Hence, strong direct and indirect network effects (see e.g. Katz &
Shapiro, 1985) exist in the build-up of an e-mobility charging
infrastructure, meaning that a common interface between charging stations
and vehicles in the form of a standardised plug is needed to leverage the
network effects (Electric Vehicle Standards Panel, 2012, e.g. 2014;
European Commission, 2010b).
The fundamental role of this standard for the success of e-mobility as one
of the key ongoing innovations raised the involved stakes. Issues affected
by the eventual success of e-mobility (and therefore also this standard)
include the future competitiveness of the European car industry and
Europe’s ability to meet its environmental protection targets. This led to
actors like the European Commission, national governments and large car
manufacturers taking a keen interest in the case and playing an important
role in its developments. Furthermore, the stakes were also high for the
plugs’ producers who would lose their investments in the plugs’ designs
and their attempts of making them the standard if they failed to establish
their designs as the standard. On the other hand winning would create a
substantial new market for these relatively small companies (around 10001500 employees). These high stakes for the involved parties meant that we
were able to observe a highly dynamic standardisation process, involving
all three modes of standardisation identified in Chapter 2 (committeebased, market-based, government-based65).
In addition to these two theoretical considerations for choosing the case
(importance as part of the basis for a major innovation and highly dynamic
interactions between all three modes of standardisation), we also selected
this case for practical reasons. Focusing on the standardisation process for
a single interface enabled us to track its development in great detail and

65

The degree to which the government-based mode was involved in this case
exceeds that in many other cases. This has made the case notorious in the
standardisation community. When talking to standardisation practitioners, we
learned that many of them are aware of the case, even if their focus lies in entirely
different areas of standardisation.
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create a much more comprehensive reconstruction than would have been
possible in a more complex case. Additionally, the case shows that, even
for seemingly simple standardisation issues that appear to be trivial at first
sight, the process can be anything but. Finally, the case occurred in parallel
to our research, meaning that we could follow it as it unfolded and its
importance for European public policy means that it is well documented
(e.g. in policy documents, industry position papers, minutes of SDO
committee meetings and the media).
This appendix first describes the methodology used in studying the case of
standardisation for e-mobility charging plugs in Europe (Section A.2). It
then describes the case and shows how a common charging plug for
Europe was found (Section A.3). Finally, the appendix provides a brief
overview over some comparable cases in Section A.4.

A.2

Methodology

We next describe the methods used to collect data about the standardisation
of e-mobility charging plugs in Europe and analyse this data (Section
A.2.1). In addition to this case, we also collected information about four
comparable cases. We outline these cases’ role in the paper in Section
A.2.2.

A.2.1

Data Collection and Analysis in the Main
Case

At the beginning of our research, we developed an initial case
reconstruction using publicly available sources. Based on this
reconstruction we identified core stakeholders, using the method proposed
by de Vries et al. (2003) and Fomin and de Vries (2009). This method
offers a heuristic to identify relevant stakeholders in standardisation cases
by proposing “nine search directions” (H. J. de Vries et al., 2003, p. 97)
and subsequently identifying important stakeholders by considering the
power they can exert on the process, their legitimacy in the process and the
standard’s urgency for them. We identified four groups of key
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Table 6.1: Overview over archival sources used in the paper and
their role for the analysis
Type of
Material

Description / Use in the
Analysis

Example
Sources

Official
governmental
documents

This material includes all
official documents released by
governmental bodies, such as
mandates to SDOs, (draft)
legislation, decisions by the
European parliament etc. These
documents enabled us to trace
any formal steps taken by
governmental bodies to
influence the case.

European
Commission
(2010b, e.g.
2013b);
European
Parliament and
Council of the
European Union
(2014)

Official SDO
communications

We considered SDOs’
communication with external
parties, such as the report that
was formulated as an official
response to the EU mandate.
This communication includes
information on different
stakeholders’ requirements,
reasons for decisions in
committees, recommendations
to other involved parties etc.

CEN/CENELEC
Focus Group on
European
Electro-Mobility
(2011)

Internal SDO
documents

We gained access to the
document filing system of the
CEN/CENELEC committees
dealing with the plug
(including, e.g., minutes of their
meetings and position
documents). These documents
gave us insights into internal
discussions between
stakeholders and into voting
behaviour.

No publicly
available
sources in this
category

Industry position
papers

These documents cover the
officially stated positions by
actors in the case, such as

ACEA (2012);
Eurelectric
(2012); EV Plug
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industry associations and
individual firms. They also
gave us insights into the
arguments used to support
actors’ positions.

Alliance (2013);
Geode (2010);
Ricaud and
Vollet (2010)

Expert reports /
hearings

Different governmental actors
ordered expert reports and
hearings on the topic. These
sources provided us additional
insights into various
stakeholders’ opinions on the
issue and into arguments that
supported governmental
decisions.

Commission
Expert Group
FTF (2011a,
2011b); Nègre
and Legrand
(2011)

French
implementation
documents

The French government
intervened actively in the
market by providing subsidies.
The agencies paying out these
subsidies created documents
outlining detailed criteria for
obtaining the money, thus
showing us the exact terms of
the French government’s
intervention.

ADEME (2014);
Setec Its (2013)

Press releases by
involved actors

Press releases by involved
actors allowed us to identify
their officially stated positions
in the case and also enabled us
to verify factual information
(e.g. market entry times).

Mennekes
(2011); Council
of the European
Union (2013a)

Media reports
from newspapers
and professional
journals

These sources allowed us to
verify factual information (e.g.
market entry times) and
provided us with evidence of
how aspects of the case were
seen at different points in its
development.

Gillmann
(2009);
Tourneur
(2011); Vollmer
(2011)
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stakeholders: (1) backers of Type 2 (one competing technology); (2)
backers of Type 3 (the other competing technology); (3) Governmental
bodies; and (4) SDOs. While SDOs had no stake in the standard as such,
they had substantial influence on the process, making them a key
stakeholder to be considered in our case study (see H. J. de Vries et al.,
2003; Fomin & de Vries, 2009). Additionally, we identified other
stakeholders who we did not classify as key to the case (such as SMEs
building charging equipment or local initiatives to promote the spread of
e-mobility in certain areas). We also collected data related to these
stakeholders to ensure complete coverage of the case and learn how those
who implement the two technologies in use see the competition between
them.
We then used the results of this stakeholder analysis to identify sources of
further documentation of the case (e.g. SDOs’ internal documents; expert
reports commissioned by European Union bodies and industry position
papers) and key informants (see Table 6.1 on page 304 for information
about these sources and their role in our analysis). We interviewed
representatives of all key-stakeholder groups that we identified as well as
some non-key stakeholders (see Table 6.2 on page 307). This choice of
interviewees provided us with views on the case from leading
representatives of all parties that impacted on the final outcome as well as
from independent experts who observed the process unfolding. This
information therefore supplements the data from the documents that we
collected. Additionally, we attended a practitioners’ conference on emobility policy issues in January 2014 to gain insights into how the
standardisation of plugs relates to e-mobility policy in general. This allows
us to triangulate information from multiple sources (see Eisenhardt, 1989;
Yin, 2009, pp. 114–118) which reduce the potential impact of interviews’
limitations and biases (see Merton & Kendall, 1946; Rapley, 2001).
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Table 6.2: List of interviewees
Stakeholder Group

Interviewee(s)

Backers of Type 2

Leader of standardisation efforts from Type
2’s side66

Backers of Type 3

Coordinator of activities in support of Type 3

Governmental bodies

Four members of European Commission staff

SDOs

Two staff members at CEN/CENELEC –
Comité Européen de Normalisation and
Comité Européen de Normalisation
Électrotechnique – who played leading roles
in the process within the European SDOs
Two representatives of DKE (German
national electrotechnical SDO)
Engineering professor who leads e-mobilityrelated standardisation committees at all
geographic levels

Other stakeholders

Founder of a start-up producing charging
equipment
Spokesperson of a cross-border e-mobility
project in France and Germany (CROME)

Interviews were conducted between March 2013 and March 2014. Two
additional interviews were carried out in October 2014 when an
opportunity presented itself to ask additional questions to a representative
of DKE, the German electrotechnical SDO and a member of the European
Commission’s standardisation unit who were involved in the case. These
interviews and one interview in the first round were face-to-face, all others
were conducted via telephone. All interviews where interviewees agreed
to be recorded were verbally transcribed. We validated responses by giving
each interviewee the opportunity to read transcripts/interview notes and
demand changes if needed. This led to some minor changes and
clarifications.

66

This informant answered our questions in writing.
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Our case analysis is based on a process tracing approach which George and
Bennett (2005, p. 215) argue to be particularly appropriate for “obtaining
an explanation for deviant cases”, such as ours. We first identified key
events to establish a time-line. Then, we focused on the actions that led to
their occurrence as well as the interests and motivations behind these
actions. During this phase, we iterated between data analysis and
collection, finding additional interviewees and other sources to answer
open questions and obtain additional evidence to support findings and
resolve conflicting information in our data. We continued this iteration
until we reached saturation (see Glaser & Strauss, 1967, p. 61) and were
convinced that we had a complete overview over the case, including
perspectives from all relevant groups. Based on this detailed case
description, we reconstructed the causal chain of events that led from
different solutions competing at the beginning of the process to the final
outcome.

A.2.2

Comparable Cases

We identified four comparable cases where the three modes of
standardisation played varying roles. These cases validate the findings
derived from our main case, thus increasing the potential generalizability
of our results (see Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 2009), demonstrating that multimode standardisation as a phenomenon is not confined to one case, and
supporting our study’s relevance. We use the cases of standardising emobility charging connectors in the USA and mobile telecommunications
in Europe, the USA and China. They all concern interface standards
underlying important infrastructure, meaning key technological questions
were similar. This reduces the likelihood that the observed differences are
attributable to the technologies being standardised rather than the
standardisation processes themselves.
Because the findings of our case gave us a clear indication of the aspects
to focus on in these cases, we did not study them in the same depth. We
reconstructed the standardisation of e-mobility connectors in the USA
from publicly available sources and interviewed two representatives of
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SAE International and the California Air Resources Board via e-mail. We
used detailed descriptions in existing literature for the GSM case (Bekkers,
2001; Funk & Methe, 2001; Pelkmans, 2001), the case of 2G mobile
telecommunications in the USA (Funk & Methe, 2001; Gandal et al., 2003;
Pelkmans, 2001) and TD-SCDMA in China (P. Gao et al., 2014; X. Gao,
2014).

A.3

Case Description

In this section, we describe our findings regarding the cases. Table 6.3 on
page 310 provides an overview over the most important events in the main
case. Section A.3.1 then provides background information on the case and
outlines how e-mobility charging emerged as a field of standardisation. In
Section A.3.2, we describe the initial search for a common plug by actors
in the field before the European Commission’s decision. Section A.3.3
then outlines how a common standard for the charging plug was then
eventually found through the European Commission’s intervention and
how this affected the further development.

A.3.1

Case Background and the Emergence of the
E-Mobility Charging Field

Following the need to develop alternatives to the combustion engine to
limit the environmental impact of transport, electric vehicles are a major
area of innovation in the automotive industry. Some smaller efforts in the
1970s (van den Bossche, 2003, pp. 117–127) laid the foundations for the
big car manufacturers’ activities in the field. These established actors
joined the development of the technology in the 1990s (van den Bossche,
2003). Several of these manufacturers published ambitious targets
regarding the number of electric vehicles that they expect to sell and
several European governments announced national targets for e-mobility
adoption (European Commission, 2013a). Although large car
manufacturers participate in developing e-mobility and made the
commitments cited by the European Commission (2013a), this
development challenges the dominant logic of the wider automotive
industry and car manufacturers’ profitable core business.
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Table 6.3: Timeline of standardising e-mobility plugs in Europe67

67

Source: composed by authors
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Actors in the e-mobility field gradually improved the technology, but a
comprehensive charging infrastructure was needed to make it a serious
alternative to the internal combustion engine, as outlined in Section A.1.
Furthermore, a standardised plug is also desirable for safety reasons as it
prevents users modifying the device or using potentially unsafe adapters
to bridge incompatible plugs and sockets (Electric Vehicle Standards
Panel, 2012). This need triggered the standardisation of e-mobility
charging infrastructure. One part of the foundation for standardising emobility charging was laid in the 1990s by defining different ‘charging
modes’ in a committee-based standard (van den Bossche, 2003, pp. 163–
168). These ‘charging modes’ cover different currents, voltages and
safety-mechanisms, affecting both charging speeds and the costs of
installing and maintaining charging stations. Building on these modes, the
plugs are required as the physical interface between a charging station and
an electric vehicle. We focus on the standardisation of plugs for ‘Mode 3’
charging of electric vehicles, used in publicly accessible non-fast charging
stations which turned out to be particularly dynamic in Europe, as outlined
below.68
This search for a common plug was initiated and led by electrical accessory
manufacturers, who had the expertise to develop these designs and saw a
new business opportunity, instead of car manufacturers. Three plugs were
designed for this purpose (and later included in a standard by the
International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)): Type 1, Type 2 and
Type 3-c (usually referred to as Type 3). Type 1 did not play any role in
the competition for the common European plug because it was optimised
for the American and Japanese electricity grids. Mennekes (a German
company with around 1000 employees) designed Type 2 and Scame (an
Italian company with around 1400 employees) developed Type 3. The

68
A parallel standardisation process occurred for connectors for mode 4 fast
charging (which is also the underlying technology for Tesla’s charging network).
However, this process was largely separate from standardising the plug for mode
3 on which we focus in this paper.
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standardisation process in Europe revolved around the choice between
Type 2 and Type 3. These two designs are electrically compatible, making
them perform similarly. However, due to differences in physical
dimensions a Type 2 plug cannot be plugged into a Type 3 socket or viceversa. They are thus not compatible with each other in use. Additionally,
Type 3 has a shutter which covers any electric parts when the plug is
unplugged. Type 2 does not have such a shutter.
At first sight the choice between the two plugs looks like a relatively
simple technical question with few repercussions beyond the technical
characteristics of the charging stations to be used in Europe. However, it
also has strong implications for e-mobility’s further development and
commercial consequences for the involved companies. Due to the network
effects discussed in Section A.1, finding a common interface was essential
prerequisite for the European charging infrastructure. Because of the
charging infrastructure’s embedding in the development of e-mobility
which should help in reducing greenhouse gases from transport, the issue
also had societal importance. Additionally, pushing their design as the
common plug to be used all over Europe would present a substantial
reward to the involved companies as doing so would open up the
opportunity to gain a key position in a sizeable new market for them,
meaning that they would be well positioned to reap the benefits of its
further development. On the other hand, missing this opportunity would
leave them with a product which they could not sell in its intended market
and would assign them a challenger role in the further development.
Both companies enlisted the support of other parties for their design:
Mennekes collaborated with RWE (a large German utility), Daimler and
Volkswagen during Type 2’s development, securing the support of
German industry and the European Automobile Manufacturers
Association (ACEA). Scame and other mainly French and Italian
companies founded EV Plug Alliance, a consortium that coordinated all
activities to establish Type 3 as the standard. In addition, governmental
actors were heavily involved as the French government and the European
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Commission (EC) – supported by the European Parliament and the
European Council – had a substantial influence on the case. Finally,
standardisation committees at national, European (CEN/CENELEC) and
international level (IEC) played a vital role in the case.

A.3.2

Searching for a Common Charging Plug

The search for the common charging plug involved all three
standardisation modes discussed in Chapter 2 of this dissertation. This
process was initiated by Mennekes in early 2009 by offering the first
products using Type 2 in the market and at the same time becoming active
in the relevant committees to get the design accepted as an official standard
on all geographical levels. Scame immediately responded by announcing
that they were developing Type 3 and they proposed this as an alternative
design in the committees. However, they did not yet enter the market,
giving Type 2 a time-advantage in building its installed base. Scame
founded the EV Plug Alliance in March 2010 together with other parties
to coordinate activities related to promoting Type 3 in the market and
committees and signal to others that well-known industry players
supported the design. First products using Type 3 were launched in
September 2010.
Governmental actors entered the process the first time in June 2010 when
the EC requested CEN/CENELEC to specify a common charging plug for
Europe within 18 months, because of its importance for the market’s
development (European Commission, 2010b). Although the EC later
decided the outcome of the process, it limited its intervention at this point
to releasing a standardisation request and highlighting the importance of
the topic to the European standard bodies CEN/CENELEC. This was in
line with the EC’s usual policy that technical standards should be
developed by experts in recognised standard bodies, not the EC (European
Commission, 2009). Although the committee-members considered the
deadline of the standardisation request as challenging or even unrealistic,
they did not make use of the possibility to reject it and responded by
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establishing a stakeholder focus group to work on the issue
(CEN/CENELEC Focus Group on European Electro-Mobility, 2011).
During this period, the French government also intervened in the process.
It formulated ambitious targets for the build-up of an e-mobility charging
infrastructure in France and provided generous subsidies. These subsidies
were only available for charging stations using Type 3 which was justified
with French electrical safety regulation requiring a shutter (Nègre &
Legrand, 2011). This meant that the government used its hierarchical
position to restrict Type 2’s use in France and thus ensuring that Type 3
could still achieve a substantial share of the European market despite its
late entry.

A.3.2.1

Conflicting Interpretations

Throughout this process, actors were unable to agree on a common
charging plug. One key element of this inability to settle on a common plug
were actors’ conflicting interpretations of the same facts, hindering
agreement between them. Two examples illustrate this:
Early development of the plugs’ installed bases in the market occurred in
parallel to discussions in committees, making installed bases an important
argument there. In assessing these installed bases, both sides’ arguments
focused on market share figures which supported their preferred design.
Type 3 was only adopted in France whereas all other countries developing
charging infrastructures (e.g. Germany, Netherlands, UK, the Nordic
countries) used Type 2 (Eurelectric, 2012). Type 2’s backers argued
therefore that choosing Type 2 would only require one country to re-equip
its infrastructure. On the other hand, Type 3’s supporters stressed that Type
3 had caught up with Type 2’s installed base in 2012 (resulting from the
French government’s subsidies). Further, based on then published
commitments to install charging stations, France was expected to have
4,400,000 charging stations in 2020 compared to 600,000 in the rest of
Europe (European Commission, 2013a).
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The shutter (the plugs’ key technical difference) provides a second
illustration for how conflicting interpretations influenced the process.
While the French government argued that only Type 3 would fulfil French
electrical safety requirements with its shutter (see Nègre & Legrand,
2011), some charging poles using both types were installed in the French
Alsace region close to the German border and other countries with similar
regulations (e.g. Denmark, the UK) used Type 2. This suggests that these
legal issues would not have presented an insurmountable hurdle.
Nevertheless, this remained an important point of contention. Although the
shutter is an additional safety mechanism, it can reduce the plug’s
durability and reliability (e.g. dust may obstruct shutters and Finnish
delegates to the European committees highlighted that they can freeze shut
in winter). In this trade-off, each side weighed the facts to support their
designs: Type 2’s backers argued that the remaining safety features were
sufficient while Type 3’s backers insisted that all available safety features
should be included in the plug.
Both sides’ used their interpretations of the facts to portray their favoured
plug as superior and to found an expectation that the case could be won if
they persevered long enough and justified their continued involvement in
markets and committees. Consequently, no consensus was reached. In
October 2011, this resulted in an international IEC standard for charging
plugs which included both European solutions and Type 1 to be used in
America and Japan. CENELEC adopted this standard for Europe. At the
same time, the CEN/CENELEC focus group released its final report which
concluded that “no consensus was found to select one socket-outlet against
the other, between Type 2 and Type 3-c for Europe” (CEN/CENELEC
Focus Group on European Electro-Mobility, 2011, p. 47).

A.3.3

Finding a Common Charging Plug

Without agreement in the committees, the plugs to be used could have been
found in a market battle, potentially resulting in both designs being used
simultaneously (see H. J. de Vries et al., 2011; Techatassanasoontorn &
Suo, 2011). This would have hindered the field’s development further after
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its progress had already been delayed because some countries (e.g.
Belgium, Switzerland, most of Central and Eastern Europe) postponed
investing in charging infrastructures to avoid switching costs (Eurelectric,
2012).
In this situation, the EC intervened again in January 2013. While actors in
the committees and market saw themselves progressing towards choosing
a European charging plug, the EC’s saw the situation as unsatisfactory and
concluded that actors in the process were unable to settle the matter. Given
the issue’s perceived importance for the wider e-mobility field’s
development and thus also for the EU’s policy to reduce transport-related
CO2-emissions, the EC deviated from its normal practice of leaving
technical questions to experts in committees. It proposed a directive with
several measures to support developing Europe’s alternative fuel
infrastructure, one of which mandating Type 2’s use for charging stations
in Europe (European Commission, 2013b). Interviewees at the EC
motivated the choice of Type 2 over Type 3 with Type 2 being used in
more countries (resulting in less resistance from national governments to
overcome), with ACEA’s support for Type 2, and with talks with the US
which indicated that Type 2 might become the basis for a common
transatlantic standard for fast-charging. The proposal required the
European Parliament’s and European Council’s approval. Both requested
other changes (e.g. removing binding targets for the number of charging
stations) but agreed on choosing Type 2 (Committee on Transport and
Tourism, 2013; Council of the European Union, 2013b). Following this,
the directive was published in the EU’s Official Journal in October 2014
(European Parliament & Council of the European Union, 2014), making it
binding for all EU-member states.

A.3.3.1

Consequences of the Intervention

Although the question of a common charging plug looks simple at first, it
took four and a half years and hierarchical government intervention to
settle this issue. This intervention blindsided the actors in the field who
expected that they could settle the field in the market and committees. The
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choice of Type 2 regulates an important aspect of the future European emobility charging network. It also had implications for the involved actors’
relative strength in the e-mobility sector. While Mennekes and Type 2’s
other supporters reached their objectives and emerged as key players in emobility charging, Type 3’s backers no longer had a realistic expectation
to establish their plug as the standard. They dropped all support for the
design and dissolved EV Plug Alliance. The French government updated
the requirements for charging infrastructure to be eligible for subsidies to
reflect the field’s settlement in July 2014 (ADEME, 2014).
To finalise the settlement’s details, the EC requested further
standardisation in March 2015 to incorporate an optional shutter in Type
2’s technical specifications while retaining compatibility with the original
version (European Commission, 2015a). CENELEC voted on the updated
standard in March 2016 with expected publication in May 2016 to reflect
this demand. Following settlement, countries which postponed building
infrastructures have certainty regarding the plug. Although the EUdecision only stimulates but does not enforce Type 2’s use, its adoption in
Europe is likely.

A.4

Findings from Comparable Cases

As explained in Section A.2, we consider four comparable cases. In the
standardisation of e-mobility charging connectors in the USA, committees
(operating in SAE International) and the government of California played
a very active role. Here, committees developed a standard, the use of which
was then legally mandated by the Californian government before a
substantial market for e-mobility existed (this law was later adopted by
nine other US states). This led to this standard being implemented
everywhere in the USA (also in states that did not adopt the law from
California) without any alternative solutions entering the market. In the
GSM case (Bekkers, 2001; Funk & Methe, 2001; Pelkmans, 2001)
European committees developed the standard. Both the EC and European
national governments were active in this process. National governments
were active through their telecommunications operators (which then were
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state-owned) and by setting up industry consortia to develop specific
solutions. The EC intervened by reserving radio frequencies for the new
standard and moderating conflicts between other actors. Pelkmans (2001)
sees this EC intervention as decisive for the case whereas the EC only
played a limited role according to Bekkers (2001). In the USA’s 2G mobile
telecommunications standardisation, GSM competed in the market against
a standard developed by an American committee and a standard developed
by Qualcomm (Funk & Methe, 2001; Gandal et al., 2003; Pelkmans,
2001). Here, government did not intervene and left the outcome to the
market battle. Finally, in the Chinese TD-SCDMA case (P. Gao et al.,
2014; X. Gao, 2014), the government intervened in many ways. While the
actual development work was done by a committee, government was very
active to ensure that the outcome matched its preferences. It then
intervened in the market by assigning a different standard to be used by
each of the three mobile network providers. While this decision determined
the networks’ implementation, their actual use is being determined by
consumers’ choice of carrier.
An overview over facts from each case that are relevant for our discussion
is provided in Table 6.4 on page 320. A timeline for each case can be found
in Tables 6.5 to 6.8 on the subsequent pages.
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Table 6.4: Overview over comparable cases
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Table 6.5: Timeline of events in the standardisation of e-mobility
connectors in the USA69
Time

Event

2001

SAE International (an American SDO) releases first version of
SAE J1772, detailing a design for an e-mobility charging
connector (California Air Resources Board, 2001b).
California Air Resources Board (CARB) initiates a law which
requires all electric vehicles sold in California to be equipped with
an SAE J1772 compatible inlet (California Air Resources Board,
2001b, 2001c, 2001a).

2007

Committee members within SAE International agree on design
guidelines which detail criteria for a revised charging connector to
be used in an updated version of SAE J1772.

November
2007

Four companies (Amphenol Industries, ITT, Amphenold Tuchel
and Yazaki) submit their proposed designs for consideration
within the SAE committee.

January
2010

An updated version of SAE J1772 is released, including a new
connector which fulfils requirements of modern electric vehicles
(Ponticel, 2010).

Mid 2010

CARB updates its legislation to mandate the new SAE standard
(California Government, 2014; SMMT, 2010). Following this
decision, nine other US-states implement the Californian law,
making the same requirements mandatory for electric vehicles
sold in these states (Center for Climate and Energy Solutions,
2013).

October
2011

IEC includes the connector from the updated SAE J1772 as Type
1 in IEC 62196-2 (e.g. SMMT, 2010).

2010 now

Although the use of SAE J1772 is only a legal requirement in ten
US-states, it becomes the de-facto standard across the USA
(Electric Vehicle Standards Panel, 2012) with no competing
designs entering the market (SMMT, 2010). At the time of writing
(September 2015), several thousand charging stations using Type

69

Sources: see table, additional information was obtained through e-mail conversations with
one representative of SAE International and one representative of the California Air
Resources Board.
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1 are available across the USA whereas only one location each is
recorded using Type 2 or Type 3 (Plugshare.com, 2015).
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Table 6.6: Timeline of events in the European GSM case70
Time

Event

Early 1980s

1st generation mobile telecommunications networks are
introduced. Different standards are used throughout Europe,
meaning that roaming between European countries is impossible.
On this background, it is agreed that the 2nd generation should
rely on a single standard throughout Europe.
Ericsson and other Swedish actors conduct basic research. The
results of this basic research will inform important technology
choices later on in GSM’s development.

Early to
Mid 1980s

The European Commission (EC) studies the field of 2nd
generation mobile telecommunications and comes to the
conclusion that the topic is important for an economically
integrated Europe, leading it to become active in 1987 (see
below).

1982

First development efforts for GSM are undertaken. Several
European PTOs (state owned telecommunications providers) ask
CEPT (a European SDO of PTOs, predecessor of ETSI) to put
the topic on the agenda.

1985/1986

The governments of Germany, France, Italy and the UK agree on
implementing a digital telecommunications standard, thereby
pre-empting a decision in CEPT. The German and French
governments also jointly fund industry consortia for the
development work.
In parallel, different technological solutions are developed in
Scandinavian countries.

February
1987

Basic design decisions are made which are mainly based on the
Scandinavian proposals. Talks on all diplomatic levels are
needed to prevent France and Germany from leaving GSM’s
development efforts.

June 1987

The EC passes a recommendation to EU member states where it
suggests that all member states implement GSM by 1991.
The EC mandates all EU members states to reserve certain parts
of the radiofrequency spectrum for GSM, thereby influencing
some later technical decisions.

70

Sources: Bekkers (2001); Pelkmans (2001); Funk and Methe (2001)
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September
1987

A memorandum of understanding (MoU) is facilitated by the EC
and signed by several PTOs. In this MoU, the PTOs commit to
implementing the technology by 1991 and agree on rules
regarding the implementation process.

1988

The standardisation process is transferred from CEPT to ETSI to
allow industry to participate directly in the development process
as CEPT was only open to PTOs.

January
1990

The GSM technical specifications are frozen after being
postponed several times.

1990

The EC intervenes again to ensure the availability of
radiofrequency in line with the decision of 1987 throughout
Europe.

1990-1995

Additional variants of GSM that work in other radiofrequency
bands are developed, including PCS-1900 which is developed
specifically for the US market (also see Table A4).
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Table 6.7: Timeline of events in the American standardisation of 2G mobile
telecommunications71
Time

Event

1980s

First generation mobile telecommunications are developed and
implemented. The US government imposes the AMPS standard as
the single standard to be used in the USA.

1989

The standard battle for the 2nd generation mobile
telecommunications technology in the USA begins. Qualcomm
introduces CDMA to compete against D-AMPS/TDMA (the
successor of AMPS) which was developed by the Cellular
Telecommunications Industry Association (CTIA).

Early
1990s

The notion that an important factor in the US-computer industry’s
success was unhindered competition between different standards
becomes commonly accepted. The US government therefore
decides not to intervene in 2G mobile telecommunications
standardisation, unlike the 1st generation in the 1980s.

December
1996

Over 30 million people use AMPS or D-AMPS/TDMA while
there are less than 500,000 CDMA users. PCS-1900 (based on
GSM) is also participating in the American standard battle.

2003

A stable balance has emerged where D-AMPS/TDMA, CDMA
and PCS-1900 have roughly equal market shares.

71

Sources: Pelkmans (2001); Gandal et al. (2003); Funk and Methe (2001)
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Table 6.8: Timeline of events in the Chinese TD-SCDMA case72
Time

Event

Mid 1990s

Datang develops SCDMA, the underlying technology for TDSCDMA.

1997

The Chinese government decides to submit a Chinese proposal
for a 3G mobile telecommunications standard to ITU.

June 1998

TD-SCDMA is submitted to ITU as proposed 3G
telecommunications standard.

May 2000

ITU accepts TD-SCDMA as one of the 3G mobile
telecommunications standards.

December
2000 October
2002

Different industry consortia to develop TD-SCDMA further and
support its eventual market diffusion are created. One of these
consortia (the TD-SCDMA Industry Alliance) is set up by the
government and subsequently attracts 25 members from
industry to support TD-SCDMA’s commercialisation.

October
2002

The Chinese government allocates large parts of the available
radiofrequency spectrum to TD-SCDMA.

February
2004

The Chinese government provides subsidies to support TDSCDMA’s R&D efforts.

April 2008

Government mandated tests of TD-SCDMA by mobile
telecommunications operators start in ten Chinese cities.

January 2009

The Chinese government awards the TD-SCDMA operating
license to China Mobile (the country’s biggest mobile
telecommunications provider). The remaining two providers are
awarded licenses for WCDMA and CDMA 2000.

December
2011

TD-SCDMA reaches a market share of around 40% of 3G users
in China.

72

Sources: Gao (2014), Gao et al. (2014)
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Appendix B
B.1

Supporting Material for Chapter 4

Experimental Scenario

The following scenario was shown to participants in the choice experiment:
Please imagine the following situation:
•

The company where you are working is currently developing a new
generation network technology which will support high-speed
communication between devices in the Internet of Things (IoT).

•

Your company is one of several players from different industry-sectors
(including, for example, telecommunications, IT, consumer electronics and
mechanical engineering companies) who are involved in developing and /
or applying this technology.

•

A range of soft- and hardware interfaces is required for this technology to
deliver its full potential. Your company and several other actors have
already developed different working prototypes for some of these
interfaces.

•

Your company and some other actors own intellectual property (IP) which
is essential for these interfaces.

•

Your company sees a need to standardise these interfaces to ensure that they
will be used by many IoT-related products.

•

Your manager asked you to choose a standard setting organisation (SSO –
e.g. a special interest group, consortium or official standardisation
organisation) to get engaged in.

On the following page, you will see 4 alternative SSOs out of which you can pick
the best one. Please make your choice based on the strategy that your company
would follow in a situation like the one described above.
Please assume that these SSOs only differ on the characteristics explicitly
mentioned and are otherwise identical.
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B.2

Descriptive Sample Statistics

The graphs in Figures 6.1-6.9 provide an overview over the demographic
information provided by our respondents.
Figure 6.1:Gender of respondents
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Figure 6.3: Respondents’ professional backgrounds
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Figure 6.4: Percentage of respondents’ daily workload related to
standardisation
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Figure 6.5: Respondents’ experience in standardisation (in years)
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Figure 6.6: Number of SSO selection processes that respondents were
involved in
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Figure 6.7: Respondents’ functions in SSOs
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Figure 6.8: Respondents' industry sectors
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Figure 6.9: IoT-related activities of respondents’ companies (multiple
answers possible)
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B.3

Latent Class Model Without Demographic
Variables

Table 6.9: Latent class model including all attributes
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B.3 Latent Class Model Without Demographic Variables
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Table 6.10: Latent class model including attributes that significantly
improve the model
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B.3 Latent Class Model Without Demographic Variables
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Summary
Innovative businesses face a large, diverse range of – often conflicting – interests
from stakeholders in many areas of business and society. In these settings,
innovations can only succeed if they are aligned with societal demands and
supported by a range of factors in sociotechnical systems, such as ecosystems, user
perceptions, and governmental policy. Standards are an important instrument in this
context. Although they can also have negative effects on innovation (e.g. creating
lock-in), previous literature highlights their many positive contributions. They help
coordinate innovation trajectories, for example by creating common understandings
of technologies, supporting market access, and relaying information. However,
despite these earlier findings, many aspects of the link between standards and
innovation remain poorly understood. This dissertation contributes new insights on
this link to the academic debate through three studies.
Chapter 2 develops new theory on how standardisation coordinates technology
development. It identifies an increasing prevalence of multi-mode standardisation,
where committees, markets, and/or governments are simultaneously involved in
developing and diffusing standards. The chapter theorises about standardisation
cultures, activating the modes in standardisation processes, timing, interactions
between modes, and the ongoing nature of standardisation. In doing so, it shows
that such multi-mode standardisation processes are often very complex and dynamic
because they offer a large number of options for involved actors to strategically
influence the outcomes.
Chapter 3 investigates how such dynamic and complex standardisation processes
can be managed as part of developing a new technology. It does so through a
detailed grounded theory study in the European heating sector, where addressing
standards and related regulation is essential for introducing new products to the
market. As a first core insight, the study reveals how standards support regulatory
compliance and help align innovations with stakeholders’ needs by specifying often
abstract requirements in clear terms. Building on this, the study finds that managing
standards and regulation needs to address three levels to be effective: company,
industry, and wider context. Furthermore, it identifies key activities on each level
(e.g. specific types of cooperation at industry level, opportunities for firms to
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influence external developments) and underlying support factors (e.g. certain types
of expertise, awareness, and firm structures) needed to ensure that an innovation
can be brought to regulated markets. In doing so, Chapter 3 shows how innovators
can use standardisation to manage the diverse interests related to their products, and
ensure high degrees of freedom for their technology development at the same time.
Chapter 4 considers one specific strategic decision in the standardisation context.
Both previous chapters suggest that the degree to which companies can influence
standardisation depends heavily on the forums for collaboration where they
participate. Often, firms can choose between competing forums. Chapter 4 presents
a choice experiment with 141 standardisation managers in the Internet of Things
(IoT) context to identify firms’ preferred institutional setup of standardisation
forums. Beyond the methodological contribution of introducing choice experiments
to forum choice problems, the study also enhances theory. It comprehensively tests
expectations about preferred institutional setups identified from three approaches in
the literature (multi-sided markets, forum shopping, social networks) and a
qualitative pre-test. The chapter distils two distinct types of companies with
different strategies for standardisation (focus on legitimacy vs. effort), thus
providing new understanding of how companies use standardisation for managing
interests and coordinating technology trajectories. Chapter 4 also offers novel
insights for policy makers at standardisation forums and others who are involved in
shaping the institutional setup of standardisation.
Taken together, these three studies have important implications for both theory and
practice of innovation management. Previous literature shows that innovations’
success depends on balancing interests, so that a range of factors in sociotechnical
systems (e.g. infrastructures, regulation) support a new technology. This
dissertation shows that standardisation is key to achieving this balance.
Standardisation offers companies and other actors many ways to influence how
innovation trajectories evolve, often resulting in standards which represent an
equilibrium between these actors. By fixing this equilibrium, standards form a vital
part of the rules needed to support markets’ functioning. They thereby help set the
stage on which innovations can develop and prosper.
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Samenvatting (Dutch Summary)
Innovatieve bedrijven hebben te maken met zeer diverse – vaak tegenstrijdige –
belangen van marktpartijen en maatschappelijke actoren. Innovaties moeten
maatschappelijk aanvaardbaar zijn en behoeven dus steun van actoren zoals
gebruikers en overheden. Normen zijn belangrijke instrumenten in deze context.
Normen kunnen negatieve gevolgen op innovatie hebben (bijvoorbeeld lock-ineffecten), maar de bestaande academische literatuur benadrukt hun positieve
bijdrage. Zij dragen bij aan coördinatie van technologieontwikkelingsprocessen,
bijvoorbeeld door een gemeenschappelijk begrip van een technologie tot stand te
brengen, toegang tot de markt te ondersteunen, en informatie te verspreiden. Enkele
aspecten van de samenhang tussen normen en innovatie zijn echter tot nu toe
onvolledig onderzocht. Dit proefschrift draagt met drie studies bij aan het
academische debat over deze samenhang.
Hoofdstuk 2 levert een theoretische bijdrage over de coördinatie van technologische
ontwikkelingen door normalisatie. De opkomst van multimodale normalisatie wordt
uitgelegd, waarbij commissies, markten, en/of de overheid gezamenlijk aan de
ontwikkeling en verspreiding van normen bijdragen. De theorie, die in dit hoofdstuk
wordt ontwikkeld, heeft betrekking op normalisatiecultuur, het activeren van deze
modaliteiten in normalisatieprocessen, timing, wisselwerking tussen de
modaliteiten, en de doorlopende natuur van normalisatie. Het hoofdstuk
demonstreert dat multimodale normalisatieprocessen de betrokkene actoren een
groot aantal mogelijkheden biedt om het proces strategisch te beïnvloeden. Deze
processen ontwikkelen zich daarom vaak zeer complex en dynamisch.
In Hoofdstuk 3 wordt onderzocht, hoe dergelijke dynamische processen kunnen
worden gemanaged bij het ontwikkelen van nieuwe technologieën. Dit hoofdstuk
bevat een gedetailleerde ‘grounded theory’ studie in de Europese
verwarmingssector, waar het voldoen aan normen en technische regelgeving
essentieel is voor het introduceren van nieuwe producten op de markt. Het
onderzoek laat zien hoe normen het nakomen van de eisen in de technische
regelgeving vereenvoudigen. Normen dragen eraan bij, innovaties aan de belangen
van belanghebbenden aan te passen door abstracte eisen uit te werken in duidelijke
richtlijnen. Hierbij zijn drie managementniveaus relevant: het bedrijfsniveau, het
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niveau van de industriesector, en de verdere omgeving van de innovatie. Verder
identificeert de studie belangrijke activiteiten (bijvoorbeeld bepaalde soorten van
samenwerking tussen bedrijven, gelegenheden voor bedrijven om gebeurtenissen in
hun omgeving te beïnvloeden) en onderliggende factoren (bijvoorbeeld types van
expertise, besef, en bedrijfsstructuren) die nodig zijn om een innovatie in een markt
te introduceren waar technische wetgeving van toepassing is. Hiermee laat
hoofdstuk 3 zien, hoe innovators normalisatie kunnen gebruiken om diverse
belangen te managen en tegelijkertijd een hoge graad van vrijheid voor hun
innovaties kunnen zekerstellen.
Hoofdstuk 4 gaat over een belangrijke strategische beslissing in de context van
normalisatie. Beide voorgaande hoofdstukken laten zien dat de invloed van
bedrijven op normalisatie sterk afhankelijk is van de fora via welke zij aan het
normalisatieproces bijdragen. Vaak kunnen zij tussen verschillende fora kiezen.
Hoofdstuk 4 rapporteert over een ‘choice experiment’ met 141
normalisatiemanagers in het kader van het ‘internet of things’ (IoT). Door dit
experiment worden hun voorkeuren voor normalisatiefora onderzocht, via een
‘choice experiment’ te gebruiken, waarin ze een aantal keren kunnen kiezen uit vier
fora die qua kenmerken onderling verschillen. Hierbij is gebruik gemaakt van
literatuur over ‘multi-sided markets’, ‘forum shopping’, en sociale netwerken. In
een kwalitatief vooronderzoek zijn de kenmerken uit de literatuur aangevuld vanuit
de praktijk. De statistische analyse laat twee duidelijke types van bedrijven zien met
verschillende strategische oriëntaties: focus op legitimiteit of op kosten. Het
onderzoek draagt daarmee bij aan beter inzicht in het gebruik van normalisatie door
bedrijven. Verder levert dit hoofdstuk nieuwe inzichten voor beleidsmakers binnen
normalisatiefora, en anderen die betrokken zijn bij de institutionele opzet van
normalisatie instellingen. Het gebruiken van een ‘choice experiment’ om
voorkeuren voor fora te onderzoeken is ook methodisch vernieuwend.
Gezamenlijk zijn deze drie studies belangrijk voor de theorie en praktijk van
innovatiebeleid. Eerder onderzoeksresultaten laten al zien dat het succes van
innovaties afhangt van de afweging van verschillende belangen en van een aantal
ondersteunende factoren in socio-technische systemen, zoals infrastructuur en
technische regelgeving. Dit proefschrift bevestigt deze resultaten en voegt hier
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normalisatie aan toe. Normalisatie biedt bedrijven en andere actoren veelvoudige
mogelijkheden om innovaties en de randvoorwaarden daarvoor te beïnvloeden.
Normen blijken essentieel te zijn voor het functioneren van markten. Zij bieden de
stabiele basis waarop innovaties zich kunnen ontwikkelen en gedijen.
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Zusammenfassung (German Summary)
Innovative Firmen werden mit einer großen Vielfalt von – oft widersprüchlichen –
Interessen von Stakeholdern aus Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft konfrontiert. In
diesem Kontext können Innovationen nur bestehen, wenn sie an gesellschaftlichen
Anforderungen ausgerichtet werden und durch eine Reihe Faktoren in
soziotechnischen Systemen, wie z.B. Ökosystemen, Wahrnehmungen der Nutzer,
und Politik, unterstützt werden. Standards und Normen73 sind wichtige Instrumente
in diesem Kontext. Trotz möglicher negativer Auswirkungen von Standards auf
Innovation (z.B. Lock-In Effekte) hebt die bisherige Literatur ihren positiven
Beitrag hervor. Sie tragen dazu bei, Technologieentwicklungsprozesse zu
koordinieren, beispielsweise indem sie ein gemeinsames Verständnis einer
Technologie schaffen, Marktzugang unterstützen, und Informationen weitergeben.
Einige Aspekte des Zusammenhangs zwischen Standards und Innovation sind
bisher allerdings nur lückenhaft erforscht. Diese Dissertation trägt mit drei Studien
zur akademischen Debatte über diesen Zusammenhang bei.
Kapitel 2 entwickelt einen theoretischen Beitrag zur Koordination von
technologischen Entwicklungen durch Standardisierung. Es wird das zunehmende
Aufkommen von multi-modaler Standardisierung dargelegt, bei der Komitees,
Märkte und/oder Regierungen gemeinsam zur Entwicklung und Verbreitung von
Standards beitragen. Die Theorie, die in diesem Kapitel entwickelt wird, befasst
sich mit Standardisierungskultur, der Aktivierung der Modes in
Standardisierungsprozessen, Timing, Interaktionen zwischen Modes, und der
fortlaufenden Natur der Standardisierung. Damit wird aufgezeigt, dass multimodale Standardisierungsprozesse den involvierten Akteuren eine Vielzahl von
Optionen bieten um die Ergebnisse strategisch zu beeinflussen. Diese Prozesse
häufig entwickeln sich dadurch häufig sehr komplex und dynamisch.
Kapitel 3 untersucht, wie solche dynamischen Prozesse als Teil von
Technologieentwicklung gemanagt werden können. Es basiert auf einer
73

In der deutschen Sprache wird zwischen ‚Standards‘ und ‚Normen‘ unterschieden. Diese
Dissertation bezieht sich auf beide Konzepte. Wo im Folgenden von ‚Standards‘ gesprochen
wird beinhaltet das auch ‚Normen‘. Der Begriff ‚Normen‘ wird im Folgenden im ‚deutschen
Sinne‘ gebraucht.
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detaillierten ‚Grounded Theory‘ Studie im europäischen Heizungssektor, wo die
Auseinandersetzung mit Normen und Regulierung essentieller Bestandteil der
Markteinführung neuer Produkte sind. Als erste wichtige Erkenntnis zeigt das
Kapitel, wie Normen die Einhaltung regulatorischer Vorschriften erleichtern.
Normen tragen dazu bei, Innovationen an Stakeholderbedürfnisse anzupassen
indem sie abstrakte Anforderungen in klare Vorgaben umsetzen. Darauf aufbauend
zeigt die Studie, dass effektives Management von Normen und Regulierung auf drei
Ebenen aktiv sein muss: der Firmenebene, der Branchenebene, und dem weiteren
Umfeld einer Innovation. Außerdem identifiziert die Studie wichtige Aktivitäten
(z.B. spezifische Arten der Kooperation auf Branchenebene, Gelegenheiten für
Firmen um das Geschehen in ihrem Umfeld zu beeinflussen) und zugrundeliegende
Faktoren (z.B. die Art der Expertise, Bewusstsein, und Firmenstrukturen) die
benötigt werden um eine Innovation in regulierte Märkte einzuführen. Damit zeigt
Kapitel 3 wie Innovatoren Standardisierung und Normung nutzen können, um
diverse Interessen zu managen und gleichzeitig einen hohen Grad an Freiheit für
die Technologieentwicklung sicherstellen zu können.
Kapitel 4 befasst sich mit einer wichtigen strategischen Entscheidung im
Standardisierungskontext. Beide vorhergehenden Kapitel legen nahe, dass die
Einflussmöglichkeiten von Firmen stark von den Foren abhängen, in denen sie sich
an der Standardisierung beteiligen. Häufig haben sie dabei die Wahl zwischen
verschiedenen Foren. Kapitel 4 berichtet die Ergebnisse eines ‚Choice Experiment‘
mit 141 Standardisierungsmanagern im Bereich des Internet der Dinge. Damit
werden deren bevorzugtes institutionelle Settings für Standardisierungsforen
erfasst. Über den methodischen Beitrag hinaus, ein ‚Choice Experiment‘ für ‚Forum
Choice Probleme‘ zu verwenden, ergänzt diese Studie auch Theorien zur
Standardisierung. Es werden Erwartungen zu präferierten institutionellen
Konfigurationen aus drei theoretischen Ansätzen (‚Multi-Sided Markets‘, ‚Forum
Shopping‘, soziale Netzwerke) getestet. Ein qualitativer Vortest ergänzt diese aus
der Praxisperspektive. Die statistische Auswertung ergab zwei ausgeprägte
Firmentypen mit verschiedenen strategischen Ausrichtungen in der
Standardisierung (Fokus auf Legitimität gegenüber Aufwand). Die Studie trägt
damit zum Verständnis bei, wie Firmen Standardisierung nutzen um Interessen zu
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managen und Technologien zu koordinieren. Darüber hinaus bietet Kapitel 4 neue
Einblicke für Akteure, die an der Definition des institutionellen Settings für
Standardisierung beteiligt sind.
Insgesamt folgen aus diesen drei Studien wichtige Schlussfolgerungen für Theorie
und Praxis des Innovationsmanagements. Frühere Forschungsergebnisse zeigen
bereits, dass der Erfolg von Innovationen das Ausbalancieren diverser Interessen
und eine Reihe unterstützender Faktoren in soziotechnischen Systemen (z.B.
Infrastruktur, Regulierung) voraussetzt. Diese Dissertation bestätigt diese
Forschung und ergänzt sie in Bezug auf die Standardisierung, welche beim
Erreichen dieser Balance eine zentrale Rolle spielt. Standardisierung bietet Firmen
und anderen Akteuren vielfältige Möglichkeiten, Innovationen und deren
Rahmenbedingungen zu beeinflussen. Diese Prozesse münden häufig in Standards,
die ein Gleichgewicht der Interessen darstellen. Indem sie dieses Gleichgewicht
definieren sind Standards ein wesentlicher Bestandteil der Regeln, die nötig sind
um das Funktionieren von Märkten zu gewährleisten. Sie tragen damit bei, eine
Bühne zu bieten auf der Innovationen sich entwickeln und gedeihen können.
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Actors who are involved in innovation face a large, diverse range of – often conflicting – interests from
stakeholders in many areas of business and society. Innovations can only succeed if they are aligned with
societal demands and supported by a range of factors, such as regulation and technical infrastructures.

Altogether, this dissertation shows standardisation to be key to achieving the balance of interests that is
required for innovations to prosper. Standardisation allows companies and other actors to establish an
equilibrium of interests that sets that stage for innovation.
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PAUL MORITZ WIEGMANN - Setting the Stage for Innovation

Through three studies, this dissertation shows how standardisation helps balance these interests and
create foundations for new technologies. The results reveal (1) how standards emerge in highly complex
and dynamic processes which may simultaneously rely on coordination in markets, committees, and/or
governments to shape emerging technologies. They show (2) a range of strategic options for influencing
these processes’ outcomes, which are available to companies and other actors. This dissertation also
shows (3) how these options can be integrated into managing technology development at the companyand industry levels. Doing so helps ensure that innovations, standards, and regulation are aligned, thus
supporting a technology’s market introduction. Finally, the dissertation (4) identifies specific strategies that
companies follow with regards to the choice of forum where they engage in standardisation, revealing
different priorities in firms’ activities.
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